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Introduction: War and Sexuality in
Europe’s Twentieth Century
Dagmar Herzog

The transformation of European military history from a marginal
enclave into a major growth area and enormously respected subfield of
the discipline of history writ large has taken place within the last dozen
years. Whether the sources of the booming growth in military history
and its increasing integration into the mainstream of the discipline can
be found in the end of the Cold War and the resurgence in many parts
of the globe of interethnic strife and ‘hot wars’ (and, more recently, the
increasing incidents of terrorism and subsequent attempts to combat
it), or in the succession of numerous anniversaries related to past wars
(perhaps most significantly the 50th anniversary of the end of World
War II in 1995), or in dynamics more internal to the subfield of military
history which more and more opened itself to wider social historical
trends (e.g. an interest in the daily lives of soldiers, the impacts of wars
on home fronts, or the aftermaths of wars in military occupations and
new regimes) even as social historians themselves became increasingly
interested in utilizing diaries and letters produced during wars remains
an open question. All these factors were consequential. What is indis-
putable is the richness and variety of the resulting research findings and
analyses.1

One of the most significant pressures for integrating military history
with other realms of history came – however surprising this may seem
at first glance – from the subfield of women’s history. Examining criti-
cally the convulsive and potentially transformative impacts of wars on
gender roles and relations, as well as the often tenacious hold of pre-
war conceptualizations of gender or the force of postwar attempts to
restore ‘traditional’ gender arrangements, appeared to offer an excep-
tionally valuable opportunity to theorize more effectively the complex
interplay of change and continuity that marked women’s lives. Precisely

1
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because wars threw gender relations into disarray and thereby exposed
the constructedness and contingency of gender roles more generally,
the study of wars and their aftermaths provided an especially useful site
for challenging the compartmentalizations and resistances to thinking
critically about gender demonstrated by many professional historians.2

Yet also among scholars attentive to gender, there was a time lag in
taking seriously the possibilities of military history for theorizing mas-
culinity as thoroughly as scholars had begun to think about the impact
of wars on women’s lives and options.3 As late as 1993, when Miriam
Cooke and Angela Woollacott published Gendering War Talk, they were
still at pains to explain that analyzing the intersections between war and
gender did not only mean talking about women; it also meant talking
about men. And as they pushed that case, the larger overarching objec-
tive of their collection – whose essays traversed the representations and
enactments of femininity and masculinity in such diverse contexts as
British involvement in World War I; Claude Lanzmann’s masterpiece,
Shoah; the experiences of Vietnam veterans returning to the United
States; the ‘dirty’ anti-guerilla wars in Central and South America in the
1980s; the first Gulf War of 1991; and the feminist peace movement –
was to stress how wars have always been conceptually and materially
inseparable from the civilian societies that spawn and experience them:
in their origins, in their unfolding, in their outcomes.4

Yet nothing was more decisive in pressing to the foreground of schol-
arly inquiry exactly those interconnections between civilian societies
and wartime violences than the resurgence of the phenomenon of geno-
cide in the context of the wars in the former Yugoslavia and in Rwanda
in the first half of the 1990s. It was not just (though also) the hapless-
ness of western Europe and the United States in the face of these brutal
events that generated an outpouring of critical reflection on the recur-
rence of genocide in the second half of the twentieth century despite the
West’s post-1940s determination to prevent it (including renewed atten-
tion as well to prior genocidal campaigns in Cambodia in the 1970s and
Guatemala in the 1980s). It was also the recognition that in the 1990s
neighbors were slaughtering neighbors that prompted fresh reflection on
the (theretofore undertheorized) close possible links between intimate
familiarity and vicious violence, and prompted scholars to inquire into
the potential connections between intimacy and massacre in previous
episodes of genocide in Europe, including Armenia in the 1910s and
above all in the Holocaust of the 1930s–1940s.5

The expansion of Holocaust studies and genocide studies alike since
the 1990s, then, accounts for a great deal of the impetus for integrating
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military, social, and cultural history. This is not only due to the wealth of
new sources made available by the opening of former Soviet and Eastern
bloc archives in the postcommunist years. It is also because new ques-
tions were now posed about old topics – from the complex relationships
between prejudice, ideology, and faith to the role of emotions like fear,
hatred, and exhilaration in the act of killing to such matters as the intri-
cate interconnections between civilians’ homefront consumer options
(and political quiescence) and the social vacuum and ‘ownerless prop-
erty’ created by genocide.6 In addition, ongoing research revealed the
impossibility of easily separating genocide from ‘normal’ warfare.7

What further became evident in the last several years is that, for too
long, scholars had mentally divided the twentieth century in half –
thinking of the first half as the era of the two world wars, and the second
half as a time of remarkable peace and stability. As a greater integration
of eastern and western Europe followed the fall of communism, and
as massive migration and globalization proceeded apace and put the
multiple interconnections between western European nations and their
former colonies more inescapably into view, the twentieth century in
Europe became more clearly visible as actually one of continually recur-
ring violence – a story that began with savage repression in European
colonies in Africa and the Turkish genocide in Armenia, as well as World
War I, found its nadir in the continent-wide carnage of World War II and
the Holocaust as well as in the million fold mass killings in the Soviet
Union, but then continued through brutal European anti-guerilla war-
fare in such places as Algeria and Kenya (including the use of torture
and concentration camps), as well as Korea, Malaya, and Vietnam.8

Issues of sexuality – both coerced and consensual – hovered constantly
around the edges of all this research into the history of wars. It was
not least the mass rapes in Bosnia-Herzegovina in the early 1990s (and
then also in Rwanda) – and the subsequent international recognition
that these were war crimes – that gave intellectual legitimacy and eth-
ical urgency to the study of sexual violence in other wars.9 The 1990s
saw a growing body of work both on sexual violence – including, for
instance, the mass rapes of German, Austrian, and Hungarian women
by the Soviet Red Army in 1945 – and on consensual cross-national
sexual encounters during wartime and postwar military occupations.10

The exposure of Japanese sexual enslavement of Korean and Chinese
‘comfort women’ in World War II, along with the ensuing diplomatic
repercussions, put the prevalence of military brothels in almost all
wars on the serious research agenda – even as it also spurred the need
for far more careful delineation of the significant differences between
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voluntary prostitution and sexual enslavement.11 The first years of the
twenty-first century also saw sustained efforts to rethink the sexual pol-
itics of National Socialism (as well as Vichy France, Franco’s Spain, and
Mussolini’s Italy) and to inquire into the place of sexual violence in the
Holocaust.12 At the same time, scholars became increasingly attentive
to the considerable military and political relevance of patterns of frater-
nization both for stabilizing and for destabilizing military occupations
during or after wars, as well as the frequently remarkable significance
of fraternization in spurring wartime national resistance movements
and/or postwar cultures of nationalist ressentiment.13

∗

This volume follows the arc of violence coursing through Europe’s
twentieth century, from Armenia through Auschwitz and the war in
Algeria to Bosnia. As the essays collected here confirm many times over,
Europe in the twentieth century was indeed, as historian Mark Mazower
has aptly put it, The Dark Continent.14 Sexual violence accompanied war-
fare at almost every point, albeit always again – and this is essential to
register – in quite distinct, historically and geographically specific, ways.
Instances of sexual violence ranged from gang rape and genital mutila-
tion of both women and men to forced impregnation and sexual slavery
and coerced marriage for women, from spontaneous sexualized humili-
ations (meant to dehumanize victims and to brutalize and desensitize –
or reward – perpetrators in the killing fields) to terrifyingly systematic
and inventive sadisms within concentration and death camps. What
becomes depressingly, horrifyingly clear is that sexual violence was sim-
ply standard operating procedure. And yet, as especially the essays by
Matthias Bjørnlund, Robert Sommer, Regina Mühlhäuser, Na’ama Shik,
Raphaëlle Branche, and Teresa Iacobelli explicate most carefully, the vio-
lence always served different functions. Sometimes sexual violence was a
‘by-product’ of war, a bribe to the perpetrators to encourage their partic-
ipation in the less pleasurable activity of killing. ‘You are allowed to rape
but do it discreetly’, one French commando leader advised his soldiers
in Algeria in 1961.15 Sometimes, sexual violence served as a means for
perpetrators to entertain each other – and sometimes it was simply a gra-
tuitous assertion of total power.16 Sometimes, sexual violence provided a
means to keep concentration camp inmates compliant. But all too often
sexual violence was the war. Both in Armenia and in Bosnia – although
in one case more spontaneously, in the other more deliberately – sexual
violence itself became a means of implementing genocide. No volume
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thus far has juxtaposed chronologically and territorially diverse cases
of sexual violence in twentieth-century Europe also for the purpose of
advancing thoughtful comparative analysis.17 That is one aim of this
book.

However, and crucially, the volume also includes contrapuntal sto-
ries of desire and delight, of the consensual pleasures made possible by
the anonymity and mass mobility of times of war and the accompany-
ing disruptions of traditional constraints and communal and familial
monitoring mechanisms. This juxtaposition of brutality with desire is
deliberate. The place of sexuality in wars will never be understood ade-
quately if we only attend to its negative manifestations. It is not just
(though also) that prostitution – both coerced and consensual – almost
always accompanies wars, and that we miss a huge aspect of soldiers’
experiences of war if we neglect the place of visits to prostitutes in male
bonding as well as rivalry (and indeed also of how cross-national and
‘cross-racial’ prostitution is experienced and monitored, as the essays
by Richard Fogarty, Marie-Anne Matard-Bonucci, and Mühlhäuser make
particularly clear). Just as important to understand is the flirting and
consensual sex among soldiers, both heterosexual (as women increas-
ingly joined the armed forces in various nations) and homosexual, as
well as the consensual sex engaged in by soldiers with civilians – near
battle fronts, in occupied lands, on home fronts. As one German lieu-
tenant major stationed in a western European nation during World War
II – and fully aware that Germany was about to suffer a shattering and
comprehensive defeat – told his soldiers (as they prepared to enjoy a
night of reveling and sexual intercourse with a new auxiliary service
contingent of young German women), ‘Enjoy the war – the peace will
be awful’.18 In many cases, talk about sexual exploits was likely to be
the single most frequent subject of conversations among soldiers. As
the essay by Emma Vickers on the British military during World War
II recounts, one woman, arriving at a bomber station, ‘was informed
by a more seasoned recruit that she could “have a different boyfriend
every night” if she wanted’, while another woman remembered that
fully 85 percent of the conversations conducted among army women
concerned ‘the topics of men and dances’; studies on male soldiers in
other contexts have found similar levels of preoccupation with sex as
‘topic number 1’.19

Yet as with sexual violence, so also with consensual sexual pleasures,
it is imperative that we do not assume some sort of transhistorical
sex drive erupting (either dangerously or happily) at those moments
when constraints are removed (even as we take seriously the often
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heightened intensity of sexual encounters in times of war, either due
to the impending separation of lovers or to the immanent threat of
death). Instead, studying how individuals and cultures made sense of
consensual encounters in wartime offers an unprecedented opportu-
nity to historicize sexuality more generally and to note just how much
assumptions about its contents and meanings have changed. What peo-
ple find permissible or outrageous, what people find erotic or revolting,
varies greatly over time, and the disruptions caused by wars offer an
important window onto those variations. The essays on consensual sex
included in this volume – especially those by Fogarty, Vickers, and Lulu
Anne Hansen – all highlight the ways that wars have provided opportu-
nities for sexual experimentation, and they emphasize the excitement
and joys of transgressing boundaries of nation, color, sexual orienta-
tion, or class. They also reveal how sexual encounters in wartime, or
during postwar military stationings and occupations, very frequently
destabilized hierarchies of racism and homophobia as well as provided
new opportunities for female sexual agency – and yet with paradoxi-
cal results, both opening up new imaginative universes with potentially
positive consequences for developments in peacetime and sometimes
triggering powerful backlashes. Moreover, while certainly female sexual
victimization and agency are discussed in the essays included in this vol-
ume, one of the tasks the volume has set itself is to bring the vagaries
of male sexuality (both homosexual and heterosexual) more fully into
focus and thereby also to answer recent calls for a more integrated and
comprehensive history of gender.

After all, the twentieth century in Europe was not only a century of
extraordinary brutality. It can also usefully be thought of as ‘the century
of sex’, arcing as it does from Sigmund Freud and the repudiation of
Victorianism to the increasingly anxious debates about the depersonal-
ization of sex in the era of Viagra and the rise of Internet pornography.
What can the apparent pursuit of depersonalized sex during wars – both
violent and voluntary – tell us about human beings’ relationship to their
own bodies, and to the bodies of others? At what points has the human-
ity of the sexual object mattered, and at what points was precisely the
humanity that which needed to be erased? These questions are pursued
especially in the essays by Sommer, Shik, and Branche.

∗

In seeking to explicate the complexities of both violence and sex, each
of the essays included in this volume stands out for its innovative use of
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previously untapped primary sources and for its analytic acuity. Drawing
especially on a wealth of sources produced by missionaries (from Den-
mark, Germany, Norway, and other nations) who observed the violence
and cared for survivors, Matthias Bjørnlund is able to provide the most
comprehensive account to date of the pervasiveness of sexual violence
in the Armenian genocide. His differentiated analysis of the divergent
functions of sexual violence in the context of genocide also facilitates
comparative understanding across time and space precisely because it is
grounded in the particularities of the Armenian situation. ‘Sexual vio-
lence was quite simply the norm on the death marches’. Yet at the same
time, Bjørnlund stresses that the sexual slavery and mutilations were
more an end in themselves rather than serving strategic means, serving
more as occasions for dehumanizing and degrading the victims, assert-
ing the power of the perpetrators and providing them with occasions for
‘mutual demonstrations of masculinity’. Since most of the male Arme-
nian population had already been murdered before the marches began,
this was not an instance of using violence against females to send a
message to the males of the enemy. In addition, Bjørnlund positions
the Armenian case within the complex history of ethnoreligious hatreds
which contain biologistic components but differ from biological racism,
and in this way he can explain as well how some Armenian women were
permitted to survive by becoming wives of Turkish Muslim men.

Shifting the focus entirely to consensual affairs, Richard S. Fogarty
offers nuanced perspectives on the subversion of colonial hierarchies
made possible by sexual encounters between white French women and
Indochinese and Tunisian and Madagascan soldiers and workers sta-
tioned in France during World War I. Fogarty uses the remarkable source
of postal censors’ records in tracing the love letters and romantic and
suggestive photographs revealing these affairs. Officials were aghast at
the remarkably warm and sensual welcome given to males of color not
just by French prostitutes but also numerous nurses and daughters of
bourgeois families, and worried that if news of these affairs reached the
colonies all respect not just for white women living overseas but also for
the entire colonial enterprise would be lost. Expanding recent insights
of colonial historians into the instabilities of colonial rule produced by
intimate contacts across the color line (insights usually based on colo-
nizing white men’s relationships with women of color), Fogarty explores
the even more destabilizing impact of white women’s consensual sex
with colonized men.

Drawing on judicial decisions and debates in the Italian press as well
as fascist government records, Marie-Anne Matard-Bonucci investigates
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the changing regulations shaping Italian soldiers’ and Italian colonial
settlers’ relationships with Ethiopian women during the colonial war
and occupation from the mid-1930s on. Offering new insight into the
still inadequately understood issue of fascist racism, Matard-Bonucci is
able to show that the turn to racism within Italian fascism was partly
related to the government’s and ideologues’ concern about sex between
whites and indigenous peoples. Previously, Ethiopian women had been
eroticized and exoticized, and their charms and their appeal for Ital-
ian men described in the most glowing terms. With an abruptness that
was remarkable, after the declaration of the fascist empire, long-term –
and most specifically loving and passionate – relationships were deemed
an ‘obscenity’ and disgrace to Italian racial dignity, and were criminal-
ized in 1937 (and could lead to up to five years imprisonment) – and
police and the law alike attempted to distinguish between (tolerable)
emotionally uninvolving, ‘episodic’ relations and (now utterly unac-
ceptable) cohabitation. Prostitution per se, however, was not considered
a problem; indeed, the government’s preferred ‘solution’ was to send
white prostitutes to the colony to provide services for white men.

Emma Vickers investigates the history of the British armed forces’
handling of homosexuality within their ranks. Starting from the mis-
remembering and misrepresentations of that history rampant in the
present (including flat-out denials that there were any gay or lesbian
servicemen and -women in the armed forces during World War II), she
uncovers the conjunction of factors that both permitted a large number
of homosexuals to serve in the British military during World War II –
estimates range from 5 to 10 percent of servicemen and -women – and
simultaneously made that service invisible to those who would have
been uncomfortable with it. Drawing especially on oral historical inter-
views with former military personnel, Vickers notes both the ingenuity
employed by homosexuals who were ‘passing’ as straight as well as the
pragmatic need of the nation for as many competent and skilled bod-
ies as possible. She also provides fresh perspectives on the history of
sexuality more broadly by exploring such matters as how men who oth-
erwise identified as heterosexual engaged in homosex, how lesbianism
was sometimes interpreted as infantilism, as well as how loyalty within
a unit often incorporated also flamboyantly gay men who were fiercely
defended by their comrades.

Lulu Anne Hansen draws on the underground press and social work-
ers’ case studies of Danish teen girls who sought romance with German
occupation soldiers during World War II, reading these against the grain
for insights into the apparent difficulty that child welfare authorities,
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parents, and police alike had in disciplining adolescent female sexual-
ity under the inverted social rules and hierarchies occasioned by the
occupation. Like Fogarty, Hansen is interested in taking seriously the
pleasures of fraternization for its female participants – the fun rather
than any economic gain – and the feeling of power they acquired as
desired sex objects. But unlike Fogarty, Hansen focuses on a case in
which the military authorities were operating under the premise that
Danes and Germans were racially compatible and politically conge-
nial, even while critical local observers felt the fraternizing girls were
violating Danish national honor.

Thoughtfully interpreting such sources as concentration camp brothel
visitor lists and medical reports on cervical smear tests, Robert Sommer
turns our attention to the highly changeable nature and content of sex-
ual desires in the midst of mass deprivation and death and analyzes the
reasons for the establishment of prisoner brothels in ten of the major
Nazi concentration camps from 1942 on (in Germany, Austria, and
Poland). Sommer charts as well the recruitment strategies of the SS to
find sexual slave workers, the operation and supervision of the brothels,
the enormous status differentials among prisoners, and the motivations
of male prisoners who visited the brothels as well as the reactions of
those who did not. Both the SS-run granite quarry companies and the
chemical giant I.G. Farben believed they could get higher productivity
out of their slave laborers if they offered them not only more food and
improved piece work rates, but also brothel visits. While a few scholars
have recently worked to recover the experiences of women who were
forced to provide the sexual slave labor, Sommer turns to the hereto-
fore wholly unexplored matters of the male visitors’ motivations (often
existential more than sexual in the conventional sense), the dystopian
streamlining of their sexual activity, as well as the surveillance mech-
anisms and voyeurism of the guards – and some prisoners’ efforts to
subvert these and build something resembling relationality with the
women they visited.

Regina Mühlhäuser provides a pathbreaking assessment of the Nazi
Wehrmacht’s attempts to regulate the sexuality of German men in the
total war conditions on the Eastern front in the first half of the 1940s.
Charting officials’ responses not only to rape and other kinds of sexual
abuse but also to consensual sexual and romantic liaisons with women
in the occupied territories of the East (including those resulting in repro-
duction), Mühlhäuser offers a fine-grained analysis of the conflicting
demands of the Nazis’ racial, sexual, and military aims, and shows
just how open-ended, continually evolving, and contradictory were the
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Wehrmacht’s efforts to channel sexual desire in racially approved paths
even as military leaders were also moved by their own beliefs about the
imperatives of regular heterosexual outlets for improving soldiers’ mil-
itary performance. Finally, however, Mühlhäuser demonstrates that –
however counterintuitively nonetheless crucially – it was not the rigid-
ity of racial ideas but rather specifically the ambiguities and flexibility
of Nazi conceptions of race that permitted the regime to maintain its
power.

Sensitively reading the testimonies written by Jewish female survivors
of Auschwitz shortly after the war for what they can tell us about the
use of sex as a survival strategy as well as about sexual violence in the
death factory, Na’ama Shik navigates between the extremes that have
previously characterized the discussion of sexual violence in Auschwitz:
on the one hand, deliberate silence and denial, on the other, a kind of
titillated fascination. Examining both verbal and physical sexual humil-
iation and violation from guards and other prisoners as well as the
phenomenon of ‘prostitution’ in exchange for food, Shik documents
the wide range of sexual abuses that occurred, including rapes, while
also asking why the public knowledge of these abuses – in Europe, the
United States, and Israel – disappeared from the 1960s on, as shame and
guilt over the use of sex for survival was intensified, and as a mostly
male-centered narrative of the Holocaust became ascendant. In some
ways echoing the findings of Sommer about the fears of demasculin-
ization experienced by male prisoners deprived of sexual outlet, Shik
notes the fears of defeminization experienced by female prisoners, even
as some found – in a world of horrific non-choices – that although their
bodies no longer felt female or human at all, in the eyes of male prison-
ers with food to exchange they could still function as sexual objects, as
‘a wide-open bodily site’.

In her book on the use of torture during the French war in Algeria
from 1954 to 1962, Raphaëlle Branche, drawing on military archival
records and soldiers’ and anticolonial insurgents’ memoirs as well as
oral history interviews she conducted with former perpetrators, has ana-
lyzed the sexual elements in the torture of insurgents and civilians
suspected of working for the Front de Libération Nationale (including
rapes with objects and the use of electroshocks to the genitals).20 In her
essay for this volume, she particularly documents the pervasiveness (and
pervasive acceptance within the French military) of rapes of Algerian
women, both of women held in detention camps and of civilian women
assaulted in their homes and on the streets. Unlike torture, rape was not
officially permitted, nor did it serve any military purpose beyond the
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terrorizing of the local population. Nonetheless, rape was widespread,
and Branche looks at this ubiquity of rape both from the point of view
of assumptions prevailing in France at that time about ‘normal’ male
heterosexuality and in the context of Algerian Muslim and Kabyle con-
ceptions of female sexual honor, interpreting the significance of Islam
for the Algerian communities as itself a response to decades of French
colonization and repression.

Teresa Iacobelli offers yet another vantage point on rape as an aspect
of warfare in her close study of the city of Foca in 1992–1993. As there
has been considerable dispute over whether the mass rapes of Mus-
lim women in Bosnia-Herzegovina were systematically ‘planned’ and
ordered or rather ‘spontaneous’ and random, Iacobelli carefully combs
the available evidence on Foca – an early site of systematic and orga-
nized raping – in order to make a case for the ‘planned’ perspective and
to document not only the knowledge but also participation of high-
ranking Serbian officers in systematic sexual slavery within camps. Like
Bjørnlund and Branche, Iacobelli considers the multiple possible func-
tions of rape in the context of war. Iacobelli shows that in the Bosnian
case, rape was used as a deliberate tactic of warfare in the sense that by
spreading terror it expedited ‘ethnic cleansing’ and flight, but that it also
worked as a deliberate strategy of genocide via the forced impregnation
of Muslim women.

∗

While it is indisputably challenging, even emotionally and intellectu-
ally disorienting, to think carefully about the two profoundly different
ways that war and sexuality have intersected in the twentieth cen-
tury – on the one hand, the topsy-turvy border-crossing sex made
possible by the increased mobility, anonymity, and intensification of
daily life brought by wars and, on the other hand, the recurrent reality
of grotesque sexual violence (along with the libidinal elements within
violence itself) – considering the two dynamics side by side is abso-
lutely essential if we are to make sense both of the experiences of wars
and of their aftermaths (in defeats, victories, occupations, and postwar
attempts at societal rebuilding) and if we are to further the larger project
of historicizing human nature, as its changeable and its durable ele-
ments become apparent in moments of intensity and extremity. It is
no surprise that the essays in this volume – while ranging from Arme-
nia in 1915 to Bosnia in 1993 – cluster heavily in the century’s brutal
center, World War II and the Holocaust. As historian Omer Bartov has
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recently pointed out, it was only from the vantage point of the early
twenty-first century that we even came to understand ‘the Holocaust as
the leitmotif of the twentieth century’ and – as the essays by Sommer,
Mühlhäuser, and Shik in particular show – there is far more about this
event that we have yet to understand.21 But there is no question that
the Holocaust’s role as a leitmotif in thinking about the twentieth cen-
tury is reinforced not least because this event above all raised the most
acute questions about the relationships between war, genocide, and sex-
ual and reproductive control and invasion that are now, in the early
twenty-first century, being again pressed to the fore in numerous sites
around the globe.

This volume, then, not only represents a first attempt to analyze the
multiple and complex intersections of war and sexuality in Europe’s
twentieth century. And it is not least because each essay is grounded in
the chronological and geographical specificities of its subjects that the
collection can recurrently provide innovative vantage points on major
themes in twentieth-century Europe, including nationalism, imperi-
alism, decolonization, migration, racism, and violence in warfare as
well as changing gender dynamics and conceptions of sexuality. The
interpretive challenges posed by the topics are not merely a matter
of historical interest, but raise issues of great urgency at the current
twenty-first-century juncture. The authors’ findings are most timely, as
the analyzes advanced in the collected articles echo with and provide
insights into numerous matters worrying us in our own day. These mat-
ters range widely and include the kinds of sexual violence evident in
Darfur and Sierra Leone as well as in Abu Ghraib, the confused and
angst-ridden response of secularized European liberals to the sexual
restrictions on women within neofundamentalist Islam both inside and
outside Europe’s borders, the peculiar ways – in the case of the United
States – renewed sexual conservatism at home has coincided with mil-
itary aggressiveness abroad, the fantasies and fears accompanying the
proliferation of transnational romances and marriages (in which love
and the desire for European citizenship are often difficult to disentan-
gle), the incorporation of ‘out’ homosexuals into most European armies,
the new influx of eastern European and Russian women into western
Europe as sex workers, and, more generally, the at present utterly dev-
astated dreams for advancing human rights, socioeconomic justice, and
peace in the wake of the end of the Cold War. It is our hope that this vol-
ume about the past will help to inform conversations about our evolving
present as well.
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‘A Fate Worse Than Dying’: Sexual
Violence during the Armenian
Genocide
Matthias Bjørnlund

All tell the same story and bear the same scars: their men were
all killed on the first days’ march from their cities, after which the
women and girls were constantly robbed of their money, bedding,
clothing, and beaten, criminally abused and abducted along the way.
Their guards forced them to pay even for drinking from the springs
along the way and were their worst abusers but also allowed the
baser element in every village through which they passed to abduct
the girls and women and abuse them. We were not only told these
things but the same things occurred right here in our own city before
our very eyes and openly on the streets.1

Introduction

The above quote, taken from a letter written 6 August 1915 by
F. H. Leslie, US missionary in the Ottoman city of Urfa, to US Consul
Jesse B. Jackson in Aleppo, encapsulates much of what was the Arme-
nian genocide – the killing of 1–1.5 million Ottoman Armenians during
World War I – including the fundamental gendered aspect of this event.
But when it comes to massive extermination campaigns like the Arme-
nian genocide, the Holocaust, and the Rwandan genocide, gendered
aspects have usually been downplayed in scholarly works. This is per-
haps understandable considering the all-encompassing nature of what
has rightly been called the total genocides of the past century.2 The
Armenian genocide was the almost completely successful attempt by
the Young Turk dictatorship (also known as the Committee of Union and
Progress, CUP) at ‘cleansing’ from Anatolian soil not only the approxi-
mately 2 million Ottoman Armenians, but also other mainly Christian
nationalities like the Ottoman Greeks and Assyrians, and it was usually

16
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secured through a number of methods of direct and indirect killings:
massacres, drownings, death marches under the guise of relocations,
imposed starvation and diseases, etc.3

So, when the ultimate goal of the perpetrators is to secure the disap-
pearance of an entire group – men, women, and children – subjects like
sexual abuse, or whether or to what extent factors like gender or age
played a role in selecting the victims, may seem of secondary impor-
tance. Nevertheless, history shows that males and females have often
been affected by genocide in quite different ways, whether as victims or
as perpetrators, and focusing on aspects such as gender is important if
one seeks to fully understand the modes, motives, dynamics, and con-
sequences of genocide and other mass crimes.4 This study attempts to
examine gendered aspects of the Armenian genocide, in particular the
ways Ottoman Armenian females were targeted for physical destruction,
sexual abuse, slavery, and/or forced assimilation. As the particular fate
of the Armenian females in this period has been analyzed in only a few
scholarly works,5 and because this fate is today little known by non-
Armenians and non-specialists in the field of genocide studies, the aim
is also to help create a larger basis for further discussion of this event,
as well as for comparison of gendered aspects of the Armenian genocide
with similar aspects of similar historical events; that is, to tentatively
bring this material into a wider context of sexual violence during war
and genocide.

Gender and the Armenian genocide: An overview

Organized, gender-selective mass killing – sometimes termed gender-
cide – is a common feature of war, ethnic cleansing, and genocide,
and has in such situations of conflict primarily targeted men through
history, especially younger ‘battle-age’ men.6 These mass killings have
either been seen as a goal in itself – the destruction of real or imag-
ined opposition and/or reproductive powers and group coherence, a
recent case in point being the 1995 Srebrenica massacre of some 8000
Bosnian Muslim men and boys7 – or as a more or less distinctive
part of a more thorough genocidal design – what Adam Jones calls
‘root-and-branch extermination’.8 The latter applies to the Armenian
genocide, which was executed as what one might call two sequential,
relatively distinct, but interconnected gendercides within the frame-
work of a larger exterminatory campaign. Thus, the first victims of the
Armenian genocide were almost exclusively men: the approximately
200,000 Armenian soldiers fighting in the Ottoman army who, from
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the beginning of 1915, were disarmed and massacred or worked to
death in large numbers, followed by politicians, religious leaders, and
other members of the Armenian elite who were arrested, deported, often
tortured, and killed from the spring of that same year. They, in turn,
were followed by those of the remaining men and older boys who had
not managed to hide or escape and were massacred as a prelude to,
or in the early stages of, the deportations – the death marches. Some
men and older boys managed to stay alive for at least a period of
time on these marches through bribery or by disguising themselves as
women.9

There could be important similarities between the ways male and
female Armenian victims were treated, especially near the Caucasian
frontline where massacres tended to be total and thus less gender-
selective. And, as during the Bosnian genocide,10 the Rwandan geno-
cide,11 the Japanese occupation of South-East Asia during WWII,12 and
at times during the 1914 German invasion of Belgium and France,13

both males and females were from early on often subjected to sexu-
ally charged mutilations as part of what seems to be humiliating or
dehumanizing rituals connected to the actual killings, perhaps aimed
at showing the omnipotence of the perpetrators and the impotence of
the victims. In late May 1915, an American missionary in Harput, Henry
H. Riggs, encountered the bodies of two almost naked elderly Armenian
men, noting that they

. . . were laid in such a position as to expose their persons to the
ridicule of passers by, and on the abdomen of each was cast a large
stone. They had evidently been murdered there at the noon hour and
then the brutal guards had stopped to leave behind them the signs
not only of violence but of mockery and insult.14

According to a German source,

[f]or a whole month [during the summer of 1915, MB] corpses were
observed floating down the River Euphrates nearly every day, often in
batches of from two to six corpses bound together. The male corpses
are in many cases hideously mutilated (sexual organs cut off, and so
on), the female corpses are ripped open.15

Armenian refugees from Ottoman-occupied parts of Persia reported in
early 1915 that
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[t]he 750 Armenians that have reached Salmast from Urmia are com-
pletely stripped, the women, abducted. In Dilman there is also the
same amount of murdered Armenians, whose martyrdom was carried
out in the most horrific manner. They cut off the feet of living peo-
ple with saws, they cut their wrists in the same way, they cut noses,
cheeks, and lips off with scissors. They burned those parts of the body
which are most sensitive. Both the elderly and the young were killed
by frightful tortures, without regard to gender. We saw the traces of
boundless brutality, glowing skewers were run through the genitals
of both women and men, and they were put to death this way.16

But as a rule the Armenian population had been brutally and largely suc-
cessfully emasculated before victims as well as missionaries and other
Western observers came to consider the fate of the survivors to be
even crueler.17 This happened when it was learned what was meant
by the government-approved deportations or relocations, operations
orchestrated and executed by the Ministry of Interior’s Directorate for
the Settlement of Tribes and Immigrants, and supposedly dictated by what
was officially deemed to be military necessity.18 From the summer of
1915, after the Ottoman Armenians had been deprived by the CUP
government of most potential means of organized armed or political
resistance, as well as of the traditional breadwinners of families,19 Arme-
nian women and children were the next major group to be targeted.20

Hundreds of thousands were given short notice, from weeks to mere
hours, by the authorities to leave their homes and possessions and
march toward the Syrian desert to be ‘relocated’.

Yet though there were exceptions, usually depending on the individ-
ual attitudes of escorting gendarmes or local administrators, the general
purpose of the deportations was to kill all or most of the deportees
by outright massacre, individual acts of violence, attrition, starvation,
dehydration, or disease before they reached the alleged relocation areas
in the desert.21 This is testified to by covert governmental instructions,22

as well as by reports by Armenian survivors and by Ottoman and neutral
or Ottoman-allied observers.23 As for reports by neutral observers, Carl
Ellis Wandel, Danish diplomatic minister at Constantinople (Istanbul),
stated on 4 September 1915 that it was certain that the intention of the
CUP policy of massacre and deportation was to ‘exterminate the Arme-
nian people’.24 And Danish missionary nurse Maria Jacobsen, stationed
in the Central Anatolian town of Harput, stated in her diary 26 June
1915 that if the destination of the deportees really was to be the Syr-
ian desert, ‘it is quite obvious that the purpose of their departure is the
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extermination of the Armenian people’.25 At that point, few believed
the promises made by the authorities to protect the deportees. In an
eyewitness report by Ottoman Lieutenant Sayied Ahmed Moukhtar Baas
(who like many other Muslim Ottoman citizens was against the geno-
cide or even tried to save Armenian lives, although it was punishable by
death),26 it was stated that

When the first batches of the deported Armenians arrived at
Gumush-Khana all able-bodied men were sorted out with the excuse
that they were going to be given work. The women and children were
sent ahead under escort with the assurance by the Turkish author-
ities that their final destination was Mosul and that no harm will
befall them. The men kept behind were taken out of town in batches
of 15 or 20, lined up on the edge of ditches prepared beforehand,
shot and thrown into the ditches. Hundreds of men were shot every
day in a similar manner. The women and children were attacked on
their way by the (‘Shotas’) the armed bands organised by the Turk-
ish Government who attacked them and seized a certain number.
After plundering and committing the most dastardly outrages on
the women and children they massacred them in cold blood. These
attacks were a daily occurence until every woman and child had been
got rid of. The military escorts had strict orders not to interfere with
the ‘Shotas’. [ . . . ] In July 1915 I was ordered to accompany a convoy
of deported Armenians. It was the last batch from Trebizond [Trab-
zon, MB] [ . . . ] I fell ill and wanted to go back, but I was told that as
long as the Armenians in my charge were alive I would be sent from
one place to the other.27

Another eyewitness, Mushegh Hakobian, born 1890 in Nicomedia, also
reported that Armenians were marched back and forth or in circles:
‘They were so pitiless that they made us return and walk the same road
through hills and valleys anew so as to exhaust us completely. We had
already no bread and no water . . . ’28 Deportees were often told by escort-
ing gendarmes that they would all be killed, and, as a rule, anyone who
fell behind was shot or left to die.29 This typical and seemingly point-
less procedure can be explained not only with the need to carry out the
destruction of the remaining Armenians near remote rivers and gorges
suited for the killing and disposal of bodies,30 at a safe distance from
(Western) eyewitnesses, and from the general Muslim population due
to fear of diseases,31 but also with keeping deportees away from sources
of food and water and minimizing the possibility of escape. It can also
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be explained with hatred toward Armenians as a group, as revenge for
perceived transgressions, and, perhaps, with an attempt to overcome
possible resistance from gendarmes or soldiers toward outright massacre
of women and children. When asked by missionaries why they did not
just kill women and children in their villages instead of exposing them
to the miseries of the marches, a Turkish gendarme gave an answer
that reveals a combination of rationalizations: ‘It is right so, they must
be miserable. And – what would we do with the corpses? They would
stink!!!’32 Khanum Palootzian, who had been deported from the Erzerum
region in May 1915, stated that the gendarmes escorting her convoy had
received outright orders ‘not to kill women with sword or bullet, only in
another way’, i.e., through starvation, abuse, and exhaustion. Whether
such an order had in fact been given or not, the escort on this march, as
well as on most other marches, did not abstain from outright massacre
of women and children.33

Often whole convoys were massacred and plundered by the special-
ized, uninhibited killer units, by soldiers, by Muslim villagers, or by
Kurdish militias, either under supervision by, or in close cooperation
with, the authorities.34 But the death marches were no less designed
to kill by various means of attrition (i.e., without anyone necessar-
ily having to do any direct killing), and those same means would
brutalize the escort and ensure that surviving Armenians would even-
tually become thoroughly dehumanized.35 And although abuse and
brutalization were integral parts of the training of the Ottoman sol-
dier and gendarme,36 some guards needed to be further brutalized to
be able to kill women and children as they were ordered to. Mission-
aries Thora von Wedel-Jarlsberg and Eva Elvers, from neutral Norway
and Ottoman-allied Germany, respectively, reported on conversations
they had in June 1915 with young Turkish soldiers escorting, abusing,
and massacring deportees from Erzinjan, and the missionaries had to
conclude that they deeply pitied not only the deportees, but also the
poor boys (‘armen Jungen’) who were being systematically made into
devils (‘systematisch zu Teufeln gemacht werden’).37 A Turkish police-
man who had participated in the killing of a group of Armenian men
who had tried to resist being caught, including the father and brother
of a girl he had taken as his wife, gave the well-known reason or excuse
for his actions that if he had not obeyed he would have been killed
himself.38

It is not surprising that many executors (i.e., direct perpetrators) of
genocide – mainly those ‘ordinary men’ who are not already brutalized
through warfare, violent crime, or ideological or religious commitment
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to a radical cause – initially need some amount of brutalization and
a dehumanization of the enemy in order to be able to kill, especially
when the victims are non-combatant women and children.39 A typi-
cal example of this apparently universal need for some perpetrators to
(let themselves) be brutalized is given by a survivor of the Rwandan
genocide who had been driven out of town with a number of other
Tutsis after a massacre, now barely making a living on a hill nearby
while still being chased by Hutu genocidaires: ‘ . . . I think that for the
Hutus, to see us so, living like the lowest of the lowest wildlife, it made
the work easier. Especially for those who were not spurred to massacre
out of hatred’.40 That some of the executors of the Armenian genocide
were indeed ‘ordinary men’ is hinted at by a British POW in Yozgat,
Lieutenant E. H. Jones:

The butchery had taken place in a valley some dozen miles outside
the town [ . . . ]. Amongst our sentries were men who had slain men,
women and children till their arms were too tired to strike. They
boasted of it among themselves. And yet, in many ways, they were
pleasant enough fellows.41

As described below, Armenians had been systematically dehumanized
by being designated as disloyal, greedy, etc., by politicians and by
the state-controlled media for months, even years, prior to WWI.42

Also, it is worth considering whether earlier massacres of Armenians
in the 1890s43 and 190944 had fostered indifference to Armenian suf-
fering, creating a situation where massacre led to dehumanization that
ultimately helped pave the way for genocide.45 But in 1915, dehuman-
ization was seen as a very tangible result of the death marches. Observers
noted that the very appearance of the Armenian deportees had become
less-than-human, which, in turn, is likely to have worked to convince
escorting gendarmes that they were in fact justified in the first place to
treat Armenians as ‘cattle’ or ‘sheep to the slaughter’, common contem-
porary descriptions of the state and fate of the deportees.46 Leslie Davis,
US Consul at Harput in the Mamouret-ul-Aziz region, described just how
dehumanized they had become, the tens of thousands of deportees who
passed through his consular region, a major artery of the deportation
routes to the deserts of Syria:

There were parties of exiles arriving from time to time throughout
the summer of 1915, some of them numbering several thousand. The
first one, who arrived in July, camped in a large open field on the
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outskirts of the town, where they were exposed to the burning sun.
All of them were in rags and many of them were almost naked. They
were emaciated, sick, diseased, filthy, covered with dirt and vermin,
resembling animals far more than human beings. They had been
driven along for many weeks like herds of cattle, with little to eat,
and most of them had nothing except the rags on their backs. When
the scant rations which the Government furnished were brought for
distribution the guards were obliged to beat them back with clubs, so
ravenous were they. There were few men among them, most of the
men having been killed by the Kurds before their arrival in Harput.
Many of the women and children also had been killed and very many
others had died on the way from sickness and exhaustion. Of those
who had started, only a small portion were still alive and they were
rapidly dying.47

This was confirmed by Maria Jacobsen, who writes that one could smell
those same sick, dead, and dying deportees from a far distance, and
that ‘these poor people did not look like humans any more, not even
animals could be found in this state, people would be merciful and
kill them’.48 A survivor described how female deportees at such tempo-
rary camps were examined before rape and abduction, and compared
it with the way a butcher would examine animals before slaughter-
ing them.49 Harput and nearby Mezreh were among the several towns
and cities along the deportation routes that became centers for the sys-
tematic distribution of Armenian girls and women among the local
populations.50 Other sources confirm that outside Mezreh, Armenian
women and children camped under atrocious conditions. This camp
turned into a well-organized slave market where the most desirable
females, first and foremost women of wealthy families, were searched
for by local Muslims and checked by doctors for diseases, etc. If a
woman refused to follow her new ‘owner’, she was detained by the
local authorities until she accepted a life in slavery.51 According to
the Turkish post-war Military Tribunals, the systematic distribution and
abuse of Armenian females was not restricted to the lower levels of
Ottoman society. For instance, Nuri, chief police officer of Trabzon,
brought young girls to Constantinople as gifts from the Governor-
General to members of the CUP Central Committee, and the Trabzon
Red Crescent Hospital was made into a ‘pleasuredome’ where high-
ranking officials indulged in orgies.52 Indeed, selecting girls and women
to distribute among leading Muslims seems to have been a common
occurrence.53
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Sexual violence on the death marches

Like in the Nazi death camps and concentration camps, everything
was permitted or accepted in the Eastern provinces and on the death
marches; the marches in particular became, to use Hannah Arendt’s
description of the Nazi camps, laboratories in total domination.54 In
describing the official license granted to Serbians to transgress legal and
moral barriers during the 1990s war and genocide in Bosnia, Slavoj Zizek
and Christopher Hanlon describe a ‘carnivalistic’ situation comparable
to that of the moral collapse that was the Armenian genocide: ‘ . . . it’s
not simply some kind of “dark terror”, but a kind of false, explosive
liberation’.55 In a letter dated 15 September 1915 to British Minister
of Munitions David Lloyd George, Philip P. Graves, at the Intelligence
Department of the British War Office, stated regarding the Armenian
genocide that ‘[m]aking all allowance for exaggeration there can be no
doubt that there has been a carnival of murder and rape in many parts
of the interior . . . ’,56 while Raphael de Nogales, a Venezuelan mercenary
serving with the Ottoman army on the Caucasian and Persian fronts,
used phrases like ‘orgy’ and ‘bacchanal of barbarity’ to describe the
extermination of Armenians he witnessed in the Van region.57

In return for such ‘liberation’, i.e., the license to kill, plunder, and
rape, loyalty to the CUP dictatorship and its genocidal scheme was
expected. Jackson, American Consul at Aleppo, stated 12 May 1915
regarding the deportations from Zeitun, Marash, and surrounding areas:
‘According to reports from reliable sources the accompanying gen-
darmes are told that they may do as they wish with the women and
girls’.58 And most of them did. The Danish relief worker and League of
Nations Commissionary Karen Jeppe, who was working from her base
in Aleppo to secure the release of the tens of thousands of Armenian
women and children from Muslim households who had been forcibly
abducted during the genocide, stated in 1926 that out of the thousands
of Armenian females she had come into contact with, all but one had
been sexually abused.59 It is clear that in addition to starvation, diseases,
beatings, and general exhaustion, Armenian females were subjected to a
deliberate pattern of constant, systematic sexual abuse and humiliations
for weeks, sometimes months.

In some areas of the empire, especially in Eastern Anatolia, the col-
lapse of moral values happened so fast and was so complete that the
abuse took place openly. This was probably as a consequence of a com-
bination of factors, like the closeness to the frontline; brutalization
through warfare; vengeance for atrocities committed against Muslim
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civilians and for (perceived) Armenian resistance and revolutionary
activity; and the officially sanctioned view of all Armenians as being
inner representatives of the main outer enemy, the Russians. Examples
of atrocities committed include a case where government officials in
Trabzon were reported to have picked up ‘some of the prettiest Arme-
nian women of the best families. After committing the worst outrages
on them they had them killed. Cases of rape of women and girls even
publicly are very numerous. They were systematically murdered after
the outrage’.60 A report from Mush stated that female relatives of male
torture victims were raped in front of their husbands or brothers as
part of the punishment.61 In that same region, ‘good-looking’ Armenian
women and children were abducted to be Turkified or adopted into Kur-
dish households (thus securing the loyalty of tribesmen and villagers
by allowing them to accept Armenians as ‘payment’), but the rest were
burned alive rather than deported.62

But most of the gender-specific abuse took place during the depor-
tations, far removed from the frontline. The deportations constituted
what was widely regarded as a particularly prolonged, grueling, and
humiliating way of killing, a fate that was ‘worse than dying’, i.e., worse
than immediate killing.63 As the marches could drag on for months,
so could the suffering. The deportees, walking barefoot over mountain
passes and through deserts, were regularly clubbed, beaten, whipped,
robbed, sold, abducted, or sexually abused by their guards or by ‘the ruf-
fians of every village through which they passed as the former allowed
the latter to enter the camp of the exiles at night and even distributed
the girls among the villagers for the night’.64 An Armenian woman from
Mush told that 8 to 10-year-old girls were raped in front of the other
deportees and subsequently shot since they could not walk as a conse-
quence of the abuse.65 Sexual violence was quite simply the norm on the
death marches. Still, whether the individual woman or girl was raped,
killed, abducted, or (temporarily) left unmolested could sometimes, as
it has been put, depend on ‘the whim of the moment’.66 Knowing this,
mothers would intentionally keep the faces of their daughters dirty to
make them unattractive and thereby hopefully keep them from being
raped.67 For that same reason, Armenian women, like German women
in 1945 when facing the Soviet Army68 or women in Japanese POW
camps during WWII,69 would apply strategies like cutting their own hair,
wearing ragged clothing and veils, and putting medicine in their eyes to
appear blind.70

Other gender-specific violations on the death marches include the
numerous examples of women giving birth and having to leave their
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infants to die, whether out of exhaustion or desperation, or because they
were ordered to do so by the escorting gendarmes, and the women them-
selves often died of hemorrhages as a consequence of not being allowed
rest or treatment after giving birth.71 A typical report by a German source
on the ‘convoys of exiles’ states that

[t]he girls were abducted almost without exception by the soldiers
and their Arab hangers-on. [ . . . ] The children left behind by the
Armenians on their journey are past counting. Women whose pains
came upon them on the way had to continue their journey without
respite. A woman bore twins in the neighbourhood of Aintab; next
morning she had to go on again. She very soon had to leave the
children under a bush, and a little while after she collapsed herself.
Another, whose pains came upon her during the march, was com-
pelled to go on at once and fell down dead almost immediately. There
were several more incidents of the same kind between Marash and
Aleppo.72

As has been the case with other instances of mass crime,73 there are
also several examples of pregnant women having their wombs opened
to cut out unborn children.74 Helen Fein, paraphrasing Roger W. Smith,
notes on such atrocities that in the history of genocide ‘[c]utting open
pregnant women was a recurrent form of terrorizing display . . . ’.75 Such
‘displays’ are perhaps not only meant to terrorize, but also to symbol-
ize the complete destruction of the victim group, including the most
defenseless and vulnerable. That ‘complete destruction’ was desired by
the CUP was expressed by Interior Minister Talaat Pasha, one of the main
architects behind the genocide: ‘We have been reproached for making
no distinction between innocent Armenians and the guilty, but that was
utterly impossible, in view of the fact that those who were innocent
today might be guilty tomorrow.’76

Also, since bribing guards or villagers was often the only way to
survive – by acquiring food and water, and avoiding or, more likely,
postponing physical abuse or murder77 – Armenian women who had
not been robbed completely before being deported were at times forced
to hide gold coins or other valuables inside their body as a means of
survival.78 A US report based on survivor accounts relates how the exis-
tence of such ‘protection money’ was both necessary and, at the same
time, another potential source of danger and humiliation:

When they came near an Arab village, in that naked state, the Arabs
pitied them and gave them old pieces of clothes, to be covered with.
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Some of the exiles who had money left, bought some clothes. But
there were still some left, who came in that naked state up to the city
of Haleb [Aleppo, MB]. The poor women could not walk for shame,
they were all bent forward. In this naked state they had found some
ways to keep the little money they had. Some kept it in their hair,
some in their mouths and some in their wombs. And when the rob-
bers attacked them, some were clever enough to search for the money
in those secret places and that in a very beastly manner, of course.79

Amidst the horrors and the humiliations, this shows that even though
deportees were fair game, and escape or actual physical resistance was
rarely possible, some still managed to be resourceful by hiding money
in order to be able to buy means of survival for their children or them-
selves. Under the circumstances, it can be argued that resourcefulness
could even include suicide, an option many Armenian women chose by
drowning themselves individually or collectively in rivers. This seems
usually to have been done out of despair, fear, and exhaustion, after sex-
ual abuse, or after having witnessed the murder of relatives.80 According
to Sevart Mikaelian, a deportee from Erzerum, her aunt’s four children
were killed on the march, and when the deportees came to a stream
her aunt could not stand it any longer and managed to drown her-
self despite efforts to save her.81 The women often also faced impossible
choices before or during the marches, like having to choose between
keeping a child that would almost certainly die, or selling or giving it to
a Muslim.82 An example is given by Surpurhi and Diuhi Stefanian, two
sisters from Ismid who were deported on 26 June 1915. Nineteen-year
old Diuhi had a three-year old son, Magreditz, who at some point was
unable to walk any further, and since the mother could no longer carry
or feed him, she tried sell him to local Arabs. As Magreditz clung to his
mother and pleaded not to be sold, Diuhi decided to try to keep him
anyway. But he died after a few days on the road from Osmanieh, while
the other four of the two sisters’ five children died within the next ten
days.83

There are also plenty of examples of altruistic behavior by the depor-
tees, including examples of ‘altruistic suicide’, as when mothers or
grandmothers gave whatever food or water they had to the children, or
when mothers decided to stay and die with their children, rather than
abandoning them.84 But suicide – sometimes mass suicide – could also
be what at least partly seem to be acts of defiance, that is, resistance by
denying the perpetrators the right to decide over body and life of the
victim.85 In such cases the traditional religious notion of suicide as ‘sin-
ful death’ seems to have been replaced by the notion of suicide as an
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heroic act86 – ‘defiant suicide’.87 This ethos of ‘death before dishonour’
is even described (and honored) in some of the many songs about the
genocidal experience sung by Armenian survivors in exile:

Armenian girls going, going!
One day death will come upon us,
Before becoming the enemy’s wife,
Let us find our death in the Euphrates.88

Such songs are comparable to songs or stories celebrating the instances
of armed Armenian resistance or of post-genocidal revenge acts89 in that
they seek to deny or modify the sense of powerlessness of the geno-
cide survivor, instill a sense of personal or national pride, and give some
meaning to a basically meaningless experience. And instead of risking
that violated women would stand as a lone metaphor for not only the
women themselves, but for the ‘ravaged’ or ‘ravished’ Armenian nation
as such (as in the 1919 US motion picture Ravished Armenia based on
genocide survivor Aurora Mardiganian’s account), celebrating or com-
memorating acts of defiance or resistance have resulted in the creation
of a ‘counter-metaphor’.90

Sexual violence on the death marches could take forms in which the
violent elements of the abuse were less direct, and where the victim
managed to preserve some measure of bargaining power. An example is
given by Vahram Touryan who lost most of his family on a death march
from the village of Darman in Eastern Anatolia. As was the rule, Ibosh,
the Turkish gendarme leading the caravan, had orchestrated murderous
attacks en route, in this case by Kurds, but Ibosh was also the person
who ended up rescuing Vahram and his older sister Siroun. When the
caravan reached Palu in the Mamouret-ul-Aziz region, Ibosh was about
to be replaced, and he had decided to abduct Siroun to his father’s house
in the mountains near Harput. Siroun had no choice but to follow, even
though she was engaged to be married. But she strongly insisted that
Vahram should go with them, and the gendarme, wanting to win her
favor, accepted it. The rest of what was left of their family continued
with the caravan and were never seen again.91

Sexual violence – means or end?

Western eyewitnesses like Bergfeld, German consul at Trabzon, did state
that the rapes of Armenian females were part of a plan to exterminate
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the Armenian people.92 This is not unlikely, but contrary to other geno-
cidal campaigns of the twentieth century, the pattern of sexual violence
and other atrocities before and during the death marches seems gen-
erally to have had relatively little ‘practical’, i.e., tactical or strategical,
purpose. It is difficult to state with certainty what the goal(s) were, as
little is known of the overall, local, or individual motives for the sexual
violence during the Armenian genocide. But considering the evidence
at hand, and assuming that the executors were generally no different
from executors of other mass crimes, the main purposes on a local and
individual level are likely to have been sadism;93 gratification by total
domination; symbolic purification (the exorcizing of ‘evil’ through rit-
uals of degradation);94 ‘mutual demonstrations of masculinity’ in the
cases of gang rape;95 and humiliation, intimidation, and dehumaniza-
tion of the immediate victim, the victim’s male relatives, and of the
Armenians as a group (the rape of women as the symbolic rape of a
whole community),96 as most of the women and girls were killed after
the abuse, committed suicide, died, or were at least expected to die
during or after the deportations.

To put it another way, sexual violence during the Armenian genocide
can at least partly be seen as a result of a thoroughly brutalized environ-
ment that left room for local initiatives when it came to the methods
of killing and humiliation, initiatives that satisfied individual needs,
not only for self-gratification but also for variation. Killing and abuse
can become routine, and one way of breaking the monotony, showing
off, or distancing oneself from the act is to invent ‘games’,97 like dur-
ing the Japanese massacre at Nanjing and surrounding areas in 1937,
where killing and gang rape could be viewed as a sport.98 Hagop Der-
Garabedian, a survivor of labor battalions, torture, and imprisonment,
literally described the torture of Armenians by Ottoman soldiers as ‘cre-
ative play’.99 A concrete example is given by the radically pro-Turkish
and anti-Armenian Danish engineer O. A. Rygaard. In 1928–1929 he was
travelling through Anatolia on horseback, encountering the after-effects
of the Armenian genocide. In Sarki Karahissar he had frank conver-
sations with several of the local Turkish men about the massacres of
Armenians there in August 1915: ‘While laughing coarsely they remind
each other about how they then tried to find out how many victims a
single rifle bullet could penetrate. “We managed up till 10”, says one of
them, “but then the Turkish soldier’s rifle is a fine gun”, he adds proudly
and joyfully’.100

Sexual violence during the Armenian genocide was probably primar-
ily a gender-specific way of degrading and killing, and to the extent
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that such abuse was directly and explicitly sanctioned from local or top-
level CUP leadership, it would most likely be for reasons of securing
popular male participation in the extermination process. The constantly
repeated rituals of violence would have helped to create bonds between
the CUP and the general population that they were trying to mobilize.
This would be reminiscent of how the distribution of Armenian wealth
and people was used to secure loyalty. In fact, plunder and rape during
wars and genocide seem in many cases to be phenomena that are inex-
tricably linked to each other.101 If women (as was often the case in the
Ottoman Empire) are basically viewed as chattel, as male property by
soldiers, gangs, or the general population who have been given more or
less explicit permission to live off the land during war and genocide, sex-
ual violence can be seen as a right, as a natural extension of the right to
plunder – rape as ‘the most extreme violation of the domestic interior’,
as it has been put.102

But since most of the battle-age male Ottoman Armenian population
at the time had been killed, and the survivors offered little organized
resistance, it seems less likely that the CUP leadership would be using
sexual violence against Armenian females with a main motive of ‘send-
ing a message’ to a designated enemy, although this rationale as well
as the other rationales mentioned below could have been motivating
factors on a regional and local level.103 Sexual violence seems rather
to have been a completely accepted, often encouraged, ‘by-product’ of
the overall genocidal program. Regardless of whether the Ottoman gov-
ernment or the CUP directly authorized the sexual abuse as a separate
policy or not, it was an integral part of the widespread and system-
atic attacks against a civilian population with the aim of destroying
this population, thus making the sexual abuse genocidal as such. It is
not unlikely, though, that rape, together with the other abuses and the
deprivations of the marches, in some cases was a conscious means of
weakening young women and children, thus preparing them for absorp-
tion into Muslim households (see discussion of the forced assimilation
below).104 But this is still somewhat different from the frequent use of
organized rape as a political strategy and a military weapon in other,
less total, genocidal campaigns, where the ultimate goal is not (or has
not yet developed into) annihilation, but rather the submission, partial
destruction, and/or forced emigration of a group.

The aim of organized rape in such instances is to destroy family ties
and group solidarity; to undermine military morale by inflicting trauma,
humiliation, and fear; to block procreation of the group; and to impreg-
nate women in order to affect the ethnic composition of populations.
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Such crimes are therefore rightly included in the UN Genocide Con-
vention as part of what can constitute the crime of genocide.105 As
Ruth Seifert expresses it, ‘rape is not an aggressive manifestation of
sexuality, but rather a sexual manifestation of aggression’, and when
occurring in a systematic, organized fashion during genocidal cam-
paigns, rape becomes an integrated part of the arsenal of destruction.106

Examples include the Serbian rape camps during the Bosnian geno-
cide,107 the 1971 massive killings and abuses committed by Pakistani
forces against the Bengali population of Bangladesh,108 and the 1914
attempted ‘cleansing’ of Ottoman Greeks from the Aegean littoral dur-
ing the pre-war phase of the CUP campaign of Turkification or ‘ethnic
reconfiguration’109 of the Ottoman Empire. According to Alfred Van der
Zee, Danish Consul at Smyrna (Izmir), in March 1914, the valis (gen-
eral governors) of Smyrna and the nearby regions had made tours of
inspection to the coastal towns and villages, ‘advising’ the local offi-
cials to force the Greek population out, first by economic boycotts, then,
when this did not have the desired effect, by violent persecution: ‘Armed
“Bashibozuks” [state-financed gangs, MB] attacked the Greek popula-
tion, raped the Greek women, killed the children, etc. Finally, the gangs
also violated non-Ottoman citizens’.110

I must underline that the attempt to compare the ways systematic sex-
ual violence has been rationalized, instrumentalized, and carried out by
various perpetrators in various genocidal campaigns is part of an attempt
to clarify the differences and similarities of conceptually related, but his-
torically and geographically distinct events. It is not an attempt to min-
imize or relativize the suffering of one group or individual compared to
that of another group or individual. Such an attempt would be morally
dubious, and the measuring of suffering would be practically impossible
as well as irrelevant for scholarly purposes. What tie these instances of
organized sexual abuse together is that innocent individuals were sys-
tematically violated within the context of larger campaigns of destruc-
tion. For instance, in both the Armenian and Bosnian cases, the abuse
happened after or during a period of what has in a Bosnian context been
called a social production of fear and vengefulness directed against a vic-
tim group,111 and during wars of conquest that were aimed not only at
acquiring territory, but also at creating an ethnically pure Lebensraum for
the preferred group.112 Also, mass violence during these campaigns was
systematically directed against members of groups, a large proportion of
whom shared what one might call traditional, conservative values and
lifestyles. In such groups, sexual violence against women carries a com-
paratively large stigma, as virginity before, and chastity after, marriage is
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not only highly valued, but is a matter of personal, family, and national
honor.113 Thus, all victims from all groups had to suffer the trauma of
not only the personal violations and of the attempted destruction of
their group, but often also of the added trauma of being ostracized by
surviving family members or other members of the group.114

‘Relocation’: The end of the death marches

The remnants of the death marches that actually managed to reach
the area of the Syrian desert found none of the settlements promised
by the government, only enormous, chaotic concentration camps on
open fields,115 and those who were not forcibly assimilated or man-
aged to escape suffered further persecution, killings, and exposure to
diseases and starvation that killed approximately 400,000, culminating
with the outright massacre of some 200,000 survivors in 1916.116 Late
in July 1915, Jackson, American Consul at Aleppo, was informed of the
arrival in the Diarbekir region of a group of more than 1000 Armenian
women and children from Harput. There they were handed over to a
band of Kurds who rode among them, selecting what were deemed to
be the most attractive women, young girls, and children. Some terrified
women tried to resist, thereby agitating the Kurds who killed a number
of the women on the spot. Before carrying off the selected Armenians,
they stripped most of the 300 remaining Armenians and forced them to
continue the march for the next six days through the desert until they
reached Ras-el-Ain in northern Syria, ‘burned to the color of a green
olive, the skin peeling off in great blotches, and many of them carrying
gashes on the head and wounds on the body’, as witnessed by Jackson
himself.117 Practically no subsistence was furnished by the authorities,
which meant that unless surviving deportees could get illegal assistance
from local Muslims or Westerners, or from Armenians in Aleppo who
had not yet been deported,118 they were left to die of fatigue, hunger,
or diseases, or, as was frequently the case, to sell their children to pre-
vent starvation for themselves and their offspring.119 By then, slave trade
of Armenian women, young girls, and children had become a lucra-
tive business for Bedouin and Kurdish tribes in the Arab regions of the
empire.120

Dr Martin Niepage, a German teacher at the German technical school
in Aleppo, witnessed how thousands of deported Armenians, almost
exclusively women and children, were lying dead or dying in the streets
and backyards of the city, or were hidden in the houses of Christians or
of Muslims opposed to the genocide. The deportees did not receive any
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aid from the authorities, and, like other observers, Niepage concluded
that the aim was to destroy the Armenians completely. He and his col-
leagues desperately tried to save as many as possible, but the need was
overwhelming, and Niepage felt that reading fairy tales to his mainly
Armenian pupils or trying to teach them to conjugate verbs was a slap
in the face of true morality and a mockery of human compassion when
the children’s compatriots were starving to death in the near vicinity of
the school.121 Some Armenian females were bought by Europeans from
Turkish soldiers who had raped or gang raped them, and the women
and girls were now all showing signs of severe trauma, like speechless-
ness or delirium, because of the abuse and because they had had to
watch relatives getting their throats cut.122 Gertrude Bell – British trav-
eller, archeologist, and government official – after having interrogated
captured Turkish soldiers about the massacres and abuse of Armenians
at Ras-el-Ain, wrote on the fate of Armenian women that ‘[n]o man can
ever think of a woman’s body except as a matter of horror, instead of
attraction, after Ras al-Ain’.123 The abuse was indeed so frequent and
systematic that H. Hoffmann-Fölkersamb, German Consul at Aleppo,
by late 1915 concluded that rape had become official policy, a fact the
authorities did not even bother to hide.124

Genocide by forced assimilation: Background and rationale

But another fate worse than death had, on the basis of a gender- and age-
specific calculus, been decided for some Armenian children and women
of child-bearing age, in common with other cases of genocide. In fact,
Roger W. Smith contends that genocide has generally affected women
differently from men in at least three ways:

Women have seldom participated directly in genocide, though this
has begun to change in the twentieth century (e.g., in Nazi Germany
and Cambodia); women have been victimized in ways different from
men to a large extent (rape and enslavement); and the consequences
of genocide (incorporation into the perpetrator’s society; or ostracism
of victims of rape, as in Bangladesh) have often been different as well.
All these differences can be explained in terms of: (1) the specific
biological attributes of women (sexuality, reproductive capacity, and
maternity) that historically made them both vulnerable and valuable;
and (2) the assumptions of patriarchal society that women are weak,
dependent, and the sexual property of males, who may appropriate
their bodies, labor, and reproductive power.125
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In the case of the Armenian genocide, a significant number of women
and children – all in all an estimated 100,000–200,000, or between
5 and 10 percent of the whole Ottoman Armenian population –
were, because of their biological attributes, deemed fit to be incor-
porated into what would now be Turkish, not Ottoman, society. As
it has been put, Armenian men were the bearers of ethnicity, while
Armenian women and children were susceptible to assimilation.126

This was not only a consequence of individual abductions, forced
marriages, etc., but of official CUP policy, and was, as Ara Sarafian
states, part of the same genocidal calculus as the massacres, rapes, and
death marches,127 making the Armenian genocide a ‘differentiated pro-
gram’.128 Contemporary Western observers, whether neutral, allied, or
at war with the Ottoman Empire, also concluded that this policy of
forced conversion was one of the methods used to secure the dis-
appearance of the Ottoman Armenians.129 According to W. Spieker,
a German employee at the Baghdad railway, a Turkish commissioner
had related to him in July of 1915 that the authorities no longer
had any survey of the number of women and girls who had been
abducted either, as expressed by the commissioner, ‘by force’ (i.e., with-
out explicit official consent and cooperation) or in agreement with
the government. The commissioner saw this as the fulfillment of a
long-desired plan that had left nine out of ten Armenians dead.130

But even the limited number of converted Armenians worried CUP
leader Talaat, and was at times being further ‘restricted’.131 Thus,
many converted Armenians, including some of those who had been
forcibly converted after the large-scale 1894–1896 massacres of Arme-
nians during the reign of sultan Abdul-Hamid II,132 as well as thousands
of orphaned Armenians originally designated for Turkification, were
killed.133

Sarafian operates with four categories of how Armenians were trans-
ferred, forcibly converted, and absorbed into Muslim households in the
course of 1915–1916:

1) ‘Voluntary’ conversions of individuals in the initial stages of the
1915 persecutions.

2) Selection of individual Armenians by individual Muslim hosts for
absorption into Muslim households.

3) Distribution of Armenians to Muslim families by government
agencies.

4) The use of Ottoman government–sponsored orphanages as a direct
means of assimilating Armenian children.134
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The fact that the disappearance of what was commonly known at
the time as ‘the Armenian race’ was achieved partly by an offi-
cial policy of absorption of Armenians into the Muslim population
is a clear indication that the widespread anti-Armenian sentiments
among CUP leaders and the general population (and, for that mat-
ter, among many contemporary Western observers) were generally not
based on a notion of biological racism, as was the case with the
anti-Semitism of the Nazis.135 There are many similarities between
anti-Armenian sentiments and anti-Semitism – Armenians were even
believed by some to be ‘Jews of the East’, which was not meant as
a compliment.136 But although hatred of Armenians and other Chris-
tians based on the relatively modern concept of eliminatory biological
racism did exist among some influential Young Turks,137 the preva-
lent variant of racism in the Ottoman Empire was based mainly on
ethno-religious hatred: Armenians were believed to be subversive, dis-
loyal, greedy, cunning, infidel, etc., an ‘ethno-religious anomaly’.138

According to Carl Ellis Wandel, the Danish diplomat at Constantinople,
anti-Armenianism was the main ingredient of the general nationalist
xenophobia that the CUP had since 1913 made their leading political
principle.139

This hatred or distrust of ‘cunning’ and ‘treacherous’ Armenians was
a necessary, but not sufficient factor leading to genocide. One also has
to take into consideration the related fact that in 1915, when the World
War was raging, Ottoman Armenians had become completely identi-
fied with the main outer enemy, Russia. As US doctor William S. Dodd
reported from Konia, 15 August 1915:

The Turks here are saying, ‘The Armenians must die and we are send-
ing them down there for that purpose’. The Turks of Konia have been
noted for their mildness and opposition to such measures, but their
temper we can see is changing. The papers are publishing articles
against the Armenians as traitors, as revolutionists, telling of atroc-
ities committed by them in Van, 60,000 Turks killed by them etc,
everything to inflame their minds and poison their thoughts. It is
the same course that I saw at the time of the massacres twenty years
ago [the 1894–96 massacres of Ottoman Armenians, MB].140

Furthermore, Jihad had been declared against ‘infidels’, further inflam-
ing anti-Christian sentiments in the empire,141 and it was also widely
believed that the Turkish nation and Turkish individuals would reap
economical, political, and territorial benefits by getting rid of Armenian
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competition, and the war proved to be the perfect opportunity for such
a project.

These factors were sufficient to mobilize a large portion of the Mus-
lim population for participation in the elimination of the Armenians.
But since ‘Armenianness’ was generally not considered to be based on
biology, elimination could be partly achieved by forced assimilation.
Ethnicity and religion were the principal markers of difference, mak-
ing ‘Armenianness’ to the Turks less indelibly fixed than ‘Jewishness’
would be to the profoundly racist Nazis.142 Both the CUP and the Nazi
genocidal regimes worked toward securing the complete disappearance
of an unwanted group. But for the CUP, annihilation was directed at
all visible traces of Ottoman Armenians and their 3000-year history in
Anatolia and Cilicia, including churches, names of persons and cities,
etc.; they wanted to ‘destroy the Armenian name’ and leave Turkey for
the Turks, as a Turkish official told W. Spieker.143 The Nazis, on the other
hand, wanted even the invisible traces – the allegedly dangerous blood
and genes of first and foremost Jews – to disappear. This also explains the
fact that while it was legally forbidden in Nazi Germany for an ‘Aryan’
to have sexual intercourse with a Jew, there were seemingly no restric-
tions against a Turkish man having sexual intercourse with and even
impregnating an Armenian woman.144

In other words, by changing religion and forgetting or ignoring lan-
guage, cultural background, upbringing, and experiences, including the
extermination of most of one’s fellow Armenians, a limited number
of Armenian females (but generally no Armenian males above the
age of 10–15 years) could, at least theoretically, become Turkish in
every sense of the word. As it has been put, ‘Traditional society in
the Middle East still looked upon women and children as chattel, per-
sons lacking political personality and of transmutable ethnic identity.
The cultural values of children and females could be erased or repro-
grammed. Genetic continuity was a male proposition’.145 In a society
and a time where the more or less rudimentary concepts of ‘race’,
nation, ethnicity, and culture were so closely linked to the concept
of religion, it made sense to many that one could change ‘race’ by
changing religion.146

For example, Yeghsa Khayadjanian from Harput, 15 years old in
1915, recalled that when she and a group of other young Armeni-
ans were given the choice between conversion or death, they were
not asked whether they wanted to become Muslims, but whether they
would ‘become Turks or not?’147 Likewise, Khanum Palootzian tells how
Turkish gendarmes prior to a massacre told Armenian women that
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‘those who want to be Turks can go to the 3 houses on the road
and be saved’.148 What had to be formally changed as well as vio-
lently and systematically suppressed, then, was not only religion, but
also expressions of Armenian language, culture, and even the personal
names of the survivors, whether in private homes, government-run
orphanages, or the public sphere, leaving only the biological ‘raw mate-
rial’ to be systematically Turkified. This is one of the ways in which
the forced assimilations correspond with the more direct sexual vio-
lence of the death marches: in the minds of the perpetrators, neither
assimilation nor rape was a matter of encounters between persons,
but rather of encounters between the person of the perpetrator and
the body of the victim. But the first and most important step of the
forced assimilation process was the conversion to Islam, which, for
women, could only be ratified by immediate marriage to a Muslim
and by the surrender of Armenian children to be brought up as ‘true
Muslims’, with Muslim names in Muslim families.149 Thereby these
Muslim families, by participating in the forced conversions and by
controlling the faith and actions of the converted afterward, became
crucial agents for what amounted to a centrally organized program
of forced assimilation within the grander genocidal design.150 The
Young Turk leaders themselves were often secularists, even atheists,
but they believed that successful Turkification could only be built on
Islamization.

For Armenian boys, the forced conversions could be followed by pub-
lic circumcisions performed by local Muslim clerics.151 Supposedly, this
often-painful and humiliating ritual marked a ‘point of no return’ in
the conversion from being a Christian Armenian to becoming a Mus-
lim Turk. Sarkis Saroyan, four years of age in 1915, even remembered
that the ‘excised piece of flesh’ was dried in the sun and kept as a
proof of his becoming a Muslim and a Turk.152 Naturally, conversion
to avoid persecution or destruction was not a desirable option as it
evoked fears of divine punishment and social exclusion among the usu-
ally very religious Armenians, where martyrdom, not surrender, was
highly valued.153 But as the examples show, they had little choice. That
choice, however, was far from always offered; in fact, the authorities
often turned down desperate requests to convert, preferring to have the
Armenians killed.154 Missionaries Wedel-Jarlsberg and Elvers witnessed
and describes just how desperate the situation was for the surviving
Armenian women in Erzinjan, telling about a woman shouting to them
in the street that, ‘We want to become Muslims. We want to become
Germans, whatever you want, just save us, they are about to take us
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to Kemagh and slit our throats’.155 Dr Niepage relates that in some
instances, Armenian adults were allowed, as a means of saving their
lives, to apply to local administrations for the right to convert, only
to see the application being rejected by officials who answered that ‘reli-
gion is not something to be toyed with’. They preferred to have the
applicants killed, but according to Niepage they first wanted to humil-
iate the Armenians and their European benefactors.156 On the other
hand, when a sincere choice was offered of applying for an erzuhal, a
petition for religious conversion,157 many other Armenians chose death
rather than conversion.158

According to some contemporary Western observers, one of the rea-
sons that the CUP in some instances preferred conversion to murder
was that some of the perceived ‘racial’ traits of Armenians were deemed
desirable if somehow disassociated from any actual ‘Armenianness’, i.e.,
from any visible manifestation of anything ‘Armenian’. Henry Mor-
genthau, US ambassador at Constantinople, stated regarding the forced
assimilation of Armenian females that,

[t]he most beautiful and healthy Armenian girls could be taken,
converted forcibly to Mohammedanism, and made the wives or con-
cubines of devout followers of the Prophet. Their children would
then automatically become Moslims and so strengthen the Empire,
as the Janissaries had strengthened it formerly. These Armenian girls
represent a high type of womanhood and the Young Turks, in their
crude, intuitive way, recognized that the mingling of their blood with
the Turkish population would exert a eugenic influence upon the
whole.159

That the often Western-educated Young Turks, according to Morgenthau,
were thinking in rudimentary terms of eugenics could indicate that they
were not foreign to the modern ideas of human beings as divided into
a hierarchy of biologically defined races, and of ‘certain social behav-
iors as reflective of a transgenerational, immutable biological or cultural
constitution, either of a superior or a degenerative nature’.160 The view
that the Turkish authorities somehow appreciated the Armenian ‘gene
pool’ is also expressed by an Armenian survivor and by US missionary
Mary Graffam.161

Whatever the reason, the authorities did organize special orphan-
ages for the direct assimilation of Armenian children.162 Also, on a
local level, it was sometimes realized that in times of war, with many
Muslim men serving in the army, the local population needed cheap
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or free labor – shepherds, servants, farmhands – which could be pro-
vided by Armenian women and children distributed by the authori-
ties.163 Danish missionary Hansine Marcher stated in a 1916 testimony
that

[i]n the Turkish villages agricultural work was being largely carried on
by the Armenian women and children, who had been handed over
to the Moslem peasants by the authorities. Sister [Marcher, MB] saw
quantities of them everywhere, practically in the condition of slaves.
They were never allowed to rest in peace, but were constantly chivied
about from one village to another.164

In Diarbekir, in the early spring of 1916, Marcher encountered some
of the few surviving Armenians of the city, a number of children liv-
ing as servants and slaves, with Turkish names and speaking only
Turkish.165 But generally, the CUP were reluctant to accept exemptions
from physical destruction, even though the economy, the interna-
tional prestige, and the war effort suffered severely as a conse-
quence.166

There is nothing unique in the way religion and ethnicity or ‘race’
could become interchangeable in the Ottoman Empire. When compared
to the Holocaust, where a modern, dominant ideology of extreme bio-
logical anti-Semitism ruled out conversion or assimilation as a means of
survival, in the case of the Armenian as well as the Bosnian genocide,
ideologies based on ethno-religious hatred both incited murder and, to
a limited extent, also provided paths of survival, even where ethno-
religious affiliation had started to be viewed as a modern ‘racial’ marker.
As Michael Sells describes it, in the Balkans, Croat and Serb nationalists
to this day still refer to Bosniaks – Slavic Muslims – as Turks, even though
they share language, tribal descent, and cultural and physical traits with
their Christian neighbors. The idea behind the notion of Slavs changing
‘race’ and becoming Turks is that conversion to Islam is actually Turkifi-
cation, a ‘racial’ or ethno-religious transformation. In this view, Slavs are
not and cannot be Muslims, and conversion, whether voluntary or not,
equals betrayal of not only religion, but of ‘race’ and culture.167 Also,
in the imagination of some Serbs and Bosniaks, women, whether Chris-
tian or Muslim, are basically incubators who secure the reproduction of
male genes, meaning that through rape, Muslim and Serbian women
could give birth to ‘pure’ Serbian and Muslim children, respectively.168
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Forced assimilation as a practical experience

In reality, for an Armenian to go through the required motions of
becoming a Turk did not mean that he or she at any point of time
truly accepted ‘reprogramming’. That depended on various factors, age
being seemingly the most important one: younger children tended to
completely forget about native tongue, religion, and national or ethnic
identity, while older Armenians tended to maintain at least parts of their
‘Armenianness’ and to remember the murder of their close relatives.
Often, older children also tried to escape.169 Nor was this ‘reprogram-
ming’ necessarily truly accepted by ethnic Turks, Kurds, or Arabs. Many
who were forcibly converted and placed in Muslim households were not
being assimilated or treated as equals at all, but as servants or slaves. The
story of the Armenian girl, Hansa, illustrates this. She lost all her rela-
tives in 1915 when she was six, and was abducted by Bedouins where
she was not treated as ‘one of their own’, but was abused and had to
steal bread from the Beduin children she was looking after. She escaped
several times, only to fall into the hands of other abusers.170 Many con-
verts did not even speak Turkish, and were still considered to be gâvur,
i.e., infidel, as was the case with another young Armenian girl:

Initially I was with a Turkish family where the man had two wives.
One of them had children and the other did not. The wife without
children used to take care of me, but the other was envious, saying
that she was taking care of a gâvur, taking the food away from her
own children. The man being the cause of the strife between them
[the two women] took me to another house. Here the woman was
paralyzed and very thin. She had a child and couldn’t take care of
her. So I was to do all the chores around her. I was so young myself
and didn’t understand her language [Turkish].171

It is also in the survivor testimonies that one can get an idea of the orga-
nized nature of the assimilations, with Ottoman bureaucracy, police,
judiciary, and clergy being involved in the approval of forced marriage,
conversion, and adoption, keeping accounts of these official acts, com-
piling lists of those who were to be deported, adopted, or converted,
etc.172 In Sivas, nine-year old Henry Vartinian, his widowed mother, and
his four siblings had survived 1915 by being protected by an influential
Turkish friend, Ali Effendi, who eventually had to tell the family that
he could no longer hide them as he would be hanged if the authorities
learned about his actions. He advised the Vartinians that they could only
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survive by converting, which the mother, a devout Christian, refused at
first; but Ali told her that the alternative would be that her children
would be killed in front of her and that she would be forced to marry
a Turk. Left with such a choice, she decided to convert, but only ‘exter-
nally’, remaining Christian in secret. Conversion required that they all
went to a judge in the city council, denounced their faith, and declared
their adherence to Islam. They were then given new names (Henry Var-
tanian became Abdul Rahman oghlu Assad) and outward symbols (fez
and turban), got registered with the authorities, and were issued new
identity papers. The boys were circumcised by a Muslim cleric and went
to a Turkish school, but were still harassed by ethnic Turkish boys who
called them dönme, ‘turncoats’.173

Concluding remarks

Early in 1916 US missionary Frederick W. MacCallum wrote a letter from
Tiflis (now Tbilisi, Georgia) describing the conditions and experiences of
Armenian refugees in the area:

I heard a great many stories of individual suffering – men flayed alive,
hacked to pieces with axes, starved to death, buried alive, burned
to death, starved to death in holes of indescribable filth, of women
outraged in the most cruel and disgusting manner, pregnant women
ripped open, breasts cut off, delicate, refined young women com-
pelled to travel day after day perfectly naked, innumerable cases of
women being forced into Moslem harems; of children also tortured
and killed in the most brutal manner. But all I have seen myself are
some of the effects of this treatment, scars, sickness, insanity, fright,
desperation, hatred, desire for revenge on the Turks, etc.174

Niall Ferguson states that ‘[i]t would certainly be simplistic to regard
raping women as a form of violence indistinguishable in its intent
from shooting men.’175 As this study has aimed to show, this is true
regarding the Armenian genocide. There is ample evidence that the
destruction of the Ottoman Armenians was characterized by distinct
gendered aspects, not least the particular timing and the methods of
killing women and children, that females were subjected to massive,
systematic sexual abuse, and that a number of women and children
were allowed to survive as Muslim Turks. Also, while the context and
exact execution of the violence against Armenian females makes this
case in some ways a particular phenomenon in the history of sexual
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abuse during mass violence, the experiences – separation of families,
rape, starvation, dehumanization, forced assimilation, etc., all within
the context of an exterminatory scheme carried out during a war –
are of profoundly universal importance. The violence against Armenian
women during WWI, as well as the immediate and long-term effects
of this violence (subjects that fall outside the scope of this paper), is
a phenomenon that deserves far more attention than it has already
received, not least because it can in meaningful, illuminating ways
be compared to other instances of large-scale, systematic sexual vio-
lence during war and genocide, and used in conceptual discussions
aimed at analyzing causes, modes, and, ideally, prevention of such
events.
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Race and Sex, Fear and Loathing in
France during the Great War
Richard S. Fogarty

In April 1916 Sergeant Hao, an Indochinese soldier serving in the
French army on the Western Front, wrote, ‘On Sundays, we go strolling
with [French] women, as we would do in Indochina, with our own
women at home’.1 Sergeant Hao may have been surprised by the very
ordinariness with which some French people treated such interracial
contacts, and even more intimate relationships, between non-white sol-
diers (colonial subjects in the French army, known as troupes indigènes)
and white French women, but these contacts were anything but ordi-
nary. They ranged from simple strolls in the park to sexual liaisons of
more or less short duration, to friendships, even to pregnancies and
marriages. The women with whom these men became involved ranged
from prostitutes, to nurses, to daughters of respectable bourgeois fam-
ilies. For many in France, particularly those in positions of authority,
these relationships were deeply troubling, challenging ‘the prestige of
the European woman’, as one military censor put it, by transgressing
sexual mores and racial and colonial hierarchies.2 The attitude of this
official, and that of many other French military, political, and colonial
authorities, confirms Benedict Anderson’s description of the racist imag-
ination, which ‘dreams of eternal contaminations, transmitted from
the origins of time through an endless sequence of loathsome cop-
ulations’.3 These ‘loathsome copulations’ across the racial divide, the
thinking went, threatened to undermine French authority, blur the
distinctions that underpinned French national identity, and contami-
nate the French population – both through the simple fact of contact
and through the even more disconcerting possibility of mixed-race
offspring. Ultimately, these relationships raised an ominous question
about the future of French colonial rule: What if these relationships
encouraged the men who engaged in them to demand recognition not
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as colonial subjects but as Frenchmen, not as racial inferiors but as
equals?4

Authorities, in France and in the colonies, feared both the effect
that these relationships would have on the indigènes’ respect for white
women and the society they lived in, and the corresponding desta-
bilizing effect upon colonial rule. This constituted a potentially large
problem, as more than 500,000 troupes indigènes from North and West
Africa, Indochina, and Madagascar served in the French army during
the war, but French officials also worried about the indigenous popula-
tions in general, as soldiers returning home might spread tales of easy
conquests and French women of dubious morals. In addition, postal
censorship showed that the soldiers also sent home revealing letters
and thousands of photographs of French women. Censors were par-
ticularly concerned about these photographs, which featured simple
portraits of purported girlfriends or mistresses, or pictures of soldiers
with their beloved, or, worse yet, photos of nude women in sugges-
tive poses. Though these soldiers might have thought that, by defending
the French nation, they had earned the right to interact with French
people on a basis of some equality and familiarity, racial and colonial
hierarchies required the maintenance of a strict separation between the
white colonizers and the non-white colonized. Making these men sol-
diers had already called into question this separation, rendering it more
difficult to maintain, and relationships between white women and non-
white men presented an even more profound and intimate (in the most
literal sense of the term) challenge to the racial and colonial order.

Numerous studies have elucidated the importance of intertwined
ideas about race and gender in the construction and maintenance of
European colonial rule, but what transpired during the war years dif-
fered in crucial respects from what usually took place in the colonies
both before 1914 and after 1918.5 Scholars have long recognized
women’s more general role in defining, through reproduction, the
boundaries of culture, ethnicity, and nationality within modern states.6

In the colonies, as Ann Laura Stoler argues, ‘Creating and securing
the European community’s borders took on special significance when
cultural, political, and sexual contagions were conjured everywhere –
where European and native sensibilities and desires brushed against one
another as they were borrowed and blurred’.7 How much more impor-
tant would it be to create and secure these borders in France itself?
During the early part of the twentieth century, the state began to pro-
mote the settlement of European women in the colonies as vectors of
civilization, domesticity, bourgeois morality, and racial purity, but what
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to do now that colonial men had arrived in Europe and were interacting
with French women who seemed stubbornly resistant to their roles as
guardians of the culture and race?8 Perhaps most disconcerting, love and
sex in France occurred between men from the colonies and white French
women, reversing the more frequent pairing of white men and indige-
nous women overseas. Thus, male authorities faced not only a colonial,
political, and racial threat as authorities, but a sexual threat as men.
They were menaced with the betrayal of formerly loyal colonial sub-
jects and soldiers, on the one hand, and of wives and daughters on the
other. This was an era in which modern European states and the male
elites who governed them were increasingly concerned with power over
people’s bodies, what Michel Foucault called ‘a certain mode of detailed
political investment of the body’, a ‘new micro-physics of power’.9 As
part of this process, states focused on sexuality in particular as a ‘dense
transfer point for relations of power’, a privileged site of state interven-
tion, seeking to establish and wield new technologies of ‘bio-power’
over individuals and societies.10 Stoler’s work has shown how impor-
tant the colonial context was for the emergence of these concerns, and
how instrumental racialist categorization through sexual proscription
and prescription in the colonies was to the emergence of the European
bourgeois order and European identity.11 The concerns of the French
state and military, and their attempts to investigate and regulate the sex-
ual behavior both of colonial men and French women, fall neatly into
this story, but power and control proved more difficult to exercise in the
metropole in a time of war than in the colonies. Officials often found
themselves in a position of what one might call ‘bio-powerlessness’, con-
cerned with but largely unable to stop love and sex across racial lines,
or to prevent the ominous effects they feared would result from such
unions.

One can perceive this anxiety in a multitude of archival sources. Offi-
cial communications, both in the field and at the Ministry of War,
among the various officers responsible for colonial subjects in uniform
reveal that interactions with the French civilian population, especially
French women, were a constant concern. Inspection reports and the
comments of French officiers interprètes, medical personnel, and colo-
nial administrators show that the authorities believed that the effects
of these interactions went beyond questions of discipline, morale,
and health to encompass larger concerns about racial hierarchies and
empire. The richest sources by far, though, are the reports of military
censors charged with reading and, if necessary, confiscating the mail
of troupes indigènes. These reports provide a glimpse into the lives of
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the soldiers themselves through their words – even though these words
were filtered through the concerns of the censors, who provided extracts
that reflected what the censors were interested in, not necessarily what
the letter writers thought most important. However, it is precisely the
views of the censors – army officers (though perhaps pulled from civilian
life by the nationwide wartime call-up), with a knowledge of indige-
nous languages often derived from administrative or military service
in the colonies – that expose most clearly official views and anxieties
about interracial relationships. Various branches of the Contrôle Postal
responsible for correspondence to and from particular colonies operated
independently, and censorship of mail between France and North Africa,
Madagascar, and Indochina – the latter in particular – was quite active
and thorough. Though one can sometimes perceive distinct attitudes
toward indigènes from different parts of the French empire, the commen-
tary of the censors is consistent with a broader discourse within military
and political circles that viewed all relationships between non-white
men and white French women as equally subversive and alarming.

Wartime relationships across the racial divide, then, provide an
important window into the experience and attitudes of both troupes
indigènes and French officials, and the role sex and race played more gen-
erally in the structure of white predominance and empire.12 These men’s
status as soldiers fighting for France and their presence on French soil
opened up many possibilities for the destabilization of hierarchies that
were virtually immutable back in the colonies. These colonial subjects
observed a certain ‘desacralization’ of one of the tenets of imperial rule –
white superiority – both as they observed France as an often nearly pros-
trate victim of German aggression and as they discovered that women in
France were not as aloof and untouchable as their counterparts at home
in the colonies. As officials watched the behavior of these soldiers, and
of French women and their families as they welcomed colonial subjects
into their lives and homes, and particularly as censors read the corre-
spondence of troupes indigènes, acute anxieties emerged. It seemed to
them that these relationships were creating significant weaknesses and
fissures that had the potential to undermine imperial rule.

Crossing the color line

Colonial subjects serving in France wrote a great deal about their rela-
tionships with French women.13 A censor’s report for November 1917
noted that though Madagascans in France expressed opinions on a vari-
ety of issues, such as the quality of army food, leave policy, life in
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hospitals, and rumors of military operations, the ‘greatest part’ of their
correspondence dealt ‘with their adventures in the company of white
women’.14 Workers imported from the colonies, of which there were
over 200,000 by the end of the war, also had opportunities to engage in
these relationships, given their placement among the civilian popula-
tion and their integration into an increasingly sexually diverse wartime
work place. Relationships developed despite official attempts at segre-
gation, though such attempts no doubt seriously restricted some men’s
ability to interact freely with native French people.15 Soldiers, subject
to military discipline and spending most of their time in the all-male
environment of the army, faced hurdles as well. Yet the army employed
many troupes indigènes as staging troops behind the lines, performing
labor such as construction, resupply, and guard duty, where they came
into contact with French civilians. Even combat troops had such oppor-
tunities. As one censor noted of soldiers from Indochina, ‘[t]he soldiers
themselves make conquests in the villages where they are encamped’.16

As all West African soldiers and some Indochinese soldiers spent the
winter months away from the cold, wet north of France, encamped
near Bordeaux or the Mediterranean, they often had extensive inter-
action with nearby populations. Lucie Cousturier’s experiences bringing
Senegalese soldiers into her home in the south of France and teaching
them French is probably the most well-known of these interactions.17

Stays in the hospital were also an occasion for soldiers to meet French
women: nurses on their wards as well as other women in the surround-
ing communities. In short, it was difficult to prevent troupes indigènes
from interacting with the French civilian population, or even from
having relationships with the women whose homes they had traveled
thousands of miles to defend.

Many of these relationships were of a distinctly impermanent nature.
Soldiers’ letters made clear that they paid for many of their ‘conquests’.
A Madagascan soldier wrote in September 1917, ‘Once one arrives and
walks upon French soil, one is obliged to partake of or one is attracted by
something: it is prostitution’.18 In the Mediterranean city of Fréjus, near
a hospital and the largest winter camp for troupes indigènes, prostitution
became a major health concern. In the summer of 1915, the Ministry
of war instructed the commandant of the camp to prevent Senegalese
troops from frequenting ‘houses of ill-repute’, though ‘it would be pru-
dent to tolerate certain establishments where prostitution, regulated and
supervised, would be less dangerous for the health of the men than
illicit prostitution’.19 Yet despite this tolerance of (properly regulated)
interaction between African men and French prostitutes, authorities
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recognized the danger of even commercial sex for the reputation of
French women overall. As one report noted of the letters of Madagascan
soldiers, ‘[i]t does not appear, in general, that Madagascans make a dis-
tinction between women of the night and white women in general’.20

The fear was that indigènes would present prostitution to their corre-
spondents as evidence of a general attraction French women felt toward
colonial subjects in uniform. In August 1918, an Indochinese sergeant
noted this habit among his countrymen, warning a friend at home not
to give credence to stories others told of their amorous conquests over
French women: ‘Do not believe that French women have any passion for
the Indochinese; just like the women of our country going for European
men, they care only about money’.21

Yet prostitution was not the only means through which troupes
indigènes and French women had contact, and the authorities had to
admit as much. ‘Our Indochinese’, one censor observed, ‘receive, in
fact, letters which indicate that their correspondents sometimes belong
to the best society’.22 Moreover, each month brought reports of dozens
of new engagements, marriages, and even births stemming from such
liaisons. This presented a particular problem for the authorities, given
their assumptions about the dangerous sexuality of colonial men. Euro-
peans traditionally viewed non-whites as especially sexually active,
potent, and depraved, and censors clearly had such stereotypes in mind
when they noted that the easy availability of prostitutes exacerbated
the ‘natural lubricity’ of the Indochinese.23 An early censor’s report on
Madagascans, intended as a guide to the ‘general characteristics of the
race’, observed that a Madagascan man rarely attained an advanced
age because, ‘[t]he tendency to promiscuity which he often abuses,
even from childhood, is for him a cause of degeneration and short-
ens his days’. This promiscuity also had as a consequence widespread
syphilis among the island’s population, the report claimed.24 Observers
judged North Africans, too, according to the prevailing sexual stereo-
type. The practice of polygamy and the ease of divorce under Muslim
law (involving a simple declaration by a husband to his wife before
the man could take another wife) served for many as proof of North
Africans’ uncontrollable desires. Commenting on a legislative proposal
that would require Muslim soldiers to renounce such customs in order
to acquire French citizenship, the French Resident General of Tunisia
wrote that such a sacrifice was out of the question for such men, given
their limited ability to control their desire for more than one woman.
The indigène who renounced such prerogatives as polygamy and easy
divorce would make ‘a sacrifice beyond his strength’.25
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Concerns over polygamy of a somewhat different sort plagued French
authorities. Now that hundreds of thousands of non-white men were
present in the metropole, bringing with them their dangerously active
sexual drives, French women were in danger of being duped by sol-
diers with wives back in the colonies. Censors in Tunis noted that many
French women wrote letters to men they had met in France describ-
ing their disappointment and anger upon discovering that the soldiers
had made promises of marriage despite having a family in Tunisia. Such
duplicity was often explicitly calculated, as was evident from the words a
Tunisian soldier in the artillery addressed to a friend back in the colony.
Not only did he write that he was happy to be in France, ‘where pretty
women are plentiful’, but he advised his friend not to forget, in the
event he also came to France, to say that he was a bachelor.26 The serial
adultery, dishonesty, and potential bigamy of Indochinese interpreter
Pham Van Khuong was even more troubling to censors reading his mail.
He received several letters from his fiancé, Ninon, in Toulouse, who pro-
fessed her love and her desire to accompany him to Indochina after the
war. However, Khuong was also receiving letters from another young
French woman, who reproached him bitterly for having earlier promised
marriage to her, only to admit later that he already had a wife back home
in the colony.27

Also alarming to authorities were the motives of some of the troupes
indigènes, quite apart from their sexual appetites. Some were quite
open about the ultimate goal of marriage to a French woman, which
would bring with it French citizenship and economic stability. Corporal
Trong wrote home to his parents in August 1917, informing them that
‘[b]y seeking to marry a French woman, I intend to obtain the nat-
uralization which will permit me to set myself up in a job later’.28

Other soldiers’ motives were less ambitious, but no less threatening
to the elevated status French women were supposed to enjoy. Jacques
Ngon, a nurse in Montpellier, described his girlfriend (or perhaps wife,
as he referred to her as ‘ma femme’), the daughter of an artillery
captain, to his parents and sisters, but told them he had no inten-
tion of bringing her home to Saigon with him because he was using
her to take care of him in case of illness during his stay in France.
Ngon’s colleague, Theo, claimed that he had taken up with a French
woman for the duration of the war only, and she did his washing.29

This was of course a dramatic inversion of the colonial order, in
which indigenous women would often serve as concubines and per-
form domestic tasks, like washing, for white European men in the
colonies.30
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Such opportunism at the expense of French womanhood was trou-
blesome enough to French authorities, but some soldiers expressed even
more threatening motives for their pursuit of white women. As the head
of the office charged with reading the mail of Indochinese soldiers char-
acterized it, France was now paying for the sins of its sons, who had built
the colonial empire and had often taken native women as concubines.
Sex with white women in France was for the indigènes ‘like a revenge
on the European, the Frenchman who down there causes old Indochina
to blush and incites jealousy’.31 Some soldiers’ letters did indeed invoke
revenge as a motive for many of their ‘conquests’. One wrote that he
was proud to see that now there were mixed-race (métis) children pro-
duced by the union of Indochinese men and French women, as well as
those produced in the colony by French men and Indochinese women.32

But the indigènes did not merely seek revenge upon French men, but also
French women, specifically those who lived in the colonies. A December
1917 report noted that to have sex with a white woman was for Mada-
gascan men ‘not only a pleasure not to be scorned, but also a form of
vengeance’. These intimate encounters were ‘a payback’ which makes it
‘possible today to repay all the contempt in which European women,
in Madagascar, hold the indigène’. As one soldier wrote, women in the
colonies ‘regard us rather like lepers, well then, come on today, don’t
deprive yourself, take as much as possible’.33 Another Madagascan put it
even more bluntly: ‘What to tell you of white women? Down there,
we fear them. Here they come to us and solicit us by the attraction
of their charm . . . What delights in their smooches . . . I am forgetting
about Madagascar because of them’.34 It was clear, too, that Madagas-
cans were not the only soldiers with such attitudes, as an Indochinese
soldier wrote, ‘In our country, the women of this race are very difficult
to approach, but us being here, two francs is enough for us to have fun
with them’.35 Such statements made clear the potential effect of inter-
racial relationships upon the status of French women in the colonies.
If these women were supposed to be pillars of the community there,
embodying French ideas about civilization and domesticity and defin-
ing the boundaries that separated colonizers from colonized, indigènes
with such attitudes, many of whom would eventually return to their
homes, presented a significant potential threat to the colonial order.

Blurring the color line

Yet transgression was a two-way street, and authorities felt that native
French people – women and their families – were often at least partially
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to blame for encouraging indigènes in their indiscretions. French citizens
of the metropole, ignorant of the imperative and impermeable nature
of boundaries between colonizers and colonized, were guilty of blurring
the color line, and officials felt they faced a threat to the social order
at home in France as a result of interracial relationships. This stemmed
largely from what officials regarded as the ignorance of French civilians
about the realities of colonial hierarchies and the ‘special mentality’ of
indigènes, a mentality at once primitive and duplicitous, childlike and
naïve, and potentially unpredictable and dangerous. Colonial adminis-
trators and army officers, possessed of long experience, could take this
mentality into account when interacting with indigènes, but civilians
living in the metropole could not. Typical of this supposed lack of under-
standing was a letter from Mme Baudin to Larbi Arboui, an Algerian
soldier convalescing in the hospital. The French officier interprète who
intercepted the letter reported that, ‘The author of this letter is assuredly
a courageous person, but ignorant of the mentality of our indigènes,
she uses with her protégé a language he cannot possibly understand’
(whether Mme Baudin used romantic language or merely conversed
with the soldier as a racial and cultural equal is not clear, though cen-
sors would no doubt disapprove either way).36 But it was not merely the
use of inappropriate language that posed a problem. From the letters
of the soldiers it was clear that many of them had found acceptance
within respectable families, and as the censors in Tunis argued, French
families failed to take into sufficient account the social rank of the
indigènes whom they invited into their homes. One Tunisian, mobilized
as a driver in the engineering corps at Montpellier, married the daughter
of a lawyer in that city.37 Jacques Ngon, the Indochinese nurse who had
taken up with the daughter of a captain in the artillery, wrote that he ate
lunch each day at the home of the father, who also provided the couple
with an allowance of 60 francs per month.38 Indochinese soldier Dinh
also benefited from parental benevolence, as he paid frequent visits to
a young, 22-year-old widow, ‘in full view of her father and mother’.39

Lawyers, army officers, and other self-respecting parents, the thinking
went, ought to have known better and to have shown greater discretion
than to allow their daughters to consort with colonial subjects serving
as truck drivers, nurses, or common soldiers – with men, in short, who
were racially and socially beneath them.

Even more subversive of racial and social hierarchies, given his
motives, was the case of the recently naturalized Adjutant Victor Tru.
He had become dissatisfied with girlfriends in Tourane and Cham-
pagne, as they did not possess the kind of fortune he was seeking.
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Happily for him, a wealthy grocer in St. Dié had recently agreed to
the engagement of his daughter to Tru. As of November 1917, Tru
was working with a friend in Indochina, a functionary in the colonial
administration who apparently had greater facility in written French,
to craft a letter that would provide the now wavering father with suf-
ficient reassurance to allow the marriage to go forward.40 The case of
Khamaci Mohamed, a Tunisian soldier who impressed a family with
his knowledge of French over dinner, illustrated the dangers of invit-
ing indigènes into French homes. The family, he wrote, took him ‘for
a Frenchman’ and considered him ‘as a true child of the family’. This
disregard of racial and social conventions through inappropriate inti-
macy ran the very grave risk of inflating the soldier’s opinion of himself
through excessive praise.41 Military and colonial authorities feared this
sort of acceptance, along with what they regarded as gullibility and
naïveté on the part of metropolitan French people, would inevitably
raise the expectations of the indigènes and cause them to regard the more
strictly segregated society of the colonies in an unfavorable comparative
light.

In this respect, French families, and especially French women, were
damaging the colonial order while bringing disorder to metropolitan
society as well. When one officer claimed that Algerians were apprehen-
sive about ‘contact with our women, who in their eyes are all prostitutes
and whose conduct unfortunately, in many cases, only confirms them
in their opinion’, he was voicing not only his concern over the effect
of French women’s behavior upon the mentality of colonial subjects,
but also his disappointment as a French male with the failure of these
women to conform to sexual mores and social expectations.42 This is
unsurprising, given that this period saw an intense debate about tradi-
tional gender roles and the place of women in society, and heightened
anxieties about the behavior of French women.43 Even more disturbing
to officials and disruptive of the social order were the children of mixed
race who began to appear with increasing frequency as the war wore on.
The existence of métis, the product of unions between French men and
non-white women, in the colony was one thing, but French women giv-
ing birth to such children within France was quite another. Authorities
could only be stung by the wry comment of an Indochinese doctor to
a friend who had also come to France: ‘Like many others, you can say
that you have more than served France, you are defending her and you
are repopulating her’.44 The official attitude toward this development
was best illustrated by one report that referred to the new mothers as
‘contaminated unfortunates’.45 This term resonated with the discourse
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on métissage (miscegenation) as inevitably leading to the ‘degeneration
of the race’, but also indicated that such mixed-race unions and mixed-
blood offspring were, as one scholar has put it, ‘sexual affronts’. Behind
ostensibly biological concerns about ‘contamination’ lurked the larger
and more unsettling questions about the permeability of political and
cultural boundaries between European and ‘other’, between colonizers
and colonized. Crossing and blurring these lines in such a dramatic way
destabilized the separation of people into categories upon which colo-
nial domination depended, and confused questions of national identity
in troubling ways.46

If the existence of métis was undesired and disturbing – a ‘nightmare’,
in fact47 – at least that existence was not their fault, but the same could
not be said of the women whose actions brought them into the world.
And these actions were distressing to male French officials whether or
not intimate contact produced children. One category of French women
who had a great deal of contact, which could easily deepen into inti-
macy, with the troupes indigènes caused particular concern. Nurses at
the various hospitals throughout France where wounded and sick men
received treatment had perhaps the greatest opportunity to form rela-
tionships with soldiers, especially combat soldiers, as a prolonged period
of recovery allowed sufficient time spent in one relatively confined place
for men and women to get to know one another. These bonds often
greatly comforted soldiers, as the experience of some West Africans
demonstrated.48 The military, however, found soldiers’ extended stays
away from their units and in the company of nurses especially corrosive
of morale. A July 1915 report on North African soldiers in the south of
France asserted that many of them had lost their soldierly qualities as
a result of periods spent in the hospital. This was in large part because
‘they have been treated in too benevolent a manner, especially by the
female personnel’. The men had come to expect such treatment, and
their newly acquired arrogance became indiscipline when they did not
receive the same kind of treatment from their officers outside the hos-
pital. Worse still, the nurses’ ‘benevolence’ apparently extended beyond
mere medical attention to

sexual favors which have been given to the soldiers by certain of their
nurses and other of our female compatriots, favors which for reasons
of national pride we would like to doubt, but that the letters . . . oblige
us to observe. One finds in these letters proof that French women
have dared to deliver themselves up to these men and have not hes-
itated in their hysterical folly to commit the crime of turning these
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soldiers from their military duty, advising them to avoid leaving for
the front.49

What else but hysteria, a constitutional weakness to which women
were supposedly especially prone, could explain French women simul-
taneously betraying their race, French men, the war effort, and their
nation? Nurses, as professionals and like prostitutes, were predictable
targets of official male anxiety, as they ‘fell outside the colonial space to
which European women were assigned: custodians of family welfare and
respectability and dedicated and willing subordinates to and supporters
of men’. If ‘French family life and bourgeois respectability were con-
ceived as the cultural bases for imperial patriotism and racial survival’,
these women were failing on many levels.50

These nurses’ ‘hysterical folly’ disrupted more than military order.
Naively, some of these women had given to their North African patients
photographs of themselves in their Red Cross uniforms. For anyone
who knew the ‘boastfulness’ of indigènes about anything to do with
women, the author of the report argued, it was obvious that the soldiers
would send these pictures back to friends in North Africa as evidence of
their ‘innumerable mistresses’. As the images and stories passed through
many hands in indigenous society, they would excite ‘the amusement
and derision of our indigènes’. This would strike a blow to French prestige
in its Muslim colonies, especially given their ‘so particular conception
of the woman – beast of burden, flesh for pleasure’.51

Official concerns repeatedly focused on the behavior of French
women, and its effect upon the ‘special mentality’ of indigènes. The
author of the July 1915 report on North Africans’ interactions with
French nurses admitted that these issues were not ‘of a purely mili-
tary order’, but they did relate to ‘the work of moral education of the
Muslims of North Africa’, the civilizing mission for which the army was
partly responsible. Further upsetting the hierarchies that defined polit-
ical and social relations between colonizers and colonized in France’s
overseas possessions, some nurses had written to their North African
friends not only expressing love, but also exalting the bravery of the
troupes indigènes to such an extent that many of the soldiers would
undoubtedly suppose ‘they have saved France’.52 Another officer, faced
with the same problem, claimed to have found a remedy in the forceful
statement of French republican colonial ideology: ‘It has been prof-
itable to explain to them with authority, and in front of hospital
personnel . . . that they were the saviors of their own African homes and
that the tricolor flag is quite as much theirs as it is ours’.53 Still, the idea
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that troupes indigènes were indispensable to the defense of the metropole
went to the heart of one of the great paradoxes of the use of these troops:
if France was such a powerful nation, if its moral and military superiority
were such that it had every right to rule over distant lands and peoples
in its colonial empire, why then did it need these peoples to save it from
defeat at the hands of the Germans? This apparent need for help from
the subject peoples, as well as the sight of large parts of France devas-
tated and prostrate before the invading German army, was subtly, but
deeply, destabilizing to the colonial order. Military authorities were not
happy to observe French women adding to the problem by calling the
indigènes’ attention to it.

Authorities could intervene with the indigènes themselves, as when an
Indochinese man was imprisoned for 15 days for ‘daring to fall in love
with a French girl’.54 But recommendations for preventing the problems
stemming from these relationships often made it clear that the primary
concern was to modify the behavior of the French women in ques-
tion. In 1915, a wealthy woman near Toulouse took a special interest
in North African soldiers, sending food and money to the nearby hospi-
tal, hosting tirailleurs in her home, and listening with sympathy to their
grievances. This led, an officer reported, to a ‘very unjustified arrogance
and a discontentment’ among the indigènes with their treatment at the
hospital. Worse, this woman had persuaded two badly wounded men to
stay with her after their convalescence, one of whom had a good atti-
tude while at the front but had now acquired ‘a rebellious, arrogant, and
very undisciplined spirit, having hatred for his superiors and believing
that he alone saved France’. This situation, in addition to the presence
of three North Africans (who had been discharged after having been dis-
abled by wounds) already living in Toulouse with their French wives,
threatened to undermine the morale of other soldiers.55 The Ministry
of War’s response to this problem noted that though the soldiers had
to be sent back to North Africa for processing before their formal dis-
charge, they would be free to return to France after that. Still, the army
could place the men under surveillance and deport them if they had
a harmful effect upon the attitudes of their former comrades. But the
measure likely to have the greatest effect was to have the intelligence
service inform the woman discretely that the military authorities would
not tolerate any incitement to indiscipline.56

Perhaps even more effective than a visit from intelligence officers
would be to forbid all closed correspondence for the soldiers, requiring
that they send and receive nothing but postcards. This would prevent
writers from expressing the most intimate and subversive sentiments,
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‘Or, then, must we doubt irremediably the modesty of our women?’
Officials hoped they could count on the modesty of at least some French
women, and some clearly befriended their North African patients with
the most innocent of motives, but it was still important to inform the
nurses ‘of the danger of their enthusiasm, even the most modest, for
our Muslim soldiers: to enlighten [the nurses] about [the soldiers’] mil-
itary qualities, but also about their moral qualities, alas deplorable’.57

Still, it was not clear that it would be politically wise to interfere too
overtly with the mail, even though wartime censorship was no secret,
and in any case, soldiers and civilians often found ways around such
measures. However, a more subtle campaign to educate French women
about the peculiar nature of indigènes and the sensitivity of relationships
with them did appear appropriate. A December 1915 circular from the
Service de Santé noted the problems with the ‘too maternal’ behavior of
the nurses, which presented ‘for our indigènes as for our French families
a true danger’, and mandated that nurses were thenceforth to have peri-
odic meetings with knowledgeable doctors and interpreters ‘to inform
them of the very special mentality of our indigenous soldiers’.58

Nonetheless, the problem did not go away. In May 1917, an officier
interprète reported relationships between North Africans and their nurses
at a military hospital in Guerche. Demonstrating the kind of ‘modesty’
in his language that officials hoped nurses would display in their post-
cards to the indigènes, this officer noted that the soldiers were ‘having
conversations with the nurses’, and a letter intercepted from a Mme
Laurent ‘leads one to believe that these conversations have been pushed
a little too far’.59 One solution to this problem, of course, was to staff
the hospitals where troupes indigènes would be treated with male nurses.
This was the solution that one General made after inspecting several
of these facilities. Noting that the soldiers ‘acquire in France a moral-
ity, or rather an immorality, which does not honor us, and which they
boast of in their correspondence with Algeria’, he advocated forbid-
ding closed letters and removing women from the hospitals. However,
he admitted that this last measure would be difficult to accomplish.60

The authorities did in fact stipulate that only male nurses should treat
wounded or sick West African soldiers, but the relationships between
these men and women in and around their hospitals indicate that the
army was unable to maintain strictly this prescription.61 The ellipti-
cal nature of authorities’ descriptions of these contacts indicated their
discomfort and suspicion that any interaction between West Africans
and French women was inappropriate, potentially subversive, and per-
haps even sexual. A report on correspondence from the large camp at
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Fréjus-St. Raphael noted that ‘our indigènes are cared for at the home of
Madame Bourdieu’ near their hospital. Another local woman was also
implicated for having ‘many connections with the Senegalese world’.62

Officials disapproved of these kinds of relationships and did what they
could to discourage them, though their continuation proved the effects
of such efforts to be limited.

As these references made clear, the problem of interactions between
troupes indigènes and French civilians stretched beyond nurses in hos-
pitals to other women and even entire families in their homes. This
expansion of contact was particularly alarming to officials, as it spread
potential disorder both more broadly among more soldiers and more
widely in French society and into the intimate spaces of French homes.
These issues came to a head in the middle of 1915, with a proposal to
allow North African soldiers, smarting under army policy that denied
most of them leave to visit their families, to apply for a period of leave
to visit French families willing to host the men in their homes. One
Ministry-of-War official responded to the proposal by pointing out that
it was unlikely that a soldier’s stay with ‘persons foreign to his race, his
language, his mentality’ would raise his morale, as a period of leave was
designed to do. Such an experience would affect the indigènes negatively:

The debilitating influence exercised over our indigenous soldiers by
the attentive care that the female personnel of our hospitals lavish
upon them suggests that their admission to the homes of French
families, [and] the care and well-being with which they will be
surrounded [there], will lead to the same consequences.63

And French families would suffer as well: ‘Those of these families who
are totally ignorant about the mentality and the ways of our Muslim
soldiers will come to regret their generous offer’.64 Another official
also noted that it was unlikely that the results of allowing indigènes to
associate with French families would be any better than the unfortu-
nate results arising from contact with Red Cross nurses, such as ‘often
passionate correspondence’. Families of the metropole would not be
familiar with the indigènes’ mentality, and these men would search out
‘indulgent’ families and use the hospitality accorded them to move
about freely in French cities, ‘to exploit the credulity and the generos-
ity of the public’. The soldiers would certainly have intimate encounters
with French women, and this unleashed primitive and degenerate sexu-
ality would pose a danger to public health and hygiene, ‘if one considers
that most of them are syphilitic’.65
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The exploitation of the French public’s hospitality and gullibility was
a recurring fear for French officials trying to police the behavior of thou-
sands of colonial subjects let loose on the streets of the metropole.
One officier interprète cautioned his superiors about the indigènes’ native
cunning, as they sought out civilians, women in particular, who were
‘naïve’, unlike the Europeans of Algeria, who would never fall for their
wiles. At once persistent and hypocritical, these men would seek money
or sexual favors, often skillfully using promises of marriage to obtain the
latter, and the army could expect all manner of indiscipline from men
whose military worth had thus been spoiled.66 Often, it seemed that
officers had a difficult time deciding whose behavior they found more
deplorable, their men or the naïve and fallen women who consorted
with them. A nurse, who at one point drove all the way from Paris to
the camp for North African soldiers at Aix in an automobile to see her
paramour, persisted in sending letters which included some phrases she
had learned to write in Arabic. Apparently, the officer who read them
considered these unspecified phrases inappropriate, as he described her
use of Arabic as ‘flouting decency’. Her behavior had ruined the attitude
of her correspondent, who had been punished for insubordination: he
had been ‘a good soldier’, but ‘today he appears [to have] irremediably
lost [his] military spirit’.67 Still, this soldier was probably not as far gone
as another whom an officier interprète met on the street in Marseilles.
This Algerian had adopted ‘the attitude and dress of a pimp’, with ‘long
hair, curled [and] greased, a garish scarf, hat pushed back on his head
with some sort of medal on the front’, all this after spending seven days
on leave with a French woman in the neighborhood.68 The anxieties
such behavior raised could provoke extreme reactions. In one case, an
officer reported a North African soldier for having broken the rules by
spending his leave periods after being treated for wounds at the apart-
ment of a Parisian woman, even though the officer knew full well that
the woman was the soldier’s wife. Despite his legitimate marriage to a
French woman, the officer felt that this and similar ‘deplorable practices’
by other indigènes should be stopped.69

At the root of military authorities’ worries was the conviction that
the French women who became romantically involved with these sol-
diers did not adequately understand the ‘indigenous mentality’. Censors
noted that these women had formed ‘an erroneous ideal’ of the soldiers
and their way of life in the colonies. One letter that illustrated partic-
ularly well the phenomenon of women ‘steeped in Orientalism’, the
censors in Tunis asserted, was that of Mme Marthe Crozat to Tunisian
soldier Salah Ben Amor. After having been posted back to his regiment
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at Bizerte, Ben Amor sent her a package containing a rug as a gift. Mme
Crozat wrote in return,

In fact, looking at this rug, I cannot help but think of the luxury
which is laid out in your beautiful homes, so firmly closed off, of
your delicious harems, so well hidden away, where the women of
Africa and of all the Orient are found, so perfectly happy because
they have a comfort that many French women envy, thanks to soft
rugs of many colors . . . .70

Several months later, another woman’s correspondence revealed the
dangers of being ‘seduced by the mirage of the Orient’. This woman had
married a Tunisian with the intention of moving to North Africa with
him, but he had been posted back to Bizerte, and she had lost contact
with him. Her last letter to him had been returned marked ‘unknown’,
and she had learned that while their marriage was legal in France, at
home in Tunisia her husband had the right to take up to four wives
and even to repudiate her if he so chose. She admitted to suffering
terribly, but wrote that she ‘did not have the courage to leave him’,
even though with her property she could have made a better marriage.
The censor noted the pathos of the situation, as here was a woman
‘whom no moral consideration or material interest seemed to be able
to restrain’.71 Even some of the indigènes themselves expressed doubts
about the understanding of some of the women who became involved
in interracial relationships. One Madagascan counseled a friend who
was talking of marriage to a French woman to let her know that he was
poor and what life was like in Madagascar, and to be sure that she would
not arrive in the colony, regret the status of other European women
who live there, and kill either herself or her new husband to escape
her fate.72

Images across the color line

These kinds of situations exemplified for authorities the destabilizing
effects that interracial relationships had upon metropolitan society, as
French women were apparently deluded and sometimes suffering for
their transgression of racial and sexual boundaries. That they were
deluded and suffered was bad enough, but it was all the more galling
to male French officials that this was occurring at the hands of colo-
nial subjects. Even more humiliating, it quickly became apparent that
indigènes were providing friends and family in the colonies with visual
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proof of their transgressions in the form of photographs, and these were
not always merely pictures of nurses in their Red Cross uniforms.

In many ways, the censors were more concerned about the subversive
effects of these images than they were about the written and verbal testi-
mony of the soldiers. This was in part, no doubt, because it represented
another dramatic inversion of the colonial order, as ‘traditional exoti-
cism’ had featured nude indigenous women for the fascinated gaze of
European men.73 In November 1916, the censors in Marseille reported
that they had destroyed several postcards, bound for Indochina, which
pictured ‘nude French women in poses more or less academic with, on
the other side, some reflections of doubtful taste’.74 As this was fairly
early in the life of formal censorship, and as the majority of Indochi-
nese soldiers were yet to arrive in France, there were relatively few of
these postcards, 13 in all. However, a few months later, the censors were
alarmed to see the volume increase dramatically. By February of the next
year, they were confiscating numerous ‘photographs of nude women,
the subjects of which decorate only rarely our museums of painting or
sculpture’, and, what was worse, the censors suspected that the traffic in
these images had begun before the institution of regular censorship.75

In March, they seized over 400 ‘nudités’ along with another 100 pho-
tographs accompanied by ‘libidinous or lewd comments’. Shocked, the
censor noted, ‘One of these is most obscene’. This state of affairs was
‘absolutely disconcerting’, all the more so as the Indochinese did not
make any attempt to hide their ‘vices’ from their families, sending lewd
pictures and remarks to their mothers and fathers, wives, and even their
children. Often the soldiers accompanied the photos with the remark,
‘There are only such marvels in France’, but censors observed that ‘this
admiration of French beauty is not without irreverence’. Remarkably, as
disconcerted as they were about the nudités, the censors seemed even
more worried about the photographs the Indochinese sent home of
themselves in the company of white women. Such proof of interracial
contact was damaging to ‘our prestige in the Far East’, so the censors
confiscated 23 of these images.76

That same month, Sergeant Thai Hu Tham wrote to his brother in
Indochina. Tham warned his brother to be skeptical of the photos
that soldiers sent home, as many had their pictures taken with pros-
titutes in order to present them as their fiancés or wives. He assured
his brother that the ‘women in the countryside’ were not like these
urban prostitutes, and such virtuous women were good conversation-
alists who sometimes let one hold their hand, ‘or kiss, but not . . . ’. The
censors observed, however, that such laudatory remarks were rare, and
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‘the Indochinese repertoire has furnished some new terms for a com-
parative anatomy which is not at all flattering to French women’. The
report noted that though many of the hundreds of pictures confiscated
originated from Indochinese workers in France, many also came from
soldiers, even those at the front in combat units, and a later report
claimed that during September 1918 soldiers sent most of the nudités,
‘as usual’.77 In December 1918, censors gave a final accounting of all the
photos seized from mail to Indochina during the two years of their work.
Almost 10,000 images were listed according to the following categories:
nudes, undressed, bathers, kissing, mixed-race children, photographs
of French women, photographs of Franco-Indochinese couples.78 These
categories made it clear that French authorities considered any visual
proof of interracial relationships – from suggestive or fully- or partly-
nude pictures of French women, to photos of mixed-race children, to
photos of French women in the company of indigènes – as potentially
subversive. Moreover, it was not just Indochinese soldiers who sent these
images home. Censors in Tunis reported that one North African sent
home a photograph of a Muslim soldier with his arm around a very
young French girl, along with a message in Arabic that read, ‘I ask you,
my brother, to tell me if this young girl pleases you, in which case I will
procure one for you [and] you can then do with her what you like’. Oth-
ers sent pictures of French women with obscene captions, such as, ‘One
can have this young thing for a few francs . . . ’.79

Troupes indigènes from all of the colonies engaged in this traffic in
photos between the metropole and the colonies, rendering the problem
very serious in the eyes of military officials. Consequently, on 5 June
1917, the Ministry of War issued a circular formally forbidding the pho-
tographs and ordering the seizure and destruction of all obscene pictures
and postcards, though this had already been de facto policy for some
time.80 Yet the effect of this circular upon the behavior of the soldiers
was at first limited. A report on Indochinese correspondence for the
same month in which the circular appeared observed that despite the
new formal policy and severe punishments for transgressions, the num-
ber of nudités seized had only slightly decreased (from 480 during the
previous month to 349).81 By April, however, the strict policy seemed to
have begun working, as the number had decreased further (to 216).82

Still, in later months this number was sometimes higher, and there
were other indications that the authorities were not entirely able to
prevent the ill effects of these images. Some indigènes labored to find
ways around the strictures, the most creative of which was probably that
employed by Fang, a worker who wrote to a friend from the hospital that
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he could not get any more nudités as requested, because the sale of them
was forbidden, but, ‘In order to simplify, I will draw some myself and
send them to you’.83 Moreover, the existence of the restrictive policy
itself provided possible occasions for criticizing French assumptions of
racial superiority. In August 1917, an Indochinese letter writer observed
that officials had forbidden nudités because ‘the French fear ridicule’.84 It
seemed, then, that French officials faced ridicule whether they allowed
the traffic in these photos to continue (the indigènes laughing either at
the nudity of their proud colonial masters, or at the impotence of French
men to prevent their women from behaving shamelessly, or both),
or whether they forbade it (the French fearing their colonial subjects’
laughter, or French men, unable to exercise control over their women,
resorting to cracking down on indigènes who looked at the photographs).
If, as George Orwell contended, the white man’s life in the colonies ‘was
one long struggle not to be laughed at’, then the traffic in these images
and the resulting risk of ridicule presented a serious challenge to the
white prestige upon which colonial rule rested.85

Consequences

Photographs, as visual proof of the willingness of French women to have
relationships with colonial men, were indeed striking and hence prized
by indigènes eager to inform and titillate friends and family back home,
but they were not necessary, nor were they even the only form of proof.
For instance, Sergeant-Major Hô sent to his brother in Indochina let-
ters he had received from French women, and told him to save them as
‘sacred things’ that the Sergeant could, upon his return, show to Euro-
pean colons who did not believe his stories and who might mock him
for his pretensions to relations with white women. Censors were quite
candid about the ultimate consequences for public order and French
rule in the colonies: examples, like Sergeant Hô, of the ‘deplorable
attitude’ that many troupes indigènes had acquired during their stay in
France would lead the population of Indochina to think that the French
lived in a ‘shameful debauchery’.86 The sexual (mis)conduct of indigènes
in France, and its consequences, soon became the main preoccupa-
tion of the military officials charged with reading their mail. Censors
worried, often explicitly, about the effect upon the ‘prestige’ of white
women in the colonies.87 Put succinctly in a report on the correspon-
dence of North Africans, ‘Some of these letters are injurious to French
women’.88 And injuries to French women and their prestige were equally
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injuries to France and the white prestige that justified and supported
European rule.

The authorities certainly did not want rumors spread in the colonies
like the one Hussein el Gassem Blagui described in a letter to friends in
Tunisia:

I would like to inform you that the Minister has directed that as soon
as the war is finished, each soldier must marry, whether he likes it or
not, a young French girl; reservists will have the right to a virgin, and
active soldiers to a young and beautiful woman. There we are then,
o my brother, stuck. No matter, thank God anyway!89

Nor was it gratifying to the officials who had brought these indigènes
to France to see a Tunisian send home a picture of a young French
woman and her younger sister, with an accompanying letter that indi-
cated neither of these women wanted him to leave France. Of course,
he wrote, he did not want to leave France either, as there were even bet-
ter women than these around for the taking. Though another Tunisian
complained of the cold of French winters, he was able to withstand
them, he wrote, because French women helped him keep warm, and
he assured his correspondent that if he too came to France, he would be
‘very debauched’.90 Far from stimulating their enthusiasm for coming
to France and making war on Germany for what officials would regard
as the right reasons – a sense of obligation to France for the benefits
colonial rule had ostensibly brought to the colonies, even a kind of
patriotism – the experiences these soldiers had in the metropole making
love with French women inspired them with a desire to stay in France
for very different reasons. One Madagascan, whose physical condition
was so poor (from wounds or sickness) that he was slated to be sent
home, obtained a period of leave to remain in France. ‘I invoked’, he
wrote, ‘my great desire to continue to serve the fatherland, but in real-
ity, I find French women too pretty and nice and I would hate to leave
them already’. Another encouraged a friend in Madagascar not to be
slow in volunteering for service in France because ‘the white women
whom we believe haughty and disdainful at home, are here before us
just like little dogs, they lick the soles of our feet . . . Some of them are
as pretty as angels [there followed, the censor noted, “obscene details,”
which he did not specify] . . . each Madagascan has his own’.91 One exas-
perated officer asked how one could expect to maintain the loyalty of
North Africans when they were ‘obsessed by the idée fixe of satisfying
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their violent passions and the image of defending the Patrie is erased
entirely from their mind’.92

Eventually, officials began to suspect that their efforts to discourage
and prevent ‘liaisons’ between indigènes and French women could not
stop contact altogether, and despite what authorities often wanted to
believe, many of these relationships were of a genuinely romantic and
serious nature. By 1918, for example, at least 250 Indochinese men had
married French women and 231 such couples were living together in
the metropole, with these and other relationships producing dozens
of mixed-race children.93 More interracial couples, including men from
other colonies, no doubt escaped the officials’ accounting, and some
French women had certainly emigrated to the colonies to be with their
beloved. Such circumstances caused officials to reflect upon the conse-
quences of these relationships and to consider their own role in policing
them. In March 1917, censors admitted that the problem of the liaisons
between Indochinese men and French women was not going to go
away and that officials were confronting not merely overactive libidos
and duplicity, but (sometimes, at least) real affection and commitment.
When men returned home to their colony of origin, whole families were
left desolate in France, especially when the union produced children,
and the army received urgent requests for the return of the man to
the metropole. ‘Should we’, the report asked, ‘respect these consensual
unions, especially when they are consecrated by a birth?’ The obliga-
tion the state owed to the children seemed to indicate that the answer
was yes. As for young mothers, their situation was desperate. Should the
authorities condone in certain cases the regularization of the union by
marriage? Here the report seemed to espouse a liberal view on the matter
of integrating these (admittedly few) men into French society: ‘Assim-
ilation increases day by day, to such an extent that this stage could
be easily reached by a rather large number of indigènes, if their stay in
France is prolonged for many more months’.94 In other words, perhaps
these unions would perform the ideological work of French imperialism,
civilizing colonial subjects.

Nevertheless, just as voices touted the benefits of métissage to bring the
French and subject ‘races’ closer together only occasionally during cer-
tain periods of French imperial history, there was never any doubt about
the overall negative official attitude toward these wartime unions.95 As
the war continued and the stay of Indochinese men in France grew
longer and longer, bringing evidence of more and more relationships
and, especially, births of métis children, alarmed censors admitted that
there was little or nothing authorities could do to ‘prevent the liaisons
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and the consequences which result from them’.96 In November 1917,
a report summed up at length the predicament facing authorities. The
number and sincerity of ‘amorous letters’ was beginning to give the cen-
sors pause. Whole families were evidently embracing Indochinese men
who courted their daughters. The most intelligent letter writers were
aware of official censorship of the mails, and found alternative ways
to correspond, while the less perceptive grew angry and bitter over the
perceived failure of their beloved to respond. ‘What can we do? . . . To
protect the French woman for us is an urgent duty, but stopping a few
letters is a palliative which loses all of its value when the writer remains
in the country’. Intrusive censorship might be too grave a restriction on
individual liberty, as well as providing a new source of complaint against
the government for both French people and indigènes. The Indochinese
chafed at being treated ‘as little boys’. Letters often indicated that these
men found French women in the metropole more approachable and
likeable than those in the colonies, but, ‘[w]hile waiting for them to
change their opinion of our female compatriots in the Far East, is it a
good idea to spoil, in a certain measure, that which they have of us all
here?’ As a more practical matter, too draconian a surveillance of this
correspondence risked exposing the preventative efforts of authorities
to ridicule, because despite censorship there were many ‘unfortunate
French women led astray in obviously grotesque liaisons’ which were
clearly a form of revenge for mixed unions between European men
and indigenous women in the colonies. In the end, the report rec-
ommended discretely warning women and families of the risks they
were running by welcoming colonial men into their homes, beds, and
hearts.97

Ultimately, however, officials were concerned about the effects of
these interracial relationships not only upon French metropolitan soci-
ety, but also upon the social and political order in the colonies. The
problems overseas were potentially more destructive over the long term.
Within weeks after the war ended in November 1918, the French began
repatriating the troupes indigènes who had helped bring about the recent
victory over Germany. By 1920 many of these men were home. Now
the problem was no longer the stories and pictures that they sent home
in envelopes, but those that they brought home with their own per-
sons, and there was no form of censorship that could effectively prevent
these men from telling of their experiences. Moreover, these men had
gained the kind of experience, skills, and in some cases education that
would make them leaders in their societies in the postwar years. With
their newfound perspective on the prestige of European women and
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white superiority, bulwarks of the colonial order, such men would in
all probability be more difficult to rule. After the war, one official articu-
lated this concern explicitly, worrying that some Indochinese men who
had served in France would return to the colony with new ideas and be
less ‘submissive’ to ‘their traditional discipline’.98 The colonial adminis-
tration in Indochina was a few steps ahead on this issue, having already
instructed regional officials in June 1918 to interrogate and maintain
close surveillance on returning soldiers.99

It would be difficult to determine whether French officials were correct
about the effect of these relationships, as that would entail identify-
ing colonial subjects who were involved with European women and
then tracking their behavior as they spread out over the vast French
colonial empire during the postwar period – a large, complicated, and
perhaps impossible task. However, there are indications that military
and colonial officials did observe the behavior of some of these men,
and that, at the very least, authorities believed their wartime anxieties
to be justified. To take one example, an official in Tunisia claimed in
1921 that, ‘All the tirailleurs are coming back . . . with ideas clearly turned
around as far as French prestige, and European prestige in general,
are concerned’. Those who served in France during the war ‘were wel-
comed too warmly into French families, where it was too often repeated
to them that they were the saviors of the country’. Unhappily, these
men had now become aware of ‘their importance and their strength’,
and worse, ‘the license of certain milieux and the impropriety of too
many women have succeeded in destroying the respect they had for
us, and all of the countryside (le bled) now knows about the amus-
ing adventures’ these soldiers had in French society.100 Circumstances
like these demonstrated how much, in the words of one historian, ‘the
First World War was experienced by colonial authorities as traumatic
experiment’.101

In official French eyes, soldiers’ changed attitudes did not bode well
for the future of the French colonial empire. In this respect, though his-
torians debate the significance of the experiences of troupes indigènes in
raising political consciousness among colonized peoples and in stimu-
lating nationalist and independence movements, the use of these troops
and their experiences moving (and loving) across the color line did pro-
voke significant fears about the stability of the colonial order.102 The
high point of French imperialism in the postwar years, which saw the
addition of former Ottoman territories in the Middle East to the French
colonial empire, and the hyperbole of imperial propaganda that cul-
minated in the celebratory Colonial Exposition of 1931 in Paris, then,
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perhaps masked a deeper fear that the Great War had produced cir-
cumstances that would doom European colonial empires. Indeed, as
one historian has put it, the postwar years saw a ‘double movement
of pride and worry, of pride in the work accomplished but also of fear
for the fate that history might have in store for it’.103 In short, in a
postwar context that saw a shift toward stricter notions of racial hier-
archies in the justification of colonial rule, French officials worried that
indigènes’ less exalted view of white French people, whom they had vis-
ited, loved, and even seen naked, set the stage for challenges to that
rule.104

Conclusion

At the beginning of the period of decolonization that would bring about
an end to European colonial empires, the Tunisian writer Albert Memmi
observed of the colonial order, ‘It is essential that this order not be
questioned by others, and especially not by the colonized’.105 French
authorities recognized this as well, but the participation of troupes
indigènes in the war effort in France after 1914 raised numerous unset-
tling questions. Many of these arose out of contacts between colonial
subjects in uniform and white French women. These contacts, especially
when intimate, violated the rigid separation between white and non-
white that prevailed in the colonies. Such crossing over the color line
threatened white prestige at a point French officials considered most vul-
nerable and sensitive, a point loaded with sexual and racial significance.
The behavior of French civilians, especially women, was a concern as
they too seemed to be questioning, or at least inspiring indigènes to ques-
tion, the restrictions and boundaries of the colonial order. Citizens of
the metropole blurred the color line by failing to observe strictures upon
interracial mixing that were much more vigorously, and much more
easily, enforced in the colonies themselves. Métis offspring of interra-
cial couples constituted the most spectacular and disturbing visual proof
of grave moral, social, and racial transgressions. Visual proof also came
in the form of pictures and postcards of the unrestrained sexuality of
French women and the access that indigènes had to that sexuality, either
as partners or as voyeurs. This too caused French officials no end of
trouble, as they feared the spread of these photographs into indigenous
societies, and thus the amplification of a wartime metropolitan problem
into a postwar, empire-wide concern.

The overriding fear that all of this activity provoked was the under-
mining of white prestige, and thus of French power, in the colonies.
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Colonial subjects who had had sexual contact across the color line,
or had seen it in photographs, or had heard about it from reliable
sources, might be less willing to subject themselves to colonial and racial
hierarchies. Sex and love between colonial men and French women
was an intimate challenge to a racial order that was indispensable to
the entire colonial system, for, as Memmi put it, ‘Racism appears then,
not as an incidental detail, but as a consubstantial part of colonial-
ism . . . Not only does it establish a fundamental discrimination between
colonizer and colonized, a sine qua non of colonial life, but it also lays the
foundation for the immutability of that life’.106 Interracial relationships
disproved both sides of the equation, demonstrating that discrimination
did not have to be universal and showing that the relationship between
colonizer and colonized was mutable, could change and take different,
less restrictive forms.

Official reactions to these relationships demonstrated at least an
instinctive awareness of just these sorts of dangers. Much like the exis-
tence of métis in the colony (almost always the offspring of a European
man and indigenous woman), relationships between indigenous sol-
diers and white women provided ‘living proof of the impossibility of
sustaining the very basis of colonial domination’ because they violated
the dualistic racial and cultural oppositions upon which colonial-
ism depended.107 This was ‘the fundamental contradiction of imperial
domination: the tension between a form of authority simultaneously
predicated on incorporation and distancing’.108 Colonial subjects, espe-
cially those in uniform fighting for France, were in theory part of the
nation, but were also distanced from it by their racial identity. If that
distance disappeared, then so would colonialism, the French empire,
power, prestige, and much else that mattered very much to French offi-
cials. Their anxieties about these matters became more acute as they
recognized, to a certain extent, their powerlessness to stop much of this
activity.109 Colonial authorities had always been interested in extend-
ing bio-power into the area ‘where they had equivocal control – in the
home’.110 Now, ironically, at home in the metropole and in the homes
of French civilians, military and political officials found that their con-
trol was even more equivocal, because of the social and administrative
disorder war brought with it; because of the greater freedoms and liber-
ality of the social order of the metropole, at least when compared with
the colonies; and because of the political and cultural terrain created
by the leaders of the French army and state themselves, asking men
to wear a uniform, to be a part of the nation and perhaps die in its
defense.111
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Italian Fascism’s Ethiopian
Conquest and the Dream of a
Prescribed Sexuality
Marie-Anne Matard-Bonucci

In a 9 May 1936 speech in Rome broadcast over thousands of loudspeak-
ers throughout Italy, Mussolini announced the conquest of Ethiopia.
From his Venice Palace where he was cheered on by a teeming crowd,
the Duce claimed Italy was giving the world a lesson in civilization, and
he celebrated Italy’s combat against the ‘cruel reign of the arbitrary’ and
‘millennial slavery’ along with the triumph of justice over barbarity. The
night before and in a similar atmosphere, the Duce had addressed the
regime’s organizations for women, and thanked them for having sup-
ported the heroism of their brothers, sons, and husbands by resisting
the sanctions decreed by the League of Nations.1 Several months ear-
lier, for the day of ‘Faith’, groups of women had given up their wedding
rings to symbolize the engagement of the entire nation in the colonial
adventure.

This communion of genders at the altar of fascist imperialism should
not hide the fact that the war in Ethiopia was a high point in the glori-
fication of virility by a regime that had raised it to heights never before
attained.2 Marshal Rodolfo Graziani, who became viceroy of Ethiopia in
June 1936, exhorted:

Remember that the passion of the colonies is the proudest, most mas-
culine and powerful passion an Italian can nurture; love them even
more for the sacrifices they have and will continue to cost us than for
the riches they will bring us. In the colonies, be ready to measure your
capacity for domination and your power as condottiere [mercenary
soldiers].3

A fascist and colonial war, the Ethiopian conflict was thought of as
an important moment in the preparatory strategies for the creation of

91
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a ‘new fascist man’.4 The Duce, Marshal Graziani and the fascist elite
invited soldiers and colonizers to be pitiless and dominating. All means
were deemed suitable for squelching an adversary that was as poorly
equipped as it was resolute: poison gases, bombings, civilian massacres,
annihilation of the elite.5 Ethiopia was the theater of very extreme
violence. As was the case during the high times of squadrismo [the
use of violence by fascist gangs during the period 1918–1922], soldiers
and men of rank experimented with a warrior hubris, whose particu-
lar cruelty was justified by the presumed inferiority of the indigenous
population. In his journal, the intellectual and fascist officer Giuseppe
Bottai deplored episodes of barbarity, perpetrated mainly by officers and
commanders: ‘The lamb of the middle classes is becoming a little lion,
confusing heroism with cruelty’.6 Starace, the national secretary of the
fascist party, hadn’t hesitated to set the example by performing shoot-
ing exercises on prisoners while soldiers struck a pose close to cadavers
or wielded human remains as trophies.

Despite a discourse advertising Italian-style humanism, fascist author-
ities did not repress the barbarian acts of their combatants, judging it
more important to modify their behavior on another terrain: sexuality.
Several months after the beginning of hostilities, the relations between
Italian men and Ethiopian women became, in the eyes of the fascist
elite, a veritable political ‘question’ and one of the regime’s principal
battlegrounds.

Ethiopian women, obscure objects of desire

The Ethiopian conquest had been prepared for by several decades of
nationalist ideology and had given the Italian population great hopes.
In addition to the desire of the poorest to acquire land, there were
also more complex motivations in which, as in other colonial contexts,
exoticism and eroticism were confusingly intertwined. The legendary
beauty of the region’s women certainly contributed to the seductive
force of this Eldorado, and the hope of possessing them appeared as
legitimate as did the claim to the appropriation of their land.

Photos of Ethiopian women that showed them, as did the major-
ity of representations of African women up until the 1930s, stripped
of their clothes, as well as popular and wide-selling novels and songs,
also contributed both before and after the conquest to the spread of the
stereotype of creatures of exacerbated sensuality who were available for
the white man’s pleasure.7 In a puritan Italy that only authorized nudity
in art, the busts of Ethiopian women nourished sexual fantasy. As Leo
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Longansi later recalled, ‘Italians were in a hurry to leave. To their eyes,
Abyssinia had the appearance of a forest of superb mammals within
their grasp’.8 During the war, many comic drawings reproduced in the
media or on post cards showed images of a people contrasting backward
and savage men with seductive and forthcoming women.9 With a tone
that was trying-to-be-funny, the artist Enrico De Seta drew a soldier at
a post office window in an illustration called ‘Post Office’. The soldier
was getting ready to send off a strange package: an Abyssinian woman
wrapped up in a blanket, with head and feet sticking out!10

In 1935, the troops had brought the song Faccetta Nera (Pretty little
black face) along with them on the campaign. The song was first com-
posed in Roman dialect, but the Italian version had become extremely
popular.11 The lyrics were very much in keeping with the complex feel-
ings of the colonizers regarding African women: a desire for possession
and domination, the promise of emancipation and civilization, desire
and fascination. ‘Facetta Nera, Beautiful Abyssinian, wait and hope, your
time is coming soon. Once we are with you, we will give you another
law and another king. Our law is slavery to love, our slogan is freedom
and duty etc’.12

The imagination of novelists and lyricists was not unrelated to certain
aspects of the reality of relations between men and women in Ethiopia.
While restrictions on women’s sexuality were still very stringent in Italy,
Ethiopians, and especially the Amhara, offered women greater liberty,
since relations outside of marriage were not stigmatized as they were in
European Catholic countries. Not only was cohabitation practiced with-
out any disapproval – since a local custom called the ‘dämòs marriage’
allowed women to be a member of a temporary contractual union – but,
as recent work has revealed, from the perspective of Ethiopian women,
it could also be an element in a strategy of social elevation, and even
emancipation.13 The practice of madamismo was widespread in Soma-
lia and Eritrea, even amongst civil servants and high-ranking military
men.14 In Eritrea, the civil servant Alberto Pollera, however convinced
he was of the benefits of the colonization and in spite of his responsi-
bilities, nonetheless fathered six children by two Eritrean women.15 As
Giulia Barrera has put it

The madamato was a set of relationships grounded in the material
basis of colonialism and shaped by colonial discourse but it was lived
out by concrete individuals: by men who participated in very dif-
ferent ways in the colonial enterprise and by women who were not
merely passive victims.16
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Among the 300,000 pioneers and soldiers present after the conquest,
some did indeed experience the ‘sweet slavery’ mentioned in the song.
Even when fascination played no role, cohabitation was understood
to be practically the only option, and it represented ‘the true institu-
tion of sexual relations under colonialism’.17 In spite of the propaganda
designed to attract them, very few women came from the continent to
settle in Ethiopia, fearful of insecurity and the precarious conditions of
life. Shortly after the conquest, a ship with 2000 wives and fiancées on
board was equipped and sent off to the Empire.18 In 1938, 10,000 Ital-
ian women had accepted to participate in the colonial adventure, half
of them in the Empire’s capital. The regime had also sought to bring
in white prostitutes recruited on the peninsula, but once again, the
demand exceeded the supply.19 Men continued assiduously to frequent
sciarmute, indigenous prostitutes, whose work the authorities attempted
to regulate. Among the 1500 women authorized for sex work in Addis
Ababa and inspected during medical check-ups, the authorities distin-
guished between three different categories that were identified by the
color of a little flag attached to their tucul, the traditional hut: yellow
for officers, green for soldiers and workers, black for colonial troops.
This institutionalized prostitution and its hierarchy were apparently not
enough to satisfy the needs of troops, and certain military officials grew
indignant over the long lines stretching in front of indigenous broth-
els. Moreover, across the territory, occasional or clandestine prostitutes
continued to operate.

Between the sexual exploitation of the indigenous population and
chastity, there existed a wide range of behavior. Cohabitation, or con-
cubinage, was one of these, and it presented several advantages for the
colonizers before it was outlawed. Before the Ethiopian conquest, in
the Italian colonies of Somalia and Eritrea, it was frequent for colonial
administrators, civil servants and military officers to live with African
women. The Italians’ companions were known as madames and cohab-
itation was known as madamismo. These unions often saw the birth of
mixed-race children, or meticci, who, starting in 1933 and by virtue of
the ‘Organic Law for Eritrea and Somalia’, were given the possibility of
obtaining Italian nationality.20 In 1935 there was a count of 1000 met-
icci in Eritrea out of a population of 3500 Italians.21 For the colonists,
motivations behind moving in with Ethiopian women could have been
several, sometimes concomitant ones that didn’t exclude being in love:
having a companion to share daily life and household chores, having a
stable sexual partner who was safer than prostitutes. Indro Montanelli,
a journalist who signed up as a volunteer in Ethiopia at age 23, was
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named head of a squad of indigenous Eritrean men. He claims to have
‘bought’ a young 12-year-old girl from her father for 500 lira. Though
this practice was reprehensible on the continent, it was widespread in
the colonies and was justified in the following terms: ‘but at age twelve
[in Africa], young girls are already women’. When he left Ethiopia, he
sold the young girl, ‘a docile little animal’, to a high-ranking officer who
already had a ‘little harem’ at his disposition.22

Before racism became fascism’s official doctrine, perspectives on
mixed unions were ambivalent. Lidio Cipriani was alarmed by metic-
ciato, while the demographer Corrado Gini saw in it an occasion for
regenerating European populations, and Domenico Simoncelli, a means
of populating the colonies.23 In the colonial press, mixed unions were
not yet being condemned.24 In the Illustrazione coloniale of February
1936, Lorenzo Ratto contrasted the racist attitude of British colonizers
with the ‘Roman’ tradition of fraternization with defeated populations.
Condemning relations with ‘negroes’, he admitted the possibility of
mixed unions with Ethiopian women who were considered racially
superior: ‘the most beautiful girls of the Semitic-Ethiopian race are eas-
ily selected on Ethiopian tableland and can be chosen by the pioneers
of the rural military engineers to become a part of our colonies as
legitimate spouses [ . . . ]’.25

The specter of meticciato

The proclamation of the Empire represented a turning point in the his-
tory of racism and of fascist doctrine. Until then, Italian domination
of colonial populations had been translated into a fairly banal form of
colonial racism. In Libya, there was no legislation on the subject of met-
icciato, and Arabs were allowed to visit European brothels. In addition
to the racist economy that valorized Arab populations in relation to the
inhabitants of Black Africa, one also finds objective factors that lim-
ited the risks of mixed couples procreating: Italian women were there
in greater numbers and the institution of ‘short-term’ marriages did not
exist.26

It is difficult to decide whether the sexual question functioned as a
catalyst or as a revelator of the racist radicalization in the summer of
1936. Mussolini had long been appalled by the very idea of mixed cou-
ples. In April 1934, he had ordered that the novel Black Love be removed
from circulation: ‘It’s the story of an Italian man’s affairs with a negress.
Inadmissible on the part of a nation seeking to create an Empire’.27 Two
days after the Empire was declared, the head of the government ordered
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Badoglio and Graziani not to authorize any Italian civilian or military
official to stay in Ethiopia without a white woman for more than six
months so as to avoid ‘the terrible and predictable effects of meticciato’.28

At work on setting vast projects for the Empire’s economic expansion in
place during this same period, Mussolini had explained to Baron Aloisi,
the head of the cabinet of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, his intention
to send many Italians, ‘but with the obligation that they bring their
wives, because the danger of a race of meticci, who would become our
worst enemies, must be avoided at all costs’.29 In June 1936, Facetta Nera
fell into disgrace not long after having been the target of attacks by the
successful journalist Paolo Monelli. In an article called ‘Donne e buoi dei
paesi tuoi’ – an Italian proverb that literally means ‘women and cows
from home’ – and possibly written under dictation, he challenged the
song’s author to spend some days with a ‘facetta nera’:

one of those filthy Abyssinians, with ancestral stench that stinks of
rotten butter dripping in little drops on her neck; already destroyed
at age twenty by an age-old tradition of amorous servitude and ren-
dered cold and inert in a man’s arms; for one beauty with a noble
face, a hundred are sticky-eyed and have hard, masculine features on
pockmarked skin.30

The journalist’s vitriolic pen railed against the song’s sentimentality and
denounced its incitation to frequent ‘stinking little negresses’ who led
to meticciato and to ‘infractions against the race’. Breaking with the
light-hearted and libertine atmosphere that had marked the conquest
of Ethiopia, the article was in synch with the period’s ideological evo-
lution. Addressing the Great Council of fascism in November 1936,
Mussolini affirmed the necessity of ‘confronting the racial problem and
introducing it into fascist literature and doctrine’.31

When he gave this address, the constitution of a corpus of racist litera-
ture and propaganda was already well underway. For several months, the
adventure novel of colonial conquest occupied the pages of the news-
papers. Starting in May 1936, the scarecrow figure of the meticcio began
appearing in fascist newspapers and magazines both on the continent
and in the colonies.32 Not only did meticciato threaten the prestige of
the race, but the meticcio was presented as either a potential delinquent
or a hopeless person. A high-ranking civil servant in the Ministry of
Africa painted a somber portrait:

In Eritrea and in Somalia, we have often seen officers and state
employees, sometimes of very high rank, live as if in matrimony with
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indigenous women and give birth to a category of poor wretches.
Their Italian paternity did not stop them, once the father returned
to the continent and if the missionaries did not intervene, from liv-
ing out their adolescence among the maternal race. These poor souls
were avoided by Whites and scorned by the Indigenous.33

In the battle for the race, appeals were made to patent racists such as
Lidio Cipriani, who had been railing against meticciato between superior
and inferior races since the beginning of the 1930s.34 His multiple trips
‘from the Cap to Cairo’ had made him the ‘specialist’ on African popula-
tions through investigations published in widely distributed papers and
in l’Illustrazione italiana.35 In 1937, he became the director of the Anthro-
pological Institute and Museum in Florence, one of the most renowned
in all of Italy. He also became one of the major actors in the crusade
against meticciato by playing an important role in the publication of the
main journal for militant racism, La Difesa della Razza, launched in the
summer of 1938.36 He gave the journal free access to his collections of
photos of African populations.37

La Difesa della Razza excelled in the invention of techniques of pho-
tomontage meant to give visual evidence of meticciato. A quarter of its
covers appealed to readers based on this theme. One of them displayed
a combination of the faces of a white woman and a black man, result-
ing in a grotesque mask. Another combined a white woman’s head
with an African’s: from this strange Janus-head emerged a toothless
skull. Two hands, one white and the other black, were clasped and
dropping a wilted flower. More classical in aspect, a May 1940 cover
staged an African Eve offering the forbidden fruit to an ‘Aryan’. A cac-
tus in the foreground was yet another symbol of the danger of the
fusion of the races.38 The Fascist Party inspired its own literature on
the subject. In 1939 The Meticcio Problem appeared under the aegis of
the Fascist Institute of Italian Africa.39 The introductory quote read,
‘God created white people and the Devil mulattoes’.40 In Africa, the
Fascist Party campaigned for a change in mentality. Guido Cortese, sec-
retary of the fascio of Addis Ababa, interpreted the new political current
faithfully:

The folklore of nudes, full moons, long caravans and ardent sunsets,
of mad love with the faithful and humble indigenous woman all rep-
resent outdated things that are more suited to a third-rank novel. It
is high time to destroy any novel, illustration and little song of this
type in order to avoid allowing them to give birth to a mentality that
is absolutely not fascist.41
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Reforming the sexual practices of Italians in the empire

On 19 April 1937, a law-decree was passed that outlawed relations ‘of a
conjugal nature’ between Italian citizens and the subjects of the Empire
and made them punishable by one to five years in prison.42 The law
targeted only Italians and not the Africans who were defined as subjects
of the Empire – a situation that would soon be deemed unjust by some
fascists who would call for the law to be strengthened.43 In the fall-
1938 measures for the defense of the race that established the State’s
official anti-Semitism, the question was addressed in the context of the
division between citizens, or not, of Italian race. Like the subjects of the
Empire, Jews did not belong to the Italian race. In this context, marriages
between individuals of different races were forbidden: even if the law
applied to the Empire, its principal target was the very frequent mixed
unions involving Jews, although these unions were extremely rarely the
prolongation of a madamismo situation.

In the Empire, the occupation troops and colonists were able to con-
tinue their visits to brothels and to the many African prostitutes known
as sciarmute.44 In June 1939, a new law made the previous law more
precise and more extreme, integrating the repression of mixed couples
and of meticciato into a broader text in defense of the prestige of the
race.45 Any offence, whatever its nature, was punishable by a fourth
to a third heavier sentence if there were an attack on the prestige of
the Italian race, or whenever it was committed in the presence of an
indigenous person or with an indigenous person’s complicity. The law
reaffirmed the 1937 provisions punishing relations of a conjugal nature
between Italians and subjects of the Empire, but a novel element indi-
cated that an additional threshold had been crossed in the struggle
against meticciato. Article 11, ‘Inchiesta relative ai meticci,’ invited pros-
ecutors confronted with the presence of a meticcio child to request an
inquiry since the child could have been probably conceived after the
April 1937 law went into effect. The text announced (art 20, Meticci)
future norms concerning the position of the meticci in the Empire.
In May 1940, new provisions assimilated meticci into the category of
African subjects and forbade Italian fathers from recognizing them. Like
the anti-Semitic measures, the colonial laws willfully ignored the meticci
and gave them no official status, no doubt for fear that the invention of
a new juridical category would make the phenomenon last.

Repression was carried out in several ways. Several officers were repa-
triated to the continent and sometimes were expelled from the ranks of
the army.46 As for civilians, the police and the courts were called upon to
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put an end to behavior qualified by the Duce as ‘scandalous’ and ‘crimi-
nal’. A ‘police’ for madamismo was given the power to distribute ‘yellow
cards’ of warning.47

Several trials were carried out against Italians as a way of repressing
the crime of madamismo.48 The first decision was rendered in Septem-
ber 1937. Dozens of other trials followed in the courts of Addis Ababa,
Asmara, Gondar, and Harar. The evidence offered by a small number of
trials may seem anecdotal in comparison with a phenomenon that con-
cerned several thousand individuals. The texts of the courts’ decisions
are nonetheless replete with lessons concerning judges’ interpretations
of the law. The difficulty lay in establishing the crime, with all that
this presupposed of intrusions into the private life of individuals. Con-
fronted with a first trial for madamismo in November 1938, the Court
of Gondar noted the difficulty of carrying out a judgment given how
recent the constituted jurisprudence was. It efficiently summarized the
line of behavior followed by judges in the majority of these cases:

Given the decisions rendered by other Courts in the Empire, this
Court intends to lead its enquiry into a search for material proof,
such as a life lived in common over a certain amount of time and
characterized by repeated sexual relations; it is also a question of
determining elements, on the moral or psychical level, that attest to
a particular spiritual bond that would look in some way or another
like our affection maritalis.49

Apparently, the fact of having sexual relations with African women was
not the problem. Several decisions illustrate the judges’ understanding
of the ‘sexual needs’ of expatriates, of the necessity for a ‘physiological
outlet’. Occasional sexual relations with a domestic servant, as long as
she did not live under the same roof, were not condemned.50

Sex with indigenous women was tolerated as long as it was lack-
ing in all affect. In one affair of madamismo, judges estimated that the
accused – charged for his manifest attachment to the woman – would
not have been guilty ‘if he had used the woman only as a prostitute by
paying her the price for occasional couplings then dismissing her after
having satisfied his sexual needs’.51 In spite of such an open display
of cynicism, some judges claimed to be imposing morality onto sexual
commerce between white men and black women, sometimes growing
indignant about the practices of certain colonizers.52 This led two Ital-
ians to be condemned for offending the prestige of the race by sharing
a bedroom with two Ethiopian women.
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Without a doubt, the sexual act having been carried out in the pres-
ence of a third is an offence to modesty and denotes a modesty
inferior to that of civilized peoples, and in particular to that of the
Italian people in whom one finds the felicitous conjunction of the
principles of fascism and the moral lessons of Catholicism. This is all
the more reprehensible if one takes into account the noted reserve of
indigenous women in terms of sexuality.53

How were judges to pronounce upon the existence of sexual relations
once they were no longer ‘simple exchanges destined to satisfy a phys-
ical need’?54 How were they to establish the reality of a relation of
a conjugal nature? Prolonged cohabitation constituted an important
presumption that was not always considered sufficient proof of guilt.
The passionate character of certain relations was, however, frequently
considered as proof of guilt. Several trials had been motivated by com-
plaints from women about the violence they had been subjected to.55

Yet violence against women did not interest the judges in and of itself,
but in so far as it revealed the affective dependency of spouses who
were subject to jealousy. Several affairs revealed the Italians’ lack of
trust in their companions, and thus worked in favor of the accused.56

Proof of sexual fidelity was taken as confessions of guilty emotions.
Gifts were considered as incriminating evidence: the useful nature of
certain presents might be pleaded, but those that were obviously des-
tined only to procure pleasure worsened the case against the accused.57

All these ‘incriminating’ elements came together in a case judged in
September 1939. An African woman had been hired as a servant for
150 lira a month by a man with whom she shared both table and
bed. The man was so subjugated by this woman that he bragged about
her with his entourage and gave her perfumes. He had gone to look
for her after she had left him to marry a ‘man of her race’. For the
judges, the guilty verdict was clear: ‘Cohabitation, common table, trust
and tenderness, reciprocal jealousy, frivolous and useless gifts make a
life’s companion of this little servant, which is precisely what a spouse
is’.58 Marks of tenderness or of particular attention towards indigenous
women were particularly suspicious: accompanying a woman home at
night, referring to her as one’s wife,59 or visiting her if she is sick.60

‘Affection’ and passion, sometimes referred to as ‘intoxication’, were
obviously reprehensible. The word ‘love’ was never used; so improbable
or inconvenient did judges consider its very possibility. In January 1939,
a man was condemned to a year and a half in prison for madamismo. The
fact that the man had confessed to loving the indigenous woman was
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an aggravating factor.61 He admitted to having given gifts both to her
and to her mother. Hoping to start a family, he had prepared a letter
to the King asking for permission to marry her. The judges diagnosed a
‘macroscopic case of being sanded’,62

for in this case, the white man does not simply show his desire for
the black Venus by keeping her by his side, but the soul of the Ital-
ian man is itself disturbed; he is entirely devoted to the young Black
woman who he wants to raise to the rank of life companion and
whose association he seeks in all the events of his life, even those
outside of sexuality.63

On the juridical level, the struggle against meticciato provided a start-
ing point for establishing a biological racism based on the principle of
purity of blood. In this sense, it marked a radical change in the con-
ceptions that had prevailed up until then in terms of citizenship and
identity, both in the Empire and on the continent. Yet these measures
were adopted to respond to a question of local colonial governance: it
was not yet a question of a global politics of race – at no moment were
analogous measures considered to prevent alliances between Arabs and
Italians in Libya, the other major colony for Italian populations, nor
were there any measures targeting Jews.64

The stakes in Ethiopia concerned Italy as much as they did the Horn
of Africa. The pioneer front of the Empire brought projects for anthro-
pological revolution and for the construction of a new man into sharp
focus, along with the difficulties of seeing them through.

Sex, race and fascist totalitarianism

Once the Empire was proclaimed, the colonial dream and the fascist
utopia of a new man became contradictory projects, not in the realm
of violence but in the realm of sexuality. ‘Black Venuses’ were quickly
transformed from objects of desire and instruments of propaganda into
diabolical figures, and their company was authorized only in the context
of a relation outside of all affect. By organizing prostitution on colonial
lands, fascism disturbed the reigning morality of the peninsula, inspired
disapproval on the part of the Vatican, but behaved as did most colonial
powers when confronted with the sexual needs of campaigning troops.65

Yet by elevating the battle against madamismo to a concern of the
State, fascism showed its originality in a process that fused racism and
totalitarianism thanks to a racial doctrine that gave support to the
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regime’s project for anthropological revolution. On the one hand, by
policing the cohabitation of Italian men and African women, fascist
officials sought to avoid meticciato in the name of racist conceptions
that were hardly original in colonial contexts.66 But the regime was
also pursuing other demons, the purported ‘weaknesses’ of a people that
the Duce sought to transform: sentimentalism, a certain humanism and
behavior deemed to be the opposite of fascist virility.

On the continent, the desire to orient affective and sexual behavior
had been an active project for several years. Family and procreation
were supposed to provide the limit on the horizon of Italian love. In
this perspective, male homosexuality, though never an explicit target of
the penal code, was discouraged through other methods. In December
1926, a tax on celibacy was adopted, and bachelors were subsequently
repeatedly pointed out and penalized, for example in their career when
they were civil servants. Paolo Orano, an intellectual close to the powers
in place, assimilated celibacy to a form of civil and social fuoruscitismo.67

In terms of the couple, there was hardly a need to legislate on the rela-
tions between men and women, so much was male domination taken
for granted. Some fascists nonetheless dreamed of branding relation-
ships of love with the seal of fascist totalitarianism. Already in 1915, in
his work Maschilità, the nationalist Giovanni Papini, one of the sources
of inspiration for fascism, recommended emancipation from the family,
romanticism and love, opposing women to men, honey to stone, and
condemning love as a form of slavery.68 For a regime that considered
the family an absolute value and that relied on the Church for its politi-
cal power, it became difficult to subscribe to the totality of this program
after 1922. Paolo Orano proposed a compromise, given the fact that
under fascism ‘[t]he State methodically and energetically enters into the
heart of individual and domestic morality, for it is the master of social
life’. It was enough to be liberated of the bourgeois idea according to
which love had to precede marriage, and to get rid of the romantic and
egotistical illusions of love as an end in itself. The couple became a form
of association that tended towards procreation and any love between
partners was a consequence and not a preliminary.69

This philosophy of the relations between men and women, defended
in Italy by a number of fascist ideologues in the name of their particu-
lar idea of totalitarianism, inspired fascist politics in Ethiopia. Distance
and stronger constraints for men in the context of war and subse-
quent occupation at least theoretically allowed for a more effective
control of amorous behavior. In the licit economy of sexual prac-
tices, two solutions were available for fascist colonial soldiers who were
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always bachelors: chastity, in which the colonizer became a kind of
soldier-monk, or a sexual practice disconnected from all affect.

Those who chose the first solution were in the minority. Some married
men staked their honor on resisting the temptations of sex, something
‘that was at the center of everyone’s mind’.70 Actively declaring their
fidelity to marriage, they justified the obligation of chastity and sex-
ual frustration with morality, the values of Catholicism, fascist law, and
repulsion of a racist nature.71 Having left wife and child on the penin-
sula, Nicola Gattari had come to Ethiopia as a soldier, and had stayed
there to have a career as the head of a trucking business. In some of the
letters to his beloved wife, he addresses this delicate subject:

I am a young man full of desires, but who can satisfy them? Those
smelly black women that thousands of soldiers of all ages get infec-
tions from? No, dearest, your Nicola will come back just as he left, I
swear to you [ . . . ] Think of when we will see each other again, how
beautiful our embrace will be!

Answering his wife, who had asked, without really believing it, whether
he had fallen in love with a little black woman, he reaffirmed his fidelity:

Yes, I may look like an imbecile compared to others and I must admit
that my desire to stay faithful to the sacred bond of marriage must
be the case for one resident out of a thousand in Africa. Have I fallen
in love with a little negress? I can reply that there’s no need to be in
love to conquer one of those fleabags, because these are easy girls: 5
lira is enough and the deal is done.72

Prostitution was therefore a common outlet. This was not necessarily
enough to diminish the appeal of cohabitation, and the change from the
condition of sciarmutta to that of madama was frequent for Ethiopian
women.73 By going to inspect bedrooms and by inciting intimate con-
fessions over the course of court trials, the State had indeed penetrated
‘into the heart of individual and domestic morality’. On the continent,
the effort was compromised by too many boundaries. In the Empire and
in the name of the battle against meticciato, an attempt at it was made.
In their recommendations concerning commerce with the indigenous,
judges invented the ideal of a sexuality emancipated from all sentiment,
ultimately participating in the ‘masculinity’ exalted by Papini.

What was the impact of these trials and the sentences they rendered?
The judiciary treatment of the question allowed judges to show their
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fascist zeal. The sentencing of the trials provided lessons, directed per-
haps in particular as examples in racism and fascism for men of modest
social background.74 By issuing a year and a half prison sentence for a
culprit who was manifestly in love with an Ethiopian woman, the judge
claimed he was ‘setting him straight’.75 The repression brought with it
an atmosphere of fear for certain colonizers, if one judges by the behav-
ior of certain couples who hid and of lovers who met each other only
once night had fallen.76

In January 1939, the racist anthropologist Lidio Cipriani was only
moderately optimistic:

Unfortunately, the obscenity of sexual relations between white men
and the indigenous continues, but it would seem that the racist
measures have brought about a perceptible decrease in cases of unde-
sirable fecundation [ . . . ] It is likely that the white man has begun
to realize the inconvenience of shamelessly giving himself up to a
colored woman.77

Most accounts, however, lead us to think that the law against
madamismo was hardly respected, even by those who were supposed to
be imposing fascist order, and in particular by the police.78 In Eritrea,
10,000 African women were counted as living with Italians in 1935, and
15,000 in 1940.79

Like other measures that aimed at deep behavioral reforms, the ques-
tion of sex and meticciato marked the limits of the fascist hold on the
mind and of its ability to shape social customs.

–Translated by Will Bishop
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4
‘The Good Fellow’: Negotiation,
Remembrance, and Recollection –
Homosexuality in the British
Armed Forces, 1939–1945
Emma Vickers

Background

The year 1967 marked a watershed in English law. Twenty-two years
after the end of the Second World War, homosexuality was decrimi-
nalised in England and Wales by the Sexual Offences Act.1 Prior to the
introduction of the new legislation, the hero of Alamein, Field Marshall
Bernard Montgomery, urged the House of Lords not to sanction the
legislation.

Our task is to build a bulwark which will defy the evil influences
seeking to undermine the very foundations of our national character.
I know it is said this is allowed in France and some other countries.
We are not French, we are not from other nations, we are British –
thank God.2

While Montgomery could not slow the momentum of the civil law
nor the rumours that he himself was a homosexual, his concerns were
shared by policy-makers within the Armed Forces. Indeed military chiefs
and the Wolfenden committee agreed that decriminalising homosexual
acts in the forces would affect discipline and threaten the safety of low-
ranking servicemen.3 As a result, homosexual acts remained punishable
by military law even though they were made legal for civilian men over
the age of 21.

By the middle of the 1990s, gay human rights campaigns spearheaded
by Stonewall, Outrage! and Rank Outsiders were increasing their pressure

109
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on the government to overturn the ban.4 Within the government,
debate was furious. In 1995, Harry Cohen, Labour MP for Leyton, ratio-
nalised the inclusion of gays and lesbians in the Armed Forces by
referring back to the Second World War.

This year is the 50th anniversary of the end of the last war. The Min-
ister [MP Roger Freedman] should remember that then the country
was happy for many people of homosexual orientation to fight and
to lay down their lives for it. Their orientation was not held against
them by the country then, so why is the Minister adopting such a
backward attitude now?5

Some of the most tangible and poignant arguments for equal inclusion
came not from campaigners and politicians but from heterosexual vet-
erans of the Second World War. Their letters to the national press helped
to inform the debate, revealing not only the existence of the homosex-
ual serviceman, but his unquestionable value to an institution which
pursued an ambivalent policy in the name of efficiency. As one veteran
recalled,

In 1943 I had a Divisional Officer, a captain of Marines, who was
overtly gay. He was also a heavily decorated hero. He was the first
of many gay servicemen and women I met during four years in the
Navy and later the R.A.F. I did not see or hear of any trouble [or] loss
of discipline.6

These sentiments were echoed by Peter Tatchell when he argued that
‘vast numbers of gay people were allowed to serve in combat units,
some quite openly’.7 Despite the attempts of Tatchell and others, in
1996 the ban was retained after the government reviewed its policies
towards the intake of gays and lesbians in the Armed Forces. The official
report of the Ministry of Defence’s Homosexual Policy Assessment Team
concluded that the ruling was in place because of three fundamental
concerns: the potentially disruptive influence of ‘homosexual practices’,
the desire to prevent the abuse of authority by those in charge of junior
personnel, and the security risk implied by the presence of gays and
lesbians, namely the threat of blackmail.8

The ban was finally lifted in 2000 after three gay servicemen and a
former nurse took the Ministry of Defence (henceforth MoD) to the
European Court of Human Rights. They had been dismissed for being
gay, and alleged that the investigations into their private lives and
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subsequent dismissal violated their human rights. It was subsequently
ruled that the bar on entry into the Armed Forces was illegal under the
European Convention on Human Rights, given that the professional
skills required of gay service personnel were no different from those
expected of heterosexual servicemen and women.9

In addition to lifting the ban, the Armed Forces introduced a new
code of conduct, which remains in place today, for all personnel and
their relationships based on the concept of acceptable and unacceptable
behaviour. If the conduct of a person undermines ‘trust . . . cohesion and
damage[s] the morale or discipline of a unit’, it will be punished.10 There
is an evident historical parallel here. During the Second World War, as
we shall see, sexual orientation was overwhelmingly regarded as a pri-
vate issue, unless it encroached upon discipline and efficiency. There
would appear to be little difference between the current code of conduct
and the unofficial policy of forbearance that operated during the War.
As one former major in the Army commented, ‘one was either, within
that military context, a good fellow or not. All other considerations were
irrelevant’.11

The modern-day military in Britain is keen to support the current
drive towards the recruitment of gays and lesbians. In February 2005,
the Royal Navy began a partnership with Stonewall to facilitate the
recruitment of gay, lesbian and bisexual personnel. In August of the
same year, the Army and the Royal Air Force could be seen recruit-
ing at Manchester’s Gay Pride weekend with an oversized cockpit and
a banner proudly proclaiming ‘RAF rise above the rest’. At the Army
recruitment stall, men in uniform were reportedly ‘mingl[ing] with eager
would-be recruits, one dressed in tight leather shorts and a pink cow-
boy hat’.12 Lieutenant-Colonel Leanda Pitt, Commander of Regional
Recruiting for the North West, was said to be ‘delighted’ to be taking
part. ‘As far as the Army is concerned, sexual orientation is a private
matter’.13

The difference between this recent approach and the social and legal
position of queer men and women in 1939 is stark. In 1939 homosexual
acts between men were illegal both in the Armed Forces and under civil
law. Lesbian acts were not legislated against in either context although,
as we shall see, the services recognised that the presence of lesbians
could have disciplinary implications. In the male services and under
section 18 sub-section 5, all homosexual acts could be punished by up
to two years imprisonment.14 In civil law, the term ‘indecency’ was used
as a catch-all term to encompass sodomy and indecent acts between
men, although in the 1940s, the law made a number of distinctions.
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Gross indecency, or the performance or encouragement of a sexual act
between males, could be punished with two years’ imprisonment, as
could indecent exposure. Indecent assault on a male person involving
the use of threat or force to commit a sexual act carried a maxi-
mum sentence of ten years in prison. Buggery could be punished by
imprisonment for life.15

It is this sense of criminality and unacceptability which has surfaced
most frequently in the correspondence that I have received from vet-
erans of the war in reaction to my research. In 2005, my request for
both gay and heterosexual veterans of the Second World War to share
their memories reached the head of the Monte Cassino veterans associ-
ation, John Clarke. Upon reading the appeal, Clarke reported the story
to a journalist at the tabloid newspaper The Sun who in turn branded
the request for respondents an ‘insult’.16 Clarke was explicit about his
reasons for contacting the paper.

In our day homosexuality was a crime – and I don’t know of
any gay men I saw service with. She wanted me to contact mem-
bers of my association. After I spoke to one or two of them they
went berserk . . . wouldn’t the money be better spent elsewhere? They
would be better off finding someone to do a write up about the
trauma of combat.17

Clarke also constructed homosexuality as un-British; that is, inconceiv-
able in the British Armed Forces yet prevalent in the German army, a
conclusion he came to in an earlier letter to me in which he claimed
to have discovered dead German soldiers wearing make-up.18 However,
the real root of Clarke’s argument was that he did not serve with gay
soldiers because it was illegal. This is proof, in the words of my gay
interviewee Dennis Campbell, who kept a low profile during the war,
that ‘the veteran wasn’t aware what was going on, which means that we
were successful’.19

This divergence between the ‘hidden’ narratives of my queer intervie-
wees and the ‘non-existent’ narratives of veterans like Clarke has been
reiterated continuously by those who have opposed my research. For
instance, another veteran believed that I was ‘inventing false stories’,
and framed his objections around the perception of the Second World
War in Britain as a sacred and moral battle. In my highlighting of the
existence of homosexuals in the Armed Forces, the veteran believed that
I was denigrating the sacredness of the war, its dead and the contribution
of himself and his wife.
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I recommend you study what true history you can find and do not
think of inventing false stories. There were virtually none for you to
find because we treated such nonsense at best as a stupid joke or at
worst as not worth wasting time on.20

This veteran constructed a very clear dichotomy between true and false
versions of the past and, moreover, between the clear and somehow
‘true’ heterosexuality of his marriage and the ‘nonsense’ of same-sex
relationships. His anger was so powerful that it prompted me to write to
him and justify my research.

It is not in my interests, nor those of my department or my discipline
to invent history. Furthermore, it is not my intention to misrepresent
your service or rake up scandal. The virtue of my work is that it allows
me to examine identities, prejudices, sexuality and institutions, and
how individuals respond to each of these.21

The veteran’s subsequent reply is revealing:

It is so difficult for oldies like me to get on the same wavelength after
so much life has passed us by. Truly though, I never knowingly met
a ‘gay’ person during the whole of my service and always believed
they did not then get into any of the services. But I gladly accept that
I must be wrong.22

He testified that he had never ‘knowingly met’ a gay or lesbian dur-
ing his service and was sure that none had ever entered the Armed
Forces. He was, though, willing to accept an alternative interpretation.
Others, however, remained less open. By far the most offensive tirade
was written by an elderly male correspondent who in the absence of a
convincing argument, reverted to personal insults, alleging that I was a
‘corrupted tart’ and a ‘PC milky liberal’. The veteran also viewed homo-
sexuality as a greater threat than global warming and asserted ‘we never
even thought of homosexuals in our day. (Or poofters as we would have
called them!)’23

As cutting as these responses were, they represent a small proportion
of the veterans with whom I have made contact. Indeed, as the evidence
to be discussed below shows, many more self-described heterosexual vet-
erans have written in support of my research – and in support of their
former gay comrades. However, the underlying motivations behind the
negative reactions remain telling. It could be surmised that they are
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rooted in recent concerns about the intake of gays, lesbians and women
into the services as well as the increased visibility of the gay commu-
nity in modern society. Some veterans reverted to the dichotomous and
wildly stereotypical incompatibility between gay sexuality and military
masculinity. Others reacted against the perceived predatory, penetra-
tive sexuality ascribed to active queer men and therefore expressed
by association their concerns about the supposed vulnerability of the
heterosexual soldier in communal environments. Such arguments res-
onate with the homophobic and clichéd opinions often expressed by
the MoD to justify the retention of the ban in the decades following the
decriminalisation of homosexual acts in 1967.

[If] heterosexuals . . . have to live (and not simply work) in very
close, inescapable proximity for unremittingly long periods along-
side known homosexuals . . . this would mean heterosexuals unable
to escape the sexualized gazes of others who might see potential
objects of physical desire rather than simply the often naked bodies of
comrades. It would often also mean unwillingly colluding in poten-
tially erotic situations through touching, lying alongside or having
constantly to brush past homosexuals . . . 24

The report concluded that queer men and women would damage mil-
itary cohesion and operational effectiveness. Although this particular
line of reasoning was frequently invoked by the MoD, it amounts to
nothing more than – as one scholar put it – unqualified assumptions
about ‘homosexual voyeurism and heterosexual scopophobia [the fear
of being looked at]’.25 Indeed, the Ministry believed that introducing
a strong homosexual element into the Forces would be tantamount to
institutional suicide. As the former general Sir Anthony Farrar-Hockley
said in 1999, while discussing the lifting of the ban on gays and lesbians
in the Armed Forces, ‘This decision will strike at morale and discipline.
Comradeship is a binding factor. Sexual squabbles will be disruptive;
perhaps fatally so’.26

In reality, there is little evidence to suggest that the recruitment of
gays and lesbians and their open inclusion in the Armed Forces has
fulfilled Farrar-Hockley’s ominous prophecy. Indeed, research by Aaron
Belkin and R. L. Evans at the University of California discovered that
the lifting of the British ban has had a minimal impact on discipline
and cohesion.27 Officially, the MoD has acknowledged that the lifting of
the ban has barely affected morale.28
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Negotiating homosexuality in the Second World War

Until shortly before the Second World War began for Britain in 1939,
Britain and its Armed Forces were largely unprepared for war. Economic
austerity caused by the economic downturn of 1929 and public paci-
fism in the aftermath of the First World War had limited the wholesale
modernisation of the Armed Forces and rendered at least the Army pre-
cariously under-strength.29 It was only thanks to a rapid and desperate
process of rearmament and mobilisation that Britain was able to face the
prospect of war at least partially prepared. This mobilisation of people
was an often indiscriminate process that drew together people from a
wide range of ages and classes as well as different sexual identities. Gays
and lesbians were a sexual and social minority in peacetime but they
were absorbed into the British Armed Forces both as volunteers and as
conscripts.

Peter Tatchell has estimated that 250,000 gay men served in the
British Armed Forces during the Second World War.30 Tatchell made
this assessment based on estimates from the 1990–1991 National Sur-
vey of Sexual Attitudes and Lifestyles which found that 6 percent of the
survey’s respondents had had homosexual experiences.31 Tatchell’s esti-
mation does not incorporate women, nor does it consider those who
experienced same-sex love or intimacy but defined themselves as het-
erosexual. In 1999, the figure was recalculated by the gay human rights
organisation Outrage! to 500,000 to include lesbians as well as bisexual
men and women.32

Such estimates stand in contrast to court-martial figures for the Army
which indicate that 790 ‘other ranks’, that is, non-officers, were court-
martialled for indecency during the course of the war.33 (An unrecorded
number of lesbians were separated from their partners or, more rarely,
discharged from the auxiliary services.) It has been stated by Alkarim
Jivani in It’s Not Unusual and more recently by ‘UKTV History’ that there
were more courts-martial for homosexuality than any other category of
offence.34 On the contrary, 790 courts-martial for indecency between
men in the Army alone is remarkably few if we posit that between 6 and
12 percent of service personnel in the Second World War were gay (out
of a total of 6,508,000).35 Furthermore in comparison to courts-martial
for other offences the figures are low. For instance, there were 13,927
courts-martial of men in the Army for losing property by neglect and
75,157 cases of absence without leave.36

There are complex and multiple reasons for this apparent lack of offi-
cial disciplinary activity against homosexuality, many of which hinge
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upon the issue of pragmatism. In the first instance, pragmatism was
necessitated by the urgent need to encourage or coerce men and women
into joining the forces. The Second World War demanded mobilisation
on an unprecedented scale. Indeed, as the war continued, the shortage
of labour became a crucial consideration. The Military Training Act of
May 1939 invoked conscription for men aged 20 and 21. In September
1939 conscription was extended by the National Service (Armed Forces)
Act which made all men between 18 and 41 and all unmarried women
between the ages of 20 and 30 liable to call up. The last extension of con-
scription for men occurred in December 1941 when the upper age limit
was set at 51.37 In 1942, the age limit was extended to include 19-year-
old women. These demands were accompanied by frequent revisions
in the criteria of selection, and standards were continually modified
and interpreted with increasing sub-categories and increasing degrees
of leniency.

Under wartime conditions, the services were under great pressure.
Their aim was to recruit and conscript as many bodies as possible, and
they did so with little focus on sexual preference. In fact, the need for
manpower was so acute that it drowned out any debates about the capa-
bilities of queer men and women. There is no conclusive evidence that
gays and lesbians were screened out of the services on account of their
sexuality. On the contrary, it would seem that many gays and lesbians
entered the services and were able to express their sexuality quite openly.

Once recruited, it was difficult for the Armed Forces to identify and
prosecute gays and lesbians for four important reasons. The first relates
to the ingenuity of the gays and lesbians who chose or were forced to
mask their homosexuality under the guise of heterosexuality.

‘Playing it cool’: passing and performance

Although some queer men and women were unable or unwilling to
compromise their queerness, the vast majority chose or were forced
to perform as heterosexuals in order to fit into their units.38 Albert
Robinson was conscripted into the Army when he was 28 as a cook
in the Pioneer Corps and later in the Army Catering Corps. Much of
his free time was spent alone, cruising for other men. However, on
returning to his unit, Robinson was, to all intents and purposes, a het-
erosexual serviceman who ‘went along with it [the heterosexual culture]
and made out you were the same as they were’.39 Termed by Elaine
Ginsberg and many other scholars as ‘passing’, such impersonations
helped to facilitate social blending in contexts where outright honesty
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might have jeopardised an individual and his or her place within a
group.40 In the context of this paper, to ‘pass’ is to imitate heterosexual
(and heteronormative) society. The imitation that emerges is a complex
cultural construction, influenced in this case by the queer community,
heterosexual society and specific notions of acceptable and unacceptable
gender identities.

Service life for queer servicemen and women was an intricate matrix
of regulatory regimes and a spectrum of performance ranging from
passing to open self-declaration.41 First, at the level of the individ-
ual, queer men and women regulated their behaviour based on their
own sexual identity, character and personal preference. Second, this
internalised response was in turn influenced by the reaction of a
serviceman or -woman’s peers. The third regulatory entity was rep-
resented by the authorities, both those at unit level and those in
the higher echelons of the military establishment. All three levels of
regulation coalesced into an individualised code of moral behaviour
which regulated the performance and the behaviour of queer men and
women.

The environment created by the services was heavily dominated by
heterosexuality. Since conformity to heterosexual values and standards
of performance granted acceptance, it was crucial that recruits adhered
to as many of the markers of heteronormativity as possible. For men,
these markers were hyper-masculine extensions of peacetime bench-
marks which included honour, courage, physical strength and sexual
virility.42 Women were judged somewhat differently, that is, by their
efficiency as workers but also their adherence to accepted off-duty sarto-
rial conventions such as hairstyle and make-up, and most importantly,
their success with the opposite sex.

As we might expect, the topics of sex, romance and dating seemed
to dominate conversation. Take for instance the soldier W. A. Hill who
described having ‘a very enjoyable and laughable evening on a topic,
“My first girl” ’.43 More evidence comes from the soldier J. H. Witte, who
served in Egypt. Witte’s memoirs reveal the deeply heterosexist nature
of life in the services. With his mates Mick and George, Witte visited a
brothel in Jaffa and unable to ‘raise a gallop’ he felt forced to lie.

Mick and George were waiting for me when I came out. They were
eager for details. I supplied most of them and made up the rest.
I dwelt at some length on the Spaniard’s anatomy and how she had
her pubic hair shaved off. ‘Cor’, said Mick, ‘they’re not like that in
Leeds’.44
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Similar discussions took place in the women’s services. Almost immedi-
ately after she arrived at a bomber station, Pip Beck was informed by a
more seasoned recruit that she could ‘have a different boyfriend every
night’ if she wanted.45 Similarly, one woman believed that 85 percent
of the conversations held between herself and her friends were on the
topics of men and dances.46

References to heterosexual relationships formed the backbone of
group solidarity in the services because it was assumed that the topic
had a universal appeal; with few exceptions, sex and romance were expe-
rienced or hankered after by everyone.47 Indeed, for both sexes, visible
success in the field of dating, romance and sexual activity contributed to
the maintenance of hegemonic masculinity and femininity.48 However,
there can be no doubt that this emphasis on heterosexuality could be
deeply stifling and exclusionary. From beautification rituals for women
to conversations about desirable members of the opposite sex, markers
of heteronormativity were everywhere and virtually impossible to avoid.
Queer recruits attempting to pass faced a barrage of normative discourses
on a daily basis, and most were forced to stifle any outward displays of
their sexuality lest they jeopardise their position. ‘Straight’ mannerisms,
fictional sweethearts and heterosexual banter with comrades were all
faked in the name of personal discretion. Passing as a heterosexual was
particularly important at training camp when servicemen and women
were first attempting to fit in with their comrades and identify their
potential friends and enemies. John Saunders recalled the small metal
lockers in his hut at Catterick. While his friends were pasting pictures
of scantily clad girls on the inside of their lockers, Saunders was more
interested in cars and men. To compromise, he found a picture of a car
that he liked with a semi-naked girl draped over the bonnet, thereby
avoiding any questions about his sexuality.49

Bert Bartley took his performance very seriously.

You’ve got to be as you would say, normal. You’re facing a situation,
your life has altered completely and you’ve got to sort of cope with it.
It’s no good going on about it and saying ‘Oh I’m gay . . . take pity on
me’ because I’d have probably got my papers straight away and been
working down a coalmine or something . . . you find that you make
friends and they’re straight and you’ve got to be straight with them
and that’s the point.50

Frank Smith never gave himself away either. ‘I was terrified of being
found out when I was 18. You are brought up in a heterosexual culture
and either adapt or you go under’.51
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For the queer men who chose to pass, it was crucial to maintain
the façade of the heterosexual. Discretion was the order of the day;
most straight-acting servicemen were careful to distinguish and sepa-
rate themselves from ‘queans’, ‘poufs’ and ‘pansies’52 simply because
the latter attracted too much attention. Such men could pose a threat to
homosexual men attempting to pass because even the briefest of associ-
ations could lead to accusations of queerness. Bert Bartley for instance,
himself a homosexual, described a man in his unit called Frank who
made his sexuality obvious to everyone. ‘You have very little to do with
them’.53

Dennis Campbell was never indiscreet about his sexuality, but he
was unwilling to maintain a complete silence about it either. He
mastered the art of telegraphing his availability to other queer men
while to all intents and purposes acting as a heterosexual service-
man. ‘We pretty well behaved normally. I was just myself . . . but I
didn’t go around advertising it . . . you didn’t brag about the gay stuff’.54

Although Campbell did not brag about ‘the gay stuff’, he never lied
about his marital status. Whenever he was asked, he always told
people that he did not have a girlfriend, thereby obliquely confirm-
ing the suspicions of other queer men he encountered during his
service in the Royal Air Force. This process of compartmentalisa-
tion in which wartime life was separated into service life and sex-
ual life was certainly more common than obvious performances of
queer sexuality. It was a separation that ensured that queer men and
women could protect their sexuality from those who might choose to
expose it.

‘Passing’ is one reason that helps to explain the limited prosecutions
of gays and lesbians by the military authorities. The second reason
is the authorities’ ignorance (as opposed to ignoring) of homosexual-
ity in as much as there was little understanding of it. In the 1940s,
homosexuality in males was chiefly associated with effeminacy. This
was, however, a stereotype cultivated by the queer community in the
late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries and perpetuated by het-
erosexual society beyond its shelf life. By the 1940s the homosexual
community had begun to diversify, developing a more discreet and mas-
culine homosexuality. Despite this shift, effeminacy was still viewed by
the heterosexual community as the principal marker of homosexuality,
just as masculinity was viewed as the principal signifier of lesbianism in
women. Indeed, the ‘quean’55 and the ‘butch’ were prevailing stereo-
types that denoted two elements of a queer community which was
naturally much more nuanced.56 In the absence of other visible stereo-
types, the Armed Forces tended to identify gays and lesbians using these
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two types alone and thus were only ever able to identify a small fraction
of the queer community.

The ‘good fellow’

The value and character of an individual is the third factor that
explains why the Armed Forces sometimes chose to turn a blind
eye to queers within their ranks. Perhaps the best example of this
comes from Richard Briar. Briar conducted a number of relation-
ships with higher-ranking officers during the war. On one occasion,
he was seen by his commanding officer in a compromising posi-
tion with his company’s sergeant major, Ted. Briar was only partially
hidden from view by a bush and found himself staring directly at
his commanding officer, who promptly looked away and walked on.
Upon questioning Ted about the officer’s lack of reaction, Ted com-
mented, ‘Billy Boy never does see anything that is inconvenient to
see’.57 Ted was a valuable member of Briar’s training battalion. If
the commanding officer had chosen to ‘see’ the men, as opposed
to ignoring them, he would have been forced to undertake costly,
time-consuming, morale-deflating and publicly damaging disciplinary
proceedings against two men who possessed skills which overrode their
homosexuality.

This concept of ‘the good fellow’ ensured that many openly queer
homosexuals were fiercely protected by the units, often because they
possessed valuable skills or personalities. John Beardmore was gay, and
served within the Navy during the war. The coder on his ship, whose
name was Freddie, was also gay, and would defuse the tension of bat-
tle by calling out ‘open fire, dear’ and breaking into impersonations of
Gracie Fields and Vera Lynn. Terry Gardener, who served as a cook in the
Navy, was similarly well-liked because of his skill as an entertainer. It was
a skill that allowed him to be unapologetically brazen about his sexual-
ity. ‘Everybody loves to laugh whatever the circumstances and . . . there
were some dreadful, dreadful circumstances especially on the Western
approaches. People were just thankful to get through the day and if
I was there to give them a laugh, it was a bonus, wasn’t it?’58 Jo Denith
had two such entertainers in his company. Immediately before his men
disembarked from their carriers during the D-Day landings, one of these
men began to daub his lips with lipstick, and when asked to explain
himself said ‘I must look pretty for the Germans’. Denith recalled that
everybody collapsed in fits of laughter. ‘You couldn’t help but laugh at
them not because they were inadequate but because they had the bloody
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courage to laugh . . . they had this amazing capacity to see the ridiculous
part of life’.59

The same sense of toleration can also be found in the women’s ser-
vices. Elizabeth Reid Simpson served in the Women’s Auxiliary Air Force
until 1942, during which time she encountered a lesbian couple at
her station who slept together. After complaining about the noise to
‘Mary . . . a good old East Ender’, she was told, ‘Where were you brought
up? Don’t you know anything? They’re lesbians and they always man-
age to get posted together . . . they don’t fancy you so get back to bed
and go back to sleep and don’t bother about them’.60 In fact, Reid
Simpson admitted, ‘people just ignored it’. If the lesbian couple were
consistently posted together, they were clearly efficient workers whose
sexuality was not a threat to other women because it was expressed
within the confines of a committed relationship.

Anecdotes such as these refute the claim that the presence of homo-
sexuals in the Armed Forces has a detrimental impact on morale. This
claim was one of the major premises of the report by the Homosexual
Policy Assessment Team which was used to retain the ban on homosex-
uals in the 1990s. The report’s monochrome vision of morale denies
the complexities of group membership and neglects to acknowledge
the existence of what Derek McGhee terms the ‘compatible and non-
disruptive’ gay personnel; the invisible ‘others’ who chose to pass; as
well as those who were accepted without question.61 However, accep-
tance invariably depended on the qualities that individuals brought to
their units.

With regard to queer men in the Navy, A. W. Weekes believed in
‘accept[ing] the chap as he was. If he was a good messenger or a good
pal.’62 W. H. Bell held a similar attitude towards his ship’s commander.

[He]was a good seaman. [He wore] silk stockings. Whenever he did
entertain anybody aboard it was always a man, never a woman.
You can [sense] these things when you’re not in direct contact with
it . . . when we got to sea he was there and when we were under attack
he took over . . . we never got hit.63

Bell also knew a steward who was queer, and ‘as he didn’t carry out any-
thing on board ship, [they] let him get away with it. What he did ashore
was his business’.64 Bell’s acceptance of both men rests on their effec-
tiveness as workers and in the case of the steward, the man’s separation
of work and play. It was a separation which played a crucially important
role in facilitating the steward’s integration into his unit.
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In this sense, there were various elements ensconced in the concept
of being a good fellow which included whether a serviceman or woman
carried out their role effectively, their character and the extent of their
contribution to the maintenance of group morale. Once a queer recruit
was accepted into a group, they could begin to test the boundaries of
their integration. Some of the most audacious and challenging responses
came from those who were unable or unwilling to hide their queerness.
If Terry Gardener was met with hostility on his ship, he would respond
with ‘ “What goes up my fucking arse won’t give you a headache”. I had
the cheek not to let anybody take advantage of me so if anyone said “Are
you queer?” I would say, “Yes! So what?” ’65 The verbal interplay between
Gardener and his comrades represents a process of negotiation; in reply-
ing with his aggressive and humorous retorts, Gardener was making an
assertion about his queer identity and claiming a space on board his
ship. As we have seen, he found acceptance not only because of his hon-
esty but also because he was a cook and an entertainer and was therefore
a valuable asset to the rest of his crew.

Like Gardener, Charles Pether initially faced similar hostility in his
unit. As a young effeminate male, Pether felt exposed and decidedly
vulnerable, feelings compounded by what might be regarded as good
natured ‘ragging’, dished out by the cook in his unit:

I was being dolloped the porridge onto my plate. The cook said to
me ‘Hi beautiful. How about it?’ I just dropped my plate and ran
out . . . [I thought] I’ve got to stand up to this so the following morn-
ing the same thing happened and when he said ‘oh, good morning
beautiful. How about it?’ I said, ‘well, there will be others before you
but if you want to queue up, be my guest.’66

As the antitheses of military masculinity and the most obvious and
unapologetic queer men in their units, Gardener and Pether were excep-
tionally vulnerable to verbal and physical hostility, something that
could be avoided by queer men who adopted passing performances.
However, the presence, integration and effectiveness of these effeminate
men are a powerful rebuttal of the opinion expressed most frequently
by heterosexual veterans of the war that openly homosexual men did
not serve in the Forces. Indeed, as Higate suggests, ‘the notion that
there exists a uniform culture of (hetero)sexuality in the British and
other militaries functions at the level of rhetoric rather than reality’.67

By necessity, the Armed Forces absorbed a significant plurality of mas-
culinities into their ranks during the Second World War, a fact which
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confirms that hegemonic military masculinity represented little more
than an unrealistic and unattainable model.

Moreover, while military masculinity is constructed in relation to the
‘other’, in which the effeminate homosexual man, the conscientious
objector or the civilian are constructed as the ‘other’, such gendered
prescriptions were effaced by the reality of the Second World War, at
least in relation to queer men. Some heterosexual recruits might have
used queer men to confirm and demarcate their own heterosexuality,
but this was not always the case. Indeed there are numerous examples of
gay men who became models of queer military masculinity, effectively
helping to re-fashion the attitudes of their comrades towards homosex-
uality by proving their effectiveness within an institutional framework
that privileged heterosexual (and hegemonic) military masculinity.

Rank and queerness

The fourth, and final, reason why some queer men and women were pro-
tected relates to their rank. Aside from military effectiveness and good
character, rank was crucial to the censure of and yet also the expression
of homosexuality. In the right circumstances it could even grant a cer-
tain level of immunity from the law. Oral testimony held in the Sound
Archive at the Imperial War Museum in London has revealed two par-
ticularly important cases. The first is that of Crank Dyer,68 described by
one of his battalion as a ‘heck of a soldier’.69 William Brown recalled
that when Dyer moved to the 14th Battalion Light Infantry Division

one of the sergeants said ‘Oh, we’ll have to get him a lad fixed up.’ He
had to have a boy, this fella. He was a very peculiar man. Great soldier
and wonderful on parade but . . . that was one of his things . . . we had
to provide this young lad to be his batman, for him to use.70

In this context, ‘use’ meant sex, yet Dyer was never punished; indeed,
the officers within the unit were willing (whether because of his senior-
ity or some other factor) to accommodate Dyer’s sexual tastes and turn
a blind eye to his activity.

Another officer, Lieutenant Colonel Peter Burke,71 who served with
the Royal Artillery in Palestine and North Africa, was notorious for
propositioning the soldiers under his command, yet he was also
described as ‘a good officer’ and ‘a brilliant soldier’. Although he was
later sent to a court-martial for indecency, purportedly for proposi-
tioning a member of the Royal Air Force, Burke until then had been
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protected not only by his status but by his unit.72 Isolated from out-
siders who might expose him, he was able to satisfy his sexual desires
without fear of exposure. This is a testament not only to the pragma-
tism that dominated the war years but also to the ways in which that
pragmatism could both benefit and disadvantage a unit. Burke may have
been an effective officer but his advances were often aggressive and hard
to decline, given Burke’s position and the privileges he could grant or
withhold. Harold Thompson described sleeping next to Burke who pro-
ceeded to touch Harold’s groin. ‘I nearly jumped out of my skin . . . I just
flung my arms . . . he was a good officer, as brave as anybody [but] every-
body was frightened’.73 Burke’s seniority and Thompson’s respect for his
skills as a soldier prevented him from telling anybody about what Burke
had done and was doing to other men within the unit. Daphne Brock,
who served in the Women’s Royal Naval Service, found herself in a simi-
lar situation following an assault by a fellow Wren. She was advised by a
friend not to complain about the incident because her First Officer was
a well-known lesbian.74

There can be no doubt that the seniority of higher-ranking gay and
lesbian officers gave them a greater degree of choice because they could
actively request particular visits and choose particular men and women
whom they could proposition in safe locations away from others. In
addition, they were able to abuse the trust engendered by their seniority.
What their cases also highlight is the difference between acceptable and
unacceptable behaviour. The extent of acceptance was dependent not
only on the behaviour and discretion of a serviceman or woman but also
the nature of the relationship between a comrade and his or her unit.
An effective, popular serviceman was more likely to be shielded and pro-
tected than an unpopular, lazy one. This is an exceptionally important
point because during the war, whether on the homefront or the sharp
end, citizenship and group acceptance were determined by contribution
and character.

One extreme example which illustrates the importance of the ‘good
fellow’ was remembered by Lawrence Harney, a heterosexual veteran
of the Royal Navy who served on board the destroyer HMS Cotswold
during the War. He recalled the suicide of a young sailor who threw
himself off his ship when it was in dry dock. Shortly after the funeral
of the boy, the chief bosun’s mate was found dead in the bottom of the
dry dock. It emerged that the senior man had been seducing the boy, a
situation which motivated the younger man’s suicide. His seducer had
been thrown into the dock by his shipmates in what Harney termed
‘rough justice’.75 Incidences such as these suggest that unwritten codes
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of honour and morality held a comparable, if not higher, importance
than official conventions.

Regulating homosexuality

Official responses to homosexuality by officers and officials were dom-
inated by leniency and pragmatism. In the first instance, there was no
singular and unified opinion on how homosexuality should be dealt
with. In the Army, discharge was viewed as the last resort and was only
invoked if behaviour was persistently disruptive or indiscreet. In a memo
written in 1942, officers were requested to watch out for ‘feminine types
and confirmed homosexuals’ because it was thought that they possessed
‘psychological characteristics [that may] indicate mental defect or tem-
peramental instability’.76 Aside from the obvious reference to ‘feminine
types’, the instructions that accompany the list reveal the Army’s uncer-
tainty about homosexuality and their desperation for manpower. ‘Any
of the following characteristics may indicate mental defect or tempera-
mental instability . . . the majority (although not all) of the men showing
them will make bad front-line soldiers and will be very liable to break
down in action’.77 The use of the word ‘confirmed’ suggests that inci-
dences were only punished, first, if they were repeated, second, if they
were obvious to a third party or a non-consenting sexual partner and,
third, if they were deemed to be disruptive. It is also implied that a ‘con-
firmation’ of homosexuality involved a positive response to the question
‘are you homosexual?’ We can only speculate how many queer recruits
answered this line of enquiry honestly. Some queer men did, however,
admit their homosexuality to try and secure their own discharge.78

The memo also implies that homosexual incidents constructed as ‘iso-
lated’ or motivated by deprivation might be ignored and, moreover, that
the Army was really only concerned with monitoring ‘true’ homosexu-
als, as opposed to men having sex with one another. The distinction
is important, and has been made by, amongst others, the scholar John
Howard who coined the term ‘homosex’ to describe sexual activity that
occurs between men but which does not derive from or determine sex-
ual identity.79 To some extent, the exigencies of the war legitimated this
kind of activity. Dennis Campbell admitted that he and other queer men
had sex with married men because

[T]hey simply wanted their rocks off . . . they had sexual feelings to sat-
isfy . . . In many places there was not a woman about. What did you
do? Stations were usually in isolated places where you did not have
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access to a brothel or to a nearby city. There were no women avail-
able and you’re growing up and you’re feeling quite randy and quite
horny and you need sexual relief and in many cases it was sexual
relief rather than actual gayness.80

Motivated by an urge for sexual relief rather than indicative of sexual
orientation more generally, such liaisons could be justified because they
were deemed to be safer than those with local girls. During his service in
the Army, Richard Briar had two relationships with married heterosexual
men. Both of his partners preferred to have sex with other men because
of the expense of local prostitutes and the threat of venereal disease.
It was a system that seemed to work effectively and is a clear example
of how some senior soldiers did not merely ignore homosexuality but
actually engineered relationships in what Briar termed a ‘practical and
pragmatic way’.81

Publicly, venereal disease was viewed as the predominant factor in
prompting homosexual acts between men. The Public Morality Council
believed that ‘men may be turning to these practices [homosexuality]
to avoid the scourge of V.D., of which so much is being made in the
Press’.82 This was also the view of the popular sex advisor George Ryley
Scott who in 1940 wrote

In men, the contraceptive element is not so strong a motive for
perversion, although it has undoubtedly its effects. Here the fear is
concerned with the risk of having either to marry against one’s will
or to be burdened with the cost of supporting a baby. A far stronger
motivation for homosexualism [sic] in males is the fear of contracting
venereal disease . . .83

While personal testimony would suggest that some of the same-sex
activity that occurred during the war might have been motivated by the
urge to avoid disease and pregnancy, Ryley Scott’s emphasis on same-
sex activity as merely a resourceful means of avoiding venereal disease
and pregnancy constructs same-sex intimacy as a wartime aberration,
thereby depicting such men as ‘victims of the war’ who would return
to their wives and girlfriends once the war was over. Ryley Scott also
side-steps the issue of love. Indeed, the absence of any reference to emo-
tional attachment between same-sex pairings suggests that homosexual
acts were still being viewed through a lens of criminality. In reality, there
were a number of reasons why men and women chose to become sexu-
ally intimate with their comrades, reasons which included convenience
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and desire. What Ryley Scott demonstrates is the mismatch between the
multi-faceted nature of sexual expression and the binary nature of the
law.

The very last sentence of the Army’s 1942 memo arguably reveals
the most about the service’s attitude towards homosexuality. It states
that ‘the majority [although not all] of the men showing them – that
is, the characteristics described – will make bad front-line soldiers and
will be very liable to break down in action’.84 In stating that homosex-
uality ‘may indicate mental defect or temperamental instability’, and
that effeminate men and confirmed homosexuals would be ‘very liable
to break down’, the memo does not suggest that homosexuals should
be exempt from front-line soldiering, nor from service in the Army. It
would seem therefore that homosexuality per se was not a primary con-
cern, but whether that homosexuality manifested itself or led to other
problems such as mental disorders or disciplinary problems. Thus, if
sexual orientation became incompatible with military effectiveness, it
was dealt with. In this sense, the Armed Forces were reactive rather
than pro-active. They were also surprisingly practical when it came to
dealing with homosexual personnel. One unnamed British psychiatrist
admitted that during the war

the conservation of manpower was an essential priority . . . it was
often considered practical and realistic to post known homosexuals
of good intelligence and proved ability to large towns, where their
private indulgences were less likely to be inimical to the best interests
of their service.85

In the long term, it was easier, more cost-efficient and less embarrassing
to move queer men into the cities or simply to ignore their behaviour
than it was to prosecute them by courts-martial.86 Serious or persistent
offenders could be discharged medically or administratively. The latter
did not leave a paper trail and avoided the humiliation, on the part of
both the offender and the military, of parading a homosexual offender
in front of the general public. It is for this reason alone that the threat
of a court-martial was a valuable deterrent.

Even after a court-martial and prosecution, however, some homosex-
ual offenders were accepted back into the service. C. S. M. Firminger
joined the Army in 1934. In 1939, he was found guilty by General Court-
Martial of attempted buggery, and he attempted suicide. Firminger had
his rank reduced, was imprisoned for two years and was discharged from
the Army with ignominy, or disgrace. However, his unexpired sentence
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was later remitted and he was re-commissioned in 1942 after his psychi-
atrist assured the War Office that ‘Firminger had been suffering from a
disease [homosexuality] and was now practically cured’.87

The Air Ministry was prepared to be lenient in cases of indecency
between males in the Royal Air Force ‘if the offender is young and
there seems to be a reasonable prospect that he will respond to pun-
ishment [in a later revision, this last word is crossed out and replaced
by ‘corrective treatment’] and not repeat the offence’. Moreover, a com-
ment in the minutes concludes: ‘I am prepared to consider individually
those in category A (ii) (a) [homosexuals], provided that they are the
passive parties and not the active’.88 This is very interesting, for evi-
dently in the eyes of the officials at the Air Ministry passive participants
were viewed as less threatening than active ones. However, whilst the
Air Ministry were willing to retain passive partners, in army culture
it was often the active or penetrative male who was elsewhere in the
services viewed as the more excusable party, because his active role
was seen to mimic heterosexual intercourse. In wartime, such active
behaviour could easily be passed off as an aberration motivated by
heterosexual desperation. What is most interesting about the Air Min-
istry is their reversal of this construction. Presumably, they hoped to
retain the younger, passive partner in the hope that their homosexu-
ality was merely a stage of their development and that they could be
‘straightened out’ by physical training and military discipline.89 It is
also possible that the Air Ministry retained the young, passive offender
because they viewed him as the defenceless victim who could not possi-
bly have consented to buggery nor derived any pleasure from the act. In
this sense, the age of an airman was crucial in determining the extent of
his punishment.

This was also the case in the Women’s Auxiliary Air Force which infan-
tilised lesbianism in its efforts to understand it. This is clear from the
following extract taken from a memo written by the director of the
organisation, Dame Katherine Trefusis Forbes, in 1941:

In approaching an airwoman or officer who we are fairly convinced
is a Lesbian . . . we should point out to her that her behaviour is that
of a schoolgirl and that these sentimental attachments are not what
we expect from airwomen who must necessarily always set a good
example to others. That unless she can behave herself as a sensible
adult we consider that she will have a detrimental effect on discipline
generally . . . unless she does pull herself together after a talk or two it
is obvious that we would have to dispense with her services.90
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In the 1940s, lesbianism was even less understood than homosexuality
between males, hence the optimism of Trefusis Forbes in thinking that
the sexual tastes of these ‘misfits’ could be remedied by ‘a talk or two’.
However, it is clear from the passage that the presence of lesbians was
not a problem; it was the active lesbian who was ‘causing difficulty’ and
affecting discipline who should be dealt with. The official policy of the
Women’s Auxiliary Air Force during the Second World War was to turn a
blind eye to non-disruptive lesbians ‘because it was expedient to do so,
in the interests of maintaining maximum womanpower in the Women’s
Services’.91

Conclusion

During the Second World War, disciplinary regulations relating to
homosexual acts were applied flexibly, and sometimes sensibly, in
response to higher priorities. This is not to say that bodies were not
regulated; they were – by queer personnel themselves, their comrades,
commanding officers, the War Office and by groups such as the Royal
Military Police and the Public Morality Council. However, what needs
to be acknowledged is that queer men and women could, as agents,
navigate around or avoid the regulations or conventional disapproval
(in the case of lesbians) by how they conducted themselves. Some
chose or were forced to pass; others used their discretion. A minor-
ity performed their queerness overtly. Some of these men and women
were accepted because they possessed valuable qualities or skills and
because the specific exigencies of war meant that those in authority
were, or preferred to stay, ignorant or, pragmatically, chose to ignore
homosexuality.

In this sense gays and lesbians were not the victims of a tyrannical
military regime. On the contrary, they were able to navigate around
military law. It is therefore not remarkable that pragmatism reigned
so supremely during the conflict. What is remarkable is the extent of
this pragmatism. The demand for manpower ensured that gays and les-
bians were not screened out of the services during mobilisation and,
moreover, that nearly all were retained. Their retention had as much
to do with the ingenuity and discretion of the queer community as it
had to do with the value of gay and lesbian personnel and the con-
cept of the ‘good fellow’. In this sense the war temporarily opened up
a new radical possibility: that queer servicemen and women might be
defined by their contribution to the war effort rather than by their
sexuality.
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‘Youth Off the Rails’: Teenage Girls
and German Soldiers – A Case
Study in Occupied Denmark,
1940–1945
Lulu Anne Hansen

Introduction

In late March 1943 the police in Esbjerg, Denmark’s fifth largest town,
uncovered what they considered a sex orgy involving up to six local
girls between the ages of 15 and 22. The Childcare Services in Esbjerg
were contacted by the police following the incident, which had taken
place in an apartment where the police found four girls ‘home alone’
in the company of four ‘half naked German soldiers’.1 The girls were
placed in a local workhouse until their parents could be contacted, and
the following day they were questioned concerning the incident. One
16-year-old girl lived in the apartment and told the police that German
soldiers had visited her before while her parents were present. Her father
confirmed this, stating that he did not see anything wrong with having
German soldiers visit and that he considered it better than having his
daughter running loose in the street. It later turned out that the girl was,
in fact, often present at the local train station when the German trains
carrying troops rolled in. One of the other girls admitted to having had
sexual relations with a German soldier since the age of 14, but insisted
that she now only had sexual relations with Danes.

The case is one of many concerning intimate encounters between
young Danish girls and German soldiers, documented in the journals of
the Esbjerg Childcare Services (CCS). Stories like these both confirmed
and at the same time helped form the foundation of contemporary per-
ceptions of fraternization.2 Within the CCS the cases strengthened fears
of what might come of relationships between girls and soldiers, and
in the underground anti-occupation propaganda stories about frater-
nization were generally utilized to help construct an image of soldiers’
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girls as loose and immoral. However, for many girls the possibility of
engaging in one or more relationships with representatives of the occu-
pation forces meant new opportunities for fun, adventure, and gaining
sexual experience. On the one hand, the occupation therefore spurred a
certain conservatism when it came to defining acceptable gender roles
and views on sexuality. On the other, it brought to light new options
of sexual emancipation. The files generated by the CCS concerning
girls suspected of ‘going’ with soldiers deliver valuable insight into this
dynamic during the German occupation of Denmark.

Within the last 15 years, the subject of intimate encounters between
women of the occupied countries and German soldiers during World
War II has received increasing cross-national attention. Spurred on by a
growing interest in women’s and gender studies, and in the history of
everyday life during occupation, researchers have also found motivation
for their archival work in the demands made by the children resulting
from such encounters who want to gain knowledge of their own history.
In many countries, the fraternizing women’s experiences and perspec-
tives were suppressed for long, and only recently have begun to receive
heightened public attention.

In Fabrice Virgili’s study on French attitudes towards such intimate
encounters, he finds inspiration in Anette Warring’s categorization of
Danish female fraternizers.3 Both writers emphasize the impossibility
of establishing a single profile of these women. In particular, they dis-
miss one stereotype – prevalent in public memory – which stamped the
women as being in general ‘poor’, ‘stupid’, and ‘ignorant’. While both
works have contributed immensely to the breaking down of this myth,
it must not be forgotten that the construction of such an image, and
the imagination and fantasies attached to it, drew on actual social expe-
riences, which then were reinterpreted and put to use within highly
gendered nationalistic discourses. Concerning the Netherlands, Monika
Diederichs has emphasized how relationships between Dutch girls and
German soldiers were considered both a national disgrace and a social
problem. For instance, a Dutch report on youth crime released after
liberation pointed to relationships between Dutch girls and German
soldiers as ‘the most abject symptom of the degeneration of young
people during the occupation’.4 Little is still known, however, about
women’s and girls’ own motives for entering into relationships with
occupation soldiers. Young girls, in particular, were not only the tar-
gets of public condemnation but also fell within the area of formal state
control, and thus there are records which offer at least traces of their
self-understanding.
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The subject of underage girls and German soldiers has not yet been
explored as a particular phenomenon of fraternization in a Danish con-
text, but this essay will offer some reflections based on a case study
of the CCS in Esbjerg. I will attempt to offer insights on the mecha-
nisms at work when young Danish girls, often of lower class, became
intimately involved with German soldiers. Such relationships played a
great part in constructing an image of fraternizing women as lacking in
social and economic resources. One aim of the present study is to reflect
on the construction of this image. How, for instance, were underage
girls portrayed in the underground anti-occupation propaganda, and
to what extent were the representatives of the CCS influenced by the
disapproving position taken by that propaganda? To understand how
this negative image of fraternizing women was constructed, it is neces-
sary also to recognize the practical experiences which formed the basis
of such representations. Solely focusing on the social marginalization
of these women and girls does not explain the persistence of the phe-
nomenon throughout the occupation. The second aim of the present
paper is therefore to reflect on the strategies of action chosen mainly
by the girls but also by their parents and by the representatives of the
CCS. This will make it possible to reflect on the interplay between the
perceptions developed by outsiders and the strategies of action taken by
the involved parties. I will offer some suggestions to explain how differ-
ent forms of relationships at certain times and in certain contexts had
much to offer these young women and so sometimes counterbalanced
the disciplining strategies at work on a societal level.

The CCS in Esbjerg was busy during the five years of occupation. To
gain insights into the work of the institution before, during, and after
the occupation around 700 cases were examined.5 Often a case gener-
ated not only a formal report summing up the facts concerning the child
or young person and his or her family, but also a variety of documents
from other actors such as police reports, school statements, and so-called
social reports in which the social worker dealing with the case gave his
or her evaluation of the child in question. Altogether 107 cases were
dealt with closely. Eighty-nine of these concerned young girls, whereas
the others mainly concerned mothers whose parental skills were being
doubted. Although naturally limited by the discourse in which the
authorities placed themselves, such reports provide a useful view into
the range of institutional and communal perceptions of fraternization.
It is somewhat more difficult to find evidence for the girls’ perceptions
of themselves. It is possible, nevertheless, to trace some of the different
self-justifying and explanatory strategies the girls used. Furthermore, the
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evaluative social reports often encouraged more genuine answers than
might be expected from, for instance, police interrogations. In attempt-
ing to classify the young women, the social worker would engage in
a confessional dialogue – one which allowed for some resistance from
the girls and their parents even as it was guided by the perspective
of the authorities.6 To develop further an understanding of the social
discourses at play in dealing with fraternizing girls, the propaganda of
the underground press will be considered as well. The different forms
of propaganda originating from the illegal press provide a basis for
an understanding of (1) the tensions between fraternizing women and
the surrounding society, and (2) the tensions between the surround-
ing society and the professional institutional context constituted by
the CCS.

The sexual dynamics of occupation

Denmark since 9 April 1940 was considered a Sonderfall (special case)
in German occupation policy.7 This particular form of occupation
became known as a so-called peace occupation because Denmark had –
under protest – accepted German protection of Danish neutrality
through occupation. Germany had promised not to interfere in Dan-
ish sovereignty and internal affairs. In return, Danish authorities had
to guarantee the safety of the German forces present in the country.
This meant that Denmark was never formally at war with Germany, and
therefore dealings between the two countries occurred through the for-
eign ministries. One feature of the peace occupation was that relations
between the Danish population and the occupying forces were allowed
and even encouraged from both sides. (See Figure 5.1). It was not until
the August Rising of 1943, when the Danish government ended its for-
mal functions, that tensions between the Danish population and the
occupying forces became dominant. The August Rising has traditionally
been linked to a shift in public opinion in support of the resistance, and
the last years of the occupation were marked by several confrontations
resulting in public protest strikes and German reprimands. The late start
of resistance activities does not mean that tensions did not exist earlier.
As was the case in other occupied countries, Denmark experienced the
stigmatization of those who actively collaborated with the Germans –
women in particular. Shaving the hair of women who had engaged with
the occupier became what has been described as ‘a hallmark of Libera-
tion’ in France, and the practice has been documented as a widespread
phenomenon in the western occupied territories – even in the German
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Figure 5.1 The German propaganda magazine Signal in May 1940 referred
explicitly to the good relations between German soldiers and young Danish
women
Source: Archives of Danish Occupation History.

occupied British territory of the Channel Islands.8 Harassing women
who went with German soldiers was not limited to the atmosphere
of liberation. In Denmark for instance, the first recorded hair cropping
incident took place already in September 1940, and hair cropping later
became an integral part of the August Rising and the liberation.9

In Anette Warring’s 1994 study of female fraternization in occupied
Denmark, she documents, among other things, the role of hostility to
fraternizing women in the August events. In particular she emphasizes
the importance of differentiating between a public and private con-
text of fraternization as a way of understanding the different meanings
inherent in such relationships. Whereas many women viewed it as a
private matter if they chose to engage in relationships with one or more
soldiers, such relationships immediately became politically charged in a
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public context. In public, they signalled sympathy with the enemy while
at the same time representing low morals and lack of female virtues. In
this way they posed a threat to a dignified and united front against the
occupier.10 Since Warring’s study the subject has not been further elab-
orated on in a Danish context, leaving open questions which could and
should attract further attention.

This paper takes as its frame of reference the perceived upset in power
structures caused by the presence of German occupation forces. The new
situation presented alternative possibilities for renegotiating values con-
cerning gender roles and female sexuality. Pierre Bourdieu has used the
concept of capital as a means to understand strategies of action within
different social fields, each guided by its own rules of engagement.11 By
drawing on Bourdieu’s concept, it becomes possible to illustrate further
differing strategies of action at play in the various contexts. Concerning
the underage girls, their sexuality in itself constituted a form of capi-
tal, a good, which they could benefit from, but which could also work
against them. This was especially true in a situation where there was
great demand for intimate and sexual relations.12 I have chosen to focus
primarily on two fields or contexts for dealing with the subject of frater-
nization: the local CCS as an institution, and the girls within the context
of their peer groups. From the perspective of the CCS the girls were per-
ceived as generally lacking in all forms of capital, but amongst peers
fraternization held much potential.

Defining a controllable object

It is difficult to estimate the number of women who became involved
with German soldiers during the occupation. Warring has estimated that
at least 50,000 Danish women had intimate encounters with soldiers.
Her estimation is based on the fact that 5000 children were registered
to a Danish mother and a German father during the occupation. In the
case of Norway, however, a country whose population counted around
1 million less than that of Denmark, estimates have been made of at
least 10,000–12,000 children, while for the Netherlands the number of
children is thought to be as high as 16,000.13 Of course, it should be
remembered that the number of German soldiers in Denmark was ini-
tially low because of the unique form of occupation, but from 1943 on,
the numbers quickly rose to an estimated 250,000. Furthermore, there
is clear indication that regional differences were of great importance
even within a national context. Interaction with the occupier was more
common where German soldiers were located in larger numbers.
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It is estimated that on average around 3000–4000 German soldiers
were stationed in Esbjerg from 1940 to 1945. However, this number
would have been higher in the first months of the occupation, and
especially during the last years when the concern for a possible Allied
landing on the Danish west coast was at its highest. For the years
1944–1945 the number has been estimated as high as 25,000. In com-
parison, the town of Esbjerg itself grew during the same period from
32,422 citizens to around 37,382 in 1945.14 The economic growth lay
markedly above the national average. The fishing trade in particu-
lar capitalized on the enormous demand from Germany, but German
military defence plans also meant an increasing demand for labour,
particularly along the west coast and around Esbjerg. It is estimated
that 3000–4000 Danish workers came to Esbjerg to work on the Ger-
man defences. The presence of these many extra residents, particularly
soldiers and single men or men away from their families, meant an
abundance of money circulating in local business life, and a growth in
local restaurant and bar culture. From this perspective Esbjerg, along
with the rest of the west coast of Jutland, differs from the agrarian
towns of less strategic importance where one would rarely see a German
soldier.

On a national level the CCS had experienced a rise in cases during the
late thirties, but they culminated during the occupation. The number of
children removed according to section 130.1 or section 131 rose by 36
percent from around 6800 to 9291 in the years from 1938–1939 to 1945.
The law allowed for unruly or neglected children to be temporarily or
permanently taken into custody in order to secure their well-being. In
summing up the situation in 1946 there was no doubt within the insti-
tution that this rise had been caused by the war.15 In Esbjerg the number
of children and young people who were brought under supervision or
who had actually been removed from their parents followed this ten-
dency, with the number of underage children who were placed outside
their homes close to tripling from 66 in 1939 to 165 in 1945. This is
not counting, of course, children under supervision or even the ones
just brought into contact with the CCS. One reason for this was the
rise in young boys committing petty crime, but another was an increase
in cases involving ‘immoral’ girls. In the case of Esbjerg and probably
in other large towns with a strong German presence, the concern was
often caused by girls ‘going’ with German soldiers. This is perhaps best
illustrated by the fact that the gender of children in Esbjerg who were
removed and placed outside of their home, was split between 12 boys
and six girls in 1938, and 29 boys and 28 girls in 1945.16
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The date 9 April 1940 is often perceived as a turning point in trying
to understand shifts in behaviour amongst children and young people.
One girl, for instance, explicitly stated that this date had had a negative
effect on her behaviour. She explained that she simply did not know
what had happened, but since 9 April she had not been able to control
herself and stay away from German soldiers. Now she feared for her own
sanity. In another case, a couple explained that they had experienced
problems with their daughter earlier, but on 9 April began to understand
the seriousness of the matter and from then on had even used physical
punishment, but to no avail.17 Such statements − although not always
as explicit − reveal how the German arrival became a point of reference
for many which could help legitimize one’s own failure as a parent or
even as a daughter. At the same time it testifies to the uncertainties and
worries amongst parents following the occupation – even though it was
a peaceful one.

In the local newspapers from around 9 April a campaign aimed at
deterring young girls from contacting German soldiers in the streets
clearly bore nationalist undertones. Interestingly, an article appearing
just weeks before discussing a prolongation of Danish soldiers’ station-
ing in Fourfelt, at the outskirts of Esbjerg, did not envisage any problems
concerning having a large number of soldiers close by. On the con-
trary, in this case the economic benefits of 3000 soldiers spending their
money and placing orders with local businesses were discussed posi-
tively. Within days of the Germans arriving, though, the local head of
police found it necessary to publish an announcement warning people
not to use the blackout as an excuse for getting together in crowds or use
the special circumstances as an excuse for folly. The announcement also
addressed parents, asking them to discipline their children and make
sure that they did not crowd the soldiers by asking for their autographs,
etc.18 Finally, underage girls were warned that the police would be partic-
ularly attentive to them, ordering them to stay away from soldiers, and
stating that disciplinary steps would be taken should they choose not to
act accordingly.19 These less-than-subtle warnings were apparently not
enough. Just over a week later both the social democratic and the con-
servative local papers reported incidents of the police stepping in and
targeting underage girls in other towns. The social democratic paper was
the harshest in its description of the girls. Under the headline ‘Tøse i
Silkeborg’ (Tarts in Silkeborg) the article described how a large number
of ‘so-called girls’ had not understood how Danish girls ought to behave
under the specific conditions. For this reason they were picked up from
the streets and brought in for questioning at the police station.20
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The subject of underage girls roaming the streets and seeking con-
tact with German soldiers was a difficult one. There were no formal
rules to follow to deter girls from seeking contact with soldiers. This
becomes clear in the way the newspaper announcements were phrased.
There were no laws forbidding underage girls stopping and talking in the
street, although there were, of course, temporary bans on group gath-
erings. For this reason the police had to depend on other disciplinary
strategies. One was to appeal to a common sense of decency, not so
much amongst the girls as amongst their parents. Young girls roaming
the streets were considered a reflection of their parents’ decency. Per-
haps this was most clearly stated in the above-mentioned article about
Silkeborg where it was made clear that only tarts would hang about in
the streets. Such references were obviously aimed at parents. Further-
more, although the police appeals officially targeted children and young
girls, it was not clearly defined when a girl was old enough to establish
contact with a soldier. In a note from the town of Kolding, for instance,
it was stated that the police would specifically target all girls under the
age of 18. However, this age limit was not undisputed.

As it turned out, the question of what could be considered the accept-
able age for engaging in flirtation and relations with German soldiers
became an early cause of conflict. In May 1940 the SS-Brigadenführer
Kanstein, who was in charge of the internal administration, made com-
plaints that the police often hindered Danish girls from talking to
German soldiers. In his response the Danish head of police, Thune
Jacobsen, stated that this was only the case when the girls were esti-
mated to be underage, bordering on still being children.21 At another
meeting in the Foreign Ministry in October 1940 the subject of issuing
an official age limit for girls contacting German soldiers was discussed,
but there was agreement that this would not be possible to enforce.22

The conflict points to two problems concerning the girls – one which
arose specifically as a consequence of the occupation and one which
was intensified by it. First, the conflict demonstrates an attempt at
upholding certain national standards when faced with the presence of
the occupying forces. Not only did girls’ relations with soldiers cause
annoyance amongst the older generation in particular, but could also
compromise the virtue of Danish women both in the eyes of the occu-
piers and in the eyes of the Allies.23 Second, the conflict illustrates the
difficulty of defining a line between childhood and adulthood. The
police and certainly the CCS would attempt to draw the line at the age
of 18 when the girls were legally of age, but from the German side the
age of consent, which was only 15, seems to have held greater appeal.
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This ambiguity concerning the girls’ age continued to surface in differ-
ent contexts. It was a conflict also traceable in the representations found
in the illegal propaganda.

Children or tarts – girls in the illegal propaganda

The rise of the underground press marked the beginning of a more active
strategy of resistance amongst certain groups in Danish society. Begin-
ning with the communist-organized paper Land og Folk in October 1941
(the communist party was banned in August 1941) different groups
started organizing with the purpose of turning public opinion against
the policy perceived as collaborationist between the Danish govern-
ment and the German authorities and of mobilizing people in favour of
active resistance. Another paper, Frit Danmark, was established as a result
of the cooperation between communist and conservative politicians. It
was founded in the spring of 1942. Land og Folk and Frit Danmark were,
together with the national-conservative paper De frie Danske, the main
representatives of the underground press – with Land og Folk and Frit
Danmark reaching circulation of almost 300,000 in the last months of
the war. These papers developed local editions, usually based on the
main paper, but adding local news and information. It is estimated that
the number of illegal papers distributed during the occupation rose from
around 20 titles in mid-1942 to over 200 titles in May 1945.24

The messages of the underground press were national and often ideo-
logical. The strategies somewhat differed and changed during the occu-
pation. Until the August Rising in 1943, the general aim of the illegal
press had been to exercise pressure on the government to limit the coop-
eration with the German authorities. An important part of this strategy
consisted of attempts at undermining the legitimacy of the peace occu-
pation by attacking the occupation forces at the same time as shaming
any form of collaboration with the Germans. As the cooperation at gov-
ernment level ended, the strategy of discrediting the occupation forces
was continued and the attacks on economic and social collaboration
were intensified.25 The local papers in particular were filled with con-
crete examples of people behaving in manners considered nationally
shameful. It is usually here that we find fraternizing women named
alongside economic and political collaborators. Often the papers would
publish names and addresses of collaborators. In this way the illegal
papers pursued a strategy of social disciplining. The efforts were partly
aimed at branding people already deemed guilty of acting indecently in
national terms and partly at deterring others from doing the same.
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Women as part of the resistance did not play a large role in this pro-
paganda. The mention of women usually came up in connection with
general announcements calling on the whole nation to stand together.
In such cases men as well as women were called upon to display a sense
of national honour and an obligation to act in a dignified and wor-
thy manner. Here the concept of womanhood was mobilized to further
strengthen the idea of a common national unity. The female image was
tied to the home, and the propaganda was somewhat aimed at mak-
ing the housewife aware of the direct consequences of the occupation
on her daily life, within the household, or calling on her to encourage
her husband to join the resistance. There was a clear tendency to rely
on a rather conservative representation of women as housewives.26 The
image of fraternizing women constituted a stark contrast to these tradi-
tionalist concepts. Fraternizing women were in public, out in the streets,
in places of entertainment, or bringing the occupation into the private
realm by entertaining German soldiers in their homes. Their fraterniz-
ing was considered, as Warring has pointed out, ‘. . . a shameless open
exhibition of sexuality and it was an insult to the national honour’.27

Closely tied to the image of fraternizing women we often find the por-
trayal of the German soldier as a threat to female virtue. The German
soldier was perceived as a sexual menace. As one local paper from
Lolland Falster stated, ‘one of the Nazi fronts is the erotic one’ and ‘the
Germans are having too much luck in this particular area’.28 Although
some papers tried to undermine the masculinity of German soldiers by
referring to possible homo- or trans-sexuality amongst them, the per-
ception of German soldiers as sexual predators became predominant.
For instance, already in March 1942 Land og Folk referred to Himmler’s
demand on German women to produce children whether married or
not, as an example of Nazi barbarianism, in particular alluding to the
SS journal Das Schwarze Korps which encouraged German SS-soldiers to
impregnate at least one woman before risking their life at the front.29

Furthermore, especially through 1944 the stories of rapes committed by
German soldiers spiralled.30

The aim of the propaganda concerning the soldiers was to under-
mine a widespread image of German ‘correctness’. The behaviour of the
occupying forces was a matter of high priority in German circles. In
fact, Hitler had himself ordered that Danish women should be treated
with respect.31 When in May 1940, for instance, a signed petition from
the married women of Ringsted stated that they would not accept that
they themselves and their daughters were approached in the streets by
soldiers, the matter was taken very seriously by the local commander.
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Issuing a set of guidelines for the soldiers he made it perfectly clear that
approaching women in the evenings uninvited would cause severe dis-
ciplinary punishment. The guidelines also stated that uninvited contact
with girls in the street would be considered the equivalent of seeking
contact with prostitutes. The married wives of Ringsted might not have
appreciated this reference to their daughters!32

When it came to undermining the respectability of German sol-
diers, their relationships with underage girls could certainly be utilized.
The anti-occupation propaganda included examples of German soldiers
who undermined the authority of the CCS in its dealings with very
young girls as well as mentions of teenage pregnancies.33 Another theme
within the same context involved soldiers’ relations with girls placed in
so-called ‘protected homes’, e.g. homes for children considered mentally
disabled. An example can be found as late as January 1945, recount-
ing how local soldiers had hidden two mentally retarded girls who had
escaped a local institution. The story was used to counter the represen-
tation of the Nazi ideal soldier as ‘. . . the protector of the weak sex’.34 In
such cases young girls were portrayed as the victims of German soldiers’
sexual desires.

On other occasions, however, the underage girls were themselves
described as engaging in provocative or outrageous behaviour. Often
the upset arose from the girls’ willingness to stand up for themselves
and defy their fellow Danes. An example can be found in Vestjyden.
The paper in June 1943 ran a story about a man who was assaulted
for revealing the name of a very young girl who, in the company of
a German soldier, had been acting ‘indecently’ in a café. The article
called for the CCS to step in and do something. This and other stories
strongly emphasized the girls’ vindictiveness.35 The girls’ willingness to
challenge traditional local authorities caused particular outrage. Aalborg
Posten in the spring of 1944 specifically played on this theme, recount-
ing the story of a young girl who in the company of a German soldier
took a walk past the very spot where a young Dane had been killed dur-
ing the events of the August Risings. When criticized by a passerby, the
girl allegedly turned around and shouted in a scornful and denigrating
manner that he ought to ‘shut up’, and that the Danes were no longer
in charge of the country.36

The portrayal of fraternizing women in the underground propaganda
contained several contradictions. On the one hand, it was aimed at dis-
crediting the image of the German soldier as honourable and knightly.
On the other, in doing so, the propaganda had to recognize the existence
of such an image and the appeal it held for Danish women. Moreover,
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in recognizing that the German soldiers did in fact hold a certain appeal
amongst a broad range of women, the construction of one set image
of romantic and sexual fraternizers was made complicated. In particu-
lar, the propaganda concerning underage girls was ambiguous. Here an
image of German soldiers posing a threat to young girls’ sexuality and an
image of young girls in themselves posing a threat to a united Danish
front collided. In the propaganda the idea of fraternizing girls as sub-
missive objects of German soldiers’ desires very much followed the legal
limit drawn by the age of consent. As for girls between 15 and 18 years of
age, they were in general classified within the overall conceptualization
of fraternizing women as both loose and traitorous to the nation.

Considering the opinion-forming aims of the underground propa-
ganda, it is of interest to ask to what extent the propaganda was reflected
in an important community institution like the CCS.

Perceptions of young fraternizers at an institutional level

It is clear that the problem of underage fraternizers did not subside
within the first summer, or throughout the rest of the occupation. The
journals from the CCS concerning fraternizing girls in Esbjerg indicate
that the number of girls being reported was more or less constant. It
might have been expected that more girls would be reported at the end
of the war as the resentment towards the Germans became more pro-
nounced. On the other hand, this might have been counterbalanced
by fewer girls wanting to fraternize with soldiers for the same reason.
Perhaps one of the best indications, other than the CCS records, is the
continuous preoccupation with the subject in the underground press
throughout 1943 and 1944.

The CCS was, perhaps not surprisingly, instantly worried about the
apparent prevalence of such intimate relationships. Several aspects were
of concern. First, there was worry about the spread of venereal dis-
ease. Second, there was great fear of unwanted pregnancies; and finally
there was worry that girls living an immoral life would be marginal-
ized, perhaps even ending up as prostitutes. These concerns merged
into an all-encompassing fear of any form of relationship between girls
and soldiers. There was a perception that German soldiers posed an
extraordinary threat to young women’s virtue. In evaluating a young
girl who, together with her older sister, had had sexual encounters with
German soldiers in the local park, a social worker stated about their par-
ents that ‘. . . they are not capable of helping her to understand what an
experience with this German soldier can lead to . . . ’.37
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The fear was that young girls would be tempted into an idle and
immoral life of drinking and roaming the streets with soldiers. From
there, it would be an easy slide into extramarital pregnancy or perhaps
prostitution. ‘Going with soldiers’ therefore became a standard category
according to which girls could be classified. The question of fraterniza-
tion became inherent in every new evaluation of unruly girls, either
the social worker asking explicitly whether this was a problem, or par-
ents or neighbours bringing it up as a specific character trait. Although
recognizing fraternization as a particular trait of unruly girls, there is no
evidence that the CCS in Esbjerg considered these girls more immoral or
sexually divergent compared to the young women whom the CCS had
evaluated before the occupation. Rather, the behaviour of young frater-
nizers was interpreted within the overall frame of troubled girls whose
possibilities of straying were greatly enhanced by the occupation. For
instance, reporting about a girl who stubbornly continued her relations
with different soldiers and later became known as an informant for the
Gestapo, a social worker wrote that she had not had an easy life and that
to her ‘police and authorities were things one just had to fight against’.38

Within the institution of the CCS much effort was put into find-
ing out what caused this behaviour, and different ways of drawing
the girls’ attention away from the soldiers were attempted. The per-
ception of young female fraternizers as just another kind of troubled
teenagers seems to have been shared by some, though not all, employ-
ers. In fact, the authorities sometimes worked with employers who, to
a certain extent, saw it as their obligation to offer the girls a form of
guidance and thereby help bring them back onto the right track. The
general problem of a girl roaming the street in the evenings and not
being able to do her work properly was often considered a challenge
for employers. Such cases were known before the occupation, but they
were fewer and did not necessarily involve the accusation of immoral
behaviour.39 In one case an employer even arranged to have a girl walked
home to avoid her stopping and talking to soldiers.40 However, other
statements from employers indicate that surrounding society, often cus-
tomers, could exercise pressure and that having a girl employed who
went with Germans was a bad reflection on the employer. Such percep-
tions must be read between the lines and were only rarely explicitly
stated. The fact that only a few openly nationalistic condemnations
from employers or school administrators were documented does not
mean that these elements were not at play from the beginning of the
occupation. During the early phase there was far less concern expressed
than in later public condemnations.
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When it came to underage girls the CCS’s evaluation were marked by
a rather pragmatic approach to the subject of intimate fraternization.
Relatively few evaluations of girls can be said to fit within a nationalist
discourse. When relationships between girls and soldiers were resisted
it seems to have mainly been out of concern for the above-mentioned
specific problems. The suspicion of the soldiers’ intentions was deeply
felt. For this reason any attempt at justifying the relationships were dis-
missed although sometimes parents – or girls − would attempt to invest
the relationships with legitimacy. Claims of formal engagements were
often used to prove the genuineness of the relationships. One mother,
for instance, actually turned up at the door of the CCS with her daugh-
ter and the daughter’s alleged German fiancé, just as many girls would
argue that they were in fact engaged.41 In the social workers’ experi-
ence, such formal engagements did not last long and they were usually
not taken seriously by the authorities. As mentioned above, broken
engagements and pregnant unmarried girls were often made use of by
the underground propaganda to counter any perceptions of legitimacy.
However, for the representatives of the CCS it seems to have been the sit-
uation rather than the people who caused concern. For example, as late
as March 1944 representatives of the CCS seem to have agreed with a
mother who considered her daughter’s fiancé, a young German officer,
‘a fine young’ man with whom her daughter could possibly continue
romantic relations after the war. Or, in another case, the CCS concluded
in the autumn of 1945 that a previously unruly girl was doing very well
with her German fiancé.42

Most often the views of the CCS collided with the views of the par-
ents. For the CCS to be successful in their attempts at bringing unruly
girls back on track, they needed the support of the families. Much,
therefore, depended on a shared frame of reference.43 Parental views
can be split into three overall categories: first, parents who seemed gen-
uinely upset at their daughter’s fraternizing and would do anything to
stop it; second, parents who expressed unhappiness with their fraterniz-
ing daughter, but who did not act in order to prevent it; and finally,
a small but nonetheless fascinating group of parents, who would not
recognize their daughter’s relations with one or more Germans as a prob-
lem, and who would be openly supportive of their daughter. Of course,
sometimes parents disagreed with each other, and also viewpoints could
overlap.

Usually parents would express frustration at their daughters’
behaviour. Several fathers explained how they had physically beaten
their daughters to get them to behave, and one had even caused an
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incident with a soldier when trying to pick up his daughter from
the street. Some parents were more ambiguous in their views. As
mentioned above, an engagement was sometimes used as a way of
legitimizing the relationships. Another reason for accepting a relation-
ship could be, as expressed in the introduction, that it was better
to keep the daughter at home rather than have her straying on the
streets. There was little the authorities could do if the parents did
not consider their daughter’s behaviour a problem. In one family the
daughter was denounced by neighbours and other girls as an initia-
tor when it came to establishing contacts with German soldiers. But
the CCS immediately backed down when faced with the mother, who
insisted that the girl had only had a relationship with one soldier
who had been a steady boyfriend for a while. Furthermore, the mother
saw nothing wrong in having Germans visiting their home, as the
family was in fact German themselves. In such cases the CCS would
attempt to influence the families and girls in what they considered a
positive way.

The situation was somewhat different when it came to families with
actual Nazi sympathies. One case concerned a lower working-class fam-
ily with open Nazi sympathies. This case did not concern an underage
fraternizer, but it is illustrative of how the CCS would deal with people
professing Nazi convictions. The father had worked in Germany, and it
was a well-known fact that the family often entertained German soldiers
in their home. In this case the CCS was brought into the matter because
of an incident between the husband and wife. The husband had been
jealous following his wife having an affair with a German officer, and he
had threatened to kill her. This family could not gather much sympathy
with the CCS as ‘the husband only has himself to thank’ for introducing
Germans into his home.44 Interestingly, the CCS washed their hands of
the family and decided to leave the supervision of the children to the
wife of a leading member of the local Nazi party. However, she quickly
decided to give up her position after feeling ridiculed and disrespected
at the first board meeting in February 1944.

In sum, whereas the local representatives of the CCS seem to have
been guided mainly by professional institutional aims, parents formed
more varied strategies of interpreting their daughters’ behaviour. The
success of such strategies was largely determined by the social workers’
perceptions of the parents’ social position in relation to the CCS. How-
ever, young fraternizers and their families should not be seen as mere
objects of external definitions and disciplining strategies. Girls had their
own perceptions of fraternization.
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The temptation of fraternization

The cases concerning fraternization brought to the attention of the
CCS took many forms depending on the specific circumstances. Most
of them were cases of underage girls acting on their own or with their
friends. Some of them involved the girls’ continuous relations with
one or more soldiers, while others seem to have been more of a pass-
ing infatuation, something the contact with the authorities put an
end to.

The majority of girls tried to hide or play down their relation-
ships with Germans when confronted by the authorities. One girl, for
instance, explained that she had seen several soldiers because she would
end the relationship and find somebody else as soon as one became too
daring in his approaches.45 By rather cleverly turning around the sus-
picious circumstances of going with several soldiers and by using it as
proof of her own high morals, the girl stayed within a frame of refer-
ence which seemed acceptable to the social workers. Other girls were
more willing to defend their actions. These were often reported for dis-
playing particularly indecent or provocative behaviour. An example of
this attitude can be found in a case of a 14-year-old, who, in August 1940
whilst being questioned by the police, openly expressed her annoyance
with the authorities, stating, according to the report, that ‘ . . . she did it
[went with soldiers], because that’s what all girls did, now they thought
it was fun, so why shouldn’t they?’46 She considered it highly unfair that
she and her friend should be picked out especially, as she put it, because
this might put an end to the possibility of their maintaining contact
with soldiers. Such a statement would probably not be made nearer the
end of the occupation.

In dealing with the CCS most girls knew what was expected and cer-
tainly tried to legitimize their actions by offering explanations which
could be accepted by the social worker. However, in other contexts the
aspect of intimate relations could also be used to the girls’ advantage. So
what was the attraction of fraternizing with German soldiers?

The economic advantages of going with soldiers were relatively lim-
ited. Denmark was throughout the occupation well provided for when it
came to food, so engaging with the occupying forces was not necessary
to secure provisions. The CCS’s concerns centred around the perceived
danger of sexual relations eventually leading to prostitution. It is thus
of interest that there are no cases of underage girls admitting to having
been given money by soldiers. In a few cases mother and daughter were
suspected of prostitution.47 There are some instances of girls getting a
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cinema ticket from their soldier boyfriend. It does not seem that the
CCS considered this anything other than a gift.

The possibility existed of going to work for the Wehrmacht or other
German institutions, and sometimes this was used as a form of social
rebellion.48 Most often young girls would be given jobs in kitchens etc.,
but in the journals we find relatively few examples of them actually
holding such jobs. Instead, several girls stated that they were certainly
planning to go to work for the Germans.49 The common positions for
young working-class girls were as house assistants. Although the wages
were somewhat increasing, the position in general meant long work
hours and low social status. When the girls argued that they would
go to work for the Germans, they pointed to the wage difference as
the main cause. This could sometimes be combined with a dream of
going to Germany. The dream of going to Germany might have only
prevailed during the first years of the occupation. The examples are too
few to establish a clear picture, but the fascination with German soldiers
amongst some girls seems to have lasted throughout the five years.50

As we shall see below, employment with the Wehrmacht could also
sometimes be used as leverage when faced with the authorities. Con-
cerning the parents of the fraternizing girls also, there are relatively few
examples of them working for the Germans, only around 15 percent.
Although a connection between parents having jobs related to the occu-
pying forces and their daughters fraternizing did in certain cases exist,
it was not the rule. Therefore, economic incitement as a catalyst for
fraternization does not seem to have been primary for these girls.

Instead, an aspect of novelty, excitement and self-assertiveness seems
to have predominated. The Danish doctor Grethe Hartmann has
pointed to certain traits which some girls found especially attractive
about the German soldiers. Although problematic as a source in rela-
tion to the subject of fraternization in general, Hartmann’s group of
girls seems similar to the group dealt with here. When interviewed by
Hartmann, half of the women who had stated that they preferred Ger-
mans over Danes claimed to have been attracted by German manners.
An interesting 5–6 percent considered the Germans better lovers, as
they allegedly ‘showed consideration for the soul of the woman con-
cerned . . . ’51 The CCS never asked the girls specifically why they went
with Germans, but they would often reflect on the question in their
evaluations. From the reports on the very young girls several aspects
stand out.

First there is the simple aspect of curiosity. One of the things often
noted by the social workers is the fact that establishing relations with
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German soldiers carried the temptation of ‘forbidden fruit’. Sometimes
this was interpreted as a form of social rebellion and sometimes just as
restlessness or search for adventure. German soldiers offered an opportu-
nity of living out experiences in a casual manner. For instance, many of
the girls had their first erotic experience with a German soldier. A certain
mystery and drama surrounded the soldiers, and this was probably allur-
ing to some girls. Perhaps this explains why a young girl of 13 boasted
to her classmates that she had been locked into a room by the Germans
who had given her ice cream, and why older girls would sometimes
boast to their peers about their intimate relations with Germans.52 Such
stories were used to gain respect. The staff at schools and institutions
certainly interpreted such boasting as the girls’ attempt to stand out.
Boasting about sexual experiences in this way is, of course, not unique
to the occupation, but the German presence meant an added dramatic
angle on the subject and offered greatly enhanced possibilities of living
out the experience.

It is somewhat difficult to judge how many of the girls actually
had sexual relations with soldiers. The girls were on average 16 when
brought into contact with the CCS. Concerning older girls, the authori-
ties often presupposed that they had engaged in intimate encounters,
and often the reports do not state explicitly whether such relations
had taken place. Nevertheless, the many cases of girls found in air raid
shelters and parks with soldiers indicate that the potential for sexual
encounters was great. The fact of a minimum of 5500 Danish children
registered as having a German father bear witness to this.53 At the same
time we do not know the amount of illegal abortions carried out, but in
Esbjerg a woman was arrested following the liberation because she had
allegedly carried out abortions primarily on fraternizing women.

For many, going with soldiers served very often as a free ticket into
the local cafés, bars, and restaurants. Yet the fact that sexual relations
with soldiers do not seem to have involved any direct economic bene-
fits for the girls is in itself interesting. It is obvious that the incitement
for the girls to act on their own often lay in the simple fun of being
around soldiers – and other girlfriends. Kjersti Ericsson has pointed to
the contrast between the sad image of prostitution, often predominant
in scientific works on such subjects, and young girls’ intense hunt for
forbidden pleasures and adventures, surfacing from the journals of a
Norwegian girls’ reformatory in the 1950s.54 The same contrast appears
from the journals of the CCS in Esbjerg. The contrast between the con-
cerns of the authorities and many girls’ apparent perceptions of their
own actions is noteworthy. Esbjerg is a harbour town and in the journals
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from before the occupation there are cases of girls wandering and going
on board of Danish or foreign boats. But these were individual cases and
did not involve as many young girls. The phenomenon of going with
soldiers seems to have appealed not only to girls already tempted by
adventure, but also to girls who would normally be easier to control.
The occupation in this way greatly enhanced the possibilities of acting
outside of established norms for young girls’ behaviour.

Young girls’ fraternization also offered them new forms of social iden-
tification. Often girls formed casual contacts and became part of rather
loose networks revolving around German soldiers. Such networks seem
to have been of great importance for the recurrence of fraternization,
and it is necessary to understand what social gains such relations had to
offer.

By reading through the journals certain networks can be uncovered
by the repetition of certain names and places. A young girl, for instance,
who was caught hiding out with a German soldier in an air-raid shel-
ter after curfew told the police that they had met other girls with their
soldiers. She did not know their names but she had seen them with
soldiers before, and they had advised her not to give her real name
if discovered by a Danish patrol. In another case, the CCS discovered
that a girl used a false name amongst her fraternizing friends.55 In some
cases such group identities could even form in direct opposition to other
groups of low social status. In one case following the liberation, a feud
between two groups of girls emerged. The girls had called each other
names, – ‘feltmadrasser’ (field mattresses) and ‘fiskertøse’ (fisher tarts)
respectively.56

The idea of being part of a larger community was probably somewhat
reassuring, and it might have made it easier to act against established
norms. This would have been the case whether it just involved know-
ing that other girls frequented the local park with soldiers or whether
it meant meeting up in one of the local gathering places, perhaps
accompanying somebody else or actually participating in the socializing
itself. There are some cases of parents complaining that their daugh-
ter frequented homes where she would find support for her rebellious
behaviour.57

The strength of such identification is well-illustrated by the case of
a girl who had been impossible to discipline and who would not keep
away from German soldiers. The CCS worker had, however, taken a lik-
ing to her. She was perceived as being a good girl who was just restless
and in need of some healthy activities. For this reason it was decided
to send her to a home economics school in Copenhagen. This was
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something which the girl had expressed a wish for, but not all girls were
given such an opportunity through the CCS. Only a couple of months
after she had arrived in Copenhagen the school reported back to Esbjerg
with bad news. Since her arrival the young woman had gone missing
twice. Both times she was later found in the Café Mokka, a well-known
café in Copenhagen where German soldiers met up with their Danish
girlfriends. The last time she was brought back to school she had even
been infested with crab lice.58 The superintendent expressed great frus-
tration and stated about the girl that ‘she is a sweet and mild girl, but
what is the use when she cannot stay away from soldiers’.59 In the end
the girl was sent to a youth home. Further examples exist of girls going
to other towns only to meet up with other fraternizing girls and soldiers
there.

There is reason to think that a certain identification or perhaps
cliquishness might have developed amongst the girls. This should prob-
ably not be understood as a form of solidarity, which would make
the girls stick up with one another. They were quick to tell on oth-
ers when in trouble. Nevertheless, the idea that a definable group of
fraternizers was out there is one that can be traced throughout the jour-
nals. Forming relationships with soldiers could offer a community with
other girls doing the same, at the same time as it raised one’s own sta-
tus within such community. This is an aspect which will need further
theorizing, but indeed seems useful for deepening our understanding
of risk calculation amongst young fraternizers.60 From this perspective,
girls prioritized their status in this area higher than their position in
other spheres of society – although usually attempting to maintain an
acceptable position everywhere using differing strategies.

Finally, a certain confidence-building or self-assertive aspect of frater-
nization existed. As mentioned above, the open fraternization displayed
in public contact between girls and soldiers was perceived by some as
rather shameful unless it took place in the context of friends meeting
up or in the close vicinity of soldiers’ barracks or air-raid shelters.61 Oth-
ers took open advantage of their relationships. An extreme case perhaps,
but nonetheless illustrative, of the provocative potential in some girls’
behaviour is found with two local girls who in September 1941 were
caught in the street singing and shouting – seemingly intoxicated. In
responding to the police’s attempt to take them away, one girl threat-
ened to call on her German relations, speaking in German and stating
that she considered herself German rather than Danish. In another case
a girl in a youth home in early 1943 was caught copying and circu-
lating what the superintendent described as a ‘dirty’ poem about the
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Germans which was ‘ . . . a scorn to everything Danish . . . ’.62 The girl was
reported saying that she would not stoop as low as to go out with Danish
boyfriends. Such behaviour and statements could of course be put down
to youth, spontaneity and excitement. But to some girls the fraternizing
was part of a persistent fascination with everything German. This was
not rooted in political admiration – on the contrary. One superinten-
dent at a home stated about a young fraternizer: ‘her whole outlook on
life is marked by a lack of [political] positioning’.63 The fascination with
German soldiers is revealed in the habit of collecting autographs from
them – for some a hobby also carried out with the Allied soldiers after
the liberation. But the journals also reveal several examples of girls who,
while placed in institutions, planned to go to Germany and indeed did
run away to get to the nearest German barracks alone or with other
girls.

Not only could establishing contact with German soldiers be used
to enhance one’s status amongst peers, it could also be used as a
tool of empowerment both within the family and when faced with
the authorities. In doing so girls, however, risked exclusion from the
broader community as a result of stepping outside accepted forms of
behaviour.

Channels of empowerment

Fabrice Virgili has alluded to the importance of conflicts of a private
nature as catalysts for fraternization. Women were in this way offered an
opportunity of turning the power balance around.64 About half of the
girls represented in the journals had backgrounds which did not follow
the standards of well-adapted families as defined by the CCS. At least
one-fourth of the girls came from broken homes, and often the condi-
tions in the homes were considered unsatisfying. It could, for instance,
be a case of a mother not able to keep the house tidy and clean, an
alcoholic or abusive father, or just the parents’ inability to deal with
their roles as parents. Problems in the homes were not always a conse-
quence of fraternizing – but this could cause an escalation of tensions.
The problems could then again be perceived as a further incitement for
the girls to seek interactions outside of the home. Furthermore, the inti-
macy involved in a flirt or a romance would offer a feeling of being
appreciated – at least for a time.65

The perception of being wronged and finding comfort in the com-
pany of German soldiers becomes apparent in many cases. As previously
mentioned there are several examples of girls escaping from institutions
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explicitly stating that they had gone looking for soldiers. One girl, after
an argument with her mother and stepfather, threatened to commit
suicide by throwing herself from the harbour quay, only to be rescued
by German soldiers. A local newspaper in 1943 reported on a girl of 14
who in April 1945, after having been beaten up by her abusive father,
refused to go back home. The paper reported how she then fled the
youth institution where she had been temporarily placed, hurt herself
in the process, and then struggled towards a German guard telling him
that this was done to her by ‘the Danes’.66 In another case a family com-
plained to the CCS that their daughter had become very difficult. She
would roam the streets with her friends and go out until early hours in
the morning, but when confronted by her siblings or parents she would
threaten to tell on them to her German friends. Likewise a runaway girl
was picked up carrying a list of the names of 15 Germans she could
contact.67

Often mothers were suspected of fraternizing with German soldiers.
When a father made contact with the CCS it was sometimes a case
of the parents being divorced and the father wanting custody over the
children. In some instances he would raise the issue of his former wife
fraternizing to prove her unsuitability as a parent. Some of these cases
were reported to stem from prostitution, but sometimes we find exam-
ples of mothers simply having German soldiers visit the home or even
eloping with a soldier. Mothers could also lean on their relations with
the occupying forces. One mother whose children had been forcibly
removed wrote to the CCS that she expected to have her children given
back to her or she would have to ‘ . . . seek protection from the people
who are now governing the country. They will surely take care of mat-
ters as I have witnesses that my children were removed because there
were members of the Wehrmacht present in my apartment’.68

German soldiers also offered an alternative for widows or divorcees.
In one case a woman had had her hair cut in the days of liberation. This
happened because she had worked for the Germans and later entered
into a relationship with a German officer who had supported her while
her husband, a fisherman, was interned in England. The social worker
dealing with the case in February 1946, expressed her understanding
for what the woman had done and for her writing her husband and
telling him the truth. She stated in her report that the mother could
be proud of what she had achieved for her family while her husband
was gone. He had almost ruined the home because of his drinking, but
he would now return to a clean home, and to healthy and well-fed
children.69
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Warring has pointed to the very real fear of fraternizing women
functioning as informers. This, combined with the moral and national
indignation caused by the often public display of female sexuality,
was reason for societies’ vicious attacks on fraternizing women.70 But
another point should be made. The illegal propaganda was, as shown
from the CCS records above, often based on conflicts very much present
on a day-to-day level. Many of the cases presented here could certainly
be perceived by contemporaries as clear evidence of a loosening of
established morals and values. In 1942, for instance, Danish journalist
Kate Fleron published a book which was mainly based on information
from the national Childcare Services and the police. The book painted
a bleak picture of slipping sexual morals amongst youths and parents
mainly amongst the working-class poor. Although the book was con-
tested, it is illustrative of perceptions in parts of the population at the
time that norms and values were disintegrating.71 The portrayal of girls
who explicitly called on the Germans when disrespected or who simply
used their relations with Germans to enforce their will as manipulative
and vindictive, or the portrayal of mothers and sometimes daughters
as prostitutes or sexual animals was not only a question of discredit-
ing fraternizing women. By circulating such representations an aspect of
social disempowerment could to a certain extent be dealt with. The con-
cerns of husbands and boyfriends were in some communities very real.
On a local level the head of police in Esbjerg for instance acknowledged
that there was general outrage amongst Esbjerg’s young men concerning
‘ . . . the German fraternization with the young Danish women in town
and the way this fraternization takes place’.72 On a day-to-day level the
option for girls and women of establishing some form of contact with
representatives of the Wehrmacht was, not without reason, perceived as
a realistic – and worrisome – possibility.

Virgili has, in the case of France, emphasized that an important aspect
of efforts to suppress fraternization involved attempts at reasserting local
male dominance. Behind the constructed image of the bad French frat-
ernizing woman he also sees an image of the bad mother, wife and
daughter – of a bad woman in general.73 This image can be found in
Denmark, too. In addition – and this is noteworthy in the Dutch case
as well as the Danish – the phenomenon of fraternization could be
inscribed in a eugenic paradigm, popular within the psychiatric pro-
fession, in which social deviance such as fraternization was seen as a
symptom of intellectual and moral inferiority.74 Still, as shown above,
it is too simple to see the work of the Childcare Services as merely an
extension of such efforts at suppression.
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Conservation or emancipation?

Youth morals and questions of girls’ sexuality were debated and negoti-
ated independently of the occupation. But the German presence made
the issues more pressing. For the girls discussed here, the occupation
meant that somewhat new and alternative choices became available.
Many young girls acted on these possibilities. Whether it involved using
fraternizing as a key to fun and excitement which had not previously
been available, or whether it involved actively using the possibility of
having a boyfriend or a fiancé with authority and power, girls could capi-
talize on their sexuality. This situation in itself held a dynamic potential,
one that was also perceived by contemporaries.

The specific experience of the younger fraternizers has probably been
of great importance to later representations of fraternizing women as
belonging to the margins of society. At the same time it greatly chal-
lenged available strategies of social discipline, not only because of the
limited possibilities of clearly defining acceptable and unacceptable
behaviour concerning girls and German soldiers, but also because the
German occupation forces constituted an alternative source of power
which could potentially be drawn on. This certainly left open room
for manoeuvring outside of established norms at the same time as it
provoked new attempts at social control and disciplining.

One such form of control was exercised through the underground
propaganda. In constructing an image of fraternizing women, the
underground propaganda relied heavily on the outrageous aspects of
a practical day-to-day experience of relationships between girls and sol-
diers, and advanced a highly traditionalist approach to gender roles. The
stories told in the press were often drawn from society’s lower classes.
Anette Warring has pointed to one main conflict of modernity as cen-
tering on women’s role in society, representing at the same time an
image of ‘emancipation and destruction’.75 This tendency can indeed
be seen in the period of occupation when the underground propaganda
often – in spite of its call for social reform – ironically, promoted an
anti-modernity line when it came to gendered aspects of the resistance.

Yet while the underground propaganda pursued a strategy of one-
sided condemnation of such relationships, the local representatives of
the CCS in Esbjerg acted on somewhat different terms. Although shar-
ing the interpretation of fraternizing girls as often coming from families
of low social standing, the CCS worked within an institutional frame-
work which proved relatively resistant to the disciplining discourses of
the underground press. However, in identifying the girls within a larger
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group of unruly young women, the CCS also contributed to later per-
ceptions of the girls as lacking in social resources. Finally, the families
dealt with here provided a more complex image of the girls. For many
parents having a daughter categorized as fraternizer meant taking on a
label of failure. Therefore, strategies were employed which could help
legitimize such relationships.

The girls were the objects of such differing attempts at definition and
control. Most girls would, within the context of their families and the
CCS, play by the rules of established conventions and try to project an
image of conforming to expected standards, but amongst their peers
overtly sexual behaviour could be a way of gaining status and fulfilling
personal needs. Finally, some girls – just like some parents − chose to
openly defy conventions on a general societal level and thereby risked
isolation. Certainly, girls and women acting according to these new
options constituted a challenge – not only to national identity but also
to established sexual value systems.

In her doctoral thesis from 1953 on the sexual conduct of young
women, Danish doctor Kirsten Auken posed the question whether the
occupation had led to a permanent change in the sexual behaviour
of the Danish population. She concluded that this was not the case.
(Auken based her conclusion on the fall in cases of venereal disease fol-
lowing the liberation and on the shift in the social groups affected.
Whereas the occupation had seen a rise in cases also amongst peo-
ple with relatively few sexual relationships, after the occupation, as
before, the affected were mainly made up of people having many
such encounters.)76 But in her reliance primarily on disease statistics,
Auken ignored how the phenomenon of young fraternizers increasingly
informed the discussion of young women’s sexuality and the debates on
youth delinquency.

The young fraternizers became an element in a professional and eli-
tist project of integrating young social delinquents in Danish society.
Grethe Hartmann concluded her study of the women by stating that
although their actions were reprehensible they were nonetheless best
understood as ‘ . . . unhappy girls who by an ill fate have been flung into
the maelstrom between two belligerent forces’.77 In the report of the
Danish Youth Commission (Ungdomskommissionen) from 1945 devoted
to an evaluation of how to improve social conditions for young peo-
ple, the young fraternizers were also used as an example of maladjusted
youth.78 Yet such diagnoses, although containing a large disciplining
potential concerning young women, also helped pave the way for the
program of sexual liberation yet to come.79
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It could be said that although the public debate on youth morals
amongst the lower classes was certainly moving within a very con-
servative discourse, the actions by some subjects were functioning
independently of this. The forms and means of interaction between
restrictive discourses and girls’ actions and perspectives need not only
additional empirical study but also a further development of theory to
help us grasp these dynamics. For now, the gap between the official per-
ceptions presented here and the private day-to-day experience of the
individuals involved is well illustrated in the words of a 17-year-old girl.
In 1942 she wrote her girl friend in a reformatory of the erotic and amus-
ing pleasures she had experienced with young men (including German
soldiers) in Esbjerg during her holiday from another institution. First she
spent a few days in the town of Tønder with a soldier who she described
as her ‘future husband’:

It was wonderful days not to forget the nights. They were the best of
it all. He was with me every night for the three days I was there . . .

I was also sad when I left him but it helped when I arrived in Esbjerg.
I was out having fun you bet.

In Esbjerg she then met a German mariner with whom the girls had
previously had contact. After she left the other young men who had
accompanied her to go away alone with this mariner, the two, by now
drunk, ended up on a roof at the harbour to sober up. ‘Then I say to Frits:
“Yes but I am not wearing any panties”. “I have them in my pocket he
then said [quotation mark missing]. Wouldn’t you have liked to see me
then? And do you know what? I remember that I held his you know
in my hand’. At another point in the letter, after stating her agreement
with a cousin who, although pregnant, refused to marry the father of
the baby, the girl writes her friend the exciting news about a German
soldier they know getting engaged and bringing his new Danish fiancée
to Esbjerg. ‘ . . . then we will really let loose’. And finally, before encour-
aging her friend to burn the letter once it has been read in order to
avoid confiscation, she offers an insight into her view of the CCS and
the ways it infantilizes the girls it supervises: ‘The first of November I’ll
be finished with the childcare and then I can seek my own employment
[ . . . ] In any case I will be home when you arrive, that’s for certain. Then
we will have a wonderful time together. Then we will both be 18’.80 In
short, in the midst of all the conservative efforts of social workers and
nationalist resistance rhetoric, the beginnings of a sexual revolution can
be glimpsed.
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Notes

I thank the people who have taken the time to read earlier drafts of this essay and
for offering valuable comments, criticism, and support: Dagmar Herzog, Henrik
Lundtofte, Anette Warring, Kjersti Ericsson and also Mona Jensen, who shared
with me her insights on the material concerning the Childcare Services in Esbjerg.
Thank you all.

1. Esbjerg Childcare Services (ECCS), Journal number (J.nr.), 680. The jour-
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registration number. In the following I will refer to the journal number.
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Although the term is somewhat inadequate for grasping such relations in all
their facets it is still, in my opinion, the term that holds the least amount
of moral judgement. In Denmark the crude term Feltmadras was used about
fraternizing women and girls. Also the expression Tyskerpige has been used
as a more moderate term.

3. A. Warring, Tyskerpiger – under besættelse og retsopgør (København, 1994).
Warring’s results are also published in A. Warring, ‘Intimate and Sexual
Relations’, in R. Gildea, et al., eds, Surviving Hitler and Mussolini. Daily Life
in Occupied Europe (New York, 2006); F. Virgili, Shorn Women: Gender and
Punishment in Liberation France (New York, 2002).
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Enemy Legacy (Oxford, 2005), pp. 151–164, 52.
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relevant cases. Furthermore, the cases are only somewhat chronologically
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motivations at play over time. For the background on the development of
the CCS in Esbjerg see J. Holst, et al., Fra børnehjem til familie-institution.
Socialpædagogiske strømninger gennem 100 år med udgangspunkt i Esbjerg Børne-
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A. Løkke, Vildfarne Børn – om forsømte og kriminelle børn mellem filantropi og
stat 1880–1920 (Holte, 1990).

6. Michel Foucault has developed the concept of investigative, ‘confessional’
practices and pointed to the development of a ‘confessional science’. This
analytical frame provides an opening to dealing with the CCS’s reports and
evaluations. M. Foucault, The History of Sexuality, Vol. I (London, 1978),
pp. 53–80. See also B. Rosenbeck, ‘Care or Control. Unmarried Moth-
ers in Denmark between 1900 and 1950’, in L. G. Tedebrand, ed., Sex,
State and Society. Comparative Perspectives on the History of Sexuality (Umeaa,
2000), pp. 181–194. The journals from Esbjerg show that the interrogators,
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although guided by certain rigid categorizations, were to a large extent
engaged in reaching behind the surface of each case. However, this can-
not be said to have been a general trait within the whole institutional
system.

7. For an overview of the political situation in Denmark during the occupation
see H. Kirchhoff, Samarbejde og modstand under besættelsen. En politisk historie
(Odense, 2001).

8. For a comparative perspective, see C. Bryld & A. Warring, Besættelsestiden som
kollektiv erindring. Historie- og traditionsforvaltning af krig og besættelse 1945–97
(Roskilde Universitetsforlag, 1998), pp. 1–561. 113ff. Also M. Bunting,
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gian War Children and their Mothers’, in K. Ericsson, ed., Children of World
War II, 2005, pp. 15–34, 24; Diederichs, 2005, p. 153.
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17. ECA, ECCS, J.nr. 577. Also J.nr. 118, 528, 536, 1031, 1105.
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from meeting in the Ministry of Foreign Affairs 24 October 1940, RA (Danish
National Archives), Jr. nr. 84. C.2b.
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6
Camp Brothels: Forced Sex Labour
in Nazi Concentration Camps
Robert Sommer

History of the camp brothels

When we speak of Nazi concentration camps we think of mass anni-
hilation, terror, and starvation.1 The image of piles of corpses in
Bergen-Belsen and the crematories of Auschwitz has burned itself into
our collective memory.2 In the final years of the existence of the vast
concentration-camp system in the ‘Third Reich’, the Nazis installed a
system of brothels which only prisoners were allowed to attend. It is
not surprising that the establishment of such prisoner brothels has for
many years been almost completely ignored by historians. Books and
movies have referred to brothels for SS guards in which Jewish women
were raped, 3 but the notion of brothel barracks created for prisoners
seems completely absurd. Since the 1990s, various scholars have begun
to discover the so-called Sonderbauten (special constructions), which was
the SS euphemism for these brothels.4

In this essay based on analysis of SS documents – such as orders
concerning the organization of camp brothels, transport lists, brothel
invoice sheets, test-tube information slips for blood and cervical smear
samples, and brothel visitor lists – as well as interviews with former
prisoner brothel visitors and forced sex labourers, I will explore the
reasons for the establishment of the prisoner brothels in Nazi concen-
tration camps, the recruitment strategies of the SS to find forced sex
labourers, the operation and supervision of the Sonderbauten, and the
reactions of male prisoners to the opening of those brothels. I will also
address the motives of visitors to the brothels.

In the summer of 1941 the chief of the SS, Reichsführer-SS
Heinrich Himmler, and the chief of the WVHA (Wirtschafts- und
Verwaltungshauptamt – Economic and Administrative Main Office of

168
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Figure 6.1 Himmler in front of Block 1 during a 1941 visit to the concentration
camp Mauthausen, where the first camp brothel was later installed
Source: Archives of the Mauthausen Memorial.

the SS), 5 Oswald Pohl, visited the Mauthausen concentration camp and
its sub-camp Gusen in annexed Austria (See Figure 6.1). While there,
they also visited two nearby quarries where camp prisoners extracted
granite for Hitler’s megalomaniacal construction projects.6 Following
that visit, in October 1941, Himmler gave the order to establish two
brothel barracks in those camps, which were opened in July 1942.7 The
reason for this decision can be found in the desperate need for build-
ing material to realize the Führer’s plans to redesign the major German
cities, such as Berlin, Hamburg, Munich, Linz and Weimar. Himmler’s
idea was to increase the efficiency of production by granting selected
prisoners the right to frequent a brothel.

In April 1942, Himmler discussed with Kammler (head of the con-
struction branch Amtsgruppe C of the WVHA) the productivity of pris-
oners used as construction workers in the SS-Baubrigaden, which were
building brigades planned to be used to realize Himmler’s construction
plans in the context of the Germanisierung (‘germanizing’) of occupied
Eastern Europe. Himmler did not want to accept that the efficiency of
camp prisoners was only 50 percent compared to that of civilian work-
ers and suggested to grant in a ‘most free manner’ (freiesten Form) certain
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privileges to hard-working camp prisoners, such as access to women in
brothels (Weiber in Bordellen) and small piecework pay (Akkordlohn). In
his opinion, to deny the necessity to ‘provide’ women to satisfy sexual
needs of male camp prisoners would be ‘out of touch with the world
and life’ (welt-und lebensfremd).8

At the same time, the IG Farben was building a gigantic chemical
factory in Auschwitz-Monowitz, exploiting concentration camp prison-
ers. The IG Farben management complained to the SS about the low
efficiency of the slave workers. Together they discussed the outlines of
a bonus system (Prämiensystem) for the prisoners working on IG Farben
premises. Such bonuses included extra food rations (Verpflegungszulage),
the promise of an early release from the camp (Inaussichtstellung der
Freiheit), and the possibility to visit women in brothels.9 Soon after that
they introduced a piecework system to the factory construction site.
The privilege of an early release was neglected by the SS. Instead in the
autumn of 1943 a prisoner brothel was built in Monowitz. In March
1943, the Reichsführer-SS visited Buchenwald, the biggest concentra-
tion camp on the territory of the pre-war German Reich, and inspected
a rifle factory near the camp where camp prisoners worked. In a let-
ter following that visit, he complained to Pohl about the absence of a
prisoner brothel in the camp and demanded the design of a piecework
wage system (Akkordsystem) which he wanted introduced into the entire
concentration camp network.10

Such a piecework wage system was initiated by the WVHA just a few
weeks later in the form of an official order called the Prämien-Vorschrift
(Bonus Order).11 The preface of the Bonus Order stressed that slave
labour in munitions factories was necessary to win the war. Over four
pages, the SS granted special premiums and privileges to hard-working
prisoners, including higher letter frequencies, (military) haircuts, vouch-
ers for cigarettes, extra food rations, and the right to frequent a brothel.
These were thought to be effective incentives for boosting the prison-
ers’ performance. According to the Bonus Order, the prisoners would
receive bonus coupons if they fulfilled the work quota (see Figure 6.2).
These could then be used to buy cigarettes, food at the camp canteen,
or to pay for a visit to the brothel. The brothel visit, a maximum of
one time per week, was however to be only for Spitzenkräfte (top-notch
employees). To visit the brothel, they had to write a short application
to the Lagerkommandant (camp commander) who then had to grant per-
mission. The prisoner had to pay two Reichsmark in bonus coupons, out
of which the forced sex worker in the brothel would receive 0.45, the
guarding prisoner 0.05, and the SS, 1.50 Reichsmark.12
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Figure 6.2 Prämienschein (Bonus voucher) from the Auschwitz concentration
camp
Source: Archive of the State Museum Auschwitz-Birkenau.

The Prämien-Vorschrift became a binding order for the camp com-
manders as well as the companies employing prisoners. Buying bonus
vouchers from the SS and distributing them to the prisoners was
agreed to in contracts. In February 1944 the Bonus Order was mod-
ified and other privileges, such as visiting camp movie theatres and
sports events, were granted. In addition to that, the price of a visit
to the brothel was reduced to one Reichsmark. Despite the fact that
neither the SS commanders nor the company’s managements believed
that the bonus system was especially effective in raising productivity,
the SS gave clear orders and was adamant in enforcing the realization
of the bonus system.13 Until the end of the Third Reich camp brothels
were opened in ten of the major concentration camps – Mauthausen
and Gusen (July and October 1942), Flossenbürg and Buchenwald (July
1943),14 Auschwitz-Stammlager (October 1943),15 Auschwitz-Monowitz
(November 1943),16 Neuengamme (May 1944),17 Dachau (April 1944),18

Sachsenhausen (August 1944),19 Mittelbau-Dora (February 1945).20

Since the end of the 1930s, the labour of prisoners in Nazi con-
centration camps had become an increasingly important issue for the
economic system of the SS. Slave labour had been the backbone of
the commercial enterprises of the SS, but also of various major state
projects of the Nazis, such as the construction of monumental buildings,
German settlement projects in occupied Eastern Europe, and arms pro-
duction in a time of ‘total war’. The low productivity of camp prisoners
had become a major issue for the SS since the time frames for these
projects were extremely narrow and the production plans absolutely
unrealistic. The reasons for the low efficiency in the concentration
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camps were the inhuman conditions at the camps, the low food rations,
poor hygiene, and the daily violence. High productivity was contrary
to the survival strategies of prisoners, which included working as lit-
tle as possible.21 The effective solution to the productivity dilemma
could have been very easy: larger food rations for the prisoners, better
hygienic conditions, and abrogation of the daily terror. The Prämien-
System, therefore, was destined for failure because it did not seriously
improve living conditions. Himmler, however, saw in the Bonus Sys-
tem a solution to the efficiency dilemma, and until the end of the
war, he ordered the opening of brothel barracks in most of the major
concentration camps. Introducing the frequenting of brothels as part
of an incentive system to concentration camp prisoners gave the brutal
camp reality a new dimension: women were compelled to serve as forced
sex labourers as an incentive and privilege for other prisoners.

Forced sex labourers and life in the Sonderbau

Beginning with the construction of the first camp brothels in
Mauthausen and Gusen in 1942, the SS selected female prisoners mainly
from the Frauen-Konzentrationslager (female concentration camps) of
Ravensbrück,22 but also – in the case of the brothels in Monowitz,
Auschwitz-Stammlager, and Mittelbau-Dora – from Auschwitz-Birkenau
(see Figure 6.3). The SS used two primary selection strategies. In
Ravensbrück and Auschwitz, SS officers asked women who were working

Figure 6.3 Photographs of a young Polish woman, who later was sexually
exploited in the camp brothels of Auschwitz I and Monowitz, taken at her arrival
in Auschwitz
Source: Archive of the State Museum Auschwitz-Birkenau.
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in very difficult Kommandos (work squads), such as surface level
construction, to enroll for brothel commandos on the false promise
that they would be released from the camp after six months of work
there. Today we know that such promises were never kept. This ‘offer’
was made especially to young German women who were confined
in a concentration camp as ‘asozial’ (‘asocial’ persons), and preferably
to imprisoned former prostitutes.23 To them, the so-called Freiwillige
Meldung (voluntary enlistment) became a decision between life and
death and as such must be defined as coerced enlistment. The testi-
mony of a Polish woman, who was recruited at the women’s camp of
Auschwitz-Birkenau for the camp brothel of the Stammlager Auschwitz,
shows this explicitly. There, the Lagerführer (camp leader) Hössler asked
women who were working in outdoor Kommandos to line up in front
of him and enlist for the brothel. A young Polish woman stepped up to
him and volunteered. When another prisoner asked her why she had
done it, she answered: ‘Winter is coming and I work in the fields!’24 She
knew that she would have never survived another winter in Auschwitz
and preferred forced sex labour to the crematory. The Italian Auschwitz
survivor and author, Liana Millu, explicitly defends women who chose
to work as sex labourers in one of her writings by asking

Well, I refused to be consumed and vanish like a cloud. I wanted
to return to my house. I’m eighteen years old – I don’t want to
die . . . Everyone in the lager goes around picking up leftovers from the
garbage. They suck bones other people spit out – and I’m supposed
to refuse life because it’s offered on a dirty plate?25

Besides recruitments for prisoner’s brothels, the SS also searched in
Ravensbrück for Polish women who they exploited sexually in brothels
for Ukrainian SS guardsmen serving at various concentration camps.26

According to German ‘race laws’, Ukrainian guardsmen were not
allowed to have sexual intercourse with German women. That is why
the SS established specifically for them small brothels at the concentra-
tion camp sites of Flossenbürg, Buchenwald, the sub-camp Gusen, and
possibly at Sachsenhausen.27 With the opening of these and other pris-
oner brothels, the SS needed more women for sexual exploitation and
employed more drastic recruitment measures. During roll calls, SS offi-
cers would walk down the columns of the lined-up prisoners and pick
out women they found ‘suitable’ for a brothel Kommando.28 A German
prisoner Magdalena Walter,29 was selected in 1943 at the Zellenbau
(camp prison)30 of Ravensbrück for the camp brothel of Buchenwald.
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One day, the SS told her and other women not to go to work. Instead
the camp commander of Ravensbrück, Max Koegel, the Oberaufseherin
(female head of guards), as well as the camp commander at Buchenwald,
Hermann Pister, made the women line up, picked out those whom
they found ‘suitable’ for a brothel and wrote down their serial num-
bers. The selected women were then brought to the camp infirmary,
where they had to undress in front of the SS and the camp doctor.31

After some weeks of quarantine, these women were dressed in their
civilian clothes and transported to Weimar in a regular passenger train
and later in military trucks. When they arrived at the Buchenwald
brothel barrack, they were told by the SS that they would receive bet-
ter food and not be harmed as long as they complied. Magdalena
Walter was relieved that she was not abducted to a brothel for the
SS and preferred being in the Sonderbau to starvation, physical hard
work in a road construction Kommando, and being beaten every day by
the SS.32

The brothel block in Buchenwald was a wooden barrack that was
divided into a day room, a room for the SS guard, a medical room,
small Koberzimmer (brothel rooms), and bedrooms, in which two forced
sex labourers slept.33 The clothing of the women in the Buchenwald
brothel consisted of a white plaid skirt (under which they were allowed
to wear panties) and a bra. Every morning, the women had to get up
at 7:30, wash themselves, and get dressed. During the day, they were
occupied with cleaning up the barracks and airing the rooms. They
could also read non-political books from the camp library, explained
Magdalena Walter.34 This routine suggested a level of civilian normal-
ity inside the brothel, but this was deceptive. Instead, the daily routine
was monotonous and consisted of waiting for the ‘terrible two hours’
(‘verfluchten zwei Stunden’)35 in the evening, after the male prisoners had
finished their daily work. Then, as if she was part of an assembly line,
Magdalena Walter had to let the male prisoners use her.36

Now, every night we had to let the men get on top of us, for two
hours. That meant they could come into the brothel barrack, had to
go to the medical room, to get an injection, could go to the number –
to the prisoner, could do their thing, into the room, on top, down,
out, back to the medical room, where they again got an injection.
The prisoner had to leave the brothel. We had a bathroom with a
certain number of water closets. It didn’t lack cleanliness there. And
then right away there came the next one. Non-stop. And they didn’t
have more than a quarter of an hour.37
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In the beginning, Magdalena Walter tried to fight against her destiny
and threatened to stab the first man she had to accept with a pair of
nail scissors, but she did not have any choice other than to submit to
the forced sex labour. The terror in the Ravensbrück concentration camp
had broken her will to resist. Her life did not count anymore. Her reac-
tion showed the typical concentration camp apathy. Her feelings were
deadened. Magdalena Walter was released from the Buchenwald camp
in the end of 1944. The reason for that release is unknown.38

Thanks to the detailed documents maintained on the organization
of camp brothels, it is possible to make confident statements about the
number, nationality, and reasons for detainment of forced sex workers
in the Nazi concentration camps.39 In total, the names of 174 forced
sex workers are known: 168 of them were in prisoner brothels, 6 in
brothels for Ukrainian SS guards (among whose two had already been
in a prisoners’ brothel). According to testimonies and SS documents,
the total number of all women in brothels in Nazi concentration camps
may be estimated at 210 (190 in prisoner brothels and 20 in brothels
for Ukrainian SS men). Thus we have information on 82 percent of all
forced sex workers in the concentration camps. Of the forced sex work-
ers known by name, 114 (66%) had German nationality;40 46 women
were Polish (26%), 3 others (2%) had, according to different documents,
either a Polish or German citizenship. Six women (3%) were classified
as ‘Russian’, but – considering their names or birthplaces – were in fact
mostly of Ukrainian or Belorussian descent. In four other cases (2%),
the names do not give precise information on the heritage, but they
were surely of Slavic origin – probably Polish, Ukrainian, or Belorussian.
One woman was Dutch (1%). SS documents give additional information
in the case of 145 women on the reasons for their detainment. Of them
97 were ‘asocials’ (67%); 42 women were ‘political’ prisoners (29%); and
4 ‘criminals’ (3%). There is no evidence that any of these women were
of Jewish heritage.41

The surveillance and control of the camp brothels

The German sociologist, Wolfgang Sofsky, writes in The Order of Terror:
The Concentration Camp: ‘Every power of any duration organizes space
and time. ( . . . ) Temporal and spatial orders guide social action and rela-
tions. Absolute power exploits this. ( . . . ) The concentration camp is a
system of rigorous surveillance, a receptacle for violence’.42 The pris-
oner brothels, being camp institutions, were also organized according
to those rules of control and surveillance. When first introduced, the
Sonderbauten were situated at the camp entrance (Mauthausen, Gusen,
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Auschwitz), but later because of a general order, the brothel barracks
were built in the peripheral area of the camp near the medical blocks
(Flossenbürg, Buchenwald, Sachsenhausen, Neuengamme). The reasons
for the relocation were practical. On the one hand, the SS did not want
to have the Sonderbau being constantly looked at by prisoners.43 On
the other hand, the brothel was usually under the administration of
the camp doctor, and a medical assistant worked inside the brothel
barrack.44 That led to the macabre situation in which the building for
forced sex work was moved into the dying and killing zone of the
camp.45 In Sachsenhausen, the SS even built the brothel onto the back
wall of the Pathologie (pathology building), on top of the cellar that
hosted the mortuary.46

The special positioning in the zone of death and dying allowed the SS
to isolate the brothel even further from the rest of the camp. Usually, the
brothel barrack was fenced in, and an SS guard stood at the entrance.47

Moreover, the interior organization of space provided a maximum of
control. The Sonderbau was in most cases a standardized wooden barrack
with a long corridor running from the entrance to the back. The highly
structured internal division of the buildings meant that they were easy
to control by a guard in the corridor (see Figure 6.4). Symbolic of the
SS’s urge for total control, the Sonderbau in Auschwitz-Stammlager was
even designed on the basis of the architectural plans of the feared camp
prison in Block 11.48

The only way for a male prisoner to get into the brothel was to
undergo a long procedure that began with asking permission at the
camp administration. The prisoner then had to enlist at the Schreibstube
(the orderly room of prisoner’s camp office) for the visit. When the camp
commander gave permission, the names of the visitors were announced
at the evening roll call.49 In Flossenbürg the SS collected the permitted
prisoners after roll call and marched with them to the brothel barrack
in a row of two. The prisoners had to wait outside in a column until
the SS decided it was their turn. Jakub Piecha,50 a Polish survivor, was
19 years old when he was brought to Auschwitz. He worked at the SS
hairdresser Kommando and became the personal barber of the camp com-
mander Rudolf Höss. When the SS opened a camp brothel in Auschwitz
the Schutzhaftlagerführer Aumeier came into the barber Kommando and
gave his Kapo two coupons for the brothel. The Kapo kept one and
gave the other to Jakub who decided to visit the brothel. The survivor
explained that after the prisoners were led to the brothel, they went
through a medical examination and had to line up in a row of two in
the corridor.51 The camp commander Höss and other high SS officials
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Figure 6.4 View of Block 24a which housed the camp brothel for Auschwitz I
from 1943 until 1945
Source: Photograph by Robert Sommer, 2006.

appeared. The military orders ‘Stillgestanden! Augen rechts! Heil Hitler’!
(Stand to attention! Eyes right!) were shouted. An SS man reported the
official number of visitors. Jakub received a ticket with the number
nine and was allocated to line up in front of that room: ‘Number Nine!
Second in the row’!52

The time inside the room was limited. In Auschwitz, usually a male
prisoner was allowed to stay for 15 minutes in the room.53 Only ‘normal
sex’ in the missionary position was allowed. It was strictly prohibited to
get on the bed with shoes on. Through spy holes in the door the SS
guards ensured that the prisoners obeyed the rules.54 After the allotted
time a bell rang and the man had to leave the room. If he did not leave
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the room fast enough, a guard would charge in and beat him out.55

Before leaving the Sonderbau, the visitor had to go back to the medical
room and get a prophylactic injection.56

The SS attempted to ensure that nothing defied their control, but the
surveillance system did not work perfectly. Women resisted by covering
the spy holes with tape.57 Furthermore, women from the Sonderbau-
Kommando tried to build closer relationships to certain prisoners in
better social positions in the camp who would visit them frequently.58

Such ‘rational relationships’, as the historian Anna Hájková called them,
were a well-known survival strategy in ghettos such as Theresienstadt,
as well as in camps where male and female prisoners could meet, espe-
cially in Auschwitz-Birkenau (see Na’ama Shik’s essay in this anthology,
Chapter 8, this volume). In such ‘rational relationships’, men would
provide women with food and protection and receive in exchange sex-
ual services. In the case of the camp brothels (not only in Auschwitz
but in other camps such as Buchenwald59), men would, in addition to
extra food rations and protection, bribe other men to not have sex with
the women. The SS tried to hinder these closer contacts by making the
women change rooms constantly so that the male prisoners would not
know which woman they were going to get. In Auschwitz, black mar-
keteering in the camp increased with the opening of the camp brothel
because prisoners smuggled clothes and valuable items from ‘Kanada’,
where the belongings of the gassed Jews were stored, to the brothel in
Auschwitz-Stammlager to get the attention of a woman.60 Some prison-
ers went and visited their ‘lover’ at night.61 If the SS caught them, it
usually meant their death. To prevent night visits from happening, the
SS would lock the women in a dormitory room or simply replace the
women in the brothel Kommando with others.62

Not only was control one of the SS men’s preferred expression of
power, but they never missed an opportunity to humiliate the pris-
oners in the Sonderbau. Voyeurism especially seems to have been one
of the favourite games of the camp officers. A survivor of Auschwitz-
Monowitz, Hermann Leonhardt, who was the block elder of the camp
infirmary, stated that at the opening of the Monowitz Sonderbau in
the end of October 1943, he saw how a group of SS officers appeared
in the barrack to watch what was happening inside the single brothel
rooms. It was obvious to Leonhardt that they were enjoying it because
they continuously made dirty comments.63 This was not a singular
case. Voyeurism was apparent in other concentration camps as well; as
a former Dachau prisoner explained, SS men as well as SS-Helferinnen
(women working for the SS) often went to see prisoners engage in sexual
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intercourse. If it took the man too long, they would kick against the door
with their heavy boots.64

Another aspect of controlling the camp brothel was through medical
supervision. The women of the Sonderbau were not given any con-
doms for protection – and therefore occasionally women from the
camp brothel became pregnant and were forced to abort65 – but the SS
was eager to enforce protection against venereal diseases. Not only did
women have to wash themselves with lactic acid after any sexual inter-
course and men were given unknown prophylactic medications against
VD,66 but SS-run laboratories analysed blood and cervical smear samples
of forced sex workers regularly (see Figure 6.5). In Auschwitz, for exam-
ple, the blood and cervical smear samples from the women from the
camp brothels of Auschwitz-Stammlager and Monowitz were analysed
at the laboratory of the camp infirmary of Monowitz or the state-run
‘Staatliche Hygiene Institut’ in Rajsko, which was situated only a few
miles away from the main camp of Auschwitz.67 At first, it seems ridicu-
lous that the SS made such an effort to test prisoners for VD, but this has
to be understood as part of the SS’s more general fear of the spreading
of epidemics in the camp and perhaps endangering civilians. This fear

Figure 6.5 Test tube information slip for cervical smear samples from the women
of the Auschwitz-Monowitz camp brothel from March 1944
Source: Archive of the State Museum Auschwitz-Birkenau.
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is evident in a Meldung (report slip on a prisoner’s misbehaviour) from
July 1943 written by the SS from the Buchenwald concentration camp in
which a prisoner is reported for having tried to attend the brothel with
a falsified coupon. The SS stressed the particular severity of his offense
by saying that avoiding the medical examination could be a ‘menace to
the entire camp which ( . . . ) may not be underestimated’.68

In addition, Nazi concentration camps were to some degree sub-
ject to German laws since they were state-run institutions. It seems
that Nazi prostitution laws, with their racial and VD-control aspects,
applied in the camps as well. Adolf Hitler had already announced in
Mein Kampf the abolition of prostitution, because he saw it as a disgrace
(Schmach) for mankind, and in the early years of the Third Reich the
Nazis fought street prostitution with drastic measures. With the onset
of war in September 1939, however, the Nazis did not abolish pros-
titution after all, but rather took total control over it. All prostitutes
in Germany and the occupied territories had to register and work in
brothels which were supervised by the German police and the health
authorities.69 A confidential letter from 9 September 1939 defined rules
for prostitutes, including examinations for sexually transmitted diseases
that had to be done twice a week. The undergoing of sanitation proce-
dures was a general order to all SS men as well as soldiers.70 In addition,
the SS was by law required to report on a weekly basis any cases of
epidemics to the Staatliche Gesundheitsämter (state health authorities).71

Fear of spreading venereal diseases became a big issue, which, in the case
of the concentration camps, the SS-Hygiene Institut tried to solve.72

The society of camp prisoners and the brothel

In the following part of this chapter, I would like to discuss the question
of the importance of forced sex work in brothel barracks in concentra-
tion camps to male prisoners and the motives of male prisoners behind
attending the brothels. When thinking of sexuality in the concentra-
tion camp, in this case male sexuality in particular, one might wonder
how any sexual desire in the univers concentrationnaire – the world of
terror, starvation and annihilation – could exist. In an interview, Jack
Terry, a survivor of the Flossenbürg concentration camp, spoke about
the diminished significance of sexual desires: ‘And sex was not a ques-
tion. You know, survival, eating. Eating was the most important’.73

Shortly after his liberation, Auschwitz survivor and psychologist Viktor
E. Frankl recorded his experiences in the camp and stated that dur-
ing his stay in Auschwitz, his sexual drive ‘generally kept silent’74 and
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masturbation was replaced by Magenonanie (stomach masturbation).75

These accounts might represent the experiences of a large part of male
concentration camp prisoners, probably the majority, but there is more
to it. In 1971, the German psychiatrist Paul Matussek wrote in his study
of the psychological effects of concentration camp confinement that
the non-existence of sexual drives, as Frankl described it, cannot have
been true for everyone. One of his interviewed survivors stated, that
‘despite undernutrition, he missed sexual activity . . . Many [prisoners of
Dachau – RS] had sexual dreams and masturbated. In silence, I had
the wish to visit the camp brothel’.76 A Buchenwald survivor, Ernst
Federn, a psychologist himself, went as far as to write: ‘Sexuality played
a tremendous (wahnsinnige) role’.77

These accounts and statements seem at first contradictory, but they
begin to make sense once one understands the different living condi-
tions inside the camps. Considering the size of food rations and the
level of terror maintained by the SS, living conditions in some camps
were better than in others. In Dachau and Buchenwald the chances
of surviving were much better than in Auschwitz-Birkenau, Majdanek,
or Mauthausen.78 Moreover, the social structure of the prisoner popu-
lations was a major reason for the diversity of these accounts. Sofsky
describes the concentration camp as a system of extreme inequality in
which countless prisoners starved in misery while others led a life of
veritable luxury. To run the complex system of a concentration camp,
the SS relied on giving some power to a few prisoners who organized the
camp in ‘Self-Management’. That gradation of power was mainly based
on the racial and political ideas of the Nazi ideology and was realized
though a system of classification based on taxonomy.79

When a person was deported to a Nazi concentration camp, from the
moment of his or her arrival, his human identity was destroyed and
replaced by a number. A rapid process of dehumanization began, which
demanded of the prisoner to adapt completely to the laws of the camp.80

Only a few prisoners survived that initial period.81 An important part
of the destruction of a human being is desexualization. The obliteration
of sexuality and sexual identity becomes part of the act of terrorizing
the individual. In the beginning, all body hair is shaved off and any
personal belongings are taken away. After that shock, starvation makes
secondary sexual characteristics disappear: women lose their menstrua-
tion, the sexual body gets reduced to a sole reservoir of energy, and in
the end, it eats itself.82 Columns of men and women pass each other in
Auschwitz-Birkenau without having any sexual reactions to each other,
writes Samuel Pisar.83 Feelings of shame or loathing disappear for many
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prisoners. The psyche reverts to the mere will to survive. The demolition
of sexuality and sexual identity happened to both women and men,
but – as some female survivors testified – to women it could be even
more devastating than to men.84

After surviving these shocks, some prisoners were able to adapt to the
reality of the camp while many others died. In the process of adaptation,
reconquering a sexual identity becomes a major strategy of survival.
Furthermore, it shows that there is a strong connection between the
social position of a prisoner in the camp’s inner hierarchy and his or
her sexual life. The better the Kommando of the prisoner, the higher the
position of a prisoner in the system of prisoner-functionaries, the more
food a prisoner can organize (trade), and the more important sexuality
becomes in his or her life.85

Until the establishment of the brothel barracks, in most of the male
concentration camps there were no women. In fact, many of the male
prisoners, especially those who had been imprisoned already in 1933
when the Nazis took over, had not seen a woman since.86 Therefore,
seeing a woman generally caused a real sensation in the camp,87 as did
the arrival of women for the camp brothel in Auschwitz-Monowitz.
There, the brothel barrack was built in the middle of the camp and
the women even went out of the barrack to where the male inmates
could see them.88 In Auschwitz-Stammlager, the brothel was built into
Block 24 which was situated right next to the entrance gate overlaid
with the slogan Arbeit macht frei (see Figure 6.4). Most of the prison-
ers in the camp knew about the brothel, but that did not necessarily
mean that details of the brothel were generally known. Knowledge of
the brothel consisted mostly of rumours. In Mittelbau-Dora the brothel
barrack was built into the rooms of the barrack hosting the camp library,
situated right above the roll call square. During roll calls, the pris-
oners noticed the women in front of the barrack or at the windows
where the SS made them stand in order to draw the men’s attention.89

However, to most of the prisoners the Sonderbau did not have any signif-
icance in their daily struggle to survive.90 Since the prisoners for whom
sexuality played a rather important role mostly occupied higher posi-
tions in the camp’s social hierarchy, the camp brothel became merely
an institution for the prisoner-functionaries. The number of people
who frequented the Sonderbau was very small, almost infinitesimal. In
Auschwitz-Stammlager, during the time when approximately 30,000
prisoners were interned, the estimated number of visitors was about
100. That made up only 0.33 percent of the camp’s population.91

In Buchenwald an average of 98 prisoners visited the brothel on the
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days it was open during its first month of operation, July 1943. That
was 0.76 percent of the camp’s population.92 First of all, as we have
seen, the group of prisoners to whom the ‘privilege’ to visit a woman
in the Sonderbau was granted was very small. Second, a prisoner had
to ‘qualify racially’ for a visit. Only ‘Aryans’ were allowed, such as
Germans, Dutch, Belgians, Scandinavians, Poles, Czechs, Ukrainians,
and Spaniards.93 Jews and Soviet POWs were at all times excluded. They
were brought to the camps for their own annihilation.94 In addition,
the prisoner needed to have access to bonus coupons (Prämienscheinen)
to pay for the visit. Since in many camps those coupons were not dis-
tributed on a regular basis, a prisoner had to be able to acquire them on
the black market or know someone who was in charge of their distribu-
tion.95 In addition, the prisoner obviously needed to have the physical
strength and will to visit the Sonderbau. Those prisoners were mainly
prisoner-functionaries, such as Lagerälteste (senior camp prisoner), block
elders, Kapos (Kommando supervisors), but also prisoners from privileged
work squads such as Lagerschutz (camp police), Lagerfeuerwehr (camp fire
brigade), Küche (kitchen Kommando), Frisör (camp barber), Krankenbau
(camp infirmary), or Metzgerei (butcher). Based on accounts and testi-
monies as well as the Bordellbuch (brothel visitor book) of Block 3 of
the Mauthausen concentration camp, it is possible to get a closer view
of the social status of brothel visitors as well as into the frequency of
their visits. The visitors could be subdivided into three different groups
according to frequency and voluntariness of their visits: some of them
were frequent visitors; others went there sporadically or one time only;
some were even forced by the SS to go there.96

Frequent camp brothel visitors were an extremely small number and
mainly members of the camp ‘aristocracy’, the upper social stratum
of the prisoners.97 Thanks to the existence of a brothel visitor book
(Bordellbuch) from Block 3 of the Mauthausen concentration camp, we
know names, camp serial numbers of visitors, and the days of their visits
during the period from June to December 1942. Block 3 was the Promi-
nentenblock, the barrack where most of the prisoner-functionaries slept
at night. In August 1942, 90 prisoners were recorded in the Bordellbuch,
of whom 57 visited the brothel. Looking more closely at the frequency
of their visits, the book shows that some prisoners visited regularly,
up to twice a week, but these were only 19 men.98 When looking at
other original documents from Mauthausen, such as a list of prisoner-
functionaries who were allowed to carry a watch in the concentration
camp, as well as prisoners’ record cards, we are able to get an idea about
the social positions in the camp hierarchy of those frequent visitors.
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Some of them were Kapos of various working squads such as the quarry
work squad, the SS garage Kommando, or the Desinfikation (disinfec-
tion Kommando). Among them were also a cook, a cleaner at the camp
commander’s office, a worker in the camp parcel post office, and a
Blockschreiber (block scribe).99 These work positions were highly cov-
eted because they gave the prisoner the possibility to have access to
valuable trade objects or comestibles and at the same time meant little
physical labour. At the time when those men visited the camp brothel,
bonus vouchers had not yet been introduced and the ‘entrance fee’
therefore had to be ‘organized’ in other ways. The Kapos and higher-
rank prisoners were part of the Lagerprominenz (camp notables) who
had money and valuables (both strictly forbidden to most prisoners),
owned different pairs of shoes (while the mass of prisoners only had one
pair), played card games on Sunday with a few thousand Reichsmark
stakes, and organized sports contests as well as music evenings. They
also had young men or male children as lovers, even though homo-
sexuality was strictly forbidden in the camp.100 Sexuality did not only
play a role in their ‘higher lifestyle’,101 but became a prestigious sym-
bol of their power. The willful waste of food in front of prisoners who
starved to death was equivalent to the waste of sexual energy in con-
trast to prisoners who could not feel anything other than hunger and
fatigue.

The second group of brothel visitors was larger and can be seen as the
majority group of visitors, as the Mauthausen brothel book shows. The
sporadic and one-time brothel visitors belonged mainly to the camp’s
middle stratum. Their motives to visit the brothel were of a different
character and can be better understood in the context of their vicinity
to death and their desire to feel human, to feel themselves to be men
through experiencing sexuality as well as emotions. In 1973 the Pol-
ish sexologists Giza and Morasiewicz published their results of a study
done between 1964 and 1972 on the sexuality of male prisoners from
the Auschwitz concentration camp. In that study, they discuss, among
other things, the importance of masturbation to camp prisoners and
find out that the test subjects masturbated very seldom (once in two
or three months) and not for the purpose to satisfy any sexual needs,
but rather to see whether they were still alive.102 That was similar to
female sexuality, as the sexologists found in a later study.103 The corre-
lation with the desire to feel like a masculine human being by having
a sexual or an emotional experience can also be identified as a motive
for visiting the brothel. Men wanted to see whether they were still men,
in both a physical and emotional sense. Remasculinization became part
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of regaining one’s sexual identity, which had been destroyed since the
beginning of confinement in the camp.104

Many of the young men who were brought to a concentration camp
had never had any sexual relationships with women. It was clear to
them that they would never survive the Konzentrationslager, and so they
wanted to have at least once in their life a sexual encounter. A former
Auschwitz-prisoner, Johan F. B., who worked as an interpreter in the Poli-
tische Abteilung (Gestapo office inside the camp), received at one time a
bonus coupon from his friend who worked in the butcher Kommando.
His friend told him to visit the brothel since he had never been with a
woman. He went, but regretted it the moment he entered the brothel
and stated later that he only talked to the woman.105 Another example
is a Czech boy who came to Mauthausen when he was 18. There he
survived only with the help and protection of a prisoner-functionary
with whom he was forced to have sexual intercourse in exchange for
extra food and protection. Since he had never had a sexual relation-
ship with a woman, he wanted to see whether he was homosexual and
therefore visited the camp brothel.106 However, it seems that in many
cases men were not capable of any sexual action, as various forced sex
workers from camp brothels stated in interviews.107 The reasons were
not only the debilitation of the body of the prisoner, but also the reality
of the context of forced sex labour in a camp, with virtually no space
for sexual desire to develop, in addition to the long absence of any
contact with women.108 Many prisoners also visited Sonderbau simply
to talk to a woman – to have personal contact with another human
being.109

The third group of camp brothel visitors were those who did not
plan to go to the Sonderbau but were forced by the SS to do so. This
could mean that the SS wanted to reward certain prisoners, who did
not want to go to the brothel, but could not refuse the offer by
the SS official since that would have meant punishment. The former
Monowitz prisoner Mieczysław Zając remembers such a case. The Lager-
führer (camp leader) wanted to reward a prisoner who was a qualified
worker and who because of his excellent knowledge of the German
language was working for IG Farben. The prisoner was an older man,
a political prisoner, and did not want to visit the brothel. Unfortu-
nately, he did not have a choice and therefore had to follow the
‘invitational order’.110 In another instance, the Lagerälteste of Buchen-
wald, Erich Reschke, who happened also to be one of the heads of
the communist resistance movement in the camp, was forced by the
camp officials to ‘open the brothel’. Through that act, they declared
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his status as the highest-ranking prisoner in the internal hierarchy
to the entire camp; as such, he became the first prisoner with the
right to ‘live out his sexual desires’. In this way the SS authority
openly revealed the award for his collaboration,111 but at the same
time exemplified their own absolute power and control, even over him.
Though Reschke was the head of the prisoner hierarchy, the SS was
ultimately the power that allocated the ‘privilege’ to attend the camp
brothel.112

Another example of a forced brothel visit demonstrates the devas-
tating effect it could have. A French survivor of the Mittelbau-Dora
concentration camp, Jean Michel, wrote in his autobiography about
his compatriot Delarouche, who, together with his work squad, one
evening was returning to the camp from his shift in the tunnels of the
Kohnstein, where the dreaded ‘V2’ missiles were produced. SS officials
suddenly stopped the marching prisoners and directed them to the
brothel. According to Jean Michel, Delarouche said:

The men were stupefied. There they were marching in ranks towards
the barrack which had been transformed into a house of ill-repute.
The poor fellows were drunk with fatigue and only wanted to sleep
after twelve hours of work. The first line was put one in front of each
door and commanded to drop their trousers. The doors were still
closed. The girls must have been inside. The second, order was given:
‘Enter!’ They went in, trousers lowered, feeling as much like mak-
ing love as an ailing octogenarian. Delarouche found himself face to
face with a woman who was waiting. He was worried and blushing
with confusion. How could he manage it? The ‘little Frenchies’ were
about to fail to live up to their reputation. That is how legends are
destroyed!113

The exhaustion as well as the atmosphere of the brothel would have
made it impossible for the French men to fulfill their designated task.
Even though the brothel visit was considered to be a privilege by the
SS, it became a violation not only of the woman and her psyche and
sexual body, but the male prisoner was also forced to become an agent
within the forced sex labour structure and was thus forced to become
a perpetrator, a rapist. At the same time, the absolute power over him
humiliated him by revealing his own loss of masculinity and control.
The example illustrates how in the case of forced brothel visits, sex-
ual violence and humiliation can move in different directions: victims
become perpetrators who then are themselves humiliated.
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Summary

As we have seen, in 1941 Himmler decided to introduce camp brothels
to a selected group of male prisoners in his concentration camps in an
attempt to boost prisoner productivity to meet the unrealistic demand
of the Führer’s massive and diverse projects.

Female prisoners of the women’s concentration camps of Ravensbrück
and Auschwitz-Birkenau were selected by the SS for those brothels
or asked to ‘volunteer’ on the basis of false promises. Since those
women were usually working in very difficult Kommandos, ‘volunteer-
ing’ often meant deciding between forced sex labour and death. This
was indisputably an act of coercion, because the SS had itself created
the environment of terror and starvation. Inside the brothel barrack,
women did not have any choice other than to obey and become part
of the machinery of the Sonderbau. They were constantly under surveil-
lance and were neither allowed to refuse a man nor to leave the brothel
Kommando.114

The camp brothel became an institution that was severely controlled
and highly regulated. The SS never purposely gave up any of their abso-
lute control. The brothel visit was bureaucratically organized, scheduled,
and monitored. The SS selected the women and gave a few men per-
mission to satisfy their sexual needs within the structure of forced sex
labour they had carefully designed. Although the SS themselves were not
allowed to frequent women at the camp brothels, voyeurism became a
source of amusement to them. Moreover, watching prisoners through
spy holes was practiced to humiliate the prisoners even further, as was
ordering prisoners to visit the brothel. The Sonderbau was not only sub-
ject to the severe rules of the concentration camps, but also to laws
of VD-control and prostitution supervision, as records of the regular
analysis of cervical smear and blood samples of forced sex labourers
show.

The analysis of the motives of the brothel visitors and the frequency
of their visits shows clearly the connection between power and sexual-
ity inside the concentration camp. One’s own capacity to have sexual
desires and moreover to act them out was a mark of a high social
position in the camp. A wasteful expulsion of sexual energy was only
possible for prisoners at the uppermost levels in the prisoner hierarchy.
The SS conceded extra power to these prisoners to keep the complex
camp system running. With their power, the high-ranked prisoners
also received the right to have controlled sexual intercourse in the
camp brothel. On the other hand, the demonstration of one’s loss of
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masculinity was used to expose those of low rank in the hierarchy and
became a further occasion for humiliation.

To prisoners of the middle stratum of camp society, sexuality was less
a symbol of status or prestige than a wish to have one sexual experience
before ‘going through the chimney’, or a strategy of reconquering a sex-
ual masculine identity and thereby feeling human again. Since in most
camps it was impossible to meet women outside the Sonderbau and liv-
ing out sexuality was strictly prohibited,115 visiting the brothel became
a part of a remasculinization strategy. Unfortunately, this created an
enormous dilemma: the prisoner had to play an active part in the sys-
tem of forced sex labour, a phenomenon which illuminates some of the
more perfidious and vile aspects of the functioning of power within the
camps. Prisoners were turned into perpetrators and yet remained vic-
tims themselves. The organized sexual exploitation in camp brothels
became thus an essential piece of the structures for the elimination of
humanity inside the camps. The Bonus-Order and the camp brothels
were designed to enforce the functioning of the lethal concentration
camp machinery and thus need to be understood as an important part
of the camps’ history.
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Between ‘Racial Awareness’ and
Fantasies of Potency: Nazi Sexual
Politics in the Occupied Territories
of the Soviet Union, 1942–1945
Regina Mühlhäuser

‘Racial restructuring of Europe’ (Rassische Neuordnung Europas) was the
term under which the Germans envisioned the creation of a new social
order in Europe based on racial criteria. The territory upon which this
concept was to be realized in its most radical form was occupied Eastern
Europe. German politics of colonization, extermination, and ‘german-
ization’ in Poland and the occupied territories of the Soviet Union was
extremely violent. ‘Racial selection’ became the basic principle of the
German efforts to control and organize the populations in these coun-
tries: everybody deemed ‘useful’ was to be separated from the ‘useless’;
the ‘healthy’ from the ‘ill’; and the ‘own’ from the ‘other’.1

Central to this new racial order in Eastern Europe was the attempted
management of sexual encounters between occupiers and occupied.
From the outset of the German invasion of the Soviet Union, var-
ious Nazi authorities were deeply concerned with the control and
regulation of rape, sexual enslavement, military and civil prostitution,
sexual affairs, and romantic relationships.2 According to the logic of
Nazi ‘racial hygiene’ (Rassenhygiene), associations between German men
and ‘ethnically alien women’ (fremdvölkische Frauen) would endanger
national health and vitality. Various Wehrmacht units urged their sol-
diers to exercise ‘restraint towards [ . . . ] the other sex’, as expressed
by the commander of the 11th army Erich von Manstein in Novem-
ber 1942.3 As other armies did during World War II, the Wehrmacht
High Command (Oberkommando der Wehrmacht, OKW) aimed to control
desire in order to ensure military discipline and prevent sexually trans-
mitted disease as well as enemy espionage. To this end, leaders of the SS

197
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and police tried to ban ‘undesirable sexual intercourse’ (unerwünschten
Geschlechtsverkehr), i.e., sexual contact between German soldiers and
women designated as ‘racially inferior’.4

German men at the Eastern front, however, did not pay great atten-
tion to these efforts at regulations. On 25 February 1942, eight months
after the invasion of the Soviet Union, the Security Service Reichsführer-
SS (Sicherheitsdienst Reichsführer-SS; SD) noted that Wehrmacht orders
‘to ban any kind of sexual intercourse with Russian women and girls
have up to now been without any noteworthy effect’.5 Authorities doc-
umented rape and gang rape, incidents of sexual enslavement, as well
as military and civil prostitution.6 At the same time, in some regions,
German soldiers were known to become engaged to non-German
women, increasingly applying for marriage permits, and producing
‘racially mixed children’.7

On 16 September 1942, the Reich Commissioner for the Strength-
ening of Germandom (Reichskommissar zur Festigung des Deutschen
Volkstums, RKF), Heinrich Himmler, asserted that ‘undesirable sexual
intercourse’ in ‘the East’ must be ‘prevented if possible’. Implicitly he
conceded the impossibility of gaining complete control over the desire
of the individual man. At a conference in the Ukraine, he advised leaders
of the SS and the police,

if [ . . . ] the necessities of the blood, the being, and the man are dif-
ferent, and cannot be avoided during war, then you are bound to tell
your men that they may only be responsive to a liaison that they
can account for to Germany, to their own blood, and to their future
child.8

Himmler acted on the assumption that male sexual lust in times of war
was unavoidable and that satisfying soldiers’ heterosexual desires would
be beneficial to the war effort. Indeed several Nazi authorities empha-
sized soldiers’ need for regular heterosexual activity as an outlet for their
allegedly uncontainable sexual drives and to improve their military per-
formance.9 Their phrasing often revealed a blatant pride in the virility
and potency of German men. Heterosexual activity was interpreted as a
symbol of national masculinity and military strength. Indeed, the ‘sex-
ual surrender’ of enemy women was generally considered to be one form
of conquest of the other nation.10

During the racist War of Annihilation, these images of soldierly sexu-
ality and sexual surrender contradicted the Nazi idea of ‘racial hygiene’.
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Himmler addressed this conflict by appealing to the ‘racial awareness’
(Rassebewußtsein) of individual soldiers. Members of the Wehrmacht,
SS, and police should only consider pursuing sexual encounters with
women deemed worthy of being the mother of a German child.
Himmler knew, however, that clear-cut, permanently fixed criteria for
the evaluation of ‘racial value’ did not exist,11 conceding that it would
be ‘pure coincidence whether the girl a soldier gets attached to is pure-
bred or unfit’.12 Himmler’s appeal to ‘racial awareness’ was thus mainly a
disciplinary threat, reminding individual soldiers that any transgression
of these expectations could lead to punishment.

Wehrmacht, SS, and civil occupation authorities chose different ways
to deal with the contradictions that characterized sexual politics during
the ‘racial war in the East’ (Rassenkrieg im Osten). The following anal-
ysis will explore these regulation-efforts in light of conflicting racial,
sexual, and military aims. The first section will focus on sexual torture,
rape, and gang rape. Did the fact that German men raped women who
were considered to be ‘racially inferior’ present a serious problem to
the Nazi authorities? The second part will turn towards sexual enslave-
ment and military as well as civil prostitution. Did Nazi ideas of ‘racial
hygiene’ play a significant role in the establishment of military brothels
and the organization of controlled access to civil prostitution? The third
part will focus on consensual relations. Did military and civil authori-
ties generally ban consensual relations between German men and Soviet
women?13

In conclusion, Himmler’s elaborations on the responsibility of the
individual German man ‘towards Germany, his blood, and his future
child’ will be reconsidered to highlight the ambiguities of the Nazi cat-
egory of race in relation to sexual politics at the Eastern front. These
ambiguities, however, did not cause visible confusion among German
men stationed in the Soviet Union. On the contrary, this article argues
that it was precisely the combination of strict orders, ideological contra-
dictions, and practical ambivalence that contributed to the maintenance
of state power in a rather uncontrollable territory.

Sexual torture, rape, and gang rape

On 7 January 1942, the People’s Commissioner of Foreign Affairs
of the Soviet Union, Vyacheslav M. Molotov, published an account
of eyewitness testimonies, which during the Nuremberg War Crimes
Trials became known as the Molotov Note. On several pages, the
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document testifies to different forms of sexual violence committed by
German men:

In the city of Lvov [Ukraine; RM], 32 women working in a garment
factory were first violated and then murdered by the German storm
troopers. [ . . . ]

Near the town of Borissov in Belorussia, 75 women and girls attempt-
ing to flee at the approach of the German troops fell into their hands.
The Germans first raped and then savagely murdered 36 of their num-
ber. By order of a German named Hummer, the soldiers marched L.I.
Melchukova, a 16-year-old-girl, into the forest, where they raped her.
A little later, some other women who had also been dragged into
the forest saw some boards near the trees and the dying Melchukova
nailed to the boards. The Germans had cut off her breast in the pres-
ence of these women, among whom were V.I. Alperenko and V.H.
Bereznikova.14

Rape, gang rape, and sexual torture were forms of violence that accom-
panied the brutal German war in Eastern Europe. As the Molotov Note
documents, the rape of a woman could end with her murder.15 Further-
more, some sources indicate that the murder of a woman was sometimes
followed by the sexual abuse of her dead body.16 As Gaby Zipfel has
pointed out, the merging of male sexual lust and deadly violence in
combat situations is not out of the ordinary. Threatened by the possi-
bility of their own death, men ‘reaffirm their sexual potency and their
capacity to overcome fear’.17

Other testimonies support the descriptions of rape and sexual tor-
ture presented in the Molotov note. German men occasionally cut off a
woman’s breast, which resulted in her very painful death. The technique
of putting a woman up on a board, naked, for everybody to see, did not
only mean physical torture. In the moment the woman confronted her
death, the perpetrators took away her privacy and her feminine iden-
tity. In addition, they terrorized the local population who had to watch
or overhear details about the victim’s humiliation and murder.18 Sexual
torture thus functioned as a direct threat, an expression of power, and
a form of communication between occupiers and occupied. Indeed, as
Ruth Seifert has pointed out, the sexual violation of women in times of
war is not only an act directed against an individual woman. It also car-
ries a ‘message from men to men’, meaning that one group is no longer
able to protect ‘their’ women. In this respect, sexual violence by the
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victors symbolizes both the military defeat and humiliation of the male
population.19

German men furthermore used sexual violence as an instrument dur-
ing interrogations.20 In her war memories, the Russian teacher Genia
Demianova describes her capture on 5 August 1941 in the Russian city
Pskov. After she failed to escape, the commanding officer tortured her
with a whip and brutally raped her. According to her account, the
sergeant boasted about his sexual success afterwards:

There is a roar of cheering, the clinking of many glasses. The sergeant
is standing in the open doorway: ‘The wild cat is tamed,’ he is saying.
‘Boys, she was a virgin. What do you say to that?’

Another burst of cheering, then he closes the door. But I am not
left alone for long. The others came in. Ten, a hundred, a thousand,
one after another. The[y] flung themselves upon me, digging into my
wounds while they defiled me. [ . . . ]

Then everything passed. The Germans kept coming, spitting obscene
words towards me, guffawing as they tortured me.21

Genia Demianova was kept in a school building and sexually enslaved
for several days after her initial violation. Her account intensely points
to the fact that gang rapes in times of war were frequently carried out
in a hierarchical order. The highest-ranking officer is the first to enter
the woman’s body. The subordinate soldiers respect his performance
and wait their turn. In general, the men in the most powerful positions
decide who the next rapist will be. In the life-threatening situation of
combat, when men are extremely dependent on one another, gang rapes
confirm the inextricable bonds between them and the reliability of their
hierarchies. With a mixture of lust and willingness to destroy, the men
meet after one another in the body of a woman. In this process, they
reaffirm their masculinity and sexual potency.22

German men did not only exercise sexual violence in the combat
zone. Rape was a form of aggression that structured the everyday life
of occupation in the military rear. Numerous reports document that
women constantly anticipated becoming victims of rape. They fled their
homes, lived in permanent hiding-places and disguised themselves.23

German men raped girls who were less than 10 years and women who
were more than 80 years old.24 They chose women whom Nazi ‘racial
hygiene’ categorized as ‘ethnic German’ (volksdeutsch) or ‘Slavic’ as well
as women whom they despised as Jews.25 Sometimes the perpetrators
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selected their victims randomly; at other times a man would seek
out a specific woman whom he had known or heard about before.
Sometimes the rapists acted spontaneously; at other times they system-
atically planned their crime beforehand.26 Various reports also suggest
that Germans involved the local population in finding and providing
women. Local men either were forced or decided of their own accord to
participate in rounding up women.27

The Nazi authorities knew about these crimes. In rather curt language,
often in the form of a list, local military commanders or civil bureaucrats
reported cases of rape and gang rape among incidents of looting, cat-
tle theft, and excessive consumption of alcohol.28 On 10 August 1941,
not even two months after the German invasion of the Soviet Union,
the command of the 9th Army reported that the number of sexual
crimes in the combat zone had risen significantly.29 In response, mili-
tary commanders issued guidelines in which they urged the soldiers to
exercise ‘restraint with respect to the other sex’. They demanded rigor-
ous action against German soldiers’ ‘running wild and lack of discipline
[Verwilderung und Undisziplin]’.30

In the everyday situation of war and occupation, however, rigorous
action was rarely taken. Compared to desertion, unauthorized leave,
self-mutilation (Selbstverstümmelung), or sedition of military strength
(Zersetzung der Wehrkraft), the Wehrmacht did not assess sexual violence
as a ‘primary crime’.31 Narratives of former soldiers indicate that a rapist
could become subject to disciplinary action by his commanding officer,
and a number of soldiers were court-martialed. In general, however, dis-
ciplinary consequences seem to have been the exception. Unreported
cases were certainly much more numerous.

As Birgit Beck has demonstrated, military judges in the occupied ter-
ritories of the Soviet Union imposed comparatively light sentences in
cases of rape. While soldiers sentenced as sex offenders at the Western
front often remained in prison for many years, their counterparts at the
Eastern front usually escaped with sentences between a couple months
and two years. This difference was mainly due to the methods of racial
warfare specific to the Eastern front. The Barbarossa Decree from 13 May
1941, which regulated the activities of German court-martials in ‘the
East’, had established that no criminal offenses committed by German
soldiers against Soviet civilians were to be punished. Exceptions should
only be made when military discipline or the security of the troops
required it, for instance, in the case of ‘serious actions that are caused
by a lack of self-restraint’.32 Sexual violence in combat, however, was
seldom regarded as ‘serious action’, and even less so if the victim was
designated as ‘racially inferior’. In accordance, rapists were not punished
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for harming the ‘gender honor’ (Geschlechtsehre) of a woman, let alone
for violating her physiological and psychological integrity. Rather, the
final verdicts in rape cases usually elaborated that the defendant had
harmed the reputation of the Wehrmacht.33

The fear that the reputation of the Wehrmacht could be jeopardized
by sexual violence also became an issue of institutional rivalry. On
10 August 1943, the general office of the Wehrmacht sent a letter to
SS-Obergruppenführer Karl Wolf, which listed numerous cases of rape by
members of the SS. Due to the constant threat of rape, the local popula-
tion would flee their homes and frequently join the partisans. Since the
non-Germans, the letter continued, could not distinguish an SS officer
from a Wehrmacht soldier, this behavior by the SS risked casting a bad
light onto the Wehrmacht, harming military strategy and endangering
the German victory.34

In fact, leaders of the SS and police did deal with sexual violence
committed by their men. The documentary paper trail indicates that
members of the SS were known to rape women regarded as ‘racially infe-
rior’.35 At a conference of Supreme Judges of the SS and Police courts
in Poland and the ‘occupied Eastern territories’ in May 1943, the topic
discussed at greatest length was referred to as ‘undesirable sexual inter-
course’. According to the minutes of this meeting, SS-Sturmbannführer
Heinz from the SS and Police Court in Kiev assumed that at least
50 percent of all members of the SS and the police violated the ‘ban
on undesirable sexual intercourse with ethnically alien women’. Since it
was not in the interest of the judges to sentence more than half of the
SS and policemen in ‘the East’, all participants finally agreed to advise
Reichsführer-SS Heinrich Himmler to abolish the ban.36

In short, German men – members of the Wehrmacht, the SS, and the
police – exercised sexual violence under various circumstances and in
different ways. They raped women during battles and massacres, in the
military rear and in the everyday situation of occupation. They exer-
cised sexual torture as a means to terrorize their enemies and as an
instrument in interrogation. Many of the victims of these crimes were
women deemed ‘racially inferior’ or ‘undesirable’. On the whole, Nazi
authorities silently accepted these forms of violence as a normal aspect
or product of warfare. The belief that soldiers needed heterosexual sat-
isfaction and that the conquest of an enemy nation was accompanied
by its ‘sexual surrender’ trumped the fear of racial transgression. Nev-
ertheless, some cases of rape and gang rape were brought to trial. If a
man was convicted, however, it was mainly due to matters of military
discipline and military reputation. That German men chose ‘ethnically
alien women’ or ‘women of alien races’ as objects of their desire seldom
provoked special attention.
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Sexual enslavement, military and civil prostitution

In July 1940, supreme commander Walther von Brauchitsch argued for
the establishment of military brothels in order to prevent the spread
of sexually transmitted diseases, a rise of the number of rapes in the
German occupied zones, and an increase of homosexual activity within
the military units:

The longer the stay of German troops in the occupied territories will
last, the more orderly and peace-like the conditions are under which
the soldier lives and performs his duty, the more the sexual question,
in all its circumstances and implications, requires serious attention.
[ . . . ] Due to the diversified natures of men, it is inescapable that there
will be tensions and necessities on the sexual field here and there,
which we can and shall not close our eyes to.37

Von Brauchitsch defined soldierly sexuality as a part of military poli-
tics. He assumed that men would accumulate unfulfilled sexual lust if
they had no opportunity to engage in sexual activity. Sooner or later,
these drives would need to be released. If no ‘normal’ sexual outlets
existed, men would turn towards sexual violence or homosexual activi-
ties. A similar view was reflected in military jurisdiction. In April 1944,
a soldier was convicted for the attempted rape of two Latvian women.
The judges explicitly stated that the defendant could have released his
‘sexual needs’ (sexuelle Nöte) by other means, for instance in one of
the Wehrmacht-controlled brothels. Consequently, he would not have
needed to rape:

Roughly speaking, it cannot be said that the defendant has acted due
to a sexual emergency [sexueller Notstand]. In Riga the Wehrmacht has
established disinfection facilities [Sanierungsanstalten]. Furthermore,
as in all big cities, the soldier can easily exercise sexual intercourse in
Riga.38

The logic behind this line of reasoning was based on the assumption
that ‘typically’ sexual violence lust and homosexual desire would only
emerge in cases in which opportunities for allegedly normal hetero-
sexual activity did not exist. Von Brauchitsch and the military judges
thus negated that sexual violence was an aspect of belligerence with
its own motives and functions. Furthermore, they rejected the idea that
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homosexual desire and practices could constitute normal forms of desire
and identity.

In accordance with this position, the Wehrmacht had already estab-
lished military brothels and organized controlled access to local brothels
in occupied France and Poland.39 In September 1942 Field Marshal
Wilhelm Keitel (OKW) supported the establishment of brothels in the
‘occupied Eastern territories’. The controlled access to heterosexual ser-
vices was supposed to ensure military discipline and prevent sexually
transmitted diseases and the ‘siring of racially mixed bastards that are of
no interest for Germany’.40

The idea that the soldiers needed an outlet for their sexual drives was,
however, disputed. Others envisioned the strong soldier to be in control
of his sexual urges. A letter with reference to ‘Party and Wehrmacht in
the General Government and their Executive Functions’ from August
1944 held the view that ‘brothels have no right to existence. They are
feeble concessions to impulse-driven human beings, and typical for the
spirit of the rear [Etappengeist].’41 In this view, images of the ‘racially
aware Aryan master’, which were shaped by conceptions of manliness,
focusing on a mature character, controlled will, and sexual self-restraint,
obviously contradicted the dominant idea of the aggressive and sexually
active soldier.42 Indeed, Hitler himself had originally opposed prostitu-
tion, perceiving it as a major cause of Germany’s decline.43 In the course
of the war, however, sex was increasingly considered to be ‘the under-
lying fuel of the military machine’. As Annette Timm has argued, ‘the
expression of male sexuality was not a matter of individual pleasure but
of the nation’s military strength’.44

Consequently, the OKW established a system of officially regulated
prostitution in Poland and the occupied territories of the Soviet Union.
The organization of this system, however, varied from region to region.
It depended on the location, the strategies of the occupation politics, the
degree of collaboration with the local authorities, and last but not least
on whether such a system had existed prior to the German occupation.
In Riga, Latvia, for instance, the sanitation officer found it compara-
tively easy to establish brothels because there had been a long-standing
system of regulated prostitution in that city prior to World War II. As
was done earlier in France, the Wehrmacht took over already existing
brothels or employed existing prostitution structures.45 In other parts
of the Soviet Union, however, there were no easily visible and accessi-
ble prostitution structures and, as a result, the Wehrmacht worked to
establish new brothels.46 On 20 March 1942, the chief sanitation officer
at the Army High Command (Heeresarzt beim Oberkommando des Heeres)
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noted that the amount of uncontrolled prostitution in Russia had grown
tremendously. There were many secret brothels in larger cities. The num-
ber of cases of sexually transmitted disease was reported to be very high.
In response, the chief sanitation officer issued a directive titled ‘pros-
titution and brothels in the occupied territory of Sovietrussia’, which
ordered the establishment of medically supervised brothels for the use of
German soldiers only. Russian doctors, under the supervision of German
sanitation officers, were to conduct all examinations.47

In various regions, sanitation officers complained that the demand
for sexual services would exceed the available number of prostitutes.48

In March 1943, the chief sanitation officer reported that the numbers
of visitors to the Wehrmacht brothel in Lvov, Ukraine, was so high that
during lunch hours and in the evenings the line sometimes stretched
down the street. Hence, he concluded that it was absolutely neces-
sary to expand the number of Wehrmacht brothels. At the same time,
however, he expressed concern about the Wehrmacht’s reputation. He
reported a lack of sympathy (Verständnislosigkeit) on the part of the civil-
ian population, and concluded that ‘in the present condition, the whole
business in the Wehrmacht brothel can be declared unworthy of the
Wehrmacht’.49

Indeed, the existence of Wehrmacht brothels sometimes disturbed the
local population and not merely because of the bad impression made by
Wehrmacht soldiers standing in line for commercial sex. In fact, local
women had to fear for their lives. The doctor Elena Buividaite-Kutorgene
from Kovno, Lithuania, recorded in her diary in 1941:

In the evenings [Kovno] is empty, dark, and fearsome; young women
are afraid to go out since it is said that they are picked up and
taken to brothels. Such establishments of various sorts have been very
carefully organized, for the commanders and for the soldiers.50

Several testimonies repeat the belief that local Wehrmacht comman-
ders forced young women and girls to work in the brothels. Fritz Seidler
assumes that young women in particular who refused to follow the call
to work in Germany were forced to work in a military brothel instead.51

Sometimes women also volunteered to work in the brothels or sold
themselves on the street, calculating that prostitution was preferable to
death by hunger and deprivation.52

The fact that most of the women in the brothels in the ‘occupied
Eastern territories’ were not what the Nazis themselves would have con-
sidered Aryan was at least condoned. Indeed, Himmler had explicitly
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approved of sexual intercourse with ‘ethnically alien women’ in 1942
because it allegedly occurred outside the context of personal attachment
and reproduction.53 Sexual intercourse with Jewish women, however,
remained strictly forbidden. In his directive on the establishment of
brothels from 20 March 1942, the chief sanitation officer at the Army
High Command explicitly stipulated that ‘Jewesses are to be banned’.54

Nevertheless, a number of narratives indicate that exceptions to this
ban were frequent. Sometimes a woman would hide her Jewish origins,
at other times German men picked a Jewish woman despite or even
because of her origin.55

As Elena Buividaite-Kutorgene pointed out, the Wehrmacht tried to
organize separate brothels for officers and privates. In some cases, it also
established special brothels for foreign volunteers.56 As an adjutant of
the ‘Eastern battalion’ (Ostbatallion) put it, ‘the man who is prepared
to die for Germany must also be granted access to the brothels’.57 In
general, military brothels bound the individual man to the army. By
establishing brothels, the OKW demonstrated that it spared no effort
or expense to facilitate its soldiers’ access to sexual experiences without
personal risks: military and medical protection were provided, as were
consistent prices.58

SS-units organized their own form of prostitution, although the
documentary paper trail suggests that the SS-leadership did not orga-
nize brothels on a larger scale. Instead, various narratives show that
SS-members visited the Wehrmacht brothels designated for officers.
When the Einsatzgruppe D (Deployment Group D, a mobile killing squad
of the SS) was stationed in Taganrog, Russia, for an extended period
of time, some members of the command established a theatre group.
The members of this group were mostly ‘pretty Russian women and
girls, who supplemented their food rations’. After the show, there was
‘dancing, drinking and the girls then somehow came to an agreement.’
Secret meeting points outside of the city were arranged for members
of the command, houses were seized and caretakers (Hausmeister) were
appointed in order to ‘protect’ the women.59

In short, military commanders established brothels in order to ensure
military discipline, prevent sexually transmitted diseases, and reduce
sexual violence as well as homosexual activity. As demonstrated above,
many men took advantage of this offer. Others, however, continued to
seek unauthorized commercial sex. As Elizabeth Heineman put it, ‘sex
was negotiated between the state and the men: the state could with-
hold access to brothels, and men could choose not to visit them’.60 The
prostitute became nearly invisible in this scenario. The fact that German
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men chose ‘ethnically alien women’ as prostitutes was at least tolerated.
The soldiers’ fulfillment of their sexual drives thus surpassed the ‘ethnic
aim’ (volkstumspolitisches Ziel ) of ‘racial pureness’.

Consensual encounters and romantic relations

In the military rear and in occupied areas, German men often stayed
in the same region for extended periods of time. They lodged in private
homes and operated amidst the local population, which the Wehrmacht
employed in various service positions. In this climate of everyday life
during occupation, German men and local women developed friendly
contacts and intimate relationships. Today, these are mainly interpreted
as cases in which young people fell in love with little relation to or even
in spite of the situation of war and occupation.61 This invocation of
love outside of or against the political power structures, however, fails
to grasp the ways in which love and power are mediated. Paraphrasing
Foucault’s analysis of modern sexual discourse, sexuality is not opposed
to and subversive of power. On the contrary, sexuality is ‘a dense transfer
point of power, charged with instrumentality’.62 Similarly, love cannot
exist outside of or opposed to power relations. On the contrary, roman-
tic encounters in the occupied territories of the Soviet Union developed
particularly due to the climate of war and occupation, and were struc-
tured by its special conditions. A German man who developed romantic
feelings for a Soviet woman was often attempting to establish an expe-
rience ‘outside’ of combat. A Soviet woman, on the other hand, who
engaged in a romance with a German soldier, might have been seeking
normalcy within the everyday situation of violence and terror. Indeed,
for a woman deemed ‘ethnically alien’, who constantly endured the
threat of sexual violence, developing an intimate relationship with a
German could mean becoming an active agent in shaping her own fate.

The OKW tried to prevent these kinds of relationships from develop-
ing. On 15 September 1942, Field Marshal Wilhelm Keitel explicated the
military concerns:

According to the existing reports, the lodgings [of German men] next
to the civil population in the occupied Eastern territories led to closer
contact [engeren Fühlungnahme] and to partly steady relationships
between German soldiers and local women. Apart from a significant
increase of venereal diseases, this situation abets enemy spy activi-
ties and leads to a complete blurring of the necessary distance to the
people of the occupied Eastern territories.63
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Keitel feared that consensual relationships – just like sexual violence –
would increase sexually transmitted disease, facilitate enemy espionage,
damage the alleged German superiority, and harm the reputation of
the Wehrmacht. In addition, long-term relations implied a greater risk
of soldiers suffering emotional conflicts. Military commanders dreaded
the notion that a man who got to know a woman intimately would
cease to regard the local people as enemies and would lose sight of
the German aims in the war. Furthermore, the OKW feared that a man
might experience distress if his sexual encounters in the occupied terri-
tory interfered with his sexual relations at home.64 Indeed, a couple of
soldiers in Norway had been known to commit suicide because they felt
unable to handle both their families in Germany and their girlfriends
and children in Norway.65

In order to deal with these concerns, military orders tried to pre-
vent soldiers from developing any sympathy for the population, and, in
particular, to dissuade the troops from seeking sexual encounters with
Soviet women. The OKW tried to solve the problem of ‘fraternization’ by
ordering the troops to evict all the inhabitants of houses used for accom-
modation by the soldiers.66 To increase soldiers’ vigilance, the image of
the female enemy spy who would take advantage of the friendliness of
German men was conjured up. An order of the 18th armored division
stated that nearly all of these women were ‘Jewish broads’ ( Judenweiber)
whose origins could not be distinguished by sight.67

In areas where German men and local women worked in direct con-
tact with each other, the army devised special rules of behavior. In March
1942, the Economic Unit East (Wirtschaftsstab Ost) reminded its soldiers
to treat the female workers with ‘strict reserve’ (strengster Zurückhaltung):
‘Drinking together, intimate approaches to local women and girls, danc-
ing with them and granting trips in official vehicles is prohibited in any
circumstance.’68

The documentary paper trail and oral testimonies indicate, however,
that consensual amusements and intimate relationships did not cease to
exist. In Andre Kaminski’s documentary Liebe im Vernichtungskrieg (Love
in the War of Annihilation), a Belorussian woman, introduced as Galina,
recalls:

The Germans – really young soldiers – did often visit us. We were
then three girls: myself, Luba and Ira. A record player, dances – it was
just fun. Around us the war raged, and here there was nevertheless
the opportunity to have a little amusement, to have a rest. That was
simply pure human.69
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Her narrative reveals her desire for normalcy, for ‘fun’, ‘simply pure
human’ in the life-threatening situation ‘around us’. At the same time,
she seems to justify her contacts with German men by stressing their
very young age and their need to rest. Indeed, as Claudia Lenz has
pointed out, women who had intimate relations with German men dur-
ing World War II adapt certain narrative patterns to relate their story.70

In an attempt to exculpate the women from the constant accusations of
collaboration, Galina stresses their youth and naivety and the allegedly
apolitical nature of the relationships.

There are other stories of women who were attracted to German
men. Some women established regular relationships with German sol-
diers because they hoped for better living conditions, food rations,
or protection. Others developed romantic feelings for ‘a good-looking
stranger’. In certain situations, even Jewish women wanted to be with
a German man.71 Generally, however, the partners did not speak the
same language. Furthermore, the men arrived in uniforms and were
equipped with weapons. For the Russian woman, therefore, the decision
to develop feelings for a German man always meant getting intimately
involved with the occupational power. The political climate could sup-
port her decision if the local population regarded the Germans as
‘liberators from the Bolsheviks’. At other times, however, the woman
made the active decision to collaborate with the enemy.72

The civil occupation authorities worried about the political conse-
quences of these relationships. In accordance with the Wehrmacht and
the SS, they feared that this would undermine the allegedly superior
position of the Germans in relation to the local people. If the manners
of German men became too friendly, the occupation regime felt in dan-
ger of losing power. At the same time, however, the civil occupation
authorities feared that a complete ban of relations between Germans
and local women would offend the local population and minimize their
willingness to collaborate. On 27 July 1941, the Reich Commissioner
for the Ostland (Reichskommissar für das Ostland, RKO) observed that the
marriage ban for ‘Reich German men’ and local women would destroy
the opportunity ‘to lead these people towards the German Volk’ (diese
Völker an das deutsche Volk heranzuführen). Besides, he found it problem-
atic to decorate local men who had volunteered for the Wehrmacht with
the ‘iron cross’ (Eisernes Kreuz) to acknowledge that they had risked their
lives for Germany, while discriminating against their sisters by deeming
them unworthy of marrying a German.73 Different bureaucrats reacted
to this situation in July 1942 by planning a marriage law for German
men in the ‘Ostland’. Himmler, however, was opposed, arguing that
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there should not yet, ‘after only one year of experience’, be any written
rules. Still, he conceded that there could be individual exceptions to the
marriage ban in Estonia and Latvia. ‘Reich German’ men should hence-
forth be able to marry local women after ‘racial inspection’.74 Indeed,
even members of the SS applied for marriage permits with women in
the Baltic States and the Ukraine.

By the end of 1942, the Nazi authorities expressed a special inter-
est in the children of German men in ‘the East’. On 8 September
1942, the commander-in-chief of the 2nd tank division, General Rudolf
Schmidt, submitted a report to Hitler in which he estimated the num-
ber of ‘racially mixed children’ (Mischlingskinder) expected in ‘the East’
to be about 1.5 million per year. His estimation was based upon a
rather simple mathematical calculation. He assumed that every sec-
ond of the six million German men stationed in ‘the East’ had sexual
encounters with local women. A pregnancy would be the natural con-
sequence in half of the cases.75 One week later, on 16 September 1942,
Himmler introduced the figure of at least one million ‘soldier’s children’
(Soldatenkinder) at the field-headquarters in front of commanders of the
SS and police.76 This idea – that sexual encounters of German men
would result in such a high number of children – displayed megaloma-
niac Nazi fantasies of unlimited potency and appeared as an affirmation
of national strength.77

If a woman really did become pregnant, she should undergo a
‘racial inspection’ in order to establish whether she was ‘germanizable’
(eindeutschbar). This included an evaluation of her appearance, charac-
ter, origins, and sexual history. The Nazi authorities generally believed
that Soviet women who were willing to enter into relations with Ger-
man men would be ‘racially undesirable’. In June 1943, Himmler cited
Hitler with the statement that ‘in 90% of all cases, German men want
to marry the most inferior of girls and women that one can imagine in
a people’.78 The particular fact that these women got involved with the
enemy made them dubious and ‘undesirable’.

In general, every case was decided individually. Above all, the
Nazi term ‘occupied Eastern territories’ comprised a variety of coun-
tries, geographical settings, internal political situations, societies, lan-
guages, cultures, and historical experiences. The degrees of collaboration
with and resistance against the Nazis varied; correspondingly, vary-
ing political attitudes towards the Soviet Union and the Red Army
existed.79 In this context, regional military commanders and occupa-
tion authorities often failed to keep pace with regulatory changes.
Furthermore, they had a certain amount of autonomy, which allowed
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them to create their own dynamic scope for interpretation and
action.80

In short, the ambiguity of the racial categories enabled German men
to despise and kill Russian women because of their alleged ‘racial infe-
riority’, and at the same time consider the objects of their sexual desire
to be ‘racially valuable’. Indeed, a German man could justify a romance
with an ‘ethnically alien woman’ without questioning his racist ideas.
On the other hand, Soviet women who actively engaged in these rela-
tions often sought normalcy and an active subject-status in the everyday
situation of war and terror. For the Nazi authorities, these long-term sex-
ual encounters presented a threat. They symbolized racial transgression,
the failure of the concept of ‘racial awareness’, and the blurring of the
alleged ‘German superiority’. Still, long-term relations were not gener-
ally banned. In order to remain flexible, Himmler explicitly opposed
fixed policies. The case-by-case basis in which ‘undesirable’ relation-
ships, engagements, and marriage permits were dealt with, and the
decisions that were ultimately reached regarding them, depended on
varying and shifting rationales.

Conclusion

When Heinrich Himmler insisted on 16 September 1942 that the indi-
vidual man in ‘the East’ must only ‘be responsive to a liaison that he can
account for to Germany, to his blood, and to his future child’, he con-
ceded that the Nazi categories for assessing the ‘racial value’ of a woman
were vague. In the very same speech he expressed his concern that ‘it is
pure coincidence whether the girl a soldier gets attached to is purebred
or unfit’. If the woman became pregnant, according to his logic, she
would have to undergo a ‘racial inspection’. If she was to be considered
‘racially valuable’, ‘there [was] no harm done: the soldier [had] behaved
like a real man’. On the contrary, if the woman were considered ‘racially
inferior’, the man was to be severely punished.81

Himmler’s approach exemplifies the way Wehrmacht, SS, and civil
occupation authorities sought to discipline the desire of German men
with regard to (a) the ‘racial awareness’ of ‘superior Aryans’ and (b) the
‘racial purity’ of potential offspring. During the racist War of Anni-
hilation, however, the ideal of the ‘racially aware Aryan men’ – who
did not desire women deemed ‘racially inferior’ or at least exercised
self-restraint – came into conflict with the dominant belief that the
victorious German combatants needed to act upon their virile sexual
drives. In addition, Wehrmacht, SS, and civil occupation authorities had
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to concede that ‘racial value’ was a highly ambiguous and contested
category.

Consequently, neither the civil occupation authorities nor the
Wehrmacht or the SS enforced a strict ban on ‘undesirable sexual inter-
course’. Only a relatively small number of men were actually punished
for transgressing racial boundaries. Rather, regulating directives were
issued to establish the threat and possibility of potential punishment.
Furthermore, the assessment of any penalty was not regulated accord-
ing to the initial transgression of ‘undesirable sexual intercourse’; rather,
the punishment depended on the result of the sexual encounter, i.e.,
children or sexually transmitted disease.

The ways in which Nazi authorities dealt with sexual violence, pros-
titution, and consensual encounters varied according to interests, terri-
tories, military strategies, occupation politics at different stages of the
war and the occupation, and experiences and knowledge of regional
commanders. As a result, initial ideological notions of ‘racial hygiene’
appeared to be permeable, and the megalomaniac Nazi vision of a ‘racial
restructuring of Europe’ was fundamentally challenged. These irrita-
tions, however, did not obstruct the brutality of the German politics of
colonization, extermination, and ‘germanization’. On the contrary, the
complex combination of strict rules and regulations, varying individual
decisions, and specific policy changes provided the Nazi regime with the
opportunity to demonstrate consistent ideas about racial hygiene and,
at the same time, to react flexibly and assure the individual German man
in ‘the East’ that he would be supported.

Far from destabilizing Nazi power or disrupting the pursuit of the war
of annihilation, the ambiguities and flexibility of the system served pre-
cisely to facilitate its maintenance. In the light of recent research on
National Socialism and the German war and occupation in ‘the East’,
the gap between the clear-cut images of racist ideology and the more
messy reality of everyday practices may seem hardly surprising. Birthe
Kundrus, for instance, has demonstrated that on the home front, the
enforcement of regulations to control sexual encounters between for-
eign forced laborers and German men and women ‘varied over time
and from place to place, depending upon the circumstances’.82 Doris
Bergen, Gerhard Wolf, and others have shown that the Nazi criteria for
the assessment of ‘racial value’ in the occupied territories of Poland and
the Soviet Union were ambiguous and could change according to time,
territory, military objectives, and the beliefs and attitudes of the men
in charge.83 What has been largely ignored until today, however, is the
place of sex in the German conduct of warfare in ‘the East’. Further
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research is needed to investigate in which ways Nazi understandings
of male sexuality, the institutional efforts to control soldierly sexuality,
and the different forms of sexual encounters between German soldiers
and local women shaped the racist German politics in the occupied
territories and the everyday reality of the war.

Notes

Dagmar Herzog, Olaf Kistenmacher, Birthe Kundrus, Susann Lewerenz, Therese
Roth, Michael Wildt and Gaby Zipfel offered me valuable comments and
inspiring discussions on earlier versions of this chapter – thank you
so much!
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Sexual Abuse of Jewish Women in
Auschwitz-Birkenau
Na’ama Shik

For the love of my father Zeev and my mother Hava, Who went through this
hell and remain human beings

I have returned
From a world beyond knowledge
And now must unlearn
For otherwise I clearly see
I can no longer live.

Charlotte Delbo, Auschwitz and After1

Introduction

Is it possible for us to understand Auschwitz? Can we use our own
language to delve into the history of the camp and, in particular, into
the sexual exploitation of Jewish women in the camp? Is it appropriate
for a historian to try and decipher the reality she wishes to describe?
Are the well-established rules and methodologies of historical inquiry
sufficient? Can the experiences of these women be recounted by scholars
who did not stumble out of their shattered realities, who did not experi-
ence the extreme loss, all the more incomprehensible as it involved loss
of a sense of self? Is it not preferable to leave the camp behind, to let
the wounds heal and the screams be cried out, and to allow death to
perish?

In his book, Nazi Germany and the Jews, Saul Friedländer wrote:

From the moment the victims were engulfed in the process lead-
ing to the ‘Final Solution’, their collective life – after a short period
of enhanced cohesion – started to disintegrate. Soon this collective
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history merged with the history of the administrative and murderous
measures of their extermination, and with its abstract statistical
expression. The only concrete history that can be retrieved remains
that carried by personal stories. From the stage of collective disin-
tegration to that of deportation and death, this history, in order to
be written at all, has to be represented as the integrated narration of
individual fates.2

In his film Shoah, Claude Lanzmann interviews Raul Hilberg, who makes
an important point. As if aware of the limitations of his, indeed any-
body’s, ability to encompass the farthest reaches of Holocaust study,
Hilberg states,

In all of my work I have never begun by asking the big questions,
because I was always afraid that I would come up with small answers;
and I have preferred to address these things which are minutiae or
details in order that I might then be able to put together in a gestalt a
picture which, if not an explanation, is at least a description, a more
full description, of what transpired.3

The object of this article is not to suggest a new interpretation of Nazism
or the Holocaust, but to explore a single place and theme within both.
It is not, as a matter of course, a comprehensive representation, nor is it
beyond contestation. I attempt to reveal the female experience of sexual
exploitation in Auschwitz, from 1942 when the first Jewish women set
foot in the camp, until liberation in 1945, as it is depicted in autobio-
graphical literature and testimonies. The work presented here is drawn
from writings produced in the immediate aftermath; it can be no more
than a referred sound, an echo of an echo.

The definition of sexual exploitation used here is broad. It includes
both physical and verbal abuse. Although rape did take place in
Auschwitz-Birkenau, it was rare. However, a wide range of forms
of sexual exploitation certainly occurred in the camp: verbal sexual
harassment,4 sexual assaults, prostitution in exchange for food, cases
of attempts to force women inmates into sexual relations and threats
of punishments if they refused. These acts were perpetrated by both
men and women, but mainly by men. In addition, at the time of lib-
eration and during the subsequent months, camp survivors suffered
from further sexual abuse by Red Army soldiers. Although these soldiers
mainly raped non-Jewish German women, in many cases they raped and
sexually attacked Jewish survivors as well.
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Daily life in Auschwitz was characterized by two different yet
interwoven realities. First, the overall human experience, shared by men
and women alike, was composed of dehumanization, the shattering of
the self through fear, extreme cold, terror, uncertainty, hopelessness,
and negation. At its most extreme, this dehumanization transformed
a person into a Muselmann, a being described by Isabele Leitner as
‘not quite alive yet not quite dead’.5 The second type of experience was
highly gendered. Its roots can be found in female physiology, and at the
same time it is inherently connected to the Nazi worldview. Nazi ide-
ology had a conflicting attitude toward Jewish women’s sexuality and
motherhood. On the one hand, Jewish women underwent a process of
desexualization in addition to the dehumanization. The Nazis annulled
the essence of women’s biology and personality. On the other hand, the
female body remained a sexual object – a fact evinced, as we will see, by a
diversity of sexually exploitative practices. In other words, in Auschwitz
the Jewish female body became matter only, matter bereft of humanity
but nonetheless having sexual traits and the ideological–physical threat
of reproductive capabilities. Gender differences in Auschwitz-Birkenau
remained visible in and on the body.

Recognizing this fact while writing the history of the female body
in Auschwitz does not imply an essentialist analysis nor does it treat
physiology as fate. It does offer a historical analysis avoided so far by
mainstream historiography. Utilizing a gendered analysis (both attend-
ing to the different socialization processes of men and women and to
the specific ways female physiology functioned in the camps) we find
gender-based differences associated in particular with the selection pro-
cess and food procurement. However, it is important to note here that
even in dealing with female physiology, we have to remember the socio-
logical meanings and frameworks into which assumptions about gender
differences fit. The term ‘cultural body’ may help to express the dis-
tinctive aspects of this phenomenon. Menses, pregnancy, sexual abuse,
attitudes toward hair and hygiene: none of these occurred in a vacuum.
Instead, they were part of complex social relationships, hierarchies,
and processes through which yet further meanings were circulated and
reinforced.

This article is based on testimonies and memoirs. In general, besides
the inevitable differences among individual writers and those giving
testimony, such as their sensitivity and sensibilities, their ability to
assess the situation, their language, their background, we can identify
important similarities in the ‘first wave’6 of autobiographical publica-
tions that appeared between 1945 and 1950, which are of particular
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significance to this research. Contrary to widespread perception, and
despite the almost complete absence of women from the historiography
of the Holocaust in the decades following the war, a relatively consid-
erable number of testimonies and memoirs by women survivors were
published immediately after the war. Notwithstanding these contri-
butions, Holocaust memory and research were subsequently for long
shaped by books largely written by and about men.7

The first wave of writings and testimonies, by both men and women,
constitutes, in my opinion, a unique historical source of great impor-
tance. In them, the horrors, difficulties, and various abuses appear in
a far more blatant and less ‘literary’ manner than in later writings. For
example, this corpus of texts reveals a variety of forms of abuse that
occurred in Auschwitz, including sexual abuse and cases of ‘prostitu-
tion’ among female and male prisoners, usually in exchange for food or
other means of survival. Writing and publishing these early testimonies,
survivors felt less exposed to the ‘public’ or to their later families. They
were also less exposed to the memory of the Holocaust as it would
subsequently be shaped, as articulated by Imre Kertesz:

The survivor is taught how he has to think about what he has experi-
enced, regardless of whether or to what extent this ‘thinking-about’ is
consistent with his real experiences. The authentic witness is or will
soon be perceived as being in the way, and will have to be shoved
aside like the obstacle he is . . . We, the victims, will appear as the truly
incorrigible, irreconcilable ones, as the anti-historical reactionaries
in the exact sense of the word, and in the end it will seem like a
technical mishap, an accident, that some of us still survived.8

Some methodological remarks

We can see that in the last ten years mostly female, but also male,
Holocaust researchers dealing with women and the Holocaust have
begun to address the subject of sexual abuse during the Holocaust.
Indeed, this trend appears to be growing. Yet most researchers have lim-
ited their discussion to a narrow source base, while at the same time the
research is somehow eclectic in that it tends to deal with ‘all’ the cases
of sexual abuse which occurred during different stages of the Holocaust
and in various locations, and simultaneously does not always make a
clear distinction between German and non-German perpetrators.9

Sexual abuse in the concentration and extermination camps has been
approached on two non-parallel tracks of research. The first approach
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was prevalent until the beginning of the third millennium but is still
used by some today. It concludes that there is little evidence of harsh
sexual abuse, particularly of incidents of rape, in the various camps.
Scholars taking this position argue, correctly, that this is mainly due
to strict prohibitions in Nazi ideology, in short, the interdiction against
sexual relations, by consent or by force, between members of the
‘supreme race’ and inferior races, particularly Jews. To engage in such
relations was considered a crime of ‘race defilement’ [Rassenschande].
In their book, Women in the Holocaust, first published in 1998, Dalia Ofer
and Lenore J. Weitzman assert that

The last distinction in German treatment of men and women –
ironically, a clear violation of German policy – was that Jewish
women were more likely than men to be subjected to sexual harass-
ment and rape. Although the incidence of rape by the Nazis appears
to have been rare – or at least that is our impression, based on the
diaries and testimonies we have read – it is clear that many Jewish
women were terrorized by rumors of rape.10

Ofer and Weitzman also state

a number of testimonies report systematic sexual assaults on Jewish
women in specific localities. Survivors of the Skarzysko camp, for
example, reported several sexual assaults and brutal rapes by German
commanders even though Germans were prohibited from such
‘racial shame’.11

We will return to this important note later in this chapter.
Marlene Heinemann asserts that ‘rape did occur in ghettos and

even some camps despite subsequent punishment . . . but, the most
universal form of sexual assault on women appears to have been verbal
abuse . . . ’.12 Sybil Milton mentions the mythologizing of survivor sexual
behavior: ‘A popular postwar myth, sometimes exploited and sensation-
alized, held that Jewish women were forced to serve as prostitutes in
the SS bordellos and were frequently raped. Although such cases did
undoubtedly occur, it was not the norm and reflects a macabre postwar
misuse of the Holocaust for popular titillation’.13 She cites Auschwitz
survivor Kitty Hart, ‘who calls these sexual fantasies of postwar litera-
ture and television: “ridiculous misconceptions” ’.14 Vera Laska argues
that
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Considering the tens of thousands of women incarcerated in the
camps, rape by the SS was relatively rare. While it is a fact that the
SS could – and did – do as they pleased with any female inmate, rap-
ing them was not their preference. First of all, most of these women
looked unattractive, without hair, dirty, smelly. Second, if caught in
intercourse with an inmate, the SS were punished, usually by being
shipped to the Russian front, and most SS cherished their camp job
which was a sinecure with power. If caught in the act with a Jewess,
they could be shot for defiling the master race.15

The second approach to studying sexual abuse in Nazi camps has
emerged over the last few years and asserts quite an opposing argument:
harsh sexual abuse, including many cases of rape, did in fact take place
in various Nazi camps. These researchers believe that the lack of evi-
dence for this can be explained by the reluctance of female survivors to
talk about these experiences.16 For example, Jonathan Friedman argues
that he has found much more evidence of sexual assault than other
scholars have: ‘Shoah Foundation testimonies of women who were
victims of specific acts of sexual abuse are numerous and geographi-
cally diverse . . . Moreover, incidents of sexual assault and rape occurred
in diverse settings – in the ghettos, in camps, and in hiding places . . . ’.17

Talking about the camps, however, he says,

Ironically, in the sample of testimonies I viewed that relate stories
of rape in the camps, I have fewer first hand accounts from women.
That does not mean, of course, that witnesses outnumbered actual
victims . . . it is more likely that once the Shoah Foundation catalogues
more testimonies, more victims’ accounts will emerge.18

In the introduction to her book about Jewish women in the Ravensbrück
concentration camp, Rochelle Saidel wrote:

Fear of rape and sexual abuse was another issue that affected the
women in the camp. The racial laws enacted in Germany in 1935,
which made it illegal for ‘Aryans’ to have sexual relation with
Jews, should have protected Jewish women against rape and forced
prostitution. However, there is evidence in historical accounts and
testimonies that these laws were often broken. Most women survivors
do not talk about their own sexual exploitation, but some of them tell
stories of their comrades’ suffering.19
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She adds, ‘No woman I interviewed told me that she was raped, although
several said they knew about the rape of other women. While I can-
not provide personal testimony from survivors for specific cases of rape
at Ravensbrück, it is more than likely that there was rape and fear of
rape’.20 Myrna Goldenberg agrees, writing that rape of Jewish women
in the camps did happen, even though supporting evidence is rare:
‘Though we might expect otherwise because rape was a serious racial
purity issue, rape happened, but was and, to some extent, still is ignored
or neglected . . . nevertheless, Jewish women were raped by Jewish and
non-Jewish men in ghettos and camps though evidence to substantiate
such occurrences is usually anecdotal’.21

Doris L. Bergen can be placed somewhere in between. In her arti-
cle ‘Sexual Violence in the Holocaust: Unique and Typical?’, she
asserts that ‘Nazi ideology . . . did not constitute a barrier to violence of
sexual nature . . . Instead, ideology shaped the forms that sexual violence
took’.22 Bergen suggests that to understand sexual violence we need to
include in the term more than rape.23 She also asserts that

at least in certain times and places, the prohibition against sexual
relations between people defined as Jews and those classified as
Aryans was ignored or defied . . . . Doubtless many unsanctioned acts
of rape occurred: but given that Aryan men could be punished for sex-
ual relations with women from groups labeled ‘undesirable’, they had
extra incentive to destroy evidence of their transgressions by killing
their victims.24

Nonetheless, toward the end of her article, she says that Nazi ideol-
ogy marked Gypsies and above all Jews for annihilation and that this
shaped the patterns of sexual abuse which did not include mass rape
and prostitution of these women. Instead, ‘Nazi leaders and propagan-
dists worked to discourage German killers and their henchmen from
considering women from the groups marked for destruction as objects
of sexual desire’.25 And she concludes that ‘rape by Germans was more
common among women from those groups targeted for enslavement –
above all, Slavs – than among those slated for total destruction’.26

In addition, some recent studies invoke what they call ‘tacit consent’
among Holocaust survivors unwilling to talk about the subject. These
scholars assert that harsh cases of sexual abuse, including rape, did hap-
pen in camps, and they object to the myth that there was no significant
sexual abuse in the camps. Here, for example, is a quote from an arti-
cle published in June 2006 in an Israeli newspaper. Entitled ‘To Break
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the Tacit Consent’, the article was an interview with a PhD student
investigating the subject of women, sexuality, and the Holocaust.27 The
PhD student, Esti Dror, discusses assaults, including crimes of ‘race
defilement’, inflicted by SS men on Jewish prisoners, even as she states
that one of the main problems of her dissertation project is to find a
Holocaust survivor who will break ‘this tacit consent’.28

In my opinion, however, this second, more recent approach reveals
a distinctively new mythologization of and fascination with the sub-
ject of sexual violence. Unfortunately, though perhaps inevitably, the
discourse on women’s history in Auschwitz-Birkenau is not completely
free of the desire to grab attention and garner high ‘ratings’.29 Several
aspects of the second approach are deeply problematic. This is not least
because different kinds of sexual abuse are apparently being confused
in scholars’ reading of testimonies and memoirs. These testimonies and
memoirs, for instance, include mention of cases of rape that were mainly
perpetrated by non-Germans. Moreover, far from being silent out of
‘tacit consent’, Jewish women as well as men, in the immediate after-
math, did talk about these cases. It is thus quite misleading to say that
there was an overall ‘tacit consent’ to remain silent about the subjects
of rape and abuse.30

Furthermore, in testimonies and autobiographical literature specifi-
cally from the early period of 1945–1950, we find repeated mention of
horrible atrocities, acts, and experiences which have to be located in
the ‘gray zone’ of ambiguity and complexity with respect to the issues
of voluntarism and coercion. Assuming that ‘tacit consent’ exists now
regarding sexual abuse does not provide us with a sufficient answer as
to why Holocaust survivors were able to talk about these ‘gray zone’
events in early testimonies and in autobiographical literature. My own
research suggests that the ‘truth’ is, maybe as always, somewhere in the
midst of the two prevailing paradigms. As previously mentioned, ear-
lier research often did not give sufficient emphasis to the particularly
relevant sources of ‘first-wave’ testimonies and autobiographies, often
lacked methodological sophistication, and did not clearly enough dif-
ferentiate between sexual abuse perpetrated by Germans on Jewish men
and women and sexual abuse perpetrated by non-Germans.31

In my research I have examined hundreds of testimonies and
dozens of autobiographical texts. The testimonies were taken from
the Yad Vashem archives which contain the following collections: the
Yad Vashem testimony collection; the full Zich collection; the YIVO
collection; the Munchen collection; the Boder collection; the Hungarian
collection and more. This corpus of primary sources can deepen our
knowledge of sexual abuse in the camps significantly.
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Sexual abuse in Auschwitz

Many of the cases of physical sexual exploitation by the SS and by pris-
oners in positions of authority took place when prisoners first entered
the camp, as they passed through inspection, selection, and in particu-
lar, the ‘sauna’, where new prisoners were led after they had ‘passed’
selection. Here, still under the trauma and the shock of their first
encounter with the camp, men and women were forced to undress,
their head and body hair was shaved, they had to go through a dis-
infection process, they received the prisoner’s uniform, and their camp
number was tattooed on their body. Many Jewish women who arrived
in Auschwitz were transferred there after only a few weeks in ghettos
or transitional camps, meaning that they were still relatively robust and
attractive.32 To SS men it was a particular pleasure to come to the ‘sauna’
to jeer and humiliate them. Although both men and women went
through the ‘sauna’, there were some significant differences between
their experiences. First and foremost, men mainly undressed in front
of other men, while most women also had to undress in front of men.
More often than not, women found themselves utterly exposed and sur-
rounded by men who made fun of their bodies, their breasts, and their
genitalia, sometimes by ‘playing’ with their nipples and touching other
intimate parts of their bodies.

Verbal abuse and physical humiliation

Gisella Perl describes the morbid sexual excitement the SS guards exhib-
ited as women passed through the sauna and were humiliated in it:
‘The first room into which we stepped was filled with young SS men.
Their eyes shone with expectation, their ape-like movements betrayed
an unhealthy, abnormal sexual excitement’.33 While most men describe
this process purely in terms of dehumanization,34 Perl adds a gender-
specific dimension of sexual exploitation and abuse.35 She also describes
how after liberation when she was living in New York, she would be
reminded of the sauna in Auschwitz – ‘the Auschwitz beauty parlor’ –
whenever she would pass a beauty parlor. The aim of the sauna was,
of course, the opposite of a regular beauty parlor: here the aim was
to remove any remnants of beauty the women retained. Ada Halperin
describes how the SS men used to mock the women in different ways
while they were naked in the sauna. In one scene she describes how
one SS man opened the sauna door while the women were naked, put
his motorbike under the water in order to wash it with them, while he
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and his friends stood there and verbally abused them.36 Hela Tischauer,
who arrived at Auschwitz from Czechoslovakia in the second transport
of Jewish women in March 1942, wrote about the sauna: ‘There came
in at that time the Lager leader . . . and many others whose names are
today not known to me . . . and to inspect us like cattle. It was going on
like a cattle show. They turned us here and there, right and left . . . ’.37

Ada Levi from Bonn was sent to Auschwitz from Terezin on 28 October
1944. She tells about the humiliation of standing naked in front of a
‘herd’ of SS men:

We were led to a block, there wait for us SS men and SS women armed
with cudgels and yelling at us: ‘Strip!’ We took off our coats and
stood there looking helpless at each other. Then again that scream:
‘Strip!’ Yes, to strip naked, totally naked in front of this herd of
animals . . . .38

Physical abuse

Many women survivors refer to the verbal and physical abuse that they
suffered during the passage through the sauna. Eva Schloss, who arrived
at the camp from Holland at the age of 15, wrote,

From time to time SS officers came in, walked around the room, and
jeered at the sight of our naked bodies. It amused them to pinch
the buttocks of the women who were young and pretty. When one
of the men passed beside me and pinched my buttocks I felt really
humiliated.39

In her testimony that was given in Yad Vashem in 1988, Tova Berger
recalls,

They told us to get undressed and they shaved us. They shaved my
beautiful blonde hair and my two sisters’ hair and we were standing
naked before the soldiers and for me it was a shock because I was a
religious girl. I never was undressed in front of a man and they made
all kind of dirty jokes about our bodies and they looked at us and I
was standing there shivering, naked, without hair on my body, and
I was exposed. I felt like an animal . . . and the way they treated us
already there was so terrible, then I said, ‘Where is G-d? Where is
G-d?’ . . . .40
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Elsa (Frishman) Glieck, who arrived in Auschwitz in May 1942 with
the first transports of women from Czechoslovakia, talks about the
devastating physical examination the women with her underwent:

After the roll-call we, who arrived last, were led back to the ‘revier’,
where we stood in rows, and each time they ordered a certain number
of women to go to the back of the ‘revier’ . . . the women who arrived
first, had already passed us with their heads shaved and wearing
striped clothes. The expression on their faces was one of terror. They
told us that they had been examined in intimate places with rods,
and many said this had caused them to bleed. Later rumors reached
us that the SS guards took statistics on how many of the Slovakian
prisoners were still virgins.41

Lucia Bibs from Corfu, Greece, tells of the so-called ‘gynecological
checks’ that the SS performed on Jewish women during the passage
through the sauna: ‘After that they cut our hair. Cut our hair all over
our bodies. They balded us from head to foot. Then they check what in
this hole what in the other hole, everything . . . We started to cry’.42

Attempts at physical abuse by female Kapos

Even though most of the cases of physical abuse were performed by men
on women, we can also find cases of female guards who tried to abuse
the female prisoners. Halina Birenbaum, who was 13 when she arrived
at Auschwitz from Majdanek, describes her Kapo’s attempts to turn her
into her sex slave in exchange for different benefits, mainly extra food
rations. Birenbaum refused.43 Many survivors refer to the infamous SS
woman Irma Grese. Grese was ‘well known’ for her cruelty and for the
fact that she was bi-sexual. While we can find reference to her in many
testimonies and memoirs, some survivors ‘dedicate’ to her full chap-
ters in their memoirs. Olga Lengyel, for example, called one chapter of
her book, ‘The “Angel of Death” the “Grand Selector” ’. In one part she
described how Grese used to choose her victims: ‘Those who, despite
hunger and torture, still showed a glimmer of their former physical
beauty were the first to be taken. They were Irma Grese’s special tar-
gets’.44 In the chapter ‘Irma Grese and Chicha’, Isabella Leitner described
how Grese used to choose the most beautiful prisoners and give them
special ‘attention’.45 Gisela Perl described Grese’s sexual perversion:

One day she happened to visit the hospital while I was performing
an operation on a young woman’s breast, cut open by whipping
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and subsequently infected . . . Irma Grese put down her whip . . . and
watched me plunge my knife into the infected breast which spurted
blood and pus in every direction . . . Irma Grese was enjoying the
sight of this human suffering. Her tense body swung back and forth
in a revealing, rhythmical motion. Her cheeks were flushed and
her wide-open eyes had the rigid, staring look of complete sexual
paroxysm.46

Rape

Laura Varon, a Jewish woman from Rhodes, describes how she and her
friends were raped by SS guards in Auschwitz. Her testimony is one
of very few on this subject. She writes, ‘And all of a sudden, the door
opened and three Nazis came and they dragged us on the floor, they
violated us, sexually violated us. They smelled like beer, you know. They
raped us . . . ’.47 Zofia Minc’s testimony describes a blatant attempt at
rape:

During the break I was called to the shift commander. I went into
Richter’s office . . . He ordered me to sit in the armchair and began
explaining to me what an honor it was for me to be found attrac-
tive by a German, an SS man, a member of the supreme race. The
German grew angry at my long silence, and shouted: ‘Strip!’ I was
trembling, no, this I would not do, let him kill me! He jumped on
me brutally and began tearing my clothes. I defended myself with all
my might. I almost had to submit, but suddenly the door creaked.
Richter jumped behind the desk and I moved in the direction of the
exit. The woman in charge came in, looked at me with a strange gaze
and ordered me to get back to work.48

Raya Kagan, who arrived to the camp from France in early 1942
tells of the so-called ‘gynecological checks’ that the SS performed in
Jewish women during the passage through the Sauna, which were then
followed by rape: ‘The prisoners were forced to take off their clothes. The
SS men shamelessly observed the women’s naked bodies and mocked
and cursed them. Then they also performed “gynecological checks” on
them. The Hitler perpetrators checked the young women and then raped
them’.49

As previously mentioned, apart from such rare exceptions, cases of
rape were unusual in Auschwitz. This does not mean that Jewish women
were not raped during the Holocaust, but rather that probably most
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rapes were performed by non-Germans, including Russians, Ukrainians,
Hungarians, Romanians, Lithuanians, and others. Nonetheless, as we
can see in this volume, mass rapes and gang rapes did happen in the
Soviet Union between the years 1942–1945, and they were performed by
SS, Wehrmacht soldiers, and police units, mostly on non-Jewish women
but they include Jewish women too.50 Here we have to take into con-
sideration that, in my opinion, there was a big difference between the
situation of sexual exploitation in ‘organized-industrial’ places of incar-
ceration, like extermination and concentration camps and sub-camps
and the ‘barbaric front’ of the East. In these ‘organized-industrial’ places
we can find two main characteristics which are extremely important to
my argument: In them it was much easier to enforce the ‘Rassenschande’
restrictions. Since we are talking here about very organized places, it
was also much more ‘complicated’ to ignore these restrictions and
even to find a ‘one-on-one’ ‘opportunity’ without someone noticing
it. Moreover, we have to take here into consideration the fact that the
East, according to Nazi ideology, was considered to be a ‘barbaric’ place
without laws and full of people of an ‘inferior race’. Along with the fact
that it was literally easier at the front to get away without punishment if
a German violated the ‘Rassenschande’ restrictions, the whole ideologi-
cal and psychological environment of the Eastern front made it easier to
ignore these restrictions from the soldiers’ as well as the commanders’
point of view.

Sex in exchange for a chance at survival

A second factor underlying sexual exploitation is bound up with the
power hierarchy of the camps, which, in most cases, was gender-based.
Sexual exploitation is often a result of unequal power. In Auschwitz the
contrast of absolute power and complete powerlessness led to a dual
system of exploitation. On the one hand, at the top of the camp hier-
archy were the Nazis, the undisputed lords, whose position allowed
them to engage in abusive sexual acts. On the other hand, there was a
second power system consisting of the male and female prisoners them-
selves. Prisoners who had survived for a comparatively long time and
had become camp veterans engaged in exploitation because of the rel-
ative power they had accumulated. These were prisoners who managed
to integrate better in the work commando, find additional sources of
food, link up with powerful forces in the camp, or organize themselves
in various support groups. For reasons having to do with the camp’s
chronological development and because of the physical structure of
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the camp, these prisoners in positions of power were usually male and
were able to sexually exploit women. Furthermore, it should be recalled
that only the women’s camp had authority figures of both sexes, which
increased opportunities for exploitation of the female prisoners; in the
men’s camp, the SS and other authority figures were always men.

Regarding the prisoners’ power structure, it should be pointed out
that one of the explanations for the SS’s success in controlling such
a large number of prisoners with relatively few personnel is the fact
that the camp was actually run by privileged prisoners, usually crim-
inal Germans (‘green triangles’) and Poles.51 The SS itself determined
the policy, arrangements, and methods of punishment, but between the
SS and the general prisoner population were the appointed prisoners.
These male or female prisoners enforced disciplinary rules, carried out –
and sometimes delegated – punishments, were responsible for marching
the prisoners out and placing them in position for roll-calls, supervised
the prisoners during work, etc. Therefore considerable power was con-
centrated in the hands of the privileged prisoners, which in many cases
increased their potential to survive. In small camps their main privilege
was the right to obtain additional food. In larger camps senior prisoner
position-holders obtained many additional benefits including alcoholic
drinks, clean, well-fitting clothes, a separate corner in the residential
hut, and the satisfaction of their various cravings – singers and ‘enter-
tainers’ who helped them pass the time enjoyably, cooks who prepared
delicacies for them, and boys who satisfied their sexual desires. More
than in the other camps, these practices were prominent in Auschwitz.
In this camp, where extermination was carried out with industrial effi-
ciency and where the Nazis’ regime of terror reached its furthermost
extremes, the relative abundance of property accumulated by privileged
prisoners was particularly conspicuous. It was said of many of them
that they attained a status and enjoyed a life of luxury they never
experienced when they were free.

Whereas many women, often regardless of their age, suffered from
sexually exploitative practices closely linked to the power structures
in Auschwitz, such cases were relatively rare in the men’s camps and
were essentially confined to a very limited group of boys. While this is
not the focus of this essay, I will survey it briefly. We recall that most
children under the age of 16 were sent directly to the gas chambers
upon their arrival. There were, however, exceptional cases in which
boys between the ages of 12 and 16 managed to enter the camp as
prisoners, in most cases because they looked older than their age, or
because they were given the potentially lifesaving advice by members
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of the ‘Canada Kommando’,52 to say that they were older than they
actually were during the selection. Many of these boys worked in what
was known as ‘the school for builders’ in Birkenau and were housed in
the ‘youth block’ or in one of the blocks in Auschwitz I. Others were
part of the general prisoner population. The lives of these young boys
were as difficult as those of the other prisoners in the camp, but in addi-
tion to the ‘regular’ horrors of the camp, they also suffered from sexual
exploitation. They were turned into ‘pipels’ or ‘sex slaves’ by veteran
prisoners who were usually non-Jewish, political or criminal prisoners.
In their discussion of the subject, Kraus and Kulka state explicitly, ‘they
were exposed to a special danger from the German Kapos who needed
boys to satisfy their sexual perversions, the intensity of which inten-
sified during the years of their imprisonment’.53 Tomas Geva, a Berlin
Jew who arrived in Auschwitz as a 13-year-old boy describes in his book
many cases of sexual exploitation directed against the boys:

‘I can no longer allow myself to help you without asking for some-
thing in return. You know that not only are we longing for our
women, we hardly remember their pleasures.’ He locked the door and
began unbuttoning his trousers . . . I simply sat there without moving,
without showing a single sign of agreement . . . ‘Never mind, I’ll find
many others . . . ’.54

Scholars researching this phenomenon have determined that while sex
in exchange for a chance of survival was sometimes part of the men’s
experiences, it does not feature prominently in their books. They also
tend to note that where it did occur, it generally was voluntary and
involved homosexual relations between a younger and an older person –
a ‘pipel’ and a Kapo. Attention should be directed to the problematic
nature of the assertion that this usually involved ‘voluntary’ sexual rela-
tions. In view of the fact that we are talking about sexual relations in
exchange for an increased chance of survival, that is to say, as a sur-
vival practice, it is difficult to term these ‘consensual sexual relations’.
The fact that these sexual relations occurred between an adolescent boy
and an adult Kapo or veteran prisoner with senior status, reinforces the
coercive aspect.

Many testimonies and memoirs that were published during the first
wave include mention of what I call ‘sex in exchange for food’. In most
cases, ‘sex in exchange for food’ was a life or death decision.55 Women
inmates who did not manage to find any other way to obtain the
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additional food, which was essential for their survival, were constrained
to ‘sell’ their bodies for food.56 Gisella Perl describes such cases:

These men were trusted old prisoners who knew everything there
was to know about camp life, had connections in the crematories
and were masters at ‘organizing’. Their full pockets made them the
Don Juans of Camp C. They chose their women among the youngest,
the prettiest, the least emaciated prisoners and in a few seconds the
deal was closed. Openly, shamelessly, the dirty, diseased bodies clung
together . . . and the piece of bread, the comb, the little knife wan-
dered from the pocket of the man into the greedy hands of the
woman. . . . Our SS guards knew very well what was going on in the
latrine. They even knew who was whose ‘kochana’ (lover), and were
much amused by it all.57

In the following case, a Polish inmate demands Perl’s body in return for
a piece of string that she needs desperately:

I stopped beside him . . . He looked me over from head to foot, care-
fully, then grabbed me by the shoulder and hissed in my ear: ‘I don’t
want your bread . . . I want you . . . you . . . Hurry up . . . hurry up . . . ’ he
said hoarsely. His hand, filthy with the human filth he was working
in, reached out for my womanhood, rudely, insistently.58

Margalit Nagel-Gross laconically, and in no uncertain terms, describes
being aware of this practice. According to her, it was widespread and
accepted, an inherent part of the camp’s organizational system:

So, they ‘organized’ . . . together with the ‘organizational’ method,
I should mention those who were called Kochanita (in Polish – lover
[the translator]). Nearly every girl had a Polish lover, or an Aryan
lover (Volksdeutscher – not a member of the SS or the Party [N.S.]).
A Jewish lover did not enter into consideration, because he had noth-
ing, for after all ‘love follows the stomach’. Any fellow, as ugly, stupid,
and anti-Semitic as he might be, was suitable to be a lover.59

In a chapter titled ‘A Proposal in Auschwitz’, Olga Lengyel, a Jewish
doctor from Cluj, is describing how a Polish prisoner offers her food
and a shawl, for free. But after a few days the next scene is happen-
ing: ‘He stood close to me. Then, as though talking to himself, he said:
“It’s a strange thing, there is something very desirable about you”. I felt
his arm around my waist. His other hand touched me and began to
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fondle my breast. My world fell to pieces’.60 And yet, Lengyel under-
stands that she will have, somehow, to obtain more food beside the
official ration in order to survive, so she goes to the black market in the
washroom, where she discovers exactly the same thing: ‘I decided to go
the washroom where I had heard that the men . . . occasionally shared
their food with the women . . . The scene inside was demoralizing . . . The
place was crowded. Men and women huddled together in every corner
of the room. Couples pressed against one another . . . ’.61 After that she
‘understood’ that the first ‘proposal’ she had received could be consid-
ered rather ‘generous’: ‘I learned afterwards that his was the finest style
of love-making in Auschwitz. The ordinary approach was much more
crude and to the point . . . ’.62

Tadeusz Borowski offers a male viewpoint on this practice:

My comrades and I laid a roof over the shack of every block elder
in the Persian Market . . . we used ‘organized’ tar-boards and melted
‘organized’ tar, and for every roll of tar-board, every bucket of tar, an
elder had to pay. She had to pay the Kapo, the Kommandoführer, the
kommando ‘bigwigs’. She could pay in various ways: with gold, food,
the women of her block, or with her own body. It depended . . . A few
women were usually wearing sheer stockings. Any one of them could
be had for a piece of bright silk or a shiny trinket. Since time began,
never has there been such an easy market for female flesh!63

The interesting point here, which has also been neglected in past
research, is that since the mid-sixties, more or less, such descriptions
of cases of sexual exploitation involving the obtaining of food, are
almost absent from testimonies and memoirs by women as well as men.
Why? As we know, even in present-day, non-wartime conditions, many
women refrain from reporting sexual abuse. The sense of shame and the
feelings of guilt that, tragically, and characteristically, are experienced by
victims are especially strong in cases of a sexual nature. The same was
true for female survivors of the camps, although in their cases there were
some additional variables: the guilt felt by so many survivors for the
fact that they, and not others, had survived. In addition, ‘accusations’
came up, tacit or explicit, that were directed against female survivors,
which attributed their survival to their having sold their bodies. Here,
for example, is what Ruth Bondy wrote:

In Prague, upon my return from the camp, the Gentiles expressed
only wonder mixed with displeasure: Jewish property had been
entrusted to the care of many of them. The Jews had disappeared, the
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objects had remained – and, suddenly, there appear before us ghosts
to remind us of the forgotten. However, here, in Israel, the Jews also
wanted to know: How did you stay alive? What did you have to do
in order to survive? And in their eyes, a glimmer of suspicion: Kapo?
Prostitute?64

This helps to explain why early testimonies and memoirs, written
tabula rasa – that is when the shock and trauma were still immediate
and the survivors were not yet influenced by the reading of Holocaust
research or about the experiences of others – do recount incidents
of sexual abuse, whereas later publications do not. Survivors writing
in the early years were less exposed to social judgments and charges
hurled at them, including the concept that the Jews went ‘like sheep
to the slaughter’, or the accusation regarding the use of feminine sexu-
ality for the purpose of survival. It seems that the women who wrote
the initial memoirs and testimonies cited above did not suffer the
inhibitions in entering the ‘public sphere’65 that later kept other sur-
vivors from sharing their stories.66 There are a number of explanations
for this. Most were prisoners who had occupied relatively good posi-
tions in the life of the camp, and could, as a result, to some extent
influence their fate and that of other prisoners. This fact prevented
them from becoming what Primo Levi called ‘The Drowned’,67 and
afforded them a wider vantage point from which to observe the life of
the camp, as well as the ability to preserve a certain ‘inner freedom’
which enabled more ‘healthy’ survival because they retained a feeling
of relative choice.68 These were women who had also been involved
in the public sphere before the war.69 All these factors contributed to
diminishing the feelings of shame and guilt that overwhelmed most
survivors, even to the extent that the writers do not mention ‘reasons’
for writing their memoirs. Another possible explanation for the profu-
sion of women’s memoirs appearing during this early period could be
that according to traditional social conceptions, women were more eas-
ily understood to be ‘victims’, so post-war society was more ‘prepared’
to accept their stories of victimization, as opposed to those recounted
by men who were more immediately and traditionally connected to
notions of resistance.

More than other experiences, the sexual exploitation suffered by
female inmates in Auschwitz points to the fact that as Jews and as
women they had to contend with a ‘double risk’ in their struggle for
survival. On the one hand, they suffered as Jewish inmates in Auschwitz-
Birkenau, with all the difficulties this entailed. On the other hand,
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despite the annulment of their bodies which was centered on their
physiological capacity to give birth, they remained ‘temporary’ and
available sexual entities, objects whose lives and bodies were accessible
both to the German staff and, to some extent, to male inmates, mainly
the non-Jewish ones, in the camp. To these men, a female Jewish inmate
ceased to be a ‘human woman’, and became a wide-open physical site
that possessed the external signs of female sexuality, but contained no
humanity. With regard to survival strategies of female inmates, it can be
seen that, in a way that perhaps may be termed ‘tragic’, some internal-
ized the conditions of camp life, and found that their sexuality could
play an essential part in their struggle to survive. This was principally
true with regard to practices of sex in exchange for food. While the
extreme hunger in Auschwitz-Birkenau was a shared reality for both
male and female inmates, women found themselves contending with
it differently from men.

While it was difficult, in fact impossible, to resist sexual exploitation
by Germans, sexual abuse by male inmates generally occurred with the
women’s ‘consent’ and on the woman’s ‘initiative’. In my humble opin-
ion, it was this motif of ‘choice’ that made the post-war world’s reaction
more difficult for female inmates, arousing pangs of conscience and loss
of self-esteem for many years afterward. This is another reason why sto-
ries of sexual abuse appear less frequently in women’s autobiographical
works after the first wave of publications.

Conclusions: A body that is all flesh

Jean Améry, the Jewish philosopher and Auschwitz survivor, wrote
that National Socialism bore the stamp of sadism, not only the
stamp of totalitarianism. Here Améry adopted the definition of the
anthropologist, thinker, and author Georges Bataille who wrote, ‘Sadism
is to be understood not in the light of sexual pathology but rather in
that of existential psychology, in which it appears as the radical nega-
tion of the other, as the denial of the social principle as well as the reality
principle’. Améry himself wrote,

A world in which torture, destruction, and death triumph obviously
cannot exist. But the sadist does not care about the continued exis-
tence of the world. On the contrary: he wants to nullify this world,
and by negating his fellow man, who also in an entirely specific sense
is ‘hell’ for him, he wants to realize his own total sovereignty. The
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fellow man is transformed into flesh, and in this transformation he
is already brought to the edge of death . . . he is driven beyond the
border of death into Nothingness.70

Améry confirms in direct language what the autobiographies and tes-
timonies I have examined reveal in sometimes indirect ways. Nazis
radically negated the Other, in particular the Jewish Other. This Other,
in the reality of the camp, became mere flesh, driven to the threshold
of death. But on the way to death, the Other was forced through a long
process of transformation from a member of the human race – a person
that thinks, feels, and lives – into a sub-human consisting only of an
empty shell of flesh.

This description emphasizes the importance of the subject of the body
in my research. As I see it, the body, and in this case the female body,
was one of the major sites of struggle in Auschwitz-Birkenau. A key con-
clusion of this essay is that a considerable difference between the female
and male experiences in the camp stemmed from ideological, physi-
cal, and cultural definitions that determined gender relations. While the
dehumanization process also applied to men, for women it was coupled
with the Nazi’s dual view of the female Jewish body. On one hand, it
had to be exterminated because of its capacity to bear (Jewish) children.
On the other hand, after its humanity, psyche, and individuality had
been taken from it, the Jewish female body remained a wide-open sex-
ual vessel, and it was permissible to exploit it and to sow destruction
in it. Giuliana Tedeschi’s book, among others, illustrates how, after a
short stay in the camp, the women inmates began internalizing these
Nazi conceptions. In one of her narrations, which read as though they
have been drawn directly from Nazi ideology, she describes how Jewish
women were transformed into empty shells of flesh: ‘Bodies, bodies,
bodies, many unattractive, many no longer young, some flabby and
limp, most imperfect, disproportioned. Crude mass. We all belong to
this flesh heap, and we all feel alien to it’.71

In one of her amazingly powerful passages, Charlotte Delbo, a French
author and survivor of the camp, wrote that in Auschwitz-Birkenau
mothers ceased being mothers and became only bodies, losing the diver-
sity of physiological-ideological elements that connect motherhood
with gender. They internalized the divide created by the Nazis between
women and femininity, between women and the capacity to reproduce,
and between motherhood and protection: ‘My mother/ she was hands,
a face/ They made our mothers strip in front of us/ Here mothers are no
longer mothers to their children’.72 And Gisella Perl wrote: ‘Here I was
only a shadow without identity, alive only by the power of suffering’.73
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This discussion of the physical experience of Jewish women need
not lead to essentialism and to the claim, as has been made in past
research, that women adopted ‘feminine’ survival strategies using their
sexual characteristics. The distinctiveness of the female experience
in Auschwitz-Birkenau stemmed from a combination of conceptions
in Nazi ideology regarding Jewish women’s femininity and sexuality,
together with actual female physiology, the female ‘cultural body’, and
the specific situation of women in the camp. Charlotte Delbo wrote
about the ‘fragmenting reality’74 of the camp – a reality that fragments
the personality and leaves the body as the principal tool of struggle
and survival. The centrality of the body in the camp was an essential
part of the female experience and of the means used by women to try
to survive. The female ‘cultural body’ is also an essential element in
the question about differences between women’s experience and the
male body and experience in Auschwitz. In the reality of the camps,
Jewish female inmates, like their male counterparts, inevitably internal-
ized whatever conceptions the Nazi guards and other prisoners formed
about them. This dynamic contributed to the complex relations that
existed between torturers and tortured, and between body and soul.
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Sexual Violence in the Algerian War
Raphaëlle Branche

English-language historians have argued that the category of gender is
particularly useful and relevant for understanding the violence of war,1

with rape now clearly identified as a ‘gendered war crime’.2 Very few
French historians of the modern period, however, have examined past
conflicts from a gender-based perspective. Still, times are changing and
analyses of rape and sexual violence, and, more generally, a gender-
based approach to wars are becoming less and less unusual in French
historical studies.3

Whether ignored or concealed, for a long time rapes were simply left
out of most war narratives. Except for a few cases in which rape was
massive and widespread, as in Nanking in 1937, in Berlin in 1945, or,
more recently, in the former Yugoslavia, rapes were often simply not
taken into account in historical narratives.4 The paucity of attention is
in part due to the difficulty of marshalling evidence. Rapes are, of course,
not easy subjects for historians to document. Victims often kept quiet,
making it harder to distinguish the rapes from the everyday violence
inherent in every war. The rare instances when rapes were the object of
disciplinary measures, judicial sentences provide particularly rich and
accurate sources. The judicial qualification, the prosecution, and the
reparation may be stages in the victims’ self-reconstruction process as
well as stages in the way official institutions (army, police, justice) take
rape into account.5

With regard to the French–Algerian war (1954–1962), the Justice
Department Archives contain files concerning rapes. But, at that time,
the military’s own justice system was in charge of any judicial prob-
lem concerning a member of the Army; case files are therefore rather
thin.6 Still, they remain the first place to look for evidence about
the reality of wartime rapes. Due to restrictions on access, however,

247
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military justice files are (for the time being) totally inaccessible to the
researcher. Furthermore, an amnesty linked to the cease-fire agreement
banned any judicial investigation or suit against a French soldier or
an Algerian fighter. This has made historians’ work more difficult. The
amnesty wiped away any sentence pronounced before 19 March 1962
and henceforth forbade mentioning sentences or judicial investigations.
All these reasons help explain why, until now, judicial archives have
been underutilized by historians.

We have to compensate for this silence from the justice system. Other
sources allow historians to map the outlines of the violence, most
notably those found in military archives: disciplinary measures, reports
on rapes, and notes show that rapes happened, and happened repeat-
edly. It will come as no surprise that political and military authorities did
not pay much attention. Nor did Algerian nationalists make reference to
rapes when they denounced French military tactics. This might explain
why the political authorities never demanded a thorough report on the
overall subject or on any specific cases. The fact that both sides turned
a blind eye further contributed to burying evidence of rapes within the
more general phenomenon of anonymous violence.

And yet the sexual violence against Algerian women does have sev-
eral specificities, which also, moreover, allow historians to offer a more
nuanced analysis of what was at stake in this war. Private sources are very
useful: written or oral testimonies by former perpetrators, victims, or
bystanders sometimes mention the rapes; soldiers’ diaries and chaplains’
reports written during the war itself describe them; in Algeria, some
men and women have written about this deeply personal wound. The
sources, in sum, are diverse, and this diversity of the points of view
(official sources throwing light on and supplementing private sources)
makes a historical investigation possible – despite the fact that the vio-
lence of rape was silenced, and silenced repeatedly: by the victims, by
the soldiers, and by their superiors.

What French authorities called the ‘events’ in Algeria was a war,
which, one way or another, implicated the whole population. Women
were a prime target for the ‘psychological action’ that the French
army organized, which aimed to make Algeria French by winning over
Algeria’s women. They were also victims of the French army and police
forces. If women were at first relatively spared by the violence commit-
ted during ‘operations to maintain order’, they became suspected where
men were caught dressed in feminine clothes. In Collo (North-Eastern
part of the Constantinois), in 1958, soldiers were told not to ‘neglect
Muslim women’ and to ‘frisk them’. The commander in chief in 1956,
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general Lorillot, had already asked the Ministre Résidant (i.e. Minister
for Algeria), Robert Lacoste, to recruit female soldiers ‘so that Muslim
women arrested as suspects could be frisked immediately’.7 A female
social worker from Algiers, Simone, remembers being summoned by the
police in May 1956 and taken to the Casbah with other colleagues to
frisk women.8 Very few of her colleagues, as she remembers it, refused
such requests. Nevertheless there were never enough women to fill this
role, especially in the countryside and rural villages.

Frisking Algerian women meant patting down their clothes. But it
could also mean making them lift up their dress. Verifying women’s gen-
itals (to guarantee that a man was not wearing female clothing) was also
done literally. In addition, their pubic ‘hairiness’ was checked. Women
whose husbands were in the maquis were indeed suspected of maintain-
ing contact with them; a shaved pubis was considered as undeniable
proof that a woman had recently engaged in sexual intercourse. Thus
checking pubic hairs became an activity of intelligence gathering.9

Yet, Algerian women’s involvement in the liberation struggle was, at
first, poorly understood by the French Army. Women fighters in the
maquis were a small minority; according to Djamila Amrane,10 who
wrote the first important study on the subject, there were about 2000.
Most of them were very young women, with more than half of them
under 20 years, and 90 percent under 30. Alongside these ‘fighters’,11

however, women played many other roles. It was women, overwhelm-
ingly, who took charge of health care and supplying food and shelter.
The French tendency to ignore their presence, in contrast to the close
scrutiny to which Algerian men were subjected, led the National Liber-
ation Front (FLN) to recruit women as ‘agents de liaison’. The Front was
not especially in favour of their presence amongst fighters. Instead, it
encouraged them to take part in the civil organization of the Algerian
people – a structure within which the supply problem became more
and more important as the French Army destroyed more and more
maquis. According to Djamila Amrane and other scholars, this led to
new behaviours since supplying food was a traditional male task: the
war drove the men out of the villages and the women, in addition to
their traditional task of preparing the food, were now also in charge of
buying it.

Thus, over the course of the war, the position of women became more
and more crucial. All-female cells were organized within the national-
ist organization in charge of the Algerian population, the nizâm. These
cells were eventually dismantled by the French: the military archives
show that, as the French army made progress in the struggle against the
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fighters from the ALN (National Liberation Army), it increasingly went
after non-combatant elements of the organization. The French Army
progressively acknowledged that Algerian women, too, were its enemies.
Within a few years, they changed from being objects – merely part of
the landscape, typical, exotic, but not politically implicated in what was
happening – to being subjects in the eyes of the French Army. From the
moment French officials realized that women might be acting against
the French, they were subjected to the same treatment as the men. They
were identified, watched, and arrested for what they were doing (or sup-
posedly doing), no longer only seen as wives, mothers, or sisters of men
or as bystanders to the acts of some men. At the beginning of 1959,
General Massu, one of the most important French generals, comman-
der of one-third of Northern Algeria’s territory, gave the order to pay
particular attention to women, who were ‘currently the object of recruit-
ing attempt by the rebels’.12 The military units’ diaries are unequivocal.
At the beginning of the war, to shoot at a woman was still considered a
blunder, and a soldier could be blamed for it. But from 1959–1960 on, it
was considered to be an act of war. As women started to be considered
enemies of France, they were exposed to a larger spectrum of violence.
The number of women stopped, arrested, questioned, tortured, impris-
oned, put under house arrest, or executed grew. By the end of 1957, a
section dedicated to the internment of all female prisoners was created
in the camp of Tefeschoun. Before their arrival at Tefeschoun, they often
suffered violence when being arrested or during their detention in mili-
tary centres. This violence had a clearly sexual cast: breasts were burned,
electrodes were introduced into the vagina.

Military authorities considered rape a banal form of torture, useful for
making prisoners (male or female) talk, or to terrorize them.13 Violent
penetration, often using a piece of wood, a bottle, etc., was frequent.
The genitals were a preferred site for inflicting violence, such as when
electric shocks were applied. The sex organs were the entry point for
pain. This pain was immediate, but it could also be permanent, though
invisible, meant to hurt not just the victims but their close relatives as
well. Men, of course, could also be subjected to rape, but its symbolic
signification, which is part of its criminal efficiency, was greater for a
woman, because it could directly threaten her position within her family
as mother of her husband’s children.14

Military men committed sexual violence against women during their
detention as well. Many testimonials describe this violence, as compared
to the very small number that mention how some soldiers offered pro-
tection from such assaults. A male nurse in Southern Algeria remembers
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a very beautiful young woman who sought refuge in his unit: ‘A shel-
ter had to be provided for the girl . . . . The only possibility was for her
to take shelter in the ambulance, to put the doors against the wall so
that the men could not come inside, and then to lock the doors’.15 The
level of protection gives an idea of what the male nurse and the unit’s
doctor feared might happen. Aware of his comrades’ sexual frustration
and of their obsession with brothels, another soldier, Ugo Ianucci, noted
on several occasions his comrades’ temptation to submit the ‘fellouzes’
women’ arrested to sexual slavery. Eventually, they achieved their goal.
He tried to talk with the soldiers and recorded – disappointed – their
discussion: ‘We agree with you, Ugo. It is dégueulasse [disgusting] what
we’ve done. But that’s the way war is. Think of the fels’ women that
cut our pals’ balls off’. ‘It’s always the same “logic” ’, is Ugo Ianucci’s
comment on that. Racism and balls overflowed, indeed.16

It apparently seemed obvious everywhere: Algerian women were
women who could be raped. That is what a priest recorded in 1956 in ref-
erence to several military districts where ‘rape has become a method for
pacification’.17 The diary of the writer Mouloud Feraoun offers impor-
tant clues on the subject: rape became a systematic form of violence in
Kabylie, especially during the huge military operations engaged in by
General Challe over the summer of 1959. This case is extreme. Most of
the rapes committed during the French–Algerian War by French soldiers
were committed in a much more common and less systematic way.

It is possible to identify two general categories of rape: rapes with pre-
meditation and opportunistic rapes. Rapes of the first type were often
committed at night by a small group of soldiers. It is likely that other
soldiers remained unaware of these crimes. The exception to this was
when the victim complained about it or when – and several records
of disciplinary measures taken provide evidence of this phenomenon –
the soldiers were found guilty of deserting their post while they were
committing the assault. We also have evidence that some chiefs did
authorize their men, implicitly or explicitly, to go into supposedly ‘rebel’
villages or mechtas. A former conscript remembers a routine patrol taken
by the intelligence officer ‘for his men to sow their oats’.18 Another
quoted his commando’s leader: ‘you are allowed to rape but do it
discreetly’.19 In these instances, rape became part of a more general
violence owing to the war.

Yet most of the rapes committed during this war were directly linked
to the pursuit of military operations, albeit to contingent events rather
than choice of tactics. Rape was a collective form of violence, with the
other soldiers watching while the rapists acted.20 Men, following one
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another on the women’s bodies, also used their weapons to threaten
them. In addition to the rape, the raped woman or her relatives were
often subjected to other forms of violence. Their experience of this type
of behaviour rendered inhabitants of Kabylie resigned to their fate, as
Mouloud Feraoun recorded: ‘When the [French] military men drove
the people out of their home, cooped them up outside of their vil-
lage in order to search their houses, [people of Kabylie] knew that the
genitals of their girls and wives would be frisked as well’.21 The com-
mander of East Algeria confirmed and bemoaned this fact in a note:
‘Robberies, violence, rapes, and so on’ are usually committed when the
army is checking the population, ‘be it in the villages and mechtas of
the forbidden zones or in the urban centers’.22

The available evidence does allow us to know that not every woman
arrested was raped. Similarly, the fact that torture was widespread in
Algeria does not mean that prisoners were systematically raped. Diver-
sity is a recurrent characteristic of this kaleidoscopic war, where evidence
of real humanity and extreme brutality could be very close, manifested
within a distance of a few kilometres or over the course of a few months.
Nevertheless rape was unquestionably a favourite form of torture when
the prisoner was a woman, whether she was a convicted ‘terrorist’, a
fighter in the maquis, or merely suspected of being associated with the
‘rebellion’. What defined how the French pursued this war was that
the primary target was not the combatants of the maquis or soldiers in
the ‘frontier army’ (massed on the borders with Tunisia and Morocco),
but the Algerian population. It was this that gave rape its particular role.

Rape is a violent act where the male organ is a means – although it is
possible to use an object as well – yet where hurting the female organ is
not the ultimate aim. It is the woman herself who is to be hurt. Though
desire is involved, it is less an emanation of sexual desire than a will to
power and a desire to humiliate. Through the knocked-about, violated,
raped woman, military men targeted her family, her village, and every
community to which she belonged, including the most important: the
Algerian people. The orders given by the FLN to the Kabyle women bear
witness to this fact. In Mouloud Feraoun’s account, they were instructed
that they must not let the enemy understand that ‘the living flesh of
the Kabyle soul’ has been hurt.23 This formulation reflects the shared
understanding of the psychological or mental dimension of this physi-
cal violence. The logic of rape here is precisely the same as the logic of
torture.24

Yet raping women was not exactly the same. Alongside the suffering
that each rape inflicted on an individual, rape during this war imposed
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another level of suffering on local communities, assaulting values par-
ticularly fundamental to these groups, whether family, clan, village, or
neighbourhood. As Germaine Tillion put it in 1966, referring to the
whole Mediterranean basin, ‘it is a fact that a collective and individual
over-touchiness goes along, still nowadays, with a certain ideal of virile
brutality, whose complement is a dramatization of the feminine virtue.
They both fit in with a bloodthirsty familial pride, whose projection lies
in two myths: ascendancy and descent’.25 In this context, rape had yet
another additional import: Rape was also an attack on the sexual order
that, in Algeria, was premised on the capacity of men to defend women’s
virginity or purity, i.e. to guarantee paternity.

This order is based on the Muslim religion, a religion – as Mohammed
Hocine Benkheira has put it – entirely implicated ‘in the sexual relation-
ship, in the regulation of this relationship’.26 Well-ordered sex refers to
human relationship – compared to animals – and to social relationship
in a politically ordered world. It is basic and cardinal in the Kabyle cul-
ture as well, as Mouloud Feraoun, once again, overdramatizes: ‘All the
people who know share their shame and anger . . . for they see it is the
biggest crime and know that what makes them Kabyle, their customs,
their raison d’être has always been this taboo, this respect for the sanc-
tity of women’s bodies’.27 And paradoxically, French colonialism had
contributed to this importance of Kabyle traditions embedded in Islamic
rules or virtues.28

Another aspect that gave rape its criminal specificity in this context is
that it left the perpetrator feeling innocent and the victim ashamed.29 It
was not only a taint hushed up by Algerian women but also an injury
which men, too, needed to conceal, since it signalled their impotence,
their failure to protect their women, the keystone of male authority and
honour.30 Beyond the women, rape worked symbolically to castrate the
men, to quote Gerda Lerner.31 It is then possible to see the rapes com-
mitted during the French–Algerian war as political violence: they are,
ultimately, men’s business. In territory that, for over a century, was offi-
cially defined as extensions of France, three ‘departments’ of France, the
rapes still resonated with the symbolic weight of the rape of Algeria’s
conquest: they represent the way in which ‘possessing a body means to
possess a human being’.32 As Susan Brownmiller overstated it in 1975,
yet not without insight, rape is the conqueror’s act par excellence: a
sign of victory and, for the defeated country, a profound humiliation.
However, in the French–Algerian war, the rapes were often perpetrated
with the material comfort of an occupation army, whose means were
much wider than those of its enemies. The rapes here were not part
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of an invasion but part of a political will to remain indefinitely in
Algeria.

What happened then with the children? French public opinion was
confronted a few years ago with the reality of rapes during the French–
Algerian war through the judicial action of one man, Mohamed Garne.
His mother, Kheïra Garne, then aged 16, was raped by soldiers in charge
of guarding the concentration camp of Teniet-el-Haad, Western Algeria,
in 1959. They apparently tried to induce an abortion by beating her
several times on her belly. Yet the young woman gave birth to a boy,
who was taken in charge by nuns and then, after six months, given to a
childminder and definitively taken from his mother. The efforts by rapist
soldiers to induce abortions were mirrored, documents suggest, on the
Algerian side. The ethnologist Camille Lacoste-Dujardin reported such
behaviour among the Iflissen, a group living in the North of Tigzirt,
in 1969:

Kabyle honor, although awfully demanding and rigid when women
were in question, do not hold violated women responsible for the
results of this war of terror. They choose to forget. Not only do the
husbands not seek to divorce and the young women marry quickly,
but efforts are made to induce an abortion, so no victim will have to
bear a child due to these rapes.33

Talking to Djamila Amrane, also a veteran from the war, Mimi ben
Mohamed remembers more dramatic propositions:

Fahia [Hermouche] and I kept bringing up the topic of rape. Our peo-
ple, at first, they didn’t want to believe it. Later, they knew. All these
pregnancies, what are we going to do with them? Then commander
Si Lakhdar, maybe because of his youth, said: ‘ok, we kill the babies’.
We said: ‘No, this is not possible, we cannot kill innocent people.
These children have nothing to do with it; nor do the women, since
they have been forced. It is not possible simply to destroy a child like
that, it would be a crime. And in fact they did not do it, they kept all
these children. Husbands did not want them but they kept them in
the end. There were troubles but everybody understood’.34

In the end, some children were abandoned or taken care of by chari-
ties. Others were kept within the families and the villages that decided
to heal these wounds collectively. But this was not decided without suf-
fering and discussing. Thanks to these testimonies and others, little by
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little, some light has been shed on the topic. Yet, on several points, dark-
ness and silence remain – they are even stronger on rapes committed by
the Algerian fighters.

Studying how sexual violence against women is perpetrated leads to
some understanding of their logics – which is not necessarily the same
as the agents’ intentional strategy. Unlike the war in former Yugoslavia,
there was no systematic and planned use of rapes linked to official
projects of ‘ethnic cleansing’. Until now, no archive allows us to argue
that rape was used politically or strategically in order to strengthen
French authority in Algeria. No text has been found that recommends
rape or authorizes soldiers to rape. Unlike torture, no justification ever
appears, at least on the surface, in official instructions. Rape remained
totally forbidden in the French army. A few centuries ago, Grotius could
write that some civilized nations, even if they did not authorize rape,
might find it ‘understandable’ in wartime. But times have changed and,
during the French–Algerian war, no jurist advanced such an argument.35

When military authorities were notified, rapes seem to have been pun-
ished and the rapists brought before military courts. In every case,
among the few well-known inquiries about rapes, the perpetrators were
not just charged, but punished – which stands in sharp contrast to the
military’s response to claims and evidence of torture.

There were, however, very few rapes brought to the attention of mil-
itary authorities. In addition to the silence of Algerians, officers were
not always in a hurry to punish the rapists serving under them. It is
obvious that, further down the chain of command, among the officers
and non-coms directly in contact with the rapists and their comrades,
many chose not to make punishing this violence a priority. Indeed, the
fact that most soldiers served in small and isolated units, involved in a
mostly static war, makes it easy to conclude that impunity concerning
rapes was almost total during this war.

Within these groups of men, ‘where virile values are amplified’,36 rape
offered an opportunity for a violent yet safe confrontation between a
man’s self image and the Other’s image. The confrontation led to a vir-
ile man and a conquered woman. Virility is a key dimension of this
violence, aggravated by the ordinary racism to which Algerians were
subjected. As the war increasingly lowered inhibitions, it gave rape an
opportunity to expand. At that time, indeed, rape was still considered
by many French men as a ‘compelling impulse’, ‘expression of the man’s
nature’, indeed an act whose criminal or transgressive feature was not
obvious in every case to the man himself.37 According to such received
ideas, rape would involve sexual desire, and rape would be the sign
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of male sexual impulses impossible to control. Such an understanding
works to erase the dimension of domination, a valence yet particularly
important in colonial wartime.

Draftees serving in Algeria grew up in a world where being a man, to a
great extent, meant having a sexuality where the feminine and the mas-
culine are confronted, for the benefit of the man. Leaving for Algeria,
they wore proudly on their chest ‘good for girls’ or ‘girl ready’ badges
(bons pour le service). This shows the persistence in French society of a
vision of the draft, of military service, as a rite of passage into man-
hood.38 The war gave these young men the opportunity to assert their
virile identity on a daily basis through the violence, the weapons, and
the exaltation of strength.

According to Anne-Marie Sohn’s works on the first half of the twen-
tieth century, French justice showed indulgence towards gang rapists
in peacetime, as if gang rapes were considered to be ‘a normal sow-
ing of oats for young men, even a demonstration of virility’.39 These
collective rapes (only 9 percent of the rapes prosecuted) were usually
committed under the command of a leader, who might be the only one
to rape the victim as the others stood watch or took part in holding the
woman down. Such a structure is very close to that of the rapes commit-
ted during the French–Algerian war, where the gang rape might have
strengthened the primary group’s cohesion – the group that the war cre-
ated out of young men, forced to live together over long months.40 This
dimension explains why some of them boasted to their comrades about
rape, presenting the crime as an act of glory, a violent certificate of virile
identity.

Military men in Algeria certainly knew that rape was forbidden, and
the fear of being punished might have narrowed the scope of this vio-
lence. At the same time, the exceptional state of wartime led some men
to fabricate new norms of behaviour, distinct from ordinary civilian life
and freed from its most fundamental codes. Some military men might
have let rapes happen, even committed them, because they came to see
the victims less as fellow human beings but instead as wholly different –
i.e. women, Algerians and enemies.
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The ‘Sum of Such Actions’:
Investigating Mass Rape in
Bosnia-Herzegovina through
a Case Study of Foca
Teresa Iacobelli

Rape has always accompanied war. In the twentieth century alone there
have been numerous examples occurring in countries as diverse as
China, Germany, India and Rwanda.1 Believing it to be a natural conse-
quence of conflict, military historians have tended to ignore that rape is
also a weapon of war. This belief has prevented historians from looking
seriously at the act of rape, both its meanings and its consequences. As
it became clear in the war in Bosnia-Herzegovina in the 1990s, rape is
more than a by-product of war: the act itself provides a vital function in
the destruction and disgrace of an enemy. However, what has not been
as clear in the Balkans is the exact nature of the rapes which did occur
there. Were the rapes perpetrated against Bosnian Muslims and Croats
the result of an intentional and systemic policy ordered by Bosnian
Serbian command, or were they random acts by soldiers, militias and a
few sadistic leaders at the local level? This paper will attempt to answer
this question through a case study of the Bosnian city of Foca, an area
which first became synonymous with mass rape in 1992. By focusing
on this singular example I will attempt both to contextualize mass rape
and to answer some broader questions regarding its use in the former
Yugoslavia. I will seek to determine why mass rape happened and how
it came to be seen as a legitimate weapon of war in Bosnia-Herzegovina.
Finally, I will address the experience of mass rape in Foca to determine
whether there was an organized policy of its use, and if so, whether this
was a reflection of a policy of mass rape incited by Serbian command
throughout Bosnia.

In order to have an understanding of the incidence of rape and eth-
nic cleansing which occurred throughout the Balkans in the 1990s, it is
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first necessary to provide some background on the conflict. The Balkan
crisis is essentially the story of the disintegration of Yugoslavia which
had included the republics of Croatia, Bosnia-Herzegovina, Montenegro,
Macedonia, Slovenia and Serbia, as well as the two provinces of Kosovo
and Vojvodina. This paper will focus solely on the rapes of Muslim
women during the war within Bosnia-Herzegovina. This particular con-
flict lasted from April 1992 to November 1995 and it stands out as
the epicentre of mass rape during the wars of Yugoslav succession. It
is my contention that in Bosnia systemic and highly organized rape
orchestrated by Bosnian Serbian command facilitated a program of
terror, as well as a program of genocide.

The roots of the Balkan conflict are still hotly debated. At the outset of
the war the popular representation by the Western media of the Balkans,
and particularly Bosnia-Herzegovina, was as a powder keg of ethnic rival-
ries waiting to explode. Bosnia was referred to in the popular press as
‘one of the most ethnically muddled states in Europe’.2 Blaine Harden
of The Washington Post went on to say that ‘What makes Bosnia’s mix-
ture of peoples so volatile is that Muslims, Serbs and Croats live together
in the same streets and apartment buildings in many cities and towns’.3

True, Bosnia-Herzegovina did have what was considered to be an ethni-
cally diverse population, being 44 per cent Bosnian Muslim, 31 per cent
Orthodox Serbian and 17 per cent Roman Catholic Croatian accord-
ing to a 1991 census report.4 But reports such as Harden’s presented this
diversity in such a way as to make it a foregone conclusion that civil war
was imminent for the area, ignoring a post-Second World War atmo-
sphere of peaceful co-existence that existed especially within Bosnia’s
cosmopolitan cities. The fact was that, regardless of how statistics were
divided, there was more that united Bosnians than what set them apart.
For the majority of Bosnia’s Muslims, their religious identity was sec-
ondary to their identity as Europeans. Muslims and Christians dressed
and spoke similarly, and by 1991, 18.6 per cent of Bosnian marriages
were described as ‘inter-ethnic’.5

Regardless or ignorant of these facts, journalists and statesmen alike
portrayed the war in Bosnia as an inevitable outcome arising out of
centuries of ethnic rivalries.6 Scholars and journalists pulled out their
history books, thumbing through them for possible seeds to the present
crisis. Writing in the summer of 1992 journalist Thomas Butler con-
cluded that ‘[t]he fundamental cause of Yugoslavia’s terrible calamity
is not just recent history . . . Today’s horrors are woven from strands of
nothing less than the entire tapestry of history since the 6th-century
Slavic invasion of the Balkans, with the subsequent division of Croats
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and Serbs between Catholicism and Orthodoxy and eventually Islam’.7

Such explanations were useful exercises in avoiding an assignment of
blame in the tense climate, as well as precluding the rest of the world
from having to really understand, let alone intervene, in the conflict.
However, the problem with such explanations is that they were both
patronizing and inaccurate.

While it is true that the Balkans had a history of ethnic conflicts,
ancient hatreds did not lie at the root causes to the Bosnian con-
flict in 1992. By this I do not mean to suggest that history is unim-
portant in the Balkans, for it most certainly is; however, I do mean to
suggest that history was not the determining factor in the war. Rather,
the war in Bosnia-Herzegovina was artificially constructed by political
leaders for political goals, and to achieve these goals leaders relied upon
the manipulation of history. As Tim Judah, who was the Balkans cor-
respondent for The Times and The Economist, and author of The Serbs
writes, ‘The Serbs went to war because they were led into it by their
leaders. But these leaders drew on the malign threads of their people’s
history to bind them and pull them into war’.8

Serbian leaders recalled both ancient grievances and the more recent
memories of the Second World War. Popular terms of the past such as
Chetnik and Ustasha9 were brought back into the popular lexicon, as
were nationalist symbols. At times the Serbian leadership portrayed, and
the media often reinforced, the idea of the Balkan crisis as merely a
continuation of old antagonisms from the Second World War. However,
as Judah writes,

It is true that between 1941 and 1945 hundreds of thousands of
Yugoslavs died at the hands of other Yugoslavs; like the rest of Europe,
however, they lived at peace with one another for the next forty-five
years. It was the conjunction of historical circumstances, personal-
ities, arrogance and misjudgements which led to the war, and it is
important to keep in mind that the Serbs, as a people, are no different
from anyone else in Europe . . . The Serbs were misled but they were
not sheep. Supremely confident of victory, too many were happy to
be misled.10

Rather than the amending of old grievances, the goals of Serbian lead-
ership were nationalistic and focused on the conquest of land in order
to form a greater Serbia. Led by Serbian President Slobodan Milosevic,
the nationalist agenda gained momentum throughout the 1980s with
the crumbling of communism and the death of Yugoslavia’s communist
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strong-arm leader Josip Broz Tito (1892–1980). Milosevic’s agenda was
supported throughout Serbia by leading academics, religious figures and
the Serbian media.11

The ties that bound Yugoslavia began to unravel in 1991 with dec-
laration of independence by both Slovenia and Croatia. Conflicts with
Serbia followed, which Bosnia-Herzegovina literally stood in the mid-
dle of. Situated between Croatia and Serbia, Bosnia became the next
target of Serbian aggression and expansionist goals. On 3 March 1992,
following a positive referendum vote, Bosnians declared their wish to
remain multi-ethnic and independent. Unwilling to accept these results,
an attack by Serbia followed, as did a policy of ethnic cleansing.

Ethnic cleansing was a phrase first used by the international commu-
nity to describe the events in the former Yugoslavia, without having to
use the more loaded term of genocide. Ethnic cleansing was described
in part by the United Nations as ‘Massive violations of human rights
and international humanitarian law . . . used deliberately to achieve eth-
nically homogenous areas’.12 Abuses in Bosnia clearly shaded into one
another, at times overlapping between ethnic cleansing and outright
genocide, which I would describe as the intended destruction of a partic-
ular group, both physically and culturally. In the case of Bosnian Muslim
women, they were specifically targeted by Serbian military forces in
an intentional policy of genocidal rape meant to destroy the Muslim
community of the nation. Genocidal rape operated by three methods.
First, public rapes were meant to cause terror in Bosnian communities,
inciting Muslims to leave with the desire never to return. While this
function most certainly meets the criteria of ethnic cleansing, I would
argue that the intent of public rapes also met the United Nations defini-
tion of genocide in that they ‘caus[ed] serious bodily and mental harm
to members of a [specific] group’.13 Second, the rapes were genocidal
in that they were used as a means of torture prior to eventual mur-
der. Finally, a policy of forced impregnation was clearly genocidal, as it
was meant to control the reproduction of Muslims and strengthen the
Serbian population.14 At this point it is important to interject a crucial
distinction made by Norman Cigar, author of Genocide in Bosnia, and
that is, ‘[n]ationalism is not synonymous with genocide nor is it neces-
sarily its cause’.15 The genocide in Bosnia, which included mass rapes,
was not simply the result of sporadic outbursts of frenzied emotion, but
‘it was a rational policy, the direct and planned consequence of con-
scious policy decisions taken by the Serbian establishment in Serbia and
Bosnia-Herzegovina’.16

Thus, within this atmosphere of intense nationalism and con-
structed ethnic rhetoric, the siege of Bosnia-Herzegovina began in
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April 1992. Among the first to fall to Serbian firepower was the city of
Foca and its surrounding villages. Located near the banks of the Drina
River, Foca lay in southeast Bosnia, near the border of Montenegro.
The pre-war population of the city was approximately 40,000 people
of whom 51.6 per cent were identified as Muslims, 45.3 per cent as
Serbian and 3.1 per cent as others.17 Foca had a 500-year-old Islamic
presence and was home to 14 mosques in and around the city, includ-
ing the Aladza (the coloured mosque) known for its exceptional beauty
and the Ustikolina, which, built in 1448, was the oldest mosque in
Bosnia.18

Beginning from the era of the Second World War it is possible to
reconstruct a short history of Foca. The war in Yugoslavia was not a sin-
gular conflict, but could be characterized more as series of battles waged
among different and constantly changing groups. Chetniks, Commu-
nist partisans and Ustasha forces were in a constant struggle for power,
meaning that at times Serbs fought against Serbs (Partisans vs. Chetniks)
and that Muslims played a role in all of the forces, including align-
ment with the predominantly Serbian Chetniks at times. Throughout
Yugoslavia what is clear is that the face of the war differed by region.
In the case of Foca, Muslims paid the highest price, experiencing large-
scale massacres at the hands of Chetnik forces in 1942 and 1943. In a
single incident in January 1943, 9000 Muslims were massacred, 8000
of whom were women, children and the elderly.19 Incidents such as this
encouraged the Muslims of the region to join with the Partisans. As Noel
Malcolm, author of Bosnia: A Short History writes,

A terrible system of mutually fueled enmities was now at work. The
more Muslims there were joining Partisans, the more the Cetniks
regarded Muslims as such as their foes; and the worse the killings of
Muslims by the Cetniks became, the more likely local Muslims were
to cooperate with Partisan, German, Italian or NDH forces against the
Cetniks.20

Malcolm goes on to conclude that

Altogether 75,000 Bosnian Muslims are thought to have died in the
war: at 8.1 per cent of their total population, this was a higher pro-
portion than that suffered by the Serbs (7.3 per cent), or by any
other people except the Jews and the Gypsies. Muslims fought on
all sides – Ustasa, German, Cetnik, Partisan – and had been killed by
all sides. Many had been killed in Croatian and German death-camps,
including Jasenovac, Buchenwald, Dachau, and Auschwitz.21
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It should be noted for the purpose of this essay that in no account of
Foca during the Second World War has there been mention of mass
rapes. This leads one to assume that while martial rape may have likely
occurred, it was not widespread. Thus, an historical legacy of rape can-
not account for Serbian policy decisions in 1992, nor can a motive of
revenge. Furthermore, Serbian leadership does not seem to have been
influenced by an environment in which rape was common outside of
war, a factor which could have made the transition to martial rape an
easier one.

The city of Foca, calm in the inter-war years, was to become a flash-
point during the war in Bosnia-Herzegovina in 1992. Foca being among
the first cities to fall to the Serbs, journalist Roy Gutman wrote of it that
‘what happened there set a pattern for ethnic cleansing in the rest of
Bosnia. Foca could be a case study in the role played by civilian politi-
cians in the brutality against the non-Serb population’.22 Furthermore,
Foca provides one of the first and most striking examples of the highly
organized regime of mass rape that characterized the Bosnian war.

The siege of Foca began on 7 April 1992 and was successfully com-
pleted by the Bosnian Serb Army and the paramilitary forces called in
from both Serbia and Montenegro. The occupation was completed in
only ten days, ending on 17 April 1992. The villages surrounding the
city of Foca continued to be under attack until mid-July of that same
year.23 What appears by all accounts to have been an organized policy
of ethnic cleansing took effect almost immediately. Men were separated
from women and taken to Foca Kazneno-Popravni Dom (KP Dom Foca),
a large prison facility from which many men went ‘missing’ and are now
presumed dead. Women, young children and the elderly were held at a
number of detention centres across Foca.

In total, it is estimated that between 20,000 and 50,000 rapes occurred
within Bosnia-Herzegovina during the course of the war.24 An exact
number of rapes in Foca specifically cannot be determined from the
sources, although charges for the cases of 14 specific victims identified
by code names were included in the Foca Indictment.25 Handed down in
June 1996, the Foca Indictment was passed by the International Crim-
inal Tribunal for the former Yugoslavia (ICTY) and was the first such
indictment to deal specifically with sexual offences committed in war. It
charged eight men with breaches of the Geneva Conventions, including
gang rape, torture and sexual enslavement, in the Foca region between
1992 and 1993.

The first rapes in Foca began on 11 April 1992, three days after the ini-
tial attack, and they lasted until February 1993. Following the separation
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by age and sex, women were detained in various houses, apartments
and motels throughout Foca. Quickly a regime of torture and gang rape
was instituted and participated in by Bosnian Serb soldiers, policemen
and members of various paramilitary groups. According to the Foca
Indictment, ‘Among the purposes of the assaults were to extricate infor-
mation from the women about the whereabouts of their menfolk and
the existence of any armed resistance; to punish and intimidate them;
and for reasons based upon discrimination’.26 According to many vic-
tims of these interrogations, more often these were exercises in mock
weapon-searches that very quickly developed into rape at gunpoint.27

By 3 July 1992, at least 72 Muslim prisoners were being held at the
Foca High School. At least 50 of these prisoners were female, some as
young as 12 years old, being held for the sole purpose of rape. The
high school was under constant patrol by armed Serbian soldiers and
members of the local Foca Police who worked in close alliance with the
Bosnian Serb army. Detainees at Foca High School reported being raped
every night of their detention either at the school, or after being taken
to nearby apartments. Perpetrators included members of the military
police. Foca High School remained a rape camp until 13 July 1992.28

From Foca High School the same victims were then moved to the
Partizan Sports Hall which operated as a rape camp from 13 July 1992 to
at least 13 August 1992. Located in the centre of Foca, Partizan was only
70 metres from the local police station and clearly visible.29 Conditions
at Partizan were described as brutal, characterized by

Inhumane treatment, unhygienic facilities, overcrowding, starvation,
physical and psychological torture, including sexual assaults. There
were neither blankets nor towels provided for the detainees. Only a
few mattresses were provided for sleeping. Food, allotted on an irreg-
ular basis, was meagre. Medical care for the detainees, either on a
regular or emergency basis was not authorized. Some women [were]
beaten and in need of urgent care. Women bled and suffered pain as
a result of sexual abuse. Two women died in Partizan due to beatings
inflicted upon them by Serb soldiers.30

Like Foca High School, Partizan was constantly guarded by local police.
Soldiers freely entered in groups, either to stay for a while or to remove
women temporarily from the premises. No attempts were ever made by
the guards to stop the soldiers. One victim, identified only as Beba,
who fled to Foca after being raped in her own village, and who could
view Partizan from where she hid within Foca, reported, ‘I saw the same
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men entering and leaving daily . . . I can say in Foca there were 50 men
involved in rape. They slept during the day and raped at night’.31 Her
story regarding time and numbers corroborates that of the numerous
victims at Partizan. Victims reported gang rapes as a daily ritual; some
testified to being raped up to 150 times during their two months of
detention. These stories were deemed to be entirely credible upon gynae-
cological examination. One victim, referred to only as M.C., recalled of
one incident on 12 August 1992, ‘I counted 29 of them [soldiers]. Then
I lost consciousness’.32

Detainees from Partizan Sports Hall were released on 13 August 1992
and were immediately deported to Montenegro. Here, for the first time,
victims finally received medical care. Examinations showed that some
victims, as a result of their experiences, suffered long-term physical dam-
age such as the inability to ever bear children; all women suffered some
degree of psychological trauma.33

What must be remembered is that the detainees from Foca High
School and Partizan Sports Hall represent only a small portion of Foca’s
total rape victims. Many more women experienced sexual assault within
their own homes or at small detention centres scattered throughout the
area. Others who were held at Partizan were released earlier from the
hall, but kept as sexual slaves. Such was the case of a 15-year-old girl
identified in the Foca Indictment only as FWS-87. FWS-87 was removed
from Partizan on 2 August 1992. She was kept at various houses-
turned-brothels until 25 February 1993, where she was repeatedly raped
and forced to perform chores. The victim was eventually sold to two
Montenegrin soldiers for 500 Deutschmarks.34 Furthermore, included
in the Foca Indictment are not only those rapes which occurred in
Foca proper, but those that occurred in the surrounding villages as well.
For example, Alexandra Stiglmayer, author and freelance correspondent
in Bosnia-Herzegovina, wrote that four women whom she interviewed
from the small town of Miljevina, just outside Foca, reported that of the
approximately 100 Muslim women who chose to stay in Miljevina, all
had experienced at least one rape.35

Today, Foca is an example of a successful campaign of ethnic cleans-
ing. Twenty thousand Muslims were expelled from the city.36 A NATO-
led stabilization force attempted in November 2000 to reintroduce some
refugees who had fled during the war, but this proved to be largely
unsuccessful.37

In light of the incidents which occurred in Foca, it is now my inten-
tion to determine whether the accounts reflect an actual policy of
rape instituted by Serbian command. Croatian author Slavenka Drakulic
writes of Foca that ‘[r]ape was generally encouraged as a highly efficient
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method of achieving one key aim of the Bosnian Serb army: frighten-
ing and humiliating civilian Muslims’. She goes on to say, ‘[b]ut there
appears to have been no specific order to rape’.38 Yet, in the absence of a
‘smoking gun’ can a policy still be proven? In my view, given the pattern
and the nature of actions carried out in Foca, it can.

Following the successful siege of Foca, power was concentrated into
the hands of three key men at the local level. These men were Vojislav
Maksimovic and Peter Cancar, who were both responsible for organizing
the military campaign, and most importantly, Velibor Ostojic, who was
a minister in Bosnian Serb leader Radovan Karadzic’s government.39 All
three men were included in Karadzic’s inner circle and were said to have
maintained close contact with him throughout the occupation of Foca.
Journalist Roy Gutman’s sources also confirm that Ostojic made fre-
quent trips to Pale, where Karadzic maintained his own headquarters.40

It is believed that from these frequent meetings and from a number of
other conversations which took place during the siege resulted the deci-
sions to call in paramilitary troops, to destroy Muslim cultural sites, to
establish both rape and concentration camps and to ethnically cleanse
Foca of its non-Serb population.41

As indicated, the chain of command also included the local police,
who actively participated in both the siege and the rapes of Foca.
According to the ICTY,

During the take-over and the arrest of the non-Serb population, there
was a close alliance between the Foca police (hereinafter, SUP) and
the Serb forces. The arms and uniforms for the Serb soldiers were dis-
tributed from the SUP building. Serb soldiers were constantly going
in and out of the SUP building and started their wave of arrests from
there.42

Dragan Gagovic, who was chief of police at the time, recommended
both Foca High School and Partizan Sports Hall as appropriate rape
camps. He also personally visited Partizan and could both see and hear
what was happening there from his SUP headquarters. Finally, according
to the indictment against him,

Around 16 July 1992, a group of detainees from the Partizan Sports
Hall, went to the SUP building and informed Dragan Gagovic about
the constant sexual assault of women in the detention facility. On
or around 17 July 1992, Dragan Gagovic personally raped one of
the women who, on the previous day, had complained about the
incidences of sexual assaults.43
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What occurred in Foca at the Partizan Sports Hall was an exercise in
public rape and public humiliation. Knowledge was widespread and acts
were by no means the result of ad hoc individual actions. According to
‘Azra’, a 20-year-old who was detained and raped in Miljevina,

‘Responsible people knew exactly what was going on and didn’t do
anything about it . . . All they had to do was give two or three of them
[rapists] a stiff punishment and it would’ve stopped. But they never
did that; practically speaking it was legal to rape Muslim women and
all the rest of it’.44

While all of the time denying allegations of systemic and organized
rape in Foca throughout 1992, Karadzic and his cohorts did very little
to disprove the allegations or to ease international concerns. Foreign
journalists and aid organizations were denied access to the city by
Serbian forces throughout the spring, and Ostojic refused to answer
questions by either phone or fax, referring to the questions on organized
rape as ‘hypothetical’ and thus not worthy of answers.45 On the other
hand, in April 1992 Karadzic denied any knowledge of Partizan and,
when asked about a policy of rape, he stated: ‘We know of some 18 cases
of rape altogether, but this was not organized but done by psychopaths’.
He went on to call the rumours of mass rape ‘propaganda’ by ‘Muslim
Mullahs’.46

Contrary to the denials of Serbian leadership, by 1993 a number of
governmental and non-governmental organizations had proven that
rape in Bosnia-Herzegovina was widespread. At war’s end, in a major
legal precedent, the ICTY laid the very first charges which prosecuted
rape as a separate crime against humanity. On 26 June 1996, eight men
were charged for carrying out martial rapes in Foca.

The eight men charged under the Foca Indictment were what I would
term middle men. In the indictment, charges were not laid against
Ostojic, Maksimovic and Cancar, the main decision-makers in occupied
Foca.47 Charged instead were Dragan Gagovic, Gojko Jankovic, Janko
Janjic, Radomir Kovac, Zoran Vukovic, Dragan Zelenovic, Dragoljub
Kunarac and Radovan Stankovic. Of these men, six did hold positions
of authority, five as sub-commanders of the military police, and Dragan
Gagovic who held the highest position as chief of police. Seven of the
eight men, including Gagovic and the five sub-commanders, were also
paramilitary leaders. Therefore, of the eight men indicted, seven were
responsible for the actions of individuals subordinate to them. Only
Radovan Stankovic was not responsible for the actions of subordinates,
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but he was a member of an elite paramilitary unit and charged with
running a house in Miljevina where many women were detained and
raped.48

In reviewing the personal histories of these men what is striking is the
banality of their own backgrounds. All were either born in or residents
of Foca. Their professions ranged from police commanders (Gagovic) to
café owners, waiters and unemployed mechanics. How each man came
to organize and supervise as well as commit rape is a disturbing ques-
tion that was left in the hands of the prosecution of the ICTY. Beginning
on the 20 March 2000, Dragolijub Kunarec, Radomir Kovac and Zoran
Vukovic were the first men in the Foca Indictment to stand trial. The task
before the prosecution ‘was to demonstrate that the rapes in the town
of Foca were carried out in a systemic and organized fashion’.49 Prosecu-
tion did so by establishing a pattern of events based upon the victims’
testimony of repeated gang rapes. Approximately 20 Bosnian women
testified before the court, again setting a precedent in a war crimes trial,
as this was the first time that testimony of the victims was asked for and
considered in a case of rape. On 22 February 2001 Kunarec, Kovac and
Vukovic were all found guilty, receiving sentences of 28 years, 20 years
and 12 years imprisonment for their crimes.50 Speaking on the positions
held by the convicted, Judge Florence Mumba stated that ‘[p]olitical
leaders and war generals are powerless if ordinary people refuse to carry
out criminal activities in the course of the war. Lawless opportunists
should expect no mercy, no matter how low their position in the chain
of command may be’.51 Present in the court room as the verdicts were
read, special correspondent Slavenka Drakulic wrote: ‘Watching them,
you understand that war finally boils down to what one individual does
to another, to what they did to those girls. In the end, the war is only a
sum of such actions’.52

Both Mumba’s and Drakulic’s comments make clear that the existence
of a top-down policy of genocidal rape, which both legitimized and
accommodated atrocities, does not absolve individuals of responsibility.
Power was not, and never is, so centralized. Serbian leadership required
the consent of the people. As journalist Peter Maass writes, ‘Gaining the
support of ordinary people . . . is a crucial element in any successful reign
of terror. The wavering masses, the silent majority, the good men, they
must feel stained by the same blood as the Visigoths who fired the
first shots. They must be made into accomplices to the crime’.53 This
was as true for Bosnia as it was for Nazi Germany. While support
was initially difficult to gain in the multi-ethnic Bosnia-Herzegovina,
owing in part to intense propaganda a significant portion of the
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Bosnian Serb population, along with outsiders, did eventually become
radicalized enough to either participate in ‘preemptive genocide’ or to
deny outright its existence or stay silent in the face of it.54

As for the other men charged in the Foca Indictment, Radovan
Stankovic was arrested on 9 July 2002 by French and German SFOR
troops, and his case was handed over to the State Court of Bosnia-
Herzegovina. On 14 November 2006 Stankovic was given a prison
sentence of 16 years for crimes against humanity. On appeal, the sen-
tence was increased to 20 years. On 25 May 2007, Stankovic escaped
from police custody.55 Dragan Gagovic was shot dead by French SFOR
troops on 13 January 1999. He had remained in Foca and, making no
attempts to hide, continued to work as a café owner and a karate instruc-
tor. French authorities attempted to arrest him as he returned from
a karate competition with a van full of students. Gagovic reportedly
steered the automobile into the soldiers and then, according to reports
by the Russian newspaper Izvestia, French soldiers ‘cold-bloodedly shot
the driver [Gagovic] dead’.56 Janko Janjic is also dead, having blown
himself up with a hand grenade on 12 October 2000 when German
SFOR troops attempted to arrest him in Foca.57 Gojko Jankovic surren-
dered to authorities in 2005 and on 16 February 2007 he was handed
a 34-year jail term by Bosnia’s State Court.58 Finally, Dragan Zelenovic
was arrested in Russia in 2005. He was transferred to the ICTY at The
Hague where he pled guilty to seven counts of torture and rape as crimes
against humanity. For his participation in these crimes, Zelenovic was
sentenced to 15 years imprisonment.59

While the international community, symbolized by the ICTY, has
definitively decided that organized mass rape did occur in Foca, does
this automatically indicate a policy of mass rape throughout Bosnia-
Herzegovina? No, the evidence which emerges from one city cannot
speak for the entire country, but the evidence collected from across
many towns and villages, and the conclusive findings from both
governmental and non-governmental organizations, does suggest a cal-
culated and widespread systemic policy of rape driven by Bosnian
Serbian leadership. Early in the war the Western media, along with
national governments, were reluctant to label the Serbian actions in
Bosnia as systemic. In the summer of 1992, journalist Peter Maass wrote:
‘accounts indicate that the waves of arrests, beatings and executions in
Bosnia – while widespread and brutal – are not systemic or carefully
planned. Rather, the refugee accounts portray ad hoc campaigns of ter-
ror that vary from city to city’.60 By 1995, after four years of brutal
fighting and four years worth of documented cases of rape and other
atrocities, the media had made significant shifts in its opinion.
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Documentation and proof of a policy has come from a variety of
sources. First, statements from the perpetrators themselves indicate
that they were acting on superior orders. Vojislav Seselj, who led a
Serbian paramilitary group known as the White Eagles, stated in a 1995
Washington Post article that ‘Milosevic didn’t sign any of the orders him-
self but they came from his security chiefs. He is directly responsible’.
Going on to talk about those Serbs accused of war crimes, Seselj stated
that ‘if these men go The Hague they will say where their orders came
from – Slobodan Milosevic’.61 Claims such as this were corroborated by
numerous victims who have said that they were told by their own rapists
that there were orders to commit the crime. ‘Mirsada,’ a 23-year-old vic-
tim of rape from the town of Brezovo Polje, stated that a man who
abducted her had said, ‘We have orders to rape the girls’, going on to
say that he was ‘ashamed to be a Serb . . . everything that is going on is
a war crime’.62 Testimony from aid workers on the ground also proved
useful in establishing the systemic nature of the rapes. Selma Hecimovic,
a worker in Zenica, Bosnia, who documented testimony from rape vic-
tims and organized refugee resettlement projects, stated emphatically
that ‘[t]his has gone further than a “war crime”, this is not a war crime
any more but an attempt to destroy a whole people. This isn’t the kind
of rape that is the consequence of any war, this is organized rape, a
stage in a programme’.63 In an interview with journalist Roy Gutman,
Dr. Melika Kreitmayer, who worked with a large number of rape victims
from Brezovo Polje, stated: ‘My impression is that someone had an order
to rape the girls’. Gutman goes on to say that ‘[s]he cited as proof that
some young women said they had been taken to a house and not raped
but were instructed to tell others that they had been raped’.64

In fact, the pattern of abuse which occurred in Brezovo Polje closely
mirrors the experience in Foca, as well as in numerous other towns and
villages across Bosnia-Herzegovina. Women were initially raped in their
own homes, at times in front of family members. According to one
unnamed victim,

A man broke into our house and raped me . . . My husband had to
watch while I was raped. I have a four-year-old daughter; she saw the
rape. There was no way I could avoid it; he would have killed both of
us. He just said, ‘Your husband has to watch’.65

Once occupation was secured, the town’s inhabitants were separated
according to age and gender. Men were taken to detention centres
such as the KP Dom in Foca or the infamous Omarska, located outside
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of Prijedor. Women, children and the elderly were transported to
alternative locations, where again a group of women would be selected
for rape. Referring to this first phase of occupation, Todd Salzman,
author of ‘Rape Camps, Forced Impregnation, and Ethnic Cleansing’
writes that ‘[t]he psychological impact of such atrocities is evident.
Through fear and intimidation, victims and witnesses would be hesitant
to return to the scene of such events’.66

From this initial phase onwards it was common for women to expe-
rience frequent changes in their location. Upon initial separation from
the men, women would be held in what were termed refugee collection
centres. Here women were often taken away to be raped, or raped in
front of other detainees. Gang rapes and other forms of physical torture
were widely reported in such settings. In the case of Foca, the initial site
of detention or refugee collection centre was Buk Bijela. Buk Bijela was
initially created as military headquarters and barracks for Bosnian Serb
and paramilitary soldiers after the siege of Foca, but it was turned into
a temporary holding centre for Muslim civilians in July 1992. At Buk
Bijela women were separated from children and made to suffer interro-
gations which turned into violent gang rapes. Victims included girls as
young as 15.67

The final phase of detention which consistently speaks of the victims’
experiences across Bosnia is the detention at both brothels and rape
camps. In the case of brothels, women were usually kept at abandoned
houses and used as sexual slaves. Captured war criminal Radovan
Stankovic was accused of running one such brothel in Miljevina. Known
as Karaman’s House (the owner of the home being Nusret Karaman, a
Muslim living in Germany) this brothel held at least nine women from
August to October 1992. Detainees were as young as 12 and 14, and
in addition to being subjected to repeated rapes during the course of
their stay, they were also forced to perform household chores. According
to the Foca Indictment, ‘At Karaman’s house, the detainees constantly
feared for their lives. If any woman refused to obey orders, she would
be beaten. Soldiers often told the women that they would be killed after
the soldiers were finished with them because they knew too much’.68

Rape camps, on the other hand, were established in locations such
as abandoned hotels, restaurants and gymnasiums and held a greater
number of women. As in brothels, women in rape camps were again
detained for long periods of time and subjected to repeated torture,
rape and sexual slavery. Partizan Sports Hall serves as the obvious
example of a rape camp in the case of Foca, but such camps existed
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throughout Bosnia-Herzegovina, identified by names such as Restaurant
Sonja (Vogosca) and Vilena Vlas (Visegrad).

Incidents which occurred at these rape camps also follow some typical
patterns suggesting that they were run according to a Serbian pol-
icy. Foremost in suggesting that rape was being intentionally used by
Serbian command in order to perpetrate genocide is testimony pointing
to a policy of forced impregnation. Numerous accounts from victims
reveal a Serbian intent to impregnate women. Victims scattered in var-
ious locations have testified that their rapists told them that they were
to give birth to Serbian children. Ifeta, who suffered rape at a camp
in Prijedor, states, ‘while they were doing it [raping her] they said
I was going to have a baby by them and that it’d be an honor for a
Muslim woman to give birth to a Serbian kid’.69 In the case of Foca, the
indictment lists numerous accounts by victims which attest to similar
statements. A policy of forced impregnation is also suggested by the fact
that women who did become pregnant were held until an abortion was
no longer an option. Kadira, a 40 year old Bosnian Muslim who was
taken from her village and detained at a camp in Doboj, states that

Women who got pregnant, they had to stay there for seven or eight
months so they could give birth to a Serbian kid. They had their
gynaecologists there to examine the women. The pregnant ones
were separated off from us and had special privileges . . . Only when
a woman’s in her seventh month, when she can’t do anything about
it anymore, then she’s released.

And those that did not get pregnant? Kadira recalled that ‘[t]hey beat
the women who didn’t get pregnant, especially the younger women;
they were supposed to confess what contraceptives they were using’.70

A policy of forced impregnation to enact genocide seems almost contra-
dictory, but within the Balkan culture this policy made perfect sense.
Todd Salzman argues that Serbian culture is based on a ‘patriarchal
myth’ which believes that a child’s identity is determined by that
of the father. This proved important in the Bosnian conflict as this
myth is also accepted within the Muslim and Catholic cultures. Thus,
a child which results from a Serbian rape will always be considered
Serbian, not only by the perpetrator, but also by the victim and her
community.71

Further reinforcing the idea of an organized policy of rape is that,
according to author Norman M. Naimark, ‘[r]ape camps received
logistical and financial support from branches of the Bosnian Serb
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government’.72 Only with these financial resources could local rape
camps operate for months on end and only with organizational support
could camps quickly dissolve themselves and successfully relocate
once they had been discovered by international organizations. Reports
from aid organizations such as Human Rights Watch and the United
Nations ‘indicate that the research, planning, and coordination of rape
camps was a systemic policy of the Serbian government and mili-
tary forces with the explicit intention of creating an ethnically pure
state’.73

Also indicative of an official policy is the widespread toleration of
the rapes. As it was shown in the case of Foca, the occurrences at
Partizan were clearly visible to authorities. If authorities were not par-
ticipating in the rapes themselves, they certainly made no attempts
in Foca to stop them either. This toleration of rape was found to
be widespread throughout Bosnia-Herzegovina. Commanders in rape
camps did little to stop the practice of rape or to punish those subor-
dinates who participated in it. The international community did believe
that the commanders had the power to exercise such authority. The UN
Commission of Experts found that following an explosion of media
attention on mass rape in January and February 1993, the reported
number of cases began to drop dramatically. Citing this correlation
between media scrutiny and the decreasing number of reported rape
cases, the UN Commission speculated that it ‘would indicate that the
commanders could control the alleged perpetrators if they wanted to.
This could lead to the conclusion that there was an overriding policy
advocating the use of rape as a method of “ethnic cleansing”, rather
than a policy of omission, tolerating the widespread commission of
rape’.74

The final significant factor in the suggestion of an organized policy
of mass rape is the document known as the RAM plan. Numerous eye-
witness accounts attest to the existence of such a document believed
to have been written in 1991. The plan, drawn up by the Yugoslav
National Army (JNA), contains details for the planned military conquest
of Bosnia-Herzegovina. All accounts of the plan claim that it also sets
forward a process of removing Muslims from Bosnia-Herzegovina by
various tactics including organized rape. The RAM plan apparently indi-
cated that Muslim morale could be effectively weakened by the raping
of Muslim women, including minors.75 Another key piece of evidence
indicated in Rape Warfare by Beverly Allen is a letter from the comman-
der of the third battalion of the Serb army to the chief of the secret
police in Belgrade in which he states that
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Sixteen hundred and eighty Muslim women of ages ranging from
twelve to sixty are now gathered in the centres for displaced per-
sons in our territory. A large number of these are pregnant, especially
those ranging in age from fifteen to thirty years. In the estima-
tion of Bosko Kelevic and Smiljan Geric, the psychological effect is
strong, and therefore we must continue [the practice of genocidal
rape].76

Such documents present a convincing argument when it comes proving
a top-down directed policy of rape.

Confronted with the issue of an organized mass rape, Bosnian Serbian
leadership consistently denied allegations. When asked about the rapes
of Muslim women for example, General Mladic, commander of the
Bosnian Serb Army, crudely stated: ‘We Serbs are too picky to do such
things’.77 From the onset of the war, Serbian leadership took no respon-
sibility for alleged atrocities. In the spring of 1992 Radovan Karadzic
stated that ‘We can affirm with certainty that our army defended our
people and their borders in a model manner and that it did not commit
a single crime, rape or attack against civilians’.78 Asked about a policy
of ethnic cleansing, and faced with the streams of Muslim refugees,
Karadzic instead used the term ethnic transfer and stated that there was
no policy, and that Muslims were leaving of their own accord as they
no longer felt comfortable in the now Serbian territory. These denials
trickled down to low level officials as well. In the town of Visegrad
where Muslim homes and mosques were burned to the ground, the
local Serbian mayor stated, ‘I don’t know what you mean by “ethnic
cleansing”! The Muslims left voluntarily. We even supplied the buses.
We didn’t force them to leave, I swear’.79 Oftentimes Serbian denials
were backtracked and forced to adjust to the increasing international
awareness and proof of war crimes. While the existence of concentra-
tion camps was initially denied outright by Karadzic, he later amended
his denial to an admission of camps, but stated that they were only
prison camps and not for the purpose of extermination.80 These out-
right denials certainly extended to the issue of rape as well. Karadzic
maintained that there was no evidence to prove the claims of mass
rape, and he called the accusations ‘a horrible lie’, going on to say, ‘Our
generals are extremely sensitive about moral behaviour’.81 More often
accusations of rape were blamed on Muslim propaganda and the desire
of Muslim women to cover up their own immodest behavior. Accusa-
tions were regarded as attempts to slander the character of the Serbian
soldier. As one paramilitary leader reasoned in 1993, if the ‘Serbs had
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raped so many Muslim women, when would they have had time to win
the war in Bosnia-Herzegovina’.82

Despite such denials, investigations conducted during the course of
the war and following its end have proved that various wartime atroc-
ities, including mass rape, were most likely the result of a purposeful
policy. Between the established patterns of abuse that were mirrored
from town to town across Bosnia; between both victim and perpetra-
tor testimony; between the sheer numbers of reported rape cases; and
from information regarding Serbian military goals and directives at the
outset of the war, the existence of a policy of mass rape is a difficult
argument to deny. Mass rape fit perfectly into the Serbian war aims
of increasing their own population and driving Muslims out of their
land in the pursuit of a greater Serbia. Rape proved a decisive factor in
provoking fear and intimidation, and in destroying the social fabric of
the Bosnian Muslim community. And as the international community
largely fell silent, mass rape proved to be largely successful. Foca is only
one of many Bosnian towns that changed in both name and character,
cleansed of its multi-ethnicity. What occurred against Bosnian Muslims
was no accident, and it was not random; it was deliberate and calcu-
lated, and it was genocide. While there may be no smoking gun, there is
proof enough of a policy of mass rape and proof that Serbian command
legitimized the use of rape as a weapon of war.
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